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PREFACE
TO THE THIRD PRINTING

Some eight years have elapsed since this book was written. During

that time, the Chinese Communist Party has firmly established its

power on the mainland of China, and world-wide interest in all

aspects of Chinese Communism has grown immensely. Much work

has been done on the history and origins of the movement and many
new facts have been brought to light. The Chinese Communist Party

has itself elaborated a new orthodox account of its own history, which

differs in some marked respects from pervious orthodox accounts (as

illustrated in the writings of Hu Hua, Hu Ch'iao-mu, and others)

and has brought to light new documentation.

In view of these developments, a re-examination of some of the

interpretations brought forth in the book is perhaps warranted.

While there are many issues which are certainly open to further dis-

cussion, I shall concern myself in this brief preface only with ques-

tions which seem fundamental.

As indicated in the introduction, my main concerns in writing

this book were first with the history of the internal political relations

of the Chinese Communist movement and the history of the relations

of the movement as a whole to the Kremlin and second with the

closely related question of the evolution of Marxist-Leninist ideology

within the Chinese environment— the question of the evolving

relations between ideology and actuality. Behind this concern there

lay an even larger question— What role if any has ideology played

in the history of Communism? In dealing with the latter question,

I was not exclusively concerned with Chinese affairs as such. I was

also fascinated by the enormous claims made for Marxist-Leninist

doctrine as a master science providing its chosen initiates not only

with the key to the past but with an infallible science for navigating

in the treacherous waters of current social and political events. The
self-image of the ideal Communist leader (at least until recently) was

of the man whose environment provided him with few perplexities or

surprises. He was the intellectual master of all he surveyed. At any

given point of time he could make an infallibly correct socio-historic

analysis of the current situation and his policy decisions were squarely

based on these analyses. The fact that the doctrine v/as often called
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a "method" rather than a "dogma" changed nothing in this image.

One of the purposes of the book was to examine these enormous

claims within the context of the Chinese experience.

If we turn our attention to the first of these concerns— the con-

cern with the inner political history of the movement— accumulating

evidence has now made it clear that the statement on page 185 that

"the complete victory of the Mao-Chu leadership within the Chinese

movement can be said to have been achieved during the 1932-33
period when the Central Committee moved its headquarters from

Shanghai to Juichin" stands subject to correction. It is now clear

that Mao did not achieve full ascendancy within the movement until

the Tsunyi Conference of 1935. It is also clear that certain members
of the Central Committee group such as Po Ku (not, however, Wang
Ming) managed to wield considerable power within the Soviet areas

after 1933 and that there may have even been a temporary decline

of Mao's power during the period 1933-193 5. The whole story of

the complicated factional disputes of the 1933-193 5 period remains

to be unraveled. It is possible to conceive of many reasons why the

members of the "28 Bolshevik" group were able to maintain positions

of power within the Soviet areas. They still enjoyed the high

prestige of their party positions and presumably the full backing of

Moscow and of local Kremlin agents such as the mysterious General

Li Teh. They may also have been able to link up quite effectively

with elements within the Soviet areas and Red Army high command
who were by no means fully reconciled to Mao's ascendancy.

But while this revision of the factual record must be made, I

would, nevertheless, maintain the essential correctness of the analysis

of the basic factors involved. Indeed the new evidence, it seems to

me, in some ways lends added support to this analysis. The assertion

that there was a deep conflict between the Central Committee group

and the Mao leadership has now received further support from many
sources. The assumption that in the end the Central Committee group

lost out because it had no firm base of power within the Soviet areas

has by no means been weakened. The contention "that the gravita-

tion of power into the hands of Mao Tse-tung and Chu Teh was the

result of circumstances and power relations existing within the

Chinese Communist movement rather than of any decision made in

Moscow" has, it seems to me, been strengthened rather than weak-

ened by the new evidence which has since become available. Finally,

the Chinese Communists themselves now insist that one of the basic

issues of ideology (to the extent that ideology was involved) be-
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tween the Central Committee group and the Mao leadership was the

question of whether the strength of the Red Army was to be used

tiLPreserve the rural bases or as an instrument to recapture the move-

ment's urban bases.

On the question of the evolution of ideology, I would not be inclined

to modify any of the basic propositions set forth in the book. Since

this book was published, many have insisted that Lenin himself

opened the door to the possibility of a complete divorce of a Com-
munist Party from its supposed class basis, the industrial proletariat.

But while Lenin may have opened the door, it was Mao who was

forced by Chinese circumstances to march through it.

Nothing that has happened since the thirties would lead me to

modify the view that Communist doctrine has undergone a steady

process of decomposition rather than a process of "extension and

enrichment." As these lines are being written, much of the ideology"

is in flux not only in China but also in other parts of the Communist
world. This does not mean that nothing remains. The concept of a

Leninist party, the Stalinist model of economic development, the

underlying Hegelian faith that "History is on our side" probably

still exercise a deep and tenacious hold on those in power. But the

overweening claims of Marxism-Leninism as a master science in-

fallibly guiding its initiates from the present into the future enjoys

less empirical support than ever. Instead, it seems quite clear that

this socio-political philosophy is as much buffeted, twisted, and

shaped by unforeseen contingencies and unexpected possibilities as

political philosophies which make far less sweeping claims.

May 10, 1958 B. J. Schwartz
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INTRODUCTION

It is the purpose of this study to investigate the history of the

Chinese Communist movement, within a limited period, in terms of

its doctrinal frame of reference and of its internal political relations.

It is thus not its primary purpose to consider the movement in terms

of the "objective" social and political conditions which have en-

couraged its growth, or in terms of its effect on the masses. Nor does

it deal in any detail with those elements of China's traditional cul-

ture which may have facilitated the movement's growth. It need

hardly be added that none of these aspects can be considered in

isolation from the other. One cannot, of course, understand the ten-

sions which have developed in China between Marxist-Leninist

dogma and reality, or the political relations among various groups

within the party and between the party and Moscow without refer-

ence to China's objective conditions or its cultural heritage. While

bearing this fact in mind, however, we feel that we are justified in

focusing our attention on an area which has been particularly neg-

lected hitherto.

We are aware that there are those who might be inclined to doubt

the value of such an investigation. To those who dwell on the pre-

sumably Olympian heights of sociological, economic, geopolitical, and

historic abstraction, everything which has happened in China may
seem to have flowed inexorably from the "objective situation." To

such people the ideological presuppositions of the leaders of the

Communist movement may seem to be so much froth on the surface

of reality, while the details of their political relations may seem to

be so much small talk not worthy of the scholar.

It would, of course, be sheer folly to deny the transcendent im-

portance of objective conditions. All political action must be carried

on with reference to the tasks imposed by the objective situation. I

do, however, emphatically reject that type of animism which main-

tains that "situations" automatically create their own results. The

manner in which the tasks are met or not met is determined quite as
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much by the ideas, intentions, and ambitions of those who finally

assume the responsibility for meeting them, as by any other factor.

The fact that in China the Communists, with their own peculiar pre-

suppositions, have inherited the responsibility for meeting these tasks

will, I think, be a factor of paramount importance in determining

the shape of future objective situations.

Furthermore, it is not our purpose to consider doctrine in vacuo,

but to treat doctrine as molded and twisted by living men, operating

in concrete situations and animated by a variety of motives. What
emerges in China will certainly not be the simple result of the present

doctrines and intentions of the Communist leaders. It is more likely

to be the result of the tension between such doctrines and intentions

and the situation in which these leaders are involved. To ignore the

doctrines of the leaders, however, is to ignore one of the determin-

ing factors in this tension.

Paradoxically, one of the prices often paid by those who have a

supercilious disdain for ideological matters, who refuse to consider

any but the "objective" factors, is a peculiar naivete with regard to

ideological claims. Precisely because of their refusal to consider mat-

ters of doctrine they are often inclined to accept at face value ideo-

logical pronouncements which are simply empty ritual phrases. It

is only by a study of the tension between doctrine and behavior that

one can learn to distinguish between what has become dead letter

and what is still living faith.

It may further be objected, however, that in concentrating on the

thoughts and intentions of a handful of leaders we are ignoring the

fact that what we are witnessing in China is a sweeping popular

movement, an elemental upsurge of the masses, and that the leaders

are merely the agents of the needs and aspirations of these masses.

Now, while we are firmly convinced that the Communist movement

in China has risen to power on the crest of a popular movement, this

does not mean that the Communist leadership is, as it were, the

mystic embodiment of the popular will, or that all its acts are the

expression of the aspirations of the people. Within the Communist

dispensation, in particular, there is every reason to suppose that basic

historic decisions will be made by the political leaders and not by the

surging masses.

There are two oversimplified views to be avoided, I think, in con-
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sidering the relations of the small groups of the intellectually and

politically articulate to the masses in such lands as China. There is,

on the one hand, the inclination to think that because these groups

have come to think in a foreign idiom, they are therefore entirely

cut off from the masses and have no relation to them. To those who

hold such views it must be pointed out that these men cannot com-

pletely escape from the environment from which they have sprung

or the situation in which they are involved, even when they look

abroad for solutions.

On the other hand, there is also the inclination to think {.hat the

voice of the westernized intellectual-politician in Asia is simply the

voice of the masses made articulate. This view ignores the extent

to which the thought of these intellectuals has been colored by their

commitment to foreign philosophies as well as by their own ambi-

tions. We would therefore suggest that, in general, the relations of

these groups to the masses are not simple but paradoxical. They are

involved in a common situation with the masses and yet, to a con-

siderable extent, alienated from them.

Applying this generalization to the Chinese Communist movement,

there can be little doubt that the present Communist leaders in

China have risen to power by addressing themselves to the immediate

felt needs of China's peasant millions. To leap, however, from this

fact to the conclusion that they are the embodiment of the aspira-

tions of the Chinese people and that they will automatically con-

tinue to express the needs and aspirations of the masses is to con-

struct a myth designed to sanction in advance all their future activi-

ties. The needs of the masses have a time dimension. Lenin may have

been in complete harmony with the felt needs of the masses when he

proclaimed the motto cf land and peace. Was he then in harmony

with their felt needs at the time of the Kronstadt uprising?

As for the aspirations of the masses beyond their physical and

economic needs, how can they be known unless we go into the Chi-

nese village and live with its inhabitants? It may of course be that

beyond their desire to escape from their present wretchedness the

masses are simply confused about the type cf life which they wish to

live. Whatever may be the case, it behooves us to approach this

whole question in a spirit of humble agnosticism. If by the phrase

"the aspirations of the masses" we simply mean that their political
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leaders know what is best for them, that the leaders will succeed in

making their own aspirations those of the masses, then let us say

so and not indulge in sentimental rhetoric. We know that the masses

wish to escape from their present wretchedness. In the absence of

knowledge, however, we have no right to say that the masses of China

wish to reproduce the pattern of either Detroit or Magnitogorsk in

China. We are, however, in a somewhat better position to study the

ambitions and aspirations of their leaders.

I would therefore suggest that in China we have witnessed not

only an elemental upsurge of the masses, but also the rise of a vigor-

ous new ruling group to power. These are two related but separate

facts.

To some it may appear that this study concerns itself overmuch

with the hairsplitting details of the Marxist-Leninist scolastique.

In the first place, it should be observed that this doctrinaire hair-

splitting is the atmosphere in which the Chinese Communist leaders

live and the air which they breathe. Unless we form some acquaint-

ance with it, we cut ourselves off from an understanding of their

mental world.

More important, however, it is only by grappling with the details

of doctrine that we can attempt to judge what elements of doctrine

are still the mainsprings of action and what elements have already

become dead verbiage designed to conceal the decay of doctrine.

In general, it is our view that in spite of its seeming "successes,"

Marxism has in its movement eastward— into situations for which

its original premises made little provision— undergone a slow but

steady process of decomposition. This process had already gone some

distance with Lenin, himself, and might have gone still further if he

had lived longer. Elements which are organically inseparable in the

original doctrine had already been torn asunder and isolated from

each other with Lenin. With Stalin, of course, this process has gone

still further, and it has been one of the aims of this study to show

how the process has been carried forward yet another step by the

experience of the Chinese Communist Party.

At every step, to be sure, the process has been inhibited and coun-

terbalanced by a tremendous "will to orthodoxy" (closely related to

the power interests of the groups involved). Whenever circumstances

have finally led to a course of action not provided for by previous
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doctrine, every attempt is made to prove that such action was actu-

ally contemplated in advance and new rationalizations are then de-

vised to fit new experiences into an elaborate facade designed to

prove an unerring consistency and unfailing foresight. On the other

hand, so long as political action seems to be in harmony with ortho-

dox tenets, such tenets are considered inviolate and not open to

question.

It is the conclusion of this study that the political strategy of

Mao Tse-tung was not planned in advance in Moscow, and even ran

counter to tenets of orthodoxy which were still considered sacrosanct

and inviolate in Moscow at the time when this strategy was first

crystallized; that it was only the force of circumstance which finally

led Moscow to provide a fagade of rationalization for this new

experience.

If this conclusion is true, what bearing does it have on the im-

mensely complex question of the relations of the Kremlin to the

Chinese Communist Party? If the Maoist strategy was not planned

in advance in Moscow, if the Mao leadership was not directly chosen

by Moscow, these are historic factors which must bear some weight

in the consideration of this question. However, it must be empha-

sized that relations between Moscow and the Chinese Communist

Party are quite as likely to be determined by a whole range of factors

operating in the present and in the future as by factors inherited

from the past.

On the other hand, this conclusion does bear much more directly

on the enormous claims made for Marxism-Leninism as a sort of

magical science enabling its self-chosen high priests in the Kremlin

to plan their grandiose global strategy well in advance, allowing no

room for unexpected contingency. An immense effort is currently

being made by orthodox Stalinist historiography to present the Chi-

nese Communist success as the result of Stalin's own prescience and

masterly planning. It is strange to note that this myth has been ac-

cepted and even insisted upon by many who regard themselves as the

Kremlin's bitterest foes. It is our own conviction, however, that

Communist success no less than Communist failure is often un-

planned in advance.

To underestimate the cleverness of the Soviet leaders or their

single-minded pursuit of their objectives, would be sheer folly. On
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the other hand, to accept their own image of themselves as super-

human "social engineers" operating on the basis of an infallible his-

toric science is equally dangerous. We should not underestimate the

attractiveness of such an image to large segments of modern human-

ity desperately looking for straws to cling to, and we must remember

that such an image has a paralytic effect on those opposing the

Kremlin and discourage.s belief in the possibility of maneuvering

against it in a world still full of incalculable contingencies.



I THE ORIGINS OF MARXISM-

LENINISM IN CHINA

In view of the rapid spread of Marxism-Leninism in China after

1 91 9, it is curious to observe what little attention Marxism itself

attracted there during the years preceding the Russian revolution.

It is curious because the small group of westernized Chinese intelli-

gentsia was at this time exposing itself to every variety of doctrine

from the West, and theories which in their western context seem far

removed from each other in time made their appearance in China

with a strange air of contemporaneity.

If we peruse the pages of the Hsin ChHng-nien review, the un-

disputed organ of the advanced intelligentsia after 19 15, we find

discussions of Adam Smith, Nietzsche, John Stuart Mill, Tolstoy,

Thomas Henry Huxley, Darwin, Spencer, Rousseau, Montesquieu,

Kropotkin, and a host of secondary figures. 1 We will search in vain,

however, for discussions of Marx. This neglect cannot be explained

by sheer ignorance 2 nor yet by any fear of "radicalism" for, in its

recoil from Chinese tradition and from the past in general, this group

of intellectuals was predisposed to adopt the most "modern" and

extreme solutions which the West had to offer.

In attempting to account for this omission I would suggest that to

the Chinese intelligentsia, immersed as they were in their own situa-

tion— the Chinese situation— Marxism in its pre-Leninist form

must have seemed most irrelevant. 3 For before the appearance of

the Leninist argument, with its tortured interpretations and glaring

omissions, it had seemed clear to all that Marx had expected capital-

ism to break at its most highly developed point,4 at the sector In

which there already existed "all the productive forces which could

be developed in the bosom of the old society." 5 Hence, the Marxist

movement in Europe kept its eyes firmly fixed on the industrialized

West. There is no hin t in Marx's scattered discussions of the world's

"backward areas" that these areas were to play a leading role in the
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imminent transformation from capitalism to socialism. In the period

of primitive accumulation these areas had provided a field for ruth-

less exploitation by commercial capital. In the period of industrial

capitalism we gather that capitalism would soon bring these areas

into the orbit of "civilization" and remake them in its own image.6

The central drama would be enacted, however, in capitalism's origi-

nal home and not in the backward areas. This, in sum, was the atti-

tude of the pre-Leninist Marxist movement. None of the innovations

and flexibilities introduced by Lenin in his attempt to adapt Marx-

ism to Russian realities were as yet widely known. There was as yet

no hint that a small proletariat, well organized and led by profes-

sional revolutionaries, could initiate the world revolution in a "back-

ward area." There was no hint of the strategic role of "backward

nations" in the world revolution or of the possibility envisioned by

Trotsky of "carrying out pre-socialist tasks by socialist methods."

In short, pre-Leninist Marxism had no message immediately rele-

vant to the situation in which the Chinese intelligentsia found

themselves.
"""" -

In tracing the origins of Marxism-Leninism in China, I can think

of no better method than that of following in some detail the intel-

lectual development of I^L Ta-chaQ and Ch^n luaftgiu during the

years immediately preceding the founding of the Chinese Commu-
nist Party. Not only were these men the actual founders of the Com-

munist Party and the sponsors of Marxism-Leninism in China, but

they were also among the few undisputed leaders ot the wnoie"west-

ernized intelligentsia. Their relationship to their studen ts at Peking

University — Llie students of the May Jb ourtriMovement— can

hardly be understood in terms of the occidental student-professor

relationship. It was much closer in spirit to the traditional Chinese

sage-disciple relationship. It is, therefore, no exaggeration to say

that in their reactions to the events of their day, they epitomized, to

some extent, the experience of a whole segment of the advanced

intelligentsia.

Ch'en Tu-hsiu
,

7 the founder of the Hsin Ch'ing-mm review, had

in the years preceding ioigcommitted himself to a fairly consistent

philosophy resting on the twin pillars of "democracy and science."

On its negative side, this philosophy had involved a total rejection

of traditional Chinese culture in all its manifestationsV— Buddhist,
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Taoist, and Confucian. Buddhism and Taoism by their radically

antiworldly bias had paralyzed the energies of China for centuries.

Confucianism on its side had suffocated the individual in a network

of family and social obligations. 8 The final result had been passivity,

stagnation, and impotence in the face of the challenge from the West.

The answer to this challenge could be found only in the West itself .

How was one to account for the bursting vitality ot Uie West, its

spiritual and physical dynamism? What did the West have that the

East lacks? The answer in Ch'en's view was quite clear— democracy

and science. It is perhaps worth noting here that, as a rebel against

Chinese tradition, as a fervent "modernist," Ch'en was little inclined

to seek the secret of the West in anything preceding the eighteenth

century. In this he accurately mirrored the mentality of the whole

advanced intelligentsia.

What then was Ch'en's conception of democracy? Essentially it

was the concept of Manchester liberalism. By removing the fetters

which tradition had placed on the individual, by granting him

the liberty to pursue his enlightened self-interest, and by securing

this liberty in law, democracy had set free the energies of the indi-

vidual.\Qi,'en was well aware of the fact that much of the achieve-

ment of the modern West lay in the realm of productive economic

activity and he was convinced that the removal of the fetters of Con-

fucianism and the liberation of the energies of the individual could

produce similar results in Chinajlt is to be noted here that the type

of individualism which he espoused was not the nihilistic individual-

ism of the romantics, but the economically motivated individualism

of Manchester liberalism. It was, in a sense, a socially motivated

individualism for, in his view, the liberation of the individual would

revitalize Chinese society. One cannot help but feel that still lurk-

ing silently in the background was the old Confucian feeling that

the individual must justify himself by his service to the social

order.

Ch'en's conception of the role of science reminds one above all of

the Russian nihilists. Like them, he saw in science a weapon, a cor-

rosive to be used in dissolving traditional society. He did, of course,

appreciate the dynamic role of science in conquering nature, but he

was particularly conscious of it as a weapon against "superstitions ."

As in the case of the nihilists, his readings had led him to identify
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science with certain extremely crude forms of naturalism. 10 By stri-

dently proclaiming on the authority of science that the material

atom was the only ultimate reality, he was quickly able to dispose of

the whole basis of the "religion of rites," as well as of the mysticism

of Buddhism and Taoism.

Such, in brief, was the philosophic program with which Ch'en

Tu-hsiu hoped to transform Chinese society. It rested on an ex-

tremely roseate view of the contemporary West and was suffused

with the optimistic faith that the sheer process of enlightenment
"and i;hp ^transplantation of democratic political forms would~"per^

form similar miracles on Chine.sp soil
"^~

Li Ta-chao n was a man of fundamentally different temper. While

Ch'en Tu-hsiu concerned himself by predilection with concrete social

and literary problems, Li Ta-chao was eminently a man of meta-

physical bent . During his years as professor of history at Peking,

he had evolved a vague and yet significant "system" which seems

a strange amalgam of Chinese and Western elements. One can find

here echoes of Buddha and Ch'ii Yuan, 12 of Emerson and Hegel.

The outlines of this system are to be found in two essays entitled

"Youth" (Ch'ing-ck'un) 13 and "Now" (Chin), 1 - written at differ-

ent times and yet illustrating the same fundamental theme.

Reality, Li tells us, is an eternal inexhaustible flux without begin-

ning and without end, and with no limits in space. Considered as

an absolute this process of reality is one. There is, however, a sphere

of the relative in which reality appears to be divided into numerous

discrete phenomena (wan wu, or "ten thousand things" of tradi-

tional Chinese philosophy). The human individual is, of course, part

of the relative world of phenomena and hence is just as transient as

ail other phanomena. Nevertheless, his "ego" is part of the absolute

reality and as such eternal. "The ego" is the universe and the uni-

verse is the "ego." 15 There is here a hint that this absolute reality

is absolute spirit, although it is nowhere specifically stated. Running

through this process is a principle of duality whereby each phe-

nomenon has its counterphenomenon. "There is life and death, pros-

perity and decline, Yin and Yang, fortune and misfortune, youth and

old age, health and debility." 16

Thus far, Li's philosophy was well within the bounds of an ex-

tremely ancient Chinese way of thought. One can find here, in spite
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of the frequent use of western philosophic terminology, echoes of

Ch'u Yuan, Buddhism, and Taoism. It was at this point, however,

that Li diverged sharply from the past, and Emerson's glowing opti-

mism and western theories of "progressive evolution'' began to assert

themselves. While the above view of reality had always borne with

it pessimistic implications, always leading to the conviction that

man's mortal life is futile, in Li's mind it became associated with a

fervent optimism.

While the world of phenomena may seem to be a meaningless flux,

while youth and age, life and death seem to follow each other with

meaningless repetitiousness, at its heart the universe is eternally

young. "The universe is eternal, hence vouth is eternal, hence I am
eternal." 17 This eternal vouthfulness transcends all changes in the

phenomenal world "Tr \$ the pivot about which the universe re- -

volves." 18

Another unexpected feature was Li's concept of time. Philosophies

which speak in terms of "eternal flux," of "ceaseless change," gen-

erally deny the existence of the present instant. Li, however, stated

"some philosophies aver that only the past and the future exist.

Others say that actually only the present exists. I am inclined to find

reason in the latter view." 19 "Th* pacf
fj nfj s ifg fi^ni r* sf^„ pj^o

^
in the presenj^whjle the present is

,
the "riff?"

nf +H flltlirf."
20 It is

in the present that the youthful spirit of the universe constantly

realizes itself anew. The human spirit as part of the world spirit also

has the power of regenerating itself in the present and of shaking off

the dead incubus of the past. The optimistic flavor of this philosophy

was further heightened by Li's acceptance of the creed of progressive

evolution. Not only does the universe have the power^f Sf1f-renPWQl -

but of self-renewal on an ever higher plane— in evermore refulgent

"nows."

In spite of the Emersonian inspiration 21 of much of this thought

it is rather significant that Li did not exalt the individua l. For Emer-

son, the world spirit finds its realization in the life of the individual.

For Li, the indiyirjual^ finds his significance onlyjji the world spirit.

It is important to note in this connection that Li was a professor of

history and that he had some knowledge of German philosophy of

history. He had thus developed a bias in favor of impersonal historic

forces as opposed to the role of the individual. Traditional Chinese
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thought and Hegel both prepared him for the easy acceptance of this

aspect of Marxist thought.

In spite of the metaphysical cast of Li's mind, however, we soon

find that, like Ch'en Tu-hsiu, he was moved by a more immediate

preoccupation than the search for philosophic truth— namely, the

plight of Clinja. ^Essentially, Li's whole philosophy was his defiant

reply to'-thecharge that China was a dead civilization with no fur-

ther possibilities of development. The Chinese nation, like mankind

in general, could slough off the incubus of the past and experience a

new youth in the present. "Our nation has gone through an extremely

long history and the accumulated dust of the past is heavily weigh-

ing it down. By fettering its life it has brought our nation to a state

of extreme decay . . . Qiyhat we must prove to the world is not that

the old China is not dead^but that a new youthful China is in the

process of being born." 22

How was this rebirth to be brought about? On this point Li was

vague. He did not commit himself to a whole social program as did

Ch'en. He did not look to the individual or to specific socio-economic

programs to bring about the rebirth, but to the historic process itself.

China, in his view, was now part of the world historic process and all

the upheavals and wars which distinguish the modern world must

certainly be the birth pangs of a tremendous global rebirth, in which

China must participate. Thus, instead of committing himself to spe-

cific solutions, he looked to the future with an air of eager anticipa-

tion.

I
^ Comparing Ch'en Tu-hsiu and Li Ta-chao at this point, we find

( that they were at one in their uncompromising hostility to traditional

\ Chinese culture; that they both looked to the West for philosophic

J
guidance and accepted this guidance uncritically. Yet, while Ch'en

V Tu-hsiu found in democracy and science specific solutions for China's

\ problems— social, political, and cultural— Li Ta-chao's thought re-

J mained on the cosmic level, looking forward to some cosmic act of

( liberation. We are not surprised that he was the first to accept the

\ messianic message of the October Revolution.

—Such, in outline, are the major features of the thought of Ch'en

Tu-hsiu and Li Ta-chao before 191 9. If we are to understand the

sweeping shifts in their thought during the 1918-1920 period, how-

ever, we must turn our attention to the depressing milieu in which
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they lived and to the impact of external events. For it must be em-

phasized that neither of these men was a leisurely thinker; neither

had time or inclination to meditate deeply on ultimate problems.

They were rather men deeply engaged in the situation of their native

land who had cast aside traditional Chinese solutions and were

anxiously looking westward for new solutions. It is, therefore, im-

possible to understand the development of their thought (even in its

philosophic reaches) in isolation from the immediate political cir-

cumstances of the time.

By 1910 it had become glaringly apparent that the revolution of

iqii had failed. Sun Yat-sen's Kuomintang had disintegrated like

tne~~"sheet of loose sand" to which he was fond of comparing the

Chinese nation. Republican, constitutional ideas had failed to rally

his followers behind him, while no attempt had been made to propa-

gate these ideas among the masses. In the vacuum of power left by

the death of Yuan Shih-k'ai, power had gravitated into the hands of

the generals who cynically manipulated the whole constitutional

apparatus. As Ch'en dolefully wrote in 19 19, "The false signboard

'Chinese Republic' has been hanging for eight years now but it is

still the old medicine which is being sold." 23 The world powers were

still continuing their inroads into China's politico-economic life,

while Japan's Twenty-one Demands threw a glaring light on China's

impotence. Meanwhile, as a result of exactions by rapacious war-

lords, landlords, and moneylenders, and of the decline of home in-

dustry , the peasantry was gradually sinking into hopeless pfmrv
For a moment Ch'en Tu-hsiu had hoped that China's participa-

tion in the first World War would shake off her age-old lethargy and

set her on the road to democracy and science.24 This hope too was

soon dispelled.

It was in the midst of this most disheartening atmosphere that

Lenin seized power in Russia and proclaimed his messianic message.

While it would be grossly inaccurate to say that the distant events

taking place in Petrograd created an instantaneous ferment in

China's intellectual circles (particularly since Lenin's ultimate vic-

tory over the Whites was still in doubt) one man, Li Ta-chao, was

immediately attuned to his message.

In Li's article entitled "The Victory of Bolshevism," 25 written

in October 19 18, we already find him seizing upon the October Revo-
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lution as the very act of cosmic liberation which he had been await-

ing. "The real victory," he explains, "is not the victory of the Allies

against the Germans, but the victory of the Bolsheviks . . . Hence-

forth all national boundaries, all differences of classes, all barriers to

freedom will be swept away." 26 The eternally youthful spirit of the

universe had shaken off by this one act the dusty accumulations of

the past. TTsinphis-favorjtp ir" Q g
A nf THPPf ar>fi autumn , he exclaims,

"The Russian Revolution has shaken off the last dismal autumn

leaves from the tree of the world . . . although the word Bolshevism

was created by the Russians, its spirit expresses the common senti-

ments of twentieth-century mankind. Thus, the victory of Bolshe-

vism is the victory of the spirit of all mankind." 27

It is interesting to note, however, that while Li Ta-chao had al-

ready accepted the messianic claims of the Russian revolution, he

was still not a Marxist in any strict sense of the word. This very

article entitled the "Victory of Bolshevism" states that "the history

of Mankind is a record of its common spiritual experience. A change

in the sentiments of the individual is a reflection in miniature of a

change in world sentiments." 28 In other words, he still conceived of

the historic process as a movement of the world spirit. He had still

not "turned Hegel right side up." In Marxist terms he was still an

"idealist." He hardly seemed to realize at this point that the accept-

ance of the Bolshevik message involved the acceptance of its dog-

matic base.

Ch'en Tu-hsiu's responses were much slower. He was too firmly

committed to his program of democracy and science to be swept off

his feet by events occurring in Petrograd. Thus, the very issue of

Hsin Ch'ing-nien in which Li Ta-chao greeted the victory of Bol-

shevism also carried Ch'en's article on the "Von Ketteler Monu-

ment." 29 It seems that during the enthusiasms attendant upon the

19 1 8 armistice, a Peking mob had seized the occasion to shatter the

monument to the German minister Von Ketteler, slain at the time

of the Boxer Rebellion. The presence of this monument had long

been regarded as an affront by patriotic Chinese. Ch'en Tu-hsiu took

the occasion to present his own views on the significance of the inci-

dent and of the Boxer Rebellion itself. The Von Ketteler monument,

he said, was indeed a disgrace to China, but a disgrace which the

Chinese had brought on themselves. The forces behind the Boxer
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movement had been the superstitious notions of Taoism, the super-

natural fantasies of Buddhism, and the authoritarian servility of

Confucianism. Unfortunately these forces were still dominant in

Chinese life and were still acting as a bar to progress. "There arc-

now," he concluded, "two paths open to us, one, the enlightened

path to republicanism, science, and atheism; the other the obscur-

antist path of despotism, superstition, and theocracy. If our people

wish to prevent another Boxer incident, another shameful memory

like the Von Ketteler Monument, which path should it choose?" 30

The viewpoint expressed here is, of course, much closer to Voltaire

than to Karl Marx. There is no hint that foreign imperialism was

responsible in any way— no attempt to make a "class analysis."

Like Voltaire, he found his enemy in the gross defects of his coun-

try's traditional culture and like him he exclaimed "ecrasez Tin-

fame!"

Nevertheless, interest in the Russian revolution gradually deep-

ened throughout the Chinese intelligentsia. If Li Ta-chao was alone

in his prompt acceptance of the message of the revolution he was

not alone in his interest. The spectacle of a vast historic transforma-

tion carried out by a small group of men in a vast nation which had

for long held a peculiar fascination for the Chinese intelligentsia 31

— the spectacle of an attack on the West from the West itself—
could not fail to arouse the most widespread interest in the most

varied circles. The attacks on capitalist western civilization which

emanated from Moscow did not necessarily attect traditional-minded

Chinese in the same manner in which they affected western conserva-

tives. On the contrary, there is evidence that among many it caused

a certain glow of satisfaction.32 The pro-western intelligentsia (ex-

cept for some of its more extreme representatives such as Ch'en

Tu-hsiu) had been considerably embarrassed by the fact that the

very West which had been the source of all enlightenment had also

been the source of China's degradation. Now, however, there ex-

isted the possibility ot judging and criticizing the capitalistic West

frorrra"
r
western point of view. Finally, Sun Yat-sen, involved as he

was in the actual struggle to achieve political power, could not help

but be most interested in Lenin's achievement. There is some evi-

dence that he appreciated Lenin's political philosophy before the

actual founders of the Chinese Communist Party themselves.33
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One of the first concrete manifestations of this widespread inter-

est in the Russian revolution was the founding of the Society for the

Study of Marxism (Ma-k'o-ssu-chu-i Yen-chiu-hui) ar PeTdnjfTJnT-

versity in the spnn£^ofiQi8.34 Li Ta-chao soon realized that one

could not accept the messianic message of the Russian revolution

and yet completely ignore the doctrinal presuppositions on which it

was presumably based. The society itself was formed at his instance

while Ch'en Tu-hsiu in his -capacity as head of the Literature De-

partment of Peking University lent his tacit support, although he

seems to have taken no active part in its activities. Its members were

made up^primarily of students, many of whom, such as Chang Kuo-

t/ao and Mao Tse-tunp:, the librarian's helper, were later destined to

play leading roles in the Communist movement .

~"^

At its inception, however, the society seems to have been nothing

more than its name implied, that is, a society for investigating the

doctrine which the Russian revolution had brought into such promi-

nence. This is amply shown by the fruits of its investigations which

can be found in a special number of the Hsin Ch'ing-nien devoted to

Marxism, which appeared in May 19 19. We are surprised to find that

the spirit which pervades this symposium is not one of violent parti-

sanship, but rather one of critical and detached scholarship. Li Ta-

chao's own contribution, entitled "My Views on Marxism," is writ-

ten in a much cooler spirit than his "Victory of Bolshevism," and at

the very outset he candidly reveals his own motives for investigating

Marxism in the following terms: "I have not engaged in any exten-

sive research in Marxist theory and if I nevertheless make so bold

as to discuss it, it is only because the Russian Revolution has pro-

duced such wide repercussions. The Austrian, German and Hungar-

ian social revolutions are all based on Marxism and due to these

tremendous upheavals Marxism has naturally drawn to itself the

attention of the world." 35 A close reading of the article reveals to

our amazement that essentially it is a rejection of Marxism. Li was

loath to renounce his view that the human spirit is a dominant cre-

ative force in human history. Had he not greeted the Russian revo-

lution itself as a proof of the creative potentialities of the human

spirit? He was willing to concede that the economic factor played

an important role in human evolution, but unJe^s__chaji£e^ineco-

nomic structure were accompanied simultaneously by a transforma-
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.^ion of the human spirit^ thev would he. fruitless. (He did_not share

lln Miiiihii'l fniili fli.il i change ,,r> economic structure would itself

engender ft
transformation n f trip flyman spirit .) Furthermore, Marx-

ism itself was, in the final analysis, a product of its times. Before the

nineteenth century, religion and politics had been dominant forces

in European society. \^iih the rise of industrialism, however, eco-

nomic factors had come to play a dominant role, while religion and

politics had been swept into the background. It was in this milieu

that Marx's views on historic materialism had arisen and they must

consequently be considered a product of their period. As history

moved on into new periods these views would naturally be super-

seded. Such, in brief, were the views of Li Ta-chao on Marxism as

late as May 1919M
The other articles in the issue are, for the most part, dispassionate

expositions of Marxist doctrine, many of them highly critical in

tone. One hardly derives the impression from these articles that the

Society for the Study of Marxism was indeed the forerunner of the

Chinese Communist Party.

In short then, at the outset of the May Fourth Movement we

find that Li Ta-chao had accepted without reservation the messianic

message of the Russian revolution, but had not yet accepted its doc-

trinal base although he felt in duty bound to investigate it, and that

Ch'en Tu-hsiu had followed Russian events with great interest but

still clung tenaciously to his faith in democracy and science. Yet,

the latter months of 1920 would find them both solidly within the

Marxist-Leninist camp and along with them a host of student-dis-

ciples, who had hitherto been pursuing every conceivable wisp of

doctrine.

It would thus appear that 19^10-1920, the period of the May
Fourth Movement , was a most crucial period in their developmen t.

We know, of course, that this was the period in which the fires of

nationalism smoldering among China's student elements finally burst

into flame. The supine attitude of the Peking government toward

Japanese pressure and the betrayal of Wilsonian idealism at Ver-

sailles were the sparks which finally called forth an active reaction in

the form of boycotts and demonstrations. Although we have spoken

of Li Ta-chao and Ch'en Tu-hsiu as the spiritual leaders of the

student generation, and although they are often spoken of as leaders
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of the May Fourth Movement, it is only too evident that they played

little part in creating the defiant nationalism of the student genera-

tion of 19 1 9. As we have seen, while both of them were completely

preoccupied with the problems of their native land, neither of them
had looked to a nationalist solution. Both of then were to some ex-

tent the heirs of a tradition which thought always in terms of man
in general and of the world in general {Tien hsia, "Under Heaven"),

an intellectual tradition which did not make for responsiveness to

purely nationalistic passions. Foreign imperialism had always been

a fixed feature of their environment and neither of them had tended

to find in it the major cause of China's difficulties. Ch'en Tu-hsiu

had implied in all his writings that if the West had been able to ex-

ploit China, China herself was to blame. The dynamism of the West

was in itself an admirable quality worthy of emulation. Li Ta-chao,

on the other hand, had always thought in cosmic terms and sought

universal solutions. He had long felt that the rebirth of China must

be part of the rebirth of the world. Indeed, in welcoming the Bol-

shevik revolution, he had explicitly expressed the conviction that

it would dissolve national boundaries and create a united mankind.

It is, therefore, not to these men and their contemporaries that we

should look as a source of inspiration for the nationalism of the

student generation of 19 19.
36 This generation was in the aggregate

quite different in temper from the generation of Li and Ch'en. In

general its education in classical Chinese culture had been much

scantier and, superficially, it was much more at home in the frame-

work of western ideas. It did not have to maintain the struggle with

the emotional tug of a classical education which we constantly feel

in the writings of Li and Ch'en. It was accordingly much more sus-

ceptible to the contagion of the nationalistic passion which had risen

to fever pitch in Europe and particularly in Japan.

In his capacity as head of the Literature Department at Peking

University, Ch'en Tu-hsiu was to become, it is true, deeply involved

in the nationalistic activities of his students. With a moral courage

which characterized him throughout his life, he consistently and

loyally supported them in their clashes with the Peking government,

and even suffered imprisonment on their behalf. It was because of

this, as well as because of his leading role in the literary renaissance,

that he was later to become known as a leader of the May Fourth
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Movement. Actually, however, he was in no sense a leader of the

movement in its nationalistic, political aspects. It would, perhaps,

be more accurate to say that it was rather the activities of his stu-

dents which eventually forced him to come face to face with the

whole phenomenon of imperialism, finally leading him into the arms

of Lenin.

However, while the influences which were to lead Ch'en to Lerin

were already present in 19^9, their effect was tc be delayed by a

strong counterinfluence— the social philosophy of John Dewey.

The lectures delivered at Peking University by Bertrand Russell

and John Dewey in 191 9 and 1920 were by no means the least im-

portant events in the intellectual ferment of those years. The ap-

pearance of both of these men in the flesh in the midst of the intel-

lectual ferment of the May Fourth Movement produced effects which

can hardly be conveyed by the term "visiting professor." While

Russell's influence was to prove restricted and evanescent,37 Profes-

sor Dewey 38 was to leave a lasting mark on Chinese thought in the

sphere of the philosophy of science, if not in the sphere of social

philosophy. Yet, it was precisely this social philosophy which Ch'en

Tu-hsiu seized upon in order to bolster his much shaken faith in

democracy. In his lecture on "Social Philosophy and Political Philos-

ophy," Professor Dewey had outlined a conception of democracy

which exceeded in breadth and depth anything that Ch'en Tu-hsiu

had understood by that term. For a moment it occurred to him that

perhaps the reason for the failure of democracy to take root in China

had lain in China's miscomprehension of the whole concept— a mis-

comprehension which he himself had shared. And for a moment, in

his article on "The Basis for the Realization of Democracy" (Decem-

ber 1919), he accepted wholeheartedly Professor Dewey's broader

conception.

"I am not disheartened about the future of democracy," exclaims

Ch'en.39 If democracy had failed it was because Chinese had thought

of democracy only in terms of constitutions imposed from above.

Professor Dewey had amply shown that "facts have the power to

create laws, but laws do not have the power to create facts." 40

Democracy must have a grass-roots social basis. It must be part of

the fabric of the lives of the people and begin in every village and in

every city block. Discussions concerning cabinet organization, par-
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liamentary organization, even about centralism versus federalism,

are unreal so long as the people as a whole are not thoroughly imbued

with democratic attitudes and do not participate in processes of a

democratic life. Nothing was to be expected from political parties

which had not the slightest notion of the meaning of popular sover-

eignty or from generals who sold the old medicine of despotism be-

hind the signboard of the republic.

In the past China had been ruled by a despotic bureaucracy which,

had had little direct relationship with the people except in its capac-

ity as a taxgatherer and law court. This tenuous hold of the gov-

ernment had had one positive effect in that it had allowed all sorts

of local guild and village mutual benefit societies to spring up. While

these organizations were far from modern ideals of popular sover-

eignty, they did provide some historic basis for grass-roots democ-

racy in China.

The propensity we note here to find positive elements in tradi-

tional Chinese institutions is a rather unexpected note in Ch'en's

thought and can itself be traced to the influence of Professor Dewey's

more even-tempered evaluation of the role of tradition. It is a note

which was to disappear entirely and forever with Ch'en's conversion

to Marxism-Leninism.

Professor Dewey had turned Ch'en's attention to the question o f

economic democracy Specifically, therefore, he recommends the

estaoTishment of nation-wide industrial organizations to be organized

in every village. In these local organizations the people would

finally find their voice and democracy would extend from them into

the highest spheres of government. We are somewhat amazed to find

that as late as December 19 19 Ch'en still does not feel that separate

organizations for workers and management are justified. "In the

average Chinese artisan shop, after all, the position of managers and

workers is more or less alike." 41 This man who by the end of 1920

was to see only proletariat and bourgeoisie, still thinks in December

1919 that modern capitalist industry is a negligible force in Chinese

society. It is thus patent that the rise of the proletariat was not the

factor which led Ch'en into the Communist movement.

Even while Ch'en was attempting to apply Dewey's formulas to

Chinese realities, however, the counter pull of the Leninist world

view was already beginning to exert itself.
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Unlike the leaders of social democracy in the West, Lenin had

begim to occupy himself with fV>p paahkan ^ tbfi "harkwa rH arpag^_

at a relatively early date. As a man who thought, above all, in terms

of political action it had occurred to him that the nascent national-

ism of the world's
"backward areas" could itself be utilized as a

force jp EfializJDg thf world revolution Thus in February 1916 he

writes in Sozialdemokrat: "Not only would we carry out our whole

minimum program with decisive means, but we would at once sys-

tematically start to incite rebellion among the peoples now oppressed

by the Great Russians— and all the colonies and dependent coun-

tries of Asia (India, China, Persia, etc.)." 42 This policy was, of

course, to find its theoretical framework in the famous Leninist

theory of imperialism. The Leninist theory of imperialism confronted

the Chinese intelligentsia with a grandiose, starkly melodramatic

image of the world. Within this theory almost the entire onus for the

wretchedness of the backward areas is laid at the door of interna-

tional finance capital.43 In 191 9, the picture in its crude outlines

seemed simple enough. On the one side was the concert of capitalist-

imperialist powers— on the other, the Soviet State of Workers and

Peasants, which represented the interest of the toilers as well as of

all the oppressed nations and colonies. In 19 19 it was an image which

seemed to reflect most accurately the events of the time. Had not the

Allies acted in concert at Versailles in support of Japanese imperial-

ism? Had not the Soviet Union placed itself squarely on the side of

China in its Karakhan proposal? 44

Li Ta-chao had been won by this melodramatic vision even before

the events of 19 19, conceiving of it in terms of the conflict between

the dead spirit of the past and mankind's self-renewal. After the

events of 19 19, Ch'en also began to feel its magnetic pull.

In his lectures at Peking University, Professor Dewey had made

clear his rejection of all-embracing solutions for mankind's political

and economic difficulties. He had viewed human experience as a sea

of separate problems and had specifically stated that the only scien-

tific approach to human problems was "to search for concrete meth-

ods to meet concrete problems according to the exigencies of time

and place." Yet, it was precisely such all-embracing solutions which

Ch'en Tu-hsiu had sought in the West. He had hoped that "democ-

racy and science" would have the potency of western technology,
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while the implementation of the democratic program he had himself

outlined in his "Basis for Realization of Democracy" would, on the

contrary, have demanded long years of prosaic and undramatic

work. It would have required a "going to the people" on the part of

the intelligentsia with the aim of carrying on the political education

of the people and of helping them to organize themselves along

democratic lines. This would, in turn, have required a spirit of utter

self-effacement on the part of the intelligentsia; a willingness to play

a modest role in the background with no hope of immediate spec-

tacular results. It was a role which neither Ch'en nor his students

were ready to play, and a role for which traditional Chinese civiliza-

tion provided few precedents. Leninism, i t is true, would also require

a "going to the people" and would in the next few years lead many
young students to sacrifice life and career. However, the role it

offered to the intelligentsia was a spectacular role of leadership in

an atmosphere supercharged with the promise of imminent redemp-

tion. It catted upon the intelligentsia Lu agitate and lu oiganize and

fHen~fb lead the organizations thus formed. It was a type of "going

to the people" which Sun Yat-sen was later to find compatible with

his own elitist convictions. The fact that Ch'en clearly understood

the implications of Leninism on this point is indicated by a state-

ment made in December 1920 to the effect that "a political revolu-

tion must begin with those who have knowledge, with the urban

intelligentsia, while the social revolution must begin from the organ-

ized producers— the laborers." 45 It need hardly be added that like

Lenin, he felt that the social revolution must be led by the political

revolution.

The very issue of the Hsin ChHng-nien which carried Ch'en's

article on "The Basis for the Realization of Democracy" also carried

the first symptoms of his transformation. In one of his miscellaneous

notes on current events, Ch'en exclaims: "They accuse the Bolshe-

viks of disturbing the peace. Do not the Great Powers disturb the

peace when they violate the sovereignty of small and weak coun-

tries? It is the anti-Bolshevik Omsk government which has bom-

barded our gunboats and protested against Mongolian autonomy

in the name of the Sino-Russian Treaty. It is these gentlemen who

are disturbing the peace!" 48 The emotional impact of the Leninist

world image was soon to efface every trace of Dewey's influence.
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By September 1920, Ch'en Tu-hsiu had accepted Marxism-Lenin-

ism in toto. None of the philosophic hesitations which mark Li Ta-

chao's approach to Marxist doctrine stood in the way of his final leap.

"Democracy and Science" had failed; Professor Dewey's program

would require years of undramatic self-effacing work for its imple-

mentation, and even then offered no hopes of any overall redemption.

Here, at last, was a view of life marked by drastic, melodramatic

contrasts and hopes of total redemption. What was more, the drama

it envisaged was a global drama which finally brought China onto

the stage of world history.

The same events and the same atmosphere which carried Ch'en

Tu-hsiu into the Marxist-Leninist fold also served to overcome the

last scruples of Li Ta-chao on the matter of Marxism. In an article

entitled "Material Change and Ethical Change" published in the

Hsin Ch'ao review in December 1919,
47 we still find, however, evi-

dence of mental conflict. In this article Li Ta-chao tries to recon-

cile his fervent faith in the power of the human conscience with

Marxist doctrine. He reiterates his belief that "the existence of a

moral sense is something we must all accept," and that "the call of

duty exists in the human heart." 48 However, the source of this moral

sense need not be traced to any supernatural source, but can be

found in the social instinct which the human race has developed in

the course of its struggle for social existence. He thus explains the

origin of the moral sense by his own peculiar version of Social Dar-

winism (a version in violent conflict with Thomas Henry Huxley's,

as well as with other versions of European Social Darwinism).

While the moral sense itself can be explained in terms of "Dar-

winism," however, the positive content of various ethical systems

is to be explained only in terms of changes in the mode of production.

Man may indeed act out of a sense of duty, but his concept of where

hTs~"duty lies is determined by the economic system in which he lives!

It_is in this manner that Li finally comes to terms with Marx.

Strictly speaking, of course, Marxism does not deny the existence of

a sense of morality. Like religion and art, morality is also part of

the ideological superstructure of human society. To maintain, how-

ever, that the moral ideals preached in a given society are actually

the springs of action in that society is to overlook a basic concept

of Marxism, namely the concept of man's alienation from himself
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in presocialist society. The whole "ideological" life of man in pre-

socialist society serves the function of concealing from his view the

true nature of his existence. Thus, Confucian morality was not an

effective source of action in "feudal" Chinese society, but rather an

ideological reflection of that society which served to conceal its true

nature.

Li sins against Marxism still further by seeking the foundation

of his moral sense in the biological rather than the social sphere.

In spite of the fact that Marx was fond of seeking parallels between

his own concepts and those of Darwin, he did not accept the Dar-

winist propensity to explain social phenomena in biological terms.

The Italian Marxian theorist Labriola has explicitly attacked Social

Darwinism as an explanation of social phenomena (Essays on the

Materialist Conception of History). The explanation of social facts

must be sought in the social environment.

Having, to his own satisfaction, made the peace with Marxism

required by acceptance of the messianic message of the Bolshevik

revolution, Li was now free to proclaim himself a Marxist-Leninist

without reservation. In his article entitled "The Value of Historical

Materialism in Modern Historical Science" (Hsin Ch'ing-nien, De-

cember 1920) 49 he announces his complete conversion. In spite of

its scholarly title, this article is permeated with an undertone of rage

and defiance. While the "Victory of Bolshevism" had been his en-

thusiastic greeting to the forces of regeneration, this article repre-

sents his final repudiation of all the forces of evil. As in the case of

Ch'en Tu-hsiu, the events of 19 19 and 1920 (both internal and ex-

ternal) had aroused in him a bitterness sufficient to sweep away all

reservations.

Li now bluntly informs us that all pre-Marxist theories of history

are tools of the ruling class designed to stupefy the people, and that

only the materialist concept of history provides us with the pos-

sibility of a new life in the future. Nowhere does he attempt to

reconcile this new conception o f ideolofey as a means of deception

with hi g recently proclaimedJaeHef in the autonomy of the human

conscience. Nowhere does he attempt to answer the doubts regarding

"Xlarxism which he had expressed in 1918. Having aligned himself

with the forces of regeneration he cannot help but accept the doc-

trine with which these forces are associated.
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In discussing the evolution of Li Ta-chao and Ch'en Tu-hsiu to-

ward Marxism-Leninism, I have so far failed to discuss the impact

of the Chinese labor movement on their thought. To some this may
seem a glaring omission. We know, of course, that the first World

War had occasioned a spurt in Chinese industry and that this had

had as its concomitant the rise of a visible proletariat. We also know

that the May Fourth Movement was accompanied by a growing

self-consciousness on the part of this Chinese proletariat. Having

come into existence at a time when world trade unionism was a

highly developed movement, when socialist and anarchistic philoso-

phies exalting the proletariat were rife throughout the world, it was

exposed to these influences almost from birth. We also know that

in the early years of the Chinese Communist movement, Chinese

labor did provide a substantial mass following for it. However, a

close reading of the writings of Ch'en and Li does not suggest that

the rise of a Chinese proletariat was itself an importan t factor in

their conversion. It would be more correct to say that LeninisnT

turned their attention to the proletariat rather than that the prole-

tariat turned their attention to Leninism. Li Ta-chao had never men- ~

tioned this problem beiore his "Victory Of Bolshevism," while Ch'en

Tu-hsiu, as we have seen, had as late as December 19 19 considered

the industrialized proletariat a negligible factor in Chinese society.

This should not be taken to imply that their concern for the de-

plorable living conditions of the Chinese industrial worker after 1920

was not genuine. It does, however, indicate that at its inception,

it had extraneous ideological roots. 50

In their movement into the Marxist-Len inist rarn p,i
fVpn and Li

carried with them a whole host of students who were, no doubt, in-

fluenced by the sheer weight of their intellectual authority. Among
the men under their immediate influencefwere Chang Kuo-t'ao, Ch'ii

Ch'iu-pai, Li Han-chiin, Mao Tse-tung, and Chou Fu-hajJ all of

whom were to play prominent roles in the future. When we attempt

to follow the intellectual development of some of these men during

the ferment of the May Fourth Movement, we find them flirting

with every conceivable variety of doctrine. We find Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai, a

student of Russian literature, translating the works of Tolstoy.51

Chou Fu-hai did indeed consider himself a socialist, but a guild

socialist of the British type. State socialism, he said, would merely
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foist a new bureaucracy on the Chinese people which had suffered

so long from bureaucratism. As for Marxism, it is one-sidedly ma-

terialistic and he cited with approval Bernstein's revisions of Marxist

doctrine. 52 Mao Tse-tung, according to his own testimony, was for

a time under the influence of anarchism, as were some of the Chinese

intellectuals in France. 53 Chang Kuo-t'ao, one of the favorite stu-

dents of Li Ta-chao, was an early collaborator in the Society for

the Study of Marxism, and followed the evolution of his teacher

into the Communist movement. Mao Tse-tung, who lived on the

fringes of academic life as a library employee of Li Ta-chao,

was greatly influenced by his mentor, who undoubtedly provided

the first impulse for his association with the Communist move-

ment.54

Some of those brought into the movement by the authority of

Li Ta-chao and Ch'en Tu-hsiu were soon to come in conflict with it.

Others, such as Mao Tse-tung, soon proved themselves better able

than either Li or Ch'en to understand the implications of Leninism

as a program of action. 55 (The same may be said of Sun Yat-sen.)

There can be no doubt, however, that these two were indeed the

spiritual fathers of Marxism-Leninism in China, and the first found-

ers of the Chinese Communist Party.

eviewing, then, the intellectual evolution of Ch'en Tu-hsiu and

Li Ta-chao, we find that both of them had set out from a consciously

antitraditional predisposition, that both had sought light in the

West. Both of them, in spite of the different bent of their intellects

gravitated by predilection toward world views which offered sweep-

ing all-embracing solutions. Li Ta-chao's vague but optimistic meta-

/ physical views had prepared him to accept the messianic message of

the Bolshevik revolution, while the events of the ensuing year solidi-

fied his faith to such an extent that he soon succeeded in brushing

aside all philosophic reservations. Ch'en Tu-hsiu had committed all

his hopes to a combination of liberal democracy and materialistic

science. His ardent, impatient nature, however, was soon discouraged

by the impotence of "atheistic republicanism" in China. For a

moment his discouragement was stemmed by John Dewey's broader

definition of the concept of democracy. However, Dewey's un-

dramatic, gradualistic program was unable to withstand for long

i the brilliant glare of the melodramatic Leninist world image with
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its neat dualism and its promise of a spectacular role for the revolu-

tionary intelligentsia.

It would thus not be incorrect to say that Marxism was carried

into China in the wake of the messianic message and the concrete

political program of Lenin.
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While Ch'en Tu-hsiu had become totally committed to Marxism-

Leninism, he hardly seemed aware of the perplexing problems in-

volved in this commitment. The whole problem of the "inevitability

of the capitalist stage" which had perplexed a whole generation of

Russian Marxists, the problem of how to cope with the national

factor which had so long preoccupied Lenin, did not seem to exist for

him. It had, after all, been precisely the escape from complexity pro-

vided by the clear-cut antinomy between capitalism, as the source

of all evil, and socialism, as the harbinger of all good, which had so

strongly attracted him.

Thus in June 1920 we find him baldly stating that "I recognize

the existence of only two 'nations,' the 'nation' of the capitalists and

the 'nation' of the workers. At present the 'nation' of the workers

exists only in the Soviet Union. Everywhere else we have the 'nation'

of the capitalists." 1 In this statement Ch'en evinces no awareness of

the strenuous efforts currently being made by Lenin to harness the

nationalist passions of the "backward" areas to the services of the

world revolution.

His position concerning the capitalist stage and the role of the

bourgeoisie is equally uncomplicated.

During the latter part of 1920, Bertrand Russell and a young

Chinese journalist, Chang Tung-sun, roused a violent controversy

among Shanghai's young socialists by contending that the root of all

China's misery lay in its poverty and low productivity, that this

could be alleviated only through industrialization and not through

"empty discussions regarding this or that ism," 2 and that however

much one might object to capitalism on ethical grounds, it appeared

that only capitalism could achieve such an industrialization.

These contentions infuriated Ch'en and his young disciples. In

reply he exclaims: "We all agree that it is essential to develop edu-

cation and industry. On this there is complete agreement. The ques-
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tion is, however, whether in developing industry and education we

shall use the old methods of capitalism or the methods of socialism.

My own view is that while capitalism may have been effective in

advancing education and industry in Europe, America and Japan,

it has, at the same time made European, American and Japanese

society mean, fraudulent, close-fisted and conscienceless. The world

war and the coming economic revolutions are all fruits of capitalism.

Of this we are all aware. Fortunately, we, in China, are beginning

our task of industrialization and education while capitalism is still

undeveloped. We can thus use methods ol' socialism to develop ou r

education and industrialization, thus avoiding the errors of Europe,

America and Japan." J He retuses to draw a distinction between an

exploiting luieigil Capitalism and a progressive native capitalism.

"If capitalism is good," he states, "it should be welcome whether at

home or abroad. If it is evil, it should be opposed whether at home

or abroad. . . Only our workers can attain the goal of independence

for China. So-called national capitalists are all directly or indirectly

compradors of foreign capital. They merely help foreign capitalists

to exploit China." 4

Nevertheless, Ch'en is forced by his opponents to confront the

problem of the "capitalist stage" in Marxism. His answer is very

simple. "In the Soviet Union the republic overthrew the feudal

system only to be replaced by socialism a half year later. This is

clear proof that there need not be any long interim between feudal-

ism and socialism." 5 His opponents also force him to admit grudg-

ingly that "as long as there is a quarrel between the democratic and

despotic factions of the bourgeoisie, we must support the former

against the latter. As soon as they are victorious, however, they

become our enemies. . . We can not follow the German social

democrats in their practice of using the political instruments of the

bourgeoisie in carrying on our activities." 6

We thus find that the attitude of Ch'en Tu-hsiu during this brief

period before he becomes subject to the discipline of the Comintern

might best be designated as "proto-Trotskyist." He is, as it were,

a Trotskyist by instinct before Trotskyism had emerged as a distinct

phenomenon and without Trotsky's ingenious theoretical rationaliza-

tions. He has not committed himself to socialism only to contem-

plate a long dreary period of capitalism. He has not committed him-
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self to a universal, messianic creed only to be forced to make annoy-

ing distinctions between foreign and national bourgeoisie.

rlt
would probably not be wrong to say that emotionally, Ch'en's

basic attitude was close to that of Lenin, who spent his life chafing

against the strictures of his own Marxist orthodoxy. There is, how-

ever, little evidence to indicate that Lenin would have supported

Ch'en's attempts to draw an easy parallel between Russia and

China. In spite of his acute appreciation of the dynamic potentiali-

ties of the backward areas, Lenin nevertheless tended on the whole

to draw a sharp distinction between Tsarist Russia— a world

empire, where capitalism had already made some inroads, where a

small but vigorous proletariat already existed— and the "colonial"

and "semicolonial" areas which were victims of imperialism and

where a modern industrial proletariat hardly existed, if at all. In

19 1 2, Lenin had ridiculed the "petty bourgeois socialism" of Sun

Yat-sen who had also entertained the notion of the possibility of

by-passing capitalism in China.7 After the October Revolution, how-

ever, when Lenin was anxiously scanning the horizon for signs of

world revolution, his views tended to fluctuate. The profound influ-

ence of the October Revolution on young Asiatic intellectuals, and

the first signs of industrialism in India and China were arousing

hopes of other possibilities. Thus, while his "Thesis on the Colonial

and National Questions" of June 1920 still admits the "necessity of

the Communist parties coming to the aid of the movement for

democratic bourgeois emancipation," 8 one month later, after hear-

ing an optimistic report by the young Indian Communist, Roy,

Lenin expresses the hope that "if the triumphant revolutionary pro-

letariat carries on a systematic propaganda among backward

peoples, if the Soviet governments come to their aid, it would be

erroneous to suppose that the capitalist phase of evolution is neces-

sary." 9 It will be noted, however, that this possibility is predicated

on the assumption that "Soviet governments" exist or in other words,

that the world revolution will already have been successful in several

metropolitan states. Barring this possibility,LLenin tends to revert

to his thesis that, in semicolonial areas, "The Comintern must con-

clude temporary alliances with the democratic bourgeoisie . . . but

never fuse with it and retain its independence, even if in embryonic

form." i°)This seemingly clear statement was to become the subject
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of voluminous exegesis during the next few years revolving about the

meaning of the words "temporary" and "independence." Whatever

its ambiguities, however, it hardly justifies Ch'en's faith that China

was simply free to choose whether it would travel the road of capital-

ism or that of socialism.

If Ch'en hardly seemed aware of the enormous difficulties which

still obstructed the path to socialism, he was equally unaware of the

role of the party in the Leninist scheme. In his writings of 1920 we

find vigorous polemics against anarchists and liberals but little dis-

cussion* of the organizational principles of the Communist Party.

Neither Ch'en nor his disciples had, after all, lived the lives of pro-

fessional revolutionaries in the Russian sense and it was to take some

time for them to understand the role they were expected to play. It

was only with the help of such Comintern agents as Voitinsky, Yurin,

and Maring that they were to come to some appreciation of the

Leninist concept of party organization.

When Ch'en left the hostile environment of Peking for the freer

atmosphere of Shanghai in 1919, he had not yet achieved such an

understanding. Here too, as in Peking, the May Fourth Movement

had aroused a febrile activity among the intelligentsia and every

conceivable type of "advanced" doctrine from the West had found

its coterie of supporters among the Shanghai intellectuals. Ch'en's

prestige, which had been enormously heightened by his heroic role

in Peking, soon made him the center of intellectual life in the city.

Anarchists such as Yuan Chen-ying, Utnn Chia-teng, ana JUiei

Ken-chin, intellectual followers of Sun Yat-sen such as Tai Chi-t'ao,

and "socialists" of every variety, soon surrounded him.11 Ch'en

carried on verbal polemics against them but seemed quite willing to

work with them in practical affairs. It was clear in his view that the

task which faced all "men of learning with a conscience" (yu liang-

hsin ti hsiieh-che) 12 was the organization and education of the

proletariat. He seemed willing to work with all those who shared

this conviction. Thus, we find that the
"
Socialist Youth Corps"

finally organized by Ch'en in August 1920 was made up of a loose

array oi Anarchists, Marxists, and even "anti-Confucianists." 13 In

Peking, Li Ta-chao, who was probably even less conscious of the

meaning of party organization than Ch'en, organized a labor group

made up of six anarchists and two Communists.14
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In June 1920, however, a new factor had appeared on the scene

in the form of the Comintern agent Gregory Voitinsky. Sent to

China by the Eastern Bureau of the Comintern, Voitinsky had met

Li Ta-chao in Peking and had been referred by him to Ch'en Tu-hsiu

in Shanghai. Voitinsky established his headquarters in Shanghai and

proceeded forthwith with the task of forming a Communist Party.

It may well be presumed that many of his meetings with Ch'en

were devoted to the task of explaining to him that a Communist

Party was something other than a loose grouping of "learned men
of conscience" devoted to the common task of labor organization.

Nevertheless, the Socialist Youth Corps which finally formed in

August with the financial aid of Voitinsky 15 was, as we have indi-

cated, a most nebulous grouping. This most un-Leninist toleration

of heterodoxy may have reflected Voitinsky's feeling that many of

these vague, young radicals could be transformed into Communists,

or else it may merely have reflected the foreigner's inability to dis-

tinguish subtle differences in points of view among a group of young

Chinese radicals.

We find, for instance, that one of these young men— TaiCh^ao,
a close collaborator of Sun Yat-sen— had come to Marxism in 19 19

even before the conversion of Ch'en Tu-hsiu. Both he and Hu
Han-min, another close collaborator of Sun, had in the latter months

of 191 9 begun publishing articles on Marxism-Leninism in the

Kuomintang organ Reconstruction (Chien-she).16 They had, how-

ever, come to Marxism by an entirely different road. It was precisely

the nationalist implications of the Leninist theory of imperialism,

as it pertained to China, which attracted them to it. It was precisely

the Leninist insistence on an authoritarian, highly disciplined elite

group which attracted them by its crystallization of Sun's own elitist

theories. "It is impossible," states Tai in February 1920, "to talk

of revolutionary activities without, at the same time, aiming at

making revolutionary groups really powerful. . .. We must have a

scientifically organized revolutionary army." 1 L£o Tai and Hu, the

paramount problem was the attainment of a strong independent

state. By underplaying the factor of class conflict, they actually felt

that Marxism-Leninism could serve as an ideological base for their

nationalistic prograjn^M

Proceeding from this base, it was possible for Tai Chi-t'ao to
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collaborate in the activities of the Socialist Youth Corps, and even

to cooperate with Ch'en in forming a "Marxist study group" within

the youth group. It was, however, precisely at the point where the

Comintern began to assert its position of authority that the abyss

between Ch'en and Tai revealed itself. Tai, the staunch nationalist,

could not for a moment tolerate the interference of a foreign power

in the internal affairs of a Chinese party. Viewed in this light, Tai's

transformation from "Communist" to extreme "anti-Communist"

does not appear as sweeping as might appear on the surface. It is

significant that some of Tai's later polemics against the Communists

still employed the categories of Marxism-Leninism.

Under Voitinsky's guidance, however. Ch'en's education pro-

ceeded rapidly. In September 1920, a meeting was called to discuss

the formation of a bona fide Communist Party, based on a clear-cut

Cunnnunisl Ideology. iU ine task ot weeding out dissenters had

begun . Since the most recalcitrant among the dissenter^ Were the

anarchists, we find that much of Ch'en's writing during the latter

months of 1920 and the early months of 192 1 was directed against

these young men who refused to believe that "coercion could be used

for good in the proper hands." 20 By May 192 1, his impatience with

their annoying objectic s had increased to such an extent that he

exclaimed: "The anarchism now so rampant among our youth is

not completely a Western product. In the final analysis, it is nothing

more than a revival of our own Taoism. It is a Chinese variety of

anarchism." 21 Since there was nothing more repugnant to Ch'en

than the Taoist laissez-faire tradition in Chinese life, this charge

reflects the full measure of his animosity. It did not occur to him,

however, that his own easy acceptance of the belief in a benevolent

elite might itself reflect the influence of that very Confucian tradition

which he had so emphatically repudiated. The fact that anarchism

with its fear of state power, per se, was to remain an exotic growth

in China, while Marxism-Leninism, with its confidence that state

power "in the proper hands" could lead man to the good society, was

to win wide and lasting acceptance, may perhaps itself reflect the

abiding influence of Confucian habits of thought in Chinese life.

In the course of the heated controversies with followers of

Bertrand Russell, anarchists, "social democrats," nationalists, and

others, there finally emerged the hard nucleus of the future Com-
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munist Party 1 In the early months of 192 1, Ch'en received an invita-

tion from the warlord of Kwangtung, Ch'en Ch'iung-ming, to re-

organize the education system in his province. Ch'en seized the

opportunity to begin organizational activities in Canton and in a

short time succeeded in forming a small group centered about Ch'en

Kung-po and T'an P'ing-shamjln Peking Li Ta-chao had formed a

similar group including such future notables as Chang Kuo-t'ao, Ho
eng-hsiung, Lo Chang-lung, and Teng Chung-hsia. In Hunan prov-

nce, Mao Tse-tung, who had already won somewhat of a reputation

as a result of his many organizational activities, had, according to his

own testimony, begun to engage in labor organization activities

under the influence of Marxist theories and the Russian revolution

as early as the winter of i920. 22

J
By July 192 1, a Communist Party ostensibly existed in Peking,

Canton, Shanghai, and Hunan and the stage was set for the First

Party Congress. This "Congress," attended by a handful of men,

was held in secrecy in a girl's school in the French Concession of

Shanghai. Its deliberations were, however, interrupted by the Con-

cession police. The members fled to Shaohsing in Chekiang and con-

cluded their remaining business in a boat on the waters of Niehpu

lake. No records of the Congress have been preserved.23

When we examine the roster 24 of those in attendance, we are

somewhat struck to find that even this nucleus of convinced Com-

munists still included the names of Ch'en Kung-po and Chou Fu-hai,

whose motives for embracing Marxism-Leninism later proved to

have been much closer to those of Tai Chi-t'ao than to those of

Ch'en Tu-hsiu.

We have, furthermore, one account of the deliberations of the

First Congress, which, if reliable, would indicate that the Com-

munism of this hard core was still most superficial. This account

states that "there was no harmony of views at the Congress. Ch'en

Tu-hsiu's proposed agenda which called for a people's government

led by the Chinese Communist Party was considered by some too

radical ... Li Han-chun made the remarkable suggestion that dele-

gates be sent to Germany and Russia to examine the relative merits

of the German and Russian revolutions. In this he was supported by

Ch'en Kung-po and others." 25 The question of joining the Com-

munist International was not even raised.
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It would thus appear that the commitment o f many of these young

men to Communism was still a most tentative and superhcial affair.
~

Thpv wprp stj|1 thp vonng men of the May Fourth period clpui 1^
menting with various doctrines but profoundly committed to none.

They had come to Communism in the saWe" spirit in which they had

previously accepted guild socialism, Tolstoyanism, or theories of

free love. The Leninist theory of imperialism, the Karakhan pro-

posals, and the messianic hopes aroused throughout the world by

the October Revolution had simply created an emotional atmosphere

favorable to the acceptance of Communist doctrine. It was only by

hard experience that they were to learn the meaning of total commit-

ment in thought and act and the meaning of iron discipline.

It is somewhat significant in the light of future events that Mao 1

Tse-tung was probably one of the few among these early party '

members equipped by experience to appreciate Leninism as an organ-

izational technique rather than as simply another doctrine. While his

contacts with Li Ta-chao and Ch'en Tu-hsiu may have introduced

him to Marxist doctrine, it was his experiences in organizational V
activities in Hunan which had made him realize that "only massj

political power secured through mass action could guarantee the \

realization of dynamic reforms." This insight is, of course, one of
]

the vital elements of the Leninist technique— not simply for real-/

izing dynamic reforms— but for seizing power.

In spite of the vagaries of the party founders, however, the First

Congress does mark an important step in their education . With the

aid of the Russian advisers and under the leadership of Ch'en

Tu-hsiu (who was not present at the Congress) the party now began

to crystallize as a political entity. According to Hatano, the Congress

devoted some time to the question of party organization and estab-

lished a party constitution and a Central Committee which was con-

stituted under the chairmanship of Ch'en Tu-hsiu.26 The main task

which the party set itself, however, was the organization of a labor

federation. While we do find certain vague references to the necessity

of forming a "people's government" led by the Chinese Communists,

there can be little doubt that Ch'en Tu-hsiu regarded labor organiza-

tion as the paramount task of the party. Since the Communist Party

was the party of the proletariat, since the proletariat was the instru-

ment for the realization of socialism, all else was secondary.

<?
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Teng Chung-hsia, in his Short History of the Chinese Labor Move-
ment, states that immediately after the Congress, a "China Labor

Union Secretariat" was established by the party with the aim of

coordinating and uniting all the scattered, amorphous labor unions

which had sprung up since the end of the First World War.27

The events of 1922 would indicate that, having found a program

of action and a way of "going to the people," Ch'en Tu-hsiu, the

erstwhile professor, and* his student followers devoted themselves to

this task with unstinting zeal. The rapid growth of Communist

Party influence in the railroad workers union, the organization of a

Communist-led union at the Hanyehp'ing foundry by the talented

young organizer, Li Li-san, and the leading position won by the

Labor Secretariat at the First All-China Labor Conference held in

Canton in May, must have buoyed Ch'en Tu-hsiu's hopes beyond all

expectations.

It is, of course, true that the success of the Communists was due

in no small measure to the fact that industrial labor in China was

already ripe for organization. It was also true, as future events

would show, that neither the Labor Secretariat nor the General

Labor Federation which succeeded it had won the firm hold on

Chinese workers which its imposing facade suggested. Teng Chung-

hsia complains that the direct influence of the party on the workers

was minimal, and that the party made little effort to draw workers

into it on the ground that they were not yet ready to become party

members. It would thus appear that the "Secretariat" was an appa-

ratus superimposed upon the workers— an apparatus which they

welcomed as long as it was able to win positive gains, but one with

which they had few intimate ties.
28

In 1922, however, all signs pointed to a mighty proletarian surge

under the leadership of the Communist Party, and Ch'en Tu-hsiu

was able to indulge at will in his rosy dreams of an early achievement

of socialism. It is entirely possible that, if left to his own devices,

Ch'en would have continued to bend all his party's efforts to this

single task.
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In the Kremlin, considerations of grand policy were pointing in

quite another direction. As we have seen, Lenin himself had hardly

been sanguine about the immediate prospects of communist parties

in backward areas, barring the eventuality of world revolution.

Furthermore, to judge from the biting remarks of Radek at the

Fourth Congress of the Comintern, the Chinese Communist Party

did not enjoy a high reputation in Moscow. At this Congress, held

in November 1922 and attended by Ch'en Tu-hsiu himself, 1 Lin

Yen-chin (Liu Yen-ching?), a young Chinese delegate, had pleaded

that the Hong Kong strike had shown that "the Communist Party

can be successful in agitating among the masses. It shows that the

Communist Party in China will progress favorably unlike previous

years when it was merely a study circle, a sect." 2

In his scathing retort, Radek exclaimed: "Comrades, do not

indulge in too rosy expectations, do not overestimate your strength.

When our Chinese comrade told us here, 'We have struck deep roots

in China,' I must tell him, 'Esteemed Comrade, it is a good thing to

feel confident of one's strength when one starts to work. Neverthe-

less, things have to be seen as they are.' The comrades working at

Canton and Shanghai have failed to associate themselves with the

working masses . . . Many of our comrades out there locked them-

selves up in their studies and studied Marx and Lenin as they had

once studied Confucius . . . You must understand, comrades, that

neither the question of socialism nor of the Soviet republic are now

the order of the day . . . The immediate task is: (1) To organize

the young working class. (2) To regulate its relations with the revo-

lutionary bourgeoisie elements in order to organize the struggle

against the European and Asiatic imperialism." 3

The charge of Radek concerning the failure of the Communists to

agitate among the masses is manifestly unfair for. it was precisely

during the year 1922 that the Chinese Communist Party had made
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considerable progress in this direction. However, his remark that

neither socialism nor the Soviet Republic were the order of the day
might well have been directed precisely at the type of view held by
Ch'en during the whole 1920-1922 period. The Kremlin had no in-

tention at this time of basing all its hopes in China on the young
immature Chinese Communist Party. The Soviet Union needed

allies in Asia— potent allies— not merely the students and pro-

fessors of the Chinese Communist Party. Nor was it too delicate in

its search for allies. As early as 1920 the Soviet government was

looking hopefully in the direction of Wu P'ei-fu who, by that power

of class imputation which is the Kremlin's prerogative, was con-

verted from the status of a feudal warlord to that of a bourgeois

nationalist.4 Later, when Maring had become somewhat impressed

with the potentialities of the Kuomintang after his interview with

Sun Yat-sen, the Kremlin's interests shifted in that direction.5

In the theoretical sphere, this urgent need to find allies in Asia

inevitably led to a new emphasis on "bourgeois nationalism," on

the need for an alliance with the "bourgeoisie" and the necessity of a

capitalist phase of development in colonial and semicolonial areas. In

Russia, it was true, Lenin had thought as early as 1905 that it would

be possible to by-pass the bourgeoisie and consummate the bourgeois

revolution in alliance with the peasantry. However, in a country

dominated by imperialism, it was necessary to unite as many strata

of the population as possible against the common enemy.

This strategy and theoretical formulation must, of course, have

proved a shock to those within the party— including Ch'en— who

had definitely felt that "socialism was the order of the day." The

extraordinary tone of irritation in Radek's speech lends color to

an account we find in one source which claims that throughout the

year 1922 there had been considerable resistance to this formulation

in the Chinese Party. 6 This source states that the Peking group was

split in two on this issue and that the Soviet embassy lent its active

support to the more "moderate" faction led by Teng Chung-hsia and

Li Ta-chao. The moderate faction was of course the faction which

accepted the perspective of a "bourgeois, national revolution." The

hostile faction included Chang Kuo-t'ao, Lo Chang-lung, and Ho
Meng-hsiung, and was supported by Ch'en Tu-hsiu. According to

this same account, it was only by the application of severe pressure
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on the part of the Comintern that he was finally induced to accept

this formula. He had, after all, come into the Communist movement

in a mood of apocalyptic expectation. The world revolution and the

achievement of socialism in China had both seemed immediate possi-

bilities. Now, however, he was told that socialism was not imminent

and that he would again have to temporize with the forces of nation-

alism. It was a reorientation which required some adjustment. """)

Just as he had formerly been forced to renounce the easy hope /

that "democracy and science" would redeem China, he was now (

forced to renounce the apocalyptic vision of 1920— the hope that \

socialism would sweep away all forces of evil before it became neces- /

sary to temporize with these evils. He could merely comfort himself \

with the thought that what he had lost in immediate hopes he had
J

gained in doctrinal consistency. Henceforth, his doctrinal writings^/

would fit neatly into a pre-Leninist-Marxist scheme.

It is vital, however, that we have a clear conception of what Ch'en

had so reluctantly accepted. The new approach which was embodied

in the "First Manifesto of the Chinese Communist Party on the

Current Situation" of June 1922 and in the "Manifesto of the Second

Congress'' (held July 1922) consisted of a series of general proposi-

tions to the effect that China was still under the sway of imperialism

and that "due to the inroads of imperialism, China was still domi-

nated by a feudal system of militarists and bureaucrats"; 7 that the

survival of "feudalism" was inhibiting the emergence of capitalism

in China, and that "until such time as the Chinese proletariat is able

to seize power in its own hands, in view of the present political and

economic conditions of China, and in keeping with the present stage

of its historic development, the most urgent task of the proletariat is

tc unite with democratic groups against feudal militarism." 8 The
"First Manifesto" g^oes on to suggest that a conference \>p held with

a view to forming a united front of all democratic groups.

Does all this imply that the Communist Party had already lent its

assent to the Kuomintang-Communist alliance in the form in which

it finally emerged? Do all these statements contradict Ch'en

Tu-hsiu's own contention made many years later that he had vigor-

ously opposed the Kuomintang-Communist alliance in the form in

which it was presented by Maring in August 1922? Much here hinges

on the meaning of the phrase "united front." There is no reason
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whatsoever for assuming that "united front" meant anything more

to Ch'en than the cooperation of independent political parties in the

pursuit of certain common ends. The "First Manifesto," in fact,

enumerates a list of common goals on which it would be possibltTfbr

tne communist Tarty to cooperate with the Kuomintang.

The same document, however, makes it amply clear that "the

Chinese Communist Party is the vanguard of the proletariat strug-

gling for working class liberation and the proletarian revolution." 9

The "Manifesto of the Second Congress" adds that "if the proletariat

extends a hand to promote the democratic revolution, this does not

mean that the proletariat should capitulate to the bourgeoisie . . .

The Chinese Communist Party is the party of the proletariat and its

aim is to organize the proletariat, to use the methods of class welfare,

to set up a workers and peasants dictatorship, eliminate the system

of private property and gradually attain a Communist society . . .

Within the democratic alliance, the workers must not become an

appendage of the petty bourgeoisie but must continue to fight for

their own interests" 10 (italics mine).

The party had thus accepted at face value the Marxist-Leninist

concept that given political parties represent given economic classes

and that classes do not merge with each other. How then could

Ch'en have anticipated the suggestion of Maring that "the Kuomin-

tang was not a bourgeois political party but a coalition party of all

classes"? n There is no reason whatsoever for thinking that the

phrase "united front," as used at the Second Congress, was meant

to imply anything more than a limited cooperation with the Kuomin-

tang within some sort of general democratic framework.

It was at this time, however, that the Comintern representative,

Dalin, was carrying on his discussions with Sun Yat-sen, looking

toward a Kuomintang-Communist alliance. It would appear that, in

spite of his new-found enthusiasm for the Soviet Union, Sun Yat-sen

proved a most hard bargainer. According to Ch'en Tu-hsiu, "He

would allow the Chinese Communist Party to enter the Kuomintang

only on the condition that they would submit to the Kuomintang

and recognize no party outside of it."
12 Yet, the pressure from

Moscow for a coalition on some basis seems to have continued

unabated.

TFwas against this background that Maring suddenly decided to
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call a Special Plenum of the Central Committee of the Chinese

Communist Party at Hangchow in August 1922. According to all

accounts, the meeting was much in the nature of a surprise. Accord-

ing to the account of Ch'en Tu-hsiu, Maring made a motion that the

members of the Communist Party join the Kuomintang on the

ground that the "Kuomintang was not a bourgeois party but a coali-

tion party of all classes," and that the proletariat should therefore

enter that party and transform it into a driving force of the revolu-

tion. Ch'en states that Li Ta-chao, Ts'ai Ho-shen, Kao Yii-han, and

he all vigorously opposed Maring's suggestion on the ground that

"our union with the Kuomintang would simply confuse our class

structure and curb our independence." Maring thereupon invoked

the authority of the Comintern and the Chinese Communist Party

leaders were forced to submit to party discipline. 13 A Japanese

account adds that Ch'en even dispatched a wire to Lenin in which

he complained, "There is great confusion of thought in the Kuo-

mintang and its principles are extremely unclear. It would be

very distressing for a Communist Party member to enter the

Kuomintang." 14

It must be observed here that Ch'en's account of this meeting was

written many years later at a time when he was most anxious to

defend his reputation against the Li Li-san leadership. There is thus,

perhaps, some room for suspecting that it may be tendentious. It is,

furthermore, most difficult to find external evidence to corroborate

or refute his account. 15 Most of the meager literature available was

written by orthodox Stalinists at a time when it had become a fixed

feature of orthodox history to treat Ch'en as an arch-collaborationist.

There is, nevertheless, one account by the orthodox historian, Hua
Kang, which states that "while the party central committee respected

the motion of the Internationale, most of the comrades [emphasis

my own] had only approved a democratic revolutionary united front

and were quite doubtful about entering the Kuomintang." 16 Ch'en's

name does not appear in this account, but the issue as stated here is

substantially the same as that mentioned in his account.

This was the very crux of the matter. It was one thing to suggest

an alliance with the "bourgeoisie" and even a united front with the

Kuomintang, although we have reason for believing that Ch'en had

reconciled himself most reluctantly even to this prospect. It was
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quite another thing to suggest that Communists actually join the

Kuomintang. The "bourgeoisie" was, after all, a somewhat indeter-

minate and abstract entity, while the Kuomintang was a most con-

crete group of politicians with whom Ch'en and his supporters had

had a long acquaintance. The relations between the Peking intelli-

gentsia and Sun Yat-sen had never been close. Ch'en's attitude, in

particular, had always been distant and cool. We know that even

during his youth in Japan, he had been repelled by what he had re-

garded as the narrowly anti-Manchu program of the T'ung-Meng-

hui. 17 In his later writings he tended to look with disdain on

Chinese political parties in general.y.n 191 8 he stated that "we must

abandon the idea of unifying the nation through the strength of one

party." *8| In December 1919, he states that "while the Chinputang

[Progressive Party] and the Kuomintang both advocate a republic,

neither understands the true nature of democracy." 19 Sun Yat-sen

had, during these years, stressed nationalism above all else, while

Ch'en had despised nationalism. Sun had attempted to find a basis

for his program in Chinese tradition, while Ch'en had dedicated him-

self to the task of extirpating these traditions. Sun had temporized

with militarists while Ch'en had regarded all militarists as one of

China's three scourges.

In an article written some time after the formulation of the

Kuomintang-Communist alliance, Ch'en flatly stated: "I had always

felt that the Kuomintang had failed in the revolution of 19 11. All it

had accomplished was the cutting off of queues and the setting up

of the meaningless signboard of 'republic' " He then went on to list

as the past defects of the Party: (1) the narrowness of its slogan,

"overthrow the Manchus," (2) its exclusive reliance on military

force, and (3) its compromising tendencies. "Even Sun," he said,

"had been overly inclined to compromise." He ended the article by

expressing the hope that these past errors would be overcome in the

future.20

The "First Manifesto" of June 10, even while calling for a united

front, was highly critical of the Kuomintang. "The democratic

party which expressed the demands of the liberal social strata," it

complained, "resorted to compromises with the counterrevolutionary

classes of feudal lords ... It possesses only a relative amount of

democratic, revolutionary spirit." It added that "if the Kuomintang
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wishes to play a definite role in the revolutionary struggle for the

consolidation of democracy in China, it must renounce once and for

all every policy of vacillation compromise and endless zigzag." 21

In the light of this attitude, it does not appear at all incredible

that Ch'en and many other members of the Central Committee

viewed Maring's proposal with utter consternation. Furthermore,

quite apart from the question of their attitude toward Sun Yat-sen

and the Kuomintang, Maring's proposal must have seemed most con-

fusing to these men who had just begun to absorb the major tenets

of Marxist-Leninist philosophy.22 Within the Marxist-Leninist frame

of reference, political parties are nothing more than political super-

structures concentrating the political power of given economic

classes. The Leninist concept of the "party" with its insistence on

the organic relation between the Communist Party and the prole-

tariat had, if anything, reinforced this aspect of Marxism. In 1920,

it is true, Lenin had urged the British Communist Party to enter the

British Labor Party. He had specifically denied, however, that this

involved a confusion of classes on the ground that the British Labor

Party was a genuine proletarian party which simply lacked the

proper proletarian leadership.23 In Russia, however, it had been

taken for granted that the Cadets represented the bourgeoisie and

later, when the Bolsheviks laid claim to a monopoly of the prole-

tariat, it was assumed that the Mensheviks represented the petty

bourgeoisie. With the emergence in China of the notion of a "coali-

tion party of four classes," however, the whole concept of the organic

relationship of party and class was placed in jeopardy. The Kuomin-

tang, it now appears, was a political organization which was, some-

how, assumed to lead an autonomous existence above and beyond

the existence of the classes which it embraced. As Trotsky sarcas-

tically remarked in May 1927, "The classes come and go but the

continuity of the Kuomintang goes on forever." 24

Tn his later debates with Stalin on this very problem, Trotsky

constantly hpmmproH rjf g+*» l;™ ,g
^faaaaufcaSc annaratus-like atti-

tude," 25 at his tendency to see in the Kuomintang a force inde-

pendent of the classes which presumably lie at its base. Here, as

elsewhere, Trotsky was the more orthodox Ma rv,, g[-Iipni
'

ni<gt but a

candid view would suggest that Stalin's political instincts were the

more accurate. In the course of his climb to power in the Soviet
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Union through the control of an effective political machine, Stalin

had probably come to realize subconsciously, as it were, that politi-

cal power is not merely an adjunct of economic power, and that a

well-organized political machine is a social force to be contended

with in its own right. In the Kuomintang, the Kremlin saw ready at

hand an established political organization with roots within the

country. From the distance of Moscow the Kuomintang's influence

in China may, indeed, have loomed much larger than it actually was.

In 1922, however, the prospect of a union with this political force

must have seemed most attractive since it promised to provide a firm

base for the spread of Soviet influence in China. Later, the influence

of Borodin on Sun Yat-sen and the strategic positions won by the

Communist Party within the Kuomintang must have heightened

still further the hopes of direct control over the Kuomintang.

It was, I think, this type of strategic consideration which induced

the Kremlin to compromise with Sun Yat-sen 's severe conditions

for the establishment of a united front and to devise the doubtful

theory of the "bloc of four classes." 26 Stalin's error, we shall find,

I think, lay not so much in the fact that he instinctively thought of

the Kuomintang as an autonomous political machine 27 as in his easy

assumption that he could gain control of a machine organized on

Leninist lines and led by others as self-willed and determined as

himself.

While these may have been the strategic considerations behind

Maring's proposal, the theoretical framework in which they were

embodied must have seemed most puzzling to the members of the

Chinese party fresh from their Marxist-Leninist textbooks. It is pre-

cisely to this difficulty that Ch'en Tu-hsiu's objection pointed. How
could two economic classes, each w^h fo "wn hi^tnrj^destiny, be

fused into the same pH jIiml pnrty?

Viewed in the light of these considerations, I think that we may
conclude that Ch'en's later account has the ring of authenticity.

Whatever may have been its objections, however, the Central

Committee was forced to accept Maring's proposal. Shortly after the

Plenum, Li Ta-chao was invited by the Kuomintang stalwart Chang

Chi to join the party. Li replied that he would join on the condition

that he be allowed to maintain his membership in the Commuhist

International. Sun Yat-sen, who was in a much more pliable mood
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since his loss of power in Canton, acceded to this condition.28 Al-

though the alliance between the two parties was not formalized until

after the issuance of the Joint Sun-Joffe Declaration in 1923, the

formula on which it was to be based had been found. Communists

would enter the Kuomintang "as individuals" but the Communist
Party would continue to maintain its separate existence.
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The period of Kuomintang-Communist collaboration (1923-192 7)

is, without a doubt, one of the most confusing and complex periods

in modern history. Almost all the sources, and the Communist

sources in particular, are open to grave suspicion. Furthermore, there

is some room for doubting whether in the turmoil and complex maze

of events of these years any of the major actors pursued a clear-cut

consistent policy. Nevertheless, I feel that it is possible to discern

the outlines of certain major trends within the Chinese Communist

movement. It goes without saying, of course, that this is a period in
<

which Moscow played a most direct and detailed role in guiding the

destinies of the Chinese Communis Party nnring tViP^P* y^ar^

China was inundated with hosts of Comintern agents, and both the

leadership and the opposition in Moscow followed events in China

with rapt attention. It shall, nevertheless, be our effort to concentrate

our attention on trends within the Chinese Communist movement

itself while bearing clearly in mind that most of these trends cannot

be considered in isolation from developments in Moscow.

The So-Called "Right Wing"

In Communist literature of the Stalinist school after 1927, it is

customary to refer to Ch'en Tu-hsiu and those closest to him in the

party, during these years, as "right opportunists." He was, it is

alleged, a supine capitulator to the Kuomintang who clung convul-

sively to a policy of appeasing the "bourgeoisie" long after the

Kremlin had moved to a bolder and more radical position. Through-

out the period, according to this version, he consciously misinter-

preted the bold directives of the Kremlin in a conservative sense.

J
Is it true that this man who in the 1920-192 2 period had clamored

J for the immediate realization of socialism, who had regarded with

] repugnance the policy of fusion with the Kuomintang, had suddenly

/ become an ignominious capitulator?
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In answering this question we are confronted with a peculiar diffi-

culty. Ch'en was, after all, the chairman of the Chinese Communist

Party during all these years and the executor of Comintern policy.

How then can we extricate his own views from the views he was

forced to express as party leader? In answering this question we

have, of course, Ch'en's own testimony as given in the "Letter to

Our Comrades." We have certain contemporary writings of Ch'en

and of P'eng Shu-chih who was closely allied with him. Finally, we

have the hostile testimony of Chinese and Russian critics— testi-

mony which often reveals more than it intends. By comparing and

sifting these sources, we can at least attempt to reconstruct an over-

all view of Ch'en's own attitude during these stormy years.

There can be little doubt that in the period between the Hangchow

Special Plenum of August 1922 and the Third Party Congress of

June 1923 certain factors induced Ch'en and his colleagues to take

a friendlier view of the Comintern's theory regarding the bourgeois-

democratic nature of the Chinese revolution and even of the Krem-

lin's formula for Kuomintang-Communist alliance.

In the first place, we know that Ch'en Tu-hsiu was present in

Moscow at the Fourth Congress of the Comintern (November 1922)

where Radek administered his stinging rebuke to the Chinese Com-

munist Party for its illusions regarding the achievement of socialism

in China. 1 We cannot but think that much pressure was brought to

bear behind the scenes to impress Ch'en with the Kremlin's point of

view.

Of even greater sipmifirqnrp, however, was the "February Severer."

incident. On February 7. 102?. the strike of the powerful Peking-

Hankow Railway Workers Union was suppressed bv Wu P'ei-fu in a

gory blood bath. The effect of this inriHpnt was gn Hpmnrqlizirifr thai"

it put a halt to the whole surge of the Chinese labor movement and

led to the wholesalearrest of union organizers.
,

Tn the words of Teng,

"Most ot the labor unions so carefully built up by the Communist

Party during the previous two years— except for certain unions in

Canton and Hunan— were crushed and the Chinese labor movement

entered into a period of decline." 2 According to Ts'ai Ho-shen's

hostile account, "If Ch'en Tu-hsiu exaggerated the power of the

proletariat during the 1921-1922 period, after the failure of the

Peking-Hankow railway strike, he swung over completely to a basi-
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cally Menshevist position and lost all faith in the power of the

proletariat." 3 The "Short History" adds that "the defeat in the

Peking-Hankow strike spurred on the movement of collabora-

tion." 4

Allowing for hostile exaggeration in Ts'ai's statement, it is never-

theless true that if Ch'en's adherence to the "bourgeois perspective"

of the revolution had been somewhat perfunctory before the strike,

it became less so after the strike. The extravagant hopes roused by

the surge in the labor movement had evaporated and Ch'en was able

now to perceive all those defects in the young Chinese proletariat

which had been somewhat obscured by the messianic visions of the

previous years. "The Chinese proletariat," he now wrote, "is imma-

ture both quantitatively and qualitatively. Most of the workers are

still imbued with patriarchal notions and their family ties and re-

gional patriotism are extremely strong. These former handicraft

workers carry over the habits of their previous existence even when

they become industrial workers. They do not feel the need for politi-

cal action and are still full of ancient superstitions." 5 He was now

ready to face the prospect of a prolonged capitalist stage before the

achievement of socialism and even went on to state in what might

be called a pre-Leninist-Marxist vein (although a vein quite in

harmony with the new Comintern line) that "the class consciousness

of the workers depends on the development of class division as a

result of the progress of industry. It cannot be fostered by the human

will or negated by the human will." 6

iTs'ai

Ho-shen charges that at the Third Congress in June, Ch'en

dwelt at length on the "patriarchal clannish ideas" of the proletariat

but evaluated somewhat highly the role of the bourgeoisie. "While

all classes of a semicolonial or colonial society are somewhat imma-

ture," Ch'en declared, "the strength of the bourgeoisie is, after all,

more highly concentrated than that of the peasantry and more solid

than that of the proletariat and it would be a grave error for the

national movement to ignore the bourgeoisie ... A semicolonial

Chinese society must, without doubt, go through a bourgeois demo-

cratic revolution and if, in the course of the revolution, it loses the

aid of the bourgeoisie, it loses its class significance and social

basis." 7

*~
Not only did Ch'en revaluate the role of the "bourgeoisie," but at
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the Third Congress he is said to have spoken of the Kuomintang-

Communist alliance in terms of unreserved approval. Since he had

but recently returned from the didactic lectures of Radek in Moscow,

this would hardly seem cause for surprise. Nevertheless, in proving

that Ch'en had been an arch-collaborator of the Kuomintang, Ch'en

Tu-hsiu's later detractors, such as Ts'ai Ho-shen and Li Li-san, lean

heavily on the evidence of Ch'en's remarks at the Third Congress

where he is alleged to have said that the Communist Party had been

born too soon and that all activities should be carried on within the

framework of the Kuomintang.8

Now Ch'en, himself, informs us that this period marks, as it were,

a high point in his own acceptance of Comintern policy. He adds,

however, that this was due to the fact that, at the time, "the Com-

munist Party was still relatively free in respect to the Kuomintang.

At the time, we could still severely criticize the compromising poli-

cies of the Kuomintang." 9

In support of Ch'en's claim it must be remembered that this was

the period before the Kuomintang had been reorganized into a

tightly knit party of the Leninist type. It was thus the period before

the Communist Party had become subordinated to the "democratic

centralism" of the reorganized Kuomintang. It was the period before

the rise of Chiang Kai-shek. It was quite possible at this time to

hope that the Communist Party could still maintain a large degree

of independence in shaping its own policies.

Furthermore, in spite of Ch'en's alleged "capitulationism," the

Manifesto of the Third Congress, which could hardly have been

drafted without Ch'en's approval, still sharply criticizes the Kuomin-

tang for its past defects and calls upon the proletariat "to maintain

its connections with the world proletariat." It adds that "since this is

a struggle which must advance from the stage of a Chinese national

revolution to the stage of a world social revolution, the proletariat

must, by all means, maintain its class consciousness and unity and

must be aware of its own inevitable goal. It is the duty of the Chinese

Community Party and of the Comintern to bring about this aware-

ness and unity." 10 It is thus made amply clear that whatever may be

the Communist Party's relations to the Kuomintang, it still has its

own separate goal which it must keep before it at all times.

It is precisely here, I submit, that we must seek the key to the
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real attitude of Ch'en and the so-called "right wing" during the

whole 1 923-1 92 7 period. It is here, also, that we must seek the real

source of any tension between thfL^right wing" and the leadership

in the Kremlin during this period\ Ch'en had sincerely accepted the

theory that the revolution was a bourgeois democratic revolution and

that the "bourgeoisie" was destined to play a large— even a domi-

nant— role in the immediate future. As a Communist, however, he

identified himself not with the "bourgeoisie" but with the proletariat.

The proletariat was indeed young, immature, and not politically con-

scious. It might take some time to prepare the proletariat and the

masses behind it for their historic role, but precisely this was to be

the paramount task of the Communist Party. Since the Comintern

had decreed that the Communist Party must carry on its activities

within the framework of the Kuomintang-Communist alliance, he

was willing to do so, so long as this alliance did not hamper the

Communist Party in the pursuit of what he considered its basic tasks.

On the other hand, to the leading group in the Kremlin, concerned

as it was with global politics, the control of the Kuomintang as an

effective political machine, either directly as at first or indirectly as

later, by the achievement of "proletarian hegemony" (Communist

Party control) within the Kuomintang was the paramount, overrid-

ing objective of all policy. |
iL.

What is the evidence forthis thesis?

We have already observed that the Third Congress of the Chinese

Communist Party was held before the reorganization of the Kuomin-

tang. We know that Ch'en Tu-hsiu, Li Ta-chao, and others held posi-

tions on the "Reorganization Committee" which brought about the

reorganization of the Kuomintang on Leninist lines. Nevertheless,

all sources agree that the chief actors in these deliberations were

Borodin and Sun Yat-sen. The idea itself seems to have originated

with Borodin. Sun Yat-sen later indignantly denied the charge of the

Kuomintang right wing that "the political program of the Kuomin-

tang was devised in toto by Ch'en Tu-hsiu's Communist Party." He

states that "the draft was drawn up by Wang Ching-wei and myself.

I doubt whether Ch'en even heard of it."
n And Wang Ching-wei

specifically states that "the reorganization of our party was carried

out in January 1924 at the suggestion of Borodin." 12 The organiza-

tion of the Whampoa academy was also carried out quite over the
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head of the Chinese Communist Party by Chiang Kai-shek, Galen,

and Borodin.

Many Communists, it is true, won positions on the Kuomintang

Executive Committee at the First National Congress of the Kuomin-

tang in January 1924 and, under the leadership of Sun Yat-sen and

Wang Ching-wei, the party was still able to carry on its activities in

relative freedom within the framework of the Kuomintang itself.

Nevertheless, by tightening what had been a comparatively loose"?

organization and centralizing its leadership, the reorganization laidV

the foundation for all the troubles which were to emerge. _£
However, did the Communist Party completely forfeit its organ-

izational independence as charged by Trotsky before the break with

the Kuomintang and by Ch'en's enemies after the break with the

Kuomintang? On the contrary, the evidence would indicate that

under Ch'en's leadership the Communist Party did everything in its

power to maintain its independence, to organize the masses albeit

under a Kuomintang banner and to maintain control of these masses

within the Kuomintang framework.

It was precisely on the issue of Communist Party independence

that certain right-wing Kuomintang leaders began to attack the two-

party alliance in 1024. In July 1924 the right-wing leaders Chang

Chi, Hsieh Ch'ih , and Feng Tzu-yu , who had not previously opposed

the alliance with the Communists,13 issued "A Proposal for the Im-

peachment of the Communist Party" in which they openly charged

that the Communists were nnt anting ^ "
individuals" within the

Kuomintang , but taking orders from the Central Committee of the

CommunisTTarty. They were quite easily able to prove their point.

AH they had to do was produce a Communist document entitled

"Resolutions of the Socialist Youth Corps" (August 1923) in which

the following statements appear: "When our party members enter

the Kuomintang, they must adhere to the orders of the executive

committee of this Corps . . . We must support all demands made

by members of the Chinese Communist Party and be united with

them in word and deed." 14 The proposal goes on to charge that Li

Ta-chao's promise that the Communists would enter the Kuomintang

as individuals had not been kept and that the Communist Party was,

instead, acting as a party within a party.

In his marginal footnotes on these documents Sun Yat-sen at-
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tempted to comfort the right-wing leaders by the observation that

thepexperienced leaders of the Soviet Union are interested in work-

ing with our party and not with the inexperienced students of the

Communist Partyr\ He did not, however, deny the basic charge

made in the document.

Actually, the notion of a Communist party member acting politi-

cally as an individual is a contradiction in terms. The corporate

action of party members is part of the very essence of the Leninist

conception of a Communist party and a principle which the lead-

ership of the Chinese party had had ample time to absorb. There is

no evidence that the party represented anything other than a uni-

fied, disciplined caucus within the Kuomintang during the whole

period of Kuomintang-Communist collaboration in spite of the diver-

gences which may have existed in its ranks. It would be difficult

indeed to find instances in which Communist party members of the

upper levels acted as "individuals" rather than as party members.

/ What is more, the Communist Party not only succeeded in win-

\ ning a dominant position in the mass movement, but also bent every

) effort to maintain its separate control of that movement within the

\ Kuomintang framework.
" The tremendous surge of mass energies kindled by the May Thir-

tieth incident of 1925 was, it is true, somewhat in the nature of a

spontaneous outburst. The hatred of the Japanese imperialists

aroused by the strikes in the Japanese textile mills of Tsingtao and

Shanghai called forth a wave of mass sentiment in large coastal

cities which soon spread to the countryside and, to the surprise of all,

even aroused the wretched peasantry of central and south China

from its lethargy. 15 The Communist Party was, however, quick to

take advantage of this popular surge and the young enthusiasts of

the Communist Party soon stole a march on the non-Communist ele-

ments of the Kuomintang in the matter of mass organization, for in

spite of Sun Yat-sen's lectures the non-Communist elements in the

Kuomintang failed, even at this early date, to show a proper appreci-

ation of the potentialities of mass power.

Even more significant, however, is the fact that, having won an

initial advantage in mass activities, the Ch'en leadership made every

effort to maintain control of the mass movement. In spite of the fact

that it operated under the Kuomintang banner, it made every effort
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to maintain full Communist control of the "All-China Labor Federa-

tion" 16 as well as of the newly formed "Peasant Associations." A
statement which appears in the "Resolution on the Peasant Ques-

tion" of the Enlarged Executive Plenum held in July 1926 throws

a clear light on the attitude of the party leaders during all these

years. "The peasant associations," it states, "must be organization-

ally independent of the Kuomintang and must not become an ap-

pendage of the party." It adds, however, that "our party must make

every effort to win a leading position in peasant movement activities.

We must have branch organizations in the local units of all peasant

associations to act as the backbone of all activities in these

organizations." 17

In 1928 Shih Ts'un-t'ung, by that time a renegade from the party,

charged retroactively in a pamphlet entitled Problems of the Chinese

Revolution that there had been a basic contradiction in the Chinese

Communist Party's relations to the Kuomintang. Although the Com-

munist Party had loudly proclaimed its belief that the Kuomintang

should have a mass base, it had been unwilling to relinquish control

of the masses to the Kuomintang. In his reply, Yiin Tai-ying, at

that time a voice of the official party line and no friend of Ch'en

Tu-hsiu, did not deny Shih's allegation, but simply stated that "the

reason why the party had refused to encourage the workers and

peasants to enter the Kuomintang was because it feared that they

might be influenced by the bourgeoisie." In 1927 the Comintern

delegate, Mandalian, in his pamphlet, Why Did the Communist

Party Fail? quotes Ch'en Tu-hsiu to the effect that he did not want

the workers to enter the Kuomintang since they might become sub-

ject to right-wing influences.18

Even Trotsky and Isaacs in all their attacks against the Stalinist

line tacitly assume that the Chinese Communist Party had achieved

effective control of the mass movement. Indeed, Trotsky's call for

the establishment of peasant and worker Soviets after April 1927
19

could hardly have been proposed had he not assumed that the

Chinese Party possessed sufficient control of the masses to institute

such a radical shift in policy.

It is thus clear that the Chinese Communist Party had not relin-

quished its organizational independence, had not shirked its organiza-

tional tasks among the masses and had, on the contrary, managed
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to win a dominant position in such activities before the non-

Communist elements of the Kuomintang were able to show any

effectiveness in this field. In the area of policy, however, it was tied

hand and foot by its peculiar alliance with the Kuomintang. If any

"opportunism" existed, this was its root. Hence, in judging the ques-

tion of Ch'en Tu-hsiu's "opportunism," his attitude toward the

Kuomintang-Communist alliance must serve as our major yardstick.

According to Ch'en's own account, his relatively friendly attitude

toward the alliance began to change once more after the appearance

of Tai Chi-t'ao's anti-Communist pamphlets in 1925.
20 He claims

that, at the Enlarged Plenum of the Central Committee held in

Peking in October 1925, he stated that "the pamphlets of Tai Chi-t'ao

are no accidental, isolated phenomenon. It is evidence of a plot on

the part of the bourgeoisie to consolidate its own class strength, to

crush the proletariat and go over to the reactionary camp. We must

prepare to withdraw from the Kuomintang and act independently.

It is only by acting independently that we can maintain our political

physiognomy, lead the masses and be freed from the restraints of

Kuomintang policy." 21 Here again we find a striking corroboration

of Ch'en's claim in Mandalian's pamphlet. "From the very moment

that the Communist Party entered the Kuomintang," he says, "the

right wing of the party was constantly thinking of withdrawing from

the Kuomintang. Their pretext was that they did not wish to main-

tain an alliance with the bourgeoisie, on the ground that such an

alliance was a disgrace to the proletariat." 22 Mandalian makes it

quite clear elsewhere in this pamphlet that he regards Ch'en Tu-hsiu

as the spearhead of the right wing.

Ch'en further states that after Chiang Kai-shek's coup d'etat of

March 20, 1926, in which the latter seized effective power, dissolved

the Hong Kong strike committee, and removed many Communists

from prominent positions, he (Ch'en) sent his young lieutenant

P'eng Shu-chih to Canton to urge that at least some of the arms

being brought in from the Soviet Union be given to the peasantry

rather than to Chiang Kai-shek's forces. He alleges that Borodin

replied that "armed peasants will not be able to crush Ch'en Ch'iung-

ming or carry out the northern expedition. It will merely serve to

arouse the suspicion of the Kuomintang and lead to resistance on the

part of the peasantry against the Kuomintang." Ch'en adds that,
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after the events of March 20, in a report to the Comintern he ex-

pressed the private view that instead of carrying on collaboration

within the Kuomintang, "we should carry on our alliance on an

extra-party basis. Otherwise, we would not be able to carry on an

independent policy and would losethe trust of the masses . . . After

the Comintern saw my report, Uiukharin published an article in

Pravda severely criticizing the view that the Communist Party ought

to withdraw from the Kuomintang." 23

This account contrasts most sharply with the charge later made

by Ts'ai Ho-shen that Ch'en had been an "unprincipled capitula-

tor" 24 at the time of the March Twentieth incident. In Li Li-san's

writings we find an interesting variation of this charge. It seems that

by March 20, a conflict had already developed in the party between

the Communist Party Central Committee in Shanghai and the

Kwangtung Provincial Committee in Canton. At bottom, this conflict

may well have been one of personalities rather than viewpoints. It

undoubtedly reflected a long-standing tension between Ch'en Tu-

hsiu and Borodin since the Canton Committee prided itself greatly

on its closeness to the illustrious Comintern representative. Accord-

ing to Li Li-san, the view of the Kwangtung Committee was "that

to step out of the Kuomintang would be to abandon the broad labor-

ing masses. It would be tantamount to yielding the revolutionary

banner of the Kuomintang to the bourgeoisie. This would be an

irremediable loss. We must therefore adopt for a time a conciliatory

policy, and at the same time positively prepare a new struggle for

leadership." "On the other hand," Li adds, "certain comrades in

Shanghai considered March 20th a disgrace to the proletariat and

wished to withdraw from the Kuomintang, while Ch'en Tu-hsiu and

the Central Committee were of the view that the party should capitu-

late." 25 In support of this account we do indeed have a letter from

Ch'en Tu-hsiu to Chiang Kai-shek, printed in the party organ

Guide Weekly on June 9, 1926, in which Ch'en indignantly denies

Chiang's charges that the Communists had conspired against the

Kuomintang, and humbly states that "Chiang Kai-shek is one of

the pillars of the national revolution. Unless the Communist Party

were the tool of the imperialists it would surely not adopt such a

policy of disrupting the unity of the Chinese revolutionary forces." 26

What conclusion, if any, can be drawn from this welter of con-
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flicting evidence? While we are here on most uncertain ground, there

are certain salient facts which must be borne in mind. In the first

place, there is the fact that while Borodin had initially been highly

disturbed by Chiang Kai-shek's coup, he had later come to an agree-

ment with him and had even agreed to Chiang's demand that a

northern expedition be launched as soon as possible. Secondly, that

the leadership in the Kremlin had refused to be diverted, at any cost,

from the policy of Kuomintang-Communist alliance. Its first reac-

tion to the events in Canton was, in fact, to deny what had happened

and dismiss it as an imperialist rumor.27 Neither Stalin nor Borodin

had abandoned the hope that the Kuomintang apparatus could still

be controlled. In this hope they were further lulled by Chiang Kai-

shek's complete willingness to use the language of world revolution

and by his attack on the Kuomintang right wing.

It is thus obvious that, as the executor of Comintern policy, Ch'en

Tu-hsiu had no alternative but to propitiate the actual leader of the

Kuomintang since Chiang had been recognized as such by no less a

person than Borodin himself. It is significant that Li Li-san is forced

to admit that the "Kwangtung" faction had also opposed withdrawal

from the Kuomintang. However, while referring to their view as "a

conciliatory policy" he uses the word "capitulation" to describe the

identical policy as applied by Ch'en Tu-hsiu. It is not unreasonable

to suppose that Ch'en's "Letter to Chiang Kai-shek" was an expres-

sion of Ch'en the chairman of the Communist Party, rather than of

his personal views. In view of his statement at the October 1925

Enlarged Plenum, it would appear most likely that his personal views

were closest to those of the "Shanghai comrades" mentioned in Li

Li-san's account.28

The fact that Ch'en did not actually regard Chiang Kai-shek as

a "pillar of the national revolution" is amply proved by his attitude

on the question of the northern expedition. Here we find ourselves

once more on the solid ground of contemporary evidence. Ch'en had,

after all, grown up in a land where anarchic military power had time

and time again frustrated all attempts to establish a civilian order.

All his pre-Communist writings were permeated with a hatred of

the military, whom he regarded as one of the scourges of China.

The criticisms of the Kuomintang in the precollaboration Commu-

nist Party pronouncements constantly criticize Sun Yat-sen for rely-
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ing on the treacherous support of the militarists. It was a deep-rooted

aversion which probably ran much deeper than his attachment ta

Marxist-Leninist categories. Ene fact that Chiang was a militarist/

loomed larger in Ch'en's mind than the fact that he was presumably^

a leader of the "national revolutionary classes," or the fact that he \

was quite willing to use the phraseology of revolution .7'The northern

expedition," Ch'en complained in the June 1926 Issue of Guide

Weekly, "is intended as a military action aimed at extending the

southern revolutionary forces northward and at overthrowing the

Peiyang militarists. It was thus intended to be part and parcel of the

national revolution. Now the real aim of the national revolution is

the overthrow of imperialism and militarism by the masses of all

classes and the liberation of our whole people — particularly the

workers and peasants. However, if the northern expedition is carried

on by a motley crowd of military adventurers and politicians inter-

ested in achieving their own private ambitions, even if victory is

achieved, it will only be a victory for the military adventurers and

not for the revolution ... In view of present conditions within the

national government, of its actual strength, fighting power and revo-

lutionary consciousness, a northern expedition would be premature

at this time. Our slogan should be not 'the northern expedition' but
'defend the base of the revolution— Uanton. J " ^ In August of the

same year he went so far as to say that the "present national govern-

men t is simply a. special organ of military leaders." '^ Chen's tears

are quite patent. The Kuomintang had been captured by what he

rightly or wrongly regarded as "new warlords," whatever might be

their Marxist class designation. Any northern expedition carried on

by these wardlords before the Communist Party could reassert its

power by its influence on the left wing of the Kuomintang would

simply result in another militaristic regime.

The northern expedition was nevertheless launched with the final

blessing of Borodin and the Comintern. Its results, however, did not

wholly correspond to the expectations of either Ch'en Tu-hsiu or

the Kremlin. It was no ordinary military adventure, for it opened

an immense area of activity for the aggressive organizers of the

Communist Party. On the other hand, it increased immensely the

power and prestige of Chiang, making him much more independent

of Borodin and the Kremlin. Anxious as Chiang was to receive mate-
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rial aid from the Soviet Union, he was henceforth more anxious to

«-. free himself from Kremlin control.

The new situation in China thus confronted the Moscow leader-

ship with new pressures. The phenomenal spread of Communist in-

fluence among the masses, the growing prospects of defection on the

part of Chiang Kai-shek, and the attacks of Trotsky on the Kuomin-

tang Alliance were all factors which demanded a new statement of

policy. This new statement finally found its expression in the "Theses

on the Chinese Situation" of the Seventh Plenum of the Executive

Committee of the Communist International held in December 1926.

Before discussing this statement and its effect on the Chinese

Communist Party, we must point once more to a peculiar feature

of the Communist party line as it applied to China. The term "party

line" is used in this book to designate the theoretical framework

devised to encompass a given strategic approach within a given pe-

riod. Such a theoretical framework is, needless to say, essential within

the Marxist-Leninist tradition since it is assumed that the political

actions of the party leaders are derived from their theoretical in-

sights into the course of history.

/"~~ In general, when we examine a given party line we find that it

is composed of certain constant elements. There is, first of all, a

theory concerning the historic nature or the "content" of a given

historic stage. Is it a bourgeois democratic stage or is it a socialist

stage or a transition between the two? Secondly, we have a theory

1 regarding the "class forces" of a given stage. Which are the classes

I destined by history to accomplish the tasks of a given stage? (It

I is an interesting feature of Leninism that the "class forces" can no

longer be deduced from the mode of production as is the case in pre-

Leninist-Marxism.) Thirdly, we have an estimate of the direction

of the historic process of any given stage generally expressed in terms

of upsurge and decline, or "rising waves" and "falling waves." In

general, the question of the relations of political parties can be as-

sumed to reflect the relations of class forces.

The concept of the Kuomintang, however, as a political apparatus

existing above and beyond the classes which compose it introduces

a new variable into the ordinary conception of a party line. It is no

longer possible to deduce the "analysis of class forces" from the

attitude toward the Kuomintang or to deduce the attitude toward
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the Kuomintang from the analysis of class forces. "The classes come

and go but the continuity of the Kuomintang goes on forever."

Thus, the hard fact which lay at the core of the Seventh Plenum

Theses was the determination to continue the alliance with the

Kuomintang. There was some awareness in Moscow that Chiang

Kai-shek was a doubtful ally, but this doubt was completely out-

weighed by the immense diplomatic advantages to be derived from

the successful advance of the nationalist forces and by the belief

that "the apparatus of the national revolutionary government can

provide a very effective way to reach the peasantry." 31 At the same

time, realizing that it would henceforth be impossible to control

Chiang directly, the Comintern now called upon the Chinese Com-

munists to make a direct bid for "proletarian hegemony" within the

Kuomintang— that is, for a control of the Kuomintang by the Com-

munist Party.

This hard fact was, however, effectively disguised behind a more

"radical" theory of the relations of class forces. The revolution in

China, declared the Theses, continues to be a bourgeois democratic

revolution directed against foreign imperialism and "feudal rem-

nants." There has, however, been a shift in class forces within the

Kuomintang. "In this stage the driving force of the new movement

will be a bloc of still more revolutionary nature of the proletariat,

peasantry and certain strata of the big bourgeoisie which may for a

certain period continue to march with the revolution." 32 The latter

remark is obviously meant to legitimize the continued support of

Chiang Kai-shek who had been categorized as a representative of

the "big bourgeoisie." Finally, the Theses assert that "at this stage,

the hegemony of the movement passes more and more into the hands

of the proletariat." 33

The Theses thus accomplish the task of reaffirming the Kuomin-

tang alliance, of countering Trotsky's challenge by presenting a more

"radical" analysis of the class situation and of burdening the Chinese

Communist Party with the task of capturing the Kuomintang. (Xhe

net result was to make the Ch'en leadership more vulnerable than

ever. If it continued to oppose the alliance with the Kuomintang, it

could be accused of abandoning the peasantry and the petty bour-

geoisie. If it did not succeed in capturing the leadership of the

Kuomintang, it could be accused of having sabotaged the truly
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radical program of the Comintern. We shall find that both these

charges were made simultaneously^
ty

Actually, the evidence would indicaf? that the "right-wing" leader-

ship was privately more reluctant than ever to continue the alliance

with the Kuomintang. Mandalian thus charges that in January 1927

Ch'en refused to allow the workers to enter the Kuomintang on the

grounds that "they would become subject to right-wing influences,"

and adds that "it was only due to the pressure of the Third Inter-

nationale that the Chinese Communist Party grudgingly recognized

the necessity of carrying on its activities within the Kuomintang." 34

Ch'en claims that although P'eng Shu-chih, Lo I-nung, and he were

shocked by the Comintern's order of March 1927 that the Shanghai

workers bury their arms in order to avoid a clash with Chiang Kai-

shek's forces, he again submitted to Comintern discipline. He further

claims that "the shameful" Joint Declaration which he drew up

together with Wang Ching-wei on April 4, 192 7,
35 was itself the

result of Comintern pressure and contrary to his own inclinations.

After Chiang Kai-shek's April coup d'etat in Shanghai, Ch'en

claims to have been just as averse to the alliance with the "Left

Kuomintang" as he had previously been to the alliance with Chiang

Kai-shek. The politicians and generals of the Wuhan regime seemed

to him not a whit more trustworthy than those of the right-wing

Kuomintang. He claims that, at a Politburo meeting held in Hankow

before the Fifth Party Congress, he asserted: "Our cooperation with

the Kuomintang is becoming more precarious day by day. Super-

ficially, we seem to be in conflict about various, separate problems

but actually what they want is complete hegemony/There are now

only two roads open to us— either we abandon the fight for hegem-

ony or break with them P^) He further claims that after general

Hsu K'e-hsiang carried out his military coup against the Commu-

nists in Ch'angsha on May 21, he twice suggested that the Commu-

nist Party withdraw from the Kuomintang.37

This account is substantially confirmed by Mandalian whose

pamphlet was written before the final formal break with the Kuomin-

tang. "Until today," he states, "Ch'en Tu-hsiu, the man who has

been most clearly and decidedly the leader of opportunism in the

Chinese Communist Party, is still calling for withdrawal from the

Kuomintang." 38 He further charges that "the right wing opposed
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the policy of bringing Communist Party leaders into the national

government structure because it wished to maintain its 'independ-

ence' and 'purity of principle.'
"

A further confirmation of the "right wing's" attitude during these

years is provided by the theoretical writings of P'eng Shu-chih. P'eng

Shu-chih, like his rival Ch'u Ch'iu-pai, had studied in Russia imme-

diately after the outbreak of the revolutions and both were regarded

as young men of promise within the party. According to Li Ang, a

bitter rivalry had developed between them which may have begun

by being personal, but had soon developed serious, ideological over-

tones. All sources tend to link the name of P'eng Shu-chih with

Ch'en Tu-hsiu. Ch'en himself speaks of him as a faithful lieutenant,

while the writings of Ts'ai Ho-shen,39 Pavel Mif, and Mandalian all

treat Ch'en and P'eng as fellow opportunists. A Japanese biography

of Ch'u Ch'iu-pai specifically states that "Ch'en adopted the views

of the opportunist P'eng Shu-chih and wouldn't cast a glance at the

theories of Ch'u Ch'iu-pai." 40 In later years P'eng's name was to

continue to be linked with Ch'en's and both were to suffer arrest

together. There is, then, every reason to believe that P'eng's theo-

retical writings reflect the views of Ch'en himself. Since P'eng was

not the direct executor of Comintern policy, there are indeed grounds

for believing that his writings may reflect Ch'en's innermost mis-

givings more freely than Ch'en's own writings of the same period.

In an article entitled "Who Are the Leaders of the Chinese Na-

tional Revolution?" written in the latter part of 1924, P'eng said

that almost all segments of the Chinese "bourgeoisie" had already

become antirevolutionary. The banking bourgeoisie was tied up with

the militarists and imperialists. The commercial bourgeoisie had

become a "compradore class" interested only in business relations

with the imperialists. The "national industrial bourgeoisie" should

objectively have been revolutionary, but due to its weakness and to

the domination of most Chinese industry by the imperialists it was

subjectively timid and tended to think only in terms of its own petty

calculations. It thus could not play a separate political role of its

own. As for the peasantry, it could participate in the national revolu-

tion but7as Marx had so often explained, it could not lead tne revTP

l ntion <lue to its backward nature. The bourgeoisie, completely

inynJYpri yn'tTi tho lanflj/u-H class, was incapable of leading the peas-
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ar^ry^jM^rh r^niH ti^rgfprp Kp i?h onlŷ by the proletariat. The
proletariat, moreover, was much stronger than the industrial bour-

geoisie since it was present in both nationally owned and foreign-

owned industries. Hence, the "natural leader" of the revolution was

not the bourgeoisie but the proletariat which should place itself at

the forefront of the masses. However, if the proletariat was the

natural leader of the revolution, why did it not convert the revolution

into a socialist revolution? First, because the proletariat still had to

contend with the forces of imperialism and militarism. It still had

"bourgeois democratic" tasks to perform. Secondly, there were many
elements of the petty bourgeoisie and peasantry who could be led

by the proletariat only so long as the revolution did not take a

socialist turn.41

The significance of this theory lies in its political implications.

The only class really capable of revolutionary political initiative,

according to P'eng, is the proletariat. Hence, why should it yoke

itself in a political apparatus with classes he regards as downright

reactionary or impotent? The Kuomintang, in his view, does not even

represent the national bourgeoisie. It is rather a coalition of "bureau-

cratic, compradore" elements and "new warlords" while its troops are

drawn from the ranks of the lumpenproletariat. As for the national

bourgeoisie, "it is a cipher" and plays no political role whatsoever.42

We are thus not surprised to find that, like Ch'en, P'eng opposed

the northern expedition on the grounds that "the military activities

of the Kuomintang are not activities of the armed masses but of

armed bandits and warlords." 43 Later, when the expedition had al-

ready swept northward, he is quoted to the effect that "if the revolu-

tionary army is successful, the compradore class will inveigle itself

into the government under a national bourgeoisie disguise. If it is

defeated, it will cast off this disguise." Acocrding to Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai,

when Chiang's troops drew close to Shanghai, P'eng Shu-chih be-

came a strong advocate of an alliance with the Shanghai merchants

on the grounds that while the merchants of Shanghai were weak

(national bourgeoisie) and would have to depend on the proletariat,

Chiang's army represented the formidable forces of the compradores

and "new warlords." His program for the Communist Party was that

it disassociate itself from Kuomintang military activities and devote

itself to a "scientific, socialist" program of educating and organizing
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the masses against the day when they would be ready for uprisings

leading to the proletarian revolution— all this to be done outside of

the framework of the Kuomintang.44

We cannot be certain that P'eng's theoretical analysis was en-

dorsed by Ch'en in all particulars. It is quite likely in the light of

his reaction after the Peking-Hankow strike that Ch'en was by no

means as sanguine about the prospects of a proletarian revolution

in the near future as his younger colleague. Nevertheless, we have

a passage written by him in June 1926 which is remarkably similar

to P'eng's writings. "Our present revolution," he writes, "is still

a bourgeois revolution since the bourgeois revolution begun in 191

1

has not yet been completed. At the same time, because the world

has already moved into the stage of the world revolution, and be-

cause the Chinese proletariat has already demonstrated that it has

its own independent political power and that it is actually the leader

of the present revolution [emphasis my own], our aims will not be 1

the same as those of the French revolution. Our present aims are /

national independence and the overthrow of feudal society. At the
[

same time, in conjunction with the tide of world revolution we shall Y

combine our forces with the forces of world revolution. We shall wipe \
out all remnants of feudalism and capitalism to build a proletarian^/

society." 45

From all this, I think, we can attempt to reconstruct at least an

overall view of the real inclinations of Ch'en and the so-called

"right wing" in contrast to the policies which they were forced to

implement by the Comintern. In the first place, the
"
right wing"_

seems to have accepted without hesitation the notion that "semi-

colonial China must go through a bourgeois phase." It did not, now-

ever", willingly accept tne implication that tne uninese Communist

Party must link its destinies to those of the Kuomintang in the pe-

culiar form of the "coalition party of four classes." On the contrary, it

profoundly distrusted the Kuomintang and was inclined to regard

it as a collection of "new warlords" and "new bureaucrats." These

new warlords and new bureaucrats may merely have represented the

bourgeoisie as Ch'en maintained, or may have been a coalition of

"compradore, bourgeoisie and feudal elements" as P'eng asserted,

but they did not represent the "four revolutionary classes." Under

such-CT5no
r

itTons, the task of the Communist Party was to preserve
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its independence and to educate the proletariat and the masses.46

In other words, during the bourgeois period, the Communist Party

should have acted as a "party in the field," supporting such meas-

ures of the national government as seemed to be beneficial, but

working without pause to build up its base among the masses in prep-

aration for the future revolution.

This does not mean that the "right wing" favored a bold, Trot-

skyist type of program or that it endorsed Trotsky's call of a sepa-

rate Soviet regime. There is no evidence that it shared Trotsky's

conviction that the time had come for the seizure of power by work-

ers' and peasants' Soviets. On the contrary, the "right wing" was

obsessed with the fear of the military power concentrated in the

hands of the "new warlords" and tended to think more in terms of

preserving the gains which had already been made, of "protecting

the proletariat," rather than in terms of seizing power. Ch'ii Ch'iu-

pai charged in March 1927 that "actually our program has been one

of self-preservation." 47 One aspect of this "protection" was Ch'en's

determination to keep the urban proletariat completely under the

control of the Communist Party. Hence, the charge of Mif that, at

the Fifth Party Congress of April 17, Ch'en "never raised the

question of the workers gaining control of the bloc of classes in the

Kuomintang," 48 or Mandalian's charge that "all the actions of the

Chinese Communist Party were calculated to isolate the proletariat

and its party from all the other laboring masses." It need only be ob-

served here that the Mandalian formula for drawing the party close

to the masses was to integrate its activities into the Kuomintang. It

would thus appear that the "right wing's" basic attitude was con-

servative in the etymological sense of the word. In the face of what

was considered to be the formidable power of the enemy, it wished

to conserve its strength for the future.

Whatever may have been the private inclinations of Ch'en and

the "right wing," however, in the implementation of policy they

bowed to the superior wisdom of the Kremlin. What grounds are

there, then, for the later orthodox, Stalinist version of Ch'en's role

after the Seventh Plenum of the ECCI as that of an arch-appeaser

of the Kuomintang who wilfully sabotaged the Comintern's truly

radical policies?

In the first place, it is interesting to note that the two attacks we
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have on the "right wing" written prior to the final break between

the Comintern and the Kuomintang and before the orthodox version

had as yet crystallized— that is,uhe pamphlet of Mandalian and

the writings of Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai (see next section, below) — do not

accuse Ch'en of appeasing the Kuomintang. On the contrary, they

accuse him of attempting to withdraw from the Kuomintang. Finally,

Bukharin himself states on July 14, 1927, that the opportunist

leaders of the Party of the type of Ch'en Tu-hsiu advocated with-

drawal from the Kuomintang.49 / / •/

Aside from this solid fact, However, is it true that the Chinese

Communist Party leadership sabotaged radical Comintern direc-

tives? Let us examine, for instance, the orthodox claim that while

the Comintern was calling for a "deepening of the agrarian revolu-

tion," 50 the Chinese Communist leadership was pursuing a com-

promising policy on the agrarian question.

It is quite easy for Ts'ai Ho-shen and other hostile writers to

find passages in Ch'en's writings full of strictures regarding the

peasantry. They are, however, the strictures which run through all

Marxist-Leninist literature. "The peasantry's cultural level is low,"

he writes, "their forces are scattered and they incline toward con-

servatism . . . Being independent producers they are not easily so-

cialized," etc. 51 All these statements are actually Marxist-Leninist

platitudes even though they may have been reinforced by Ch'en's

earlier attitudes on this subject. At the same time, however, he had

learned from Lenin that the peasantry could serve as a revolutionary

supporting force. "The peasantry," he states, "constitutes the over-

whelming majority of the Chinese people and is, of course, a great

force in the national revolution. If the Chinese revolution does not

enlist the peasants, it will be most difficult for it to succeed as a

great national revolution." 52 Far from "surrendering the peasant

movement to the bourgeoisie" the Chinese Communist Party made

strenuous efforts during these years to gain control of the peasant

movement. The organizational activities of P'eng Pai 53 and Mao Tse-

tung were, after all, carried on under Ch'en's leadership. He may
have been surprised by the dynamism displayed by the peasantry in

the May Thirtieth period, but so were others including Mao Tse;

tung. 54 \
The fact is that the agrarian program of the Communist Party^/
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was as radical as it could possibly be within the, framework of the

Kuomintang alliance since the leaders of the Kuomintang, both of

the left and right, were not particularly interested in the supplemen-

tation of a radical agrarian program particularly under Communist
leadership** Actually, the program of the Comintern, drawn up at

the Seventh Plenum of the ECCI, was not substantially more radical

for precisely this reason. Thus, if we compare the concrete agrarian

program drawn up by the Executive Committee of the Chinese Com-
munist Party at its Enlarged Plenum of July 1926 with the agrarian

resolutions of the Theses of the Seventh Plenum of the ECCI, we
find that once the Comintern's statement is stripped of its radical

phrases concerning the urgency of agrarian reform, not much new

has been added. The July Plenum calls for "a united front of farm

laborers, tenant farmers, independent cultivators and middle and

small landlords, the neutralization of big landlords who are not posi-

tively evil and an attack on the most reactionary big landlords." 56

The Seventh Plenum "Theses," after expressing certain general senti-

ments concerning the urgency of thoroughgoing agrarian reform, rec-

ommends the "confiscation of monasterial and church lands and

lands belonging to reactionary [emphasis my own] militarists, com-

pradores and gentry." 57 The latter resolution does indeed use the

word "confiscate" rather than "attack," but adds significantly that

the agrarian movement must "march together with the Kuomintang

to the very end."

The July meeting calls for an arming of the peasantry for self-

defense and the Seventh Plenum also calls for arming "poor and

middle peasants" under the authority of the Kuomintang and with

the proviso that such arms be used for self-defense.58

Ch'en was later to be blamed for statements deploring "excesses"

on the part of the landless peasantry (during the Wuhan period).

According to Ch'en, all such statements were inspired by Moscow.

It is significant that T'an P'ing-shan, the Communist Minister of

Agriculture in the Wuhan government, who issued directives con-

cerning the "curbing of excesses" had participated in the Seventh

Plenum of the ECCI, and had but recently returned from Moscow,

presumably with a firsthand knowledge of the Kremlin's point of

view. 59

Finally, Stalin's famous letter of June 1, 1927,
60

is often cited
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as proof that Stalin had called for bold action in China before the

break with the Kuomintang. It is claimed that his orders had been

frustrated by the Chinese Communist leaders. This letter does in-

deed call for "a confiscation of land from below," organization of an

army of the twenty thousand members of the Communist Party,

"elimination of unreliable generals," and replacement of reactionary

elements in the government by progressive elements. At the same

time, it still calls for a "curbing of excesses" through the peasant asso-

ciations rather than by the use of Kuomintang troops. It still stipu-

lates that the land of army officers not be confiscated. It suggests

that reactionary generals be tried by the civilian authorities of the

Kuomintang. It fails to enlighten the Chinese leadership, however,

on what methods it is to use to control the troops of the Kuomintang

generals, how it is to restrain the peasantry from seizing the land

of army officers, where it is to obtain the weapons with which to

arm the Communists, how it is to dislodge the "reactionary" leaders

of the Wuhan government, or how it is to prevail on them to try the

reactionary generals.

In short, the crux of the dilemma is pithily expressed in a state-

ment of Ch'en Tu-hsiu : ti^he Internationale asks us to implement

our own policies. On the other hand, it will not allow us to withdraw

from the Kuomintang. There is thus no way out." 6y In order to

implement a radical agrarian program, the Chinese Communist

Party would either have had to act independently or gain control

of the Kuomintang. How was it to gain such control? The Kuomin-

tang may not have been merely the political party of the bourgeoisie

as Trotsky contended, but neither was it an abstraction which ex-

isted apart from those who controlled it. During the Wuhan period,

it was controlled by an uneasy coalition of politicians and generals

who were, however, determined to maintain their own power, who

were quite well aware of the Comintern's plans for establishing "pro-

letarian hegemony" and quite determined to prevent this frcn hap-

pening. It is one thing for a Communist party to gain control of a

loosely organized, democratic organization which is not aware of

what is happening. It is quite a different matter for it to gain control

of a centralized machine organized along Leninist lines which is

quite aware of what is happening and determined to prevent it.
62

In sum, then, there was during these years little discrepancy be-
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tween the specific directives of the Comintern and the official policies

of the Communist Party leaders. Where such discrepancies did exist,

where the Comintern did recommend a more "radical" course than

the Chinese leadership was pursuing, it was impossible for this

leadership to implement such recommendations since the stipulation

was constantly added that they be implemented through a political

apparatus which the Communist Party did not control.

The Ch'ti CKiu-pai Faction

Sources on the collaboration period point to Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai as the

focal point of opposition within the Communist Party during the

early months of 1927. It is impossible, of course, to reconstruct all

the complex crosscurrents of factionalism and personal antagonisms

which existed in the ranks of the Communist movement in China

during the 1923-192 7 period. Most of the later sources merely hint

at these crosscurrents without giving any conclusive information re-

garding them. We have already noted Li Li-san's reference to a

Kwangtung faction which "correctly" interpreted the intentions of

the Comintern as opposed to the Shanghai faction and the Central

Committee faction.

We do, however, have more definite information concerning the

emergence of an "opposition" faction after the Seventh Plenum of

the ECCI. Pavel Mif, in his account of the Fifth Party Congress of

April 1927, states that the Ch'en Tu-hsiu, P'eng Shu-chih leadership

had plotted to postpone the summoning of that Congress "because

they were aware of the growth of opposition within the local organ-

izations and among some important Central Committee leaders

(united under the leadership of Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai and Chang Kuo-

t'ao)." 63 Mandalian often quotes Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai with approval in

his attacks on Ch'en Tu-hsiu. Finally, we have the significant fact

that the Emergency Conference of August 7, 1927, which marks the

deposition of Ch'en Tu-hsiu from fhe position of leadership also

marks the rise of Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai. The conflict between the two fac-

tions became focalized in the personal conflict between P'eng Shu-

chih and Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai to which we have already referred.64

It is thus legitimate to assume that Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai's pamphlet of

March 1927, Controversial Questions of the Chinese Revolution,65

written in reply to P'eng Shu-chih's Basic Problems of the Chinese
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Revolution,™ accurately reflects the attitudes of the "opposition"

insofar as this attitude was "ideological" at all.

Basically, the whole approach of Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai is a reflection of

Bukharin's views as expressed at the Seventh Plenum of the ECCI.

The phenomenal surge of the peasantry in China after May 30 had,

strangely enough, served to provide Stalin and Bukharin with a

weapon against Trotsky's demand for independent action on the part

of the Communist Party. The dynamism of the peasantry, they

asserted, proved that the revolution in China was closer in form to

what Lenin had described as a "democratic dictatorship of the peas-

ants and workers." The, onlyjactor which differentiated the Chinese

revolution from tb^ Kngftfon rpyo^ivtibnol 1905, however, was the

fact that the Chinese revolution was still a semicolonial revolution

directed against imperialism. In such a revolution tne "national and

p_gfty hnnrprfnisip" could for a time still play a positive role. Since/

by Stalin's definition, the Kuomintang was a coalition party of peas-

antrv^jptty bourgeoisie, and national bourgeoisie, any abandon-

ment of the Kuomintang by % fnmmiinKt P?,rtv would be tanta-~

mount to an abandonment of the rising peasantry to the bourgeoisie

within the Kuomintang. Thus, instead of abandoning the masses,

f^-Prn1^taijatshould strive to gain "proletarian hegemony," that is,

Communist control within the Kuomintang . Once such a hegemony

was, achieved
f

it was not impossible that the revolu timTrrnglrtnnT*-'

dergo a "non-capitalist development." 67

This formula offered the Stalinist leadership two advantages. It

allowed it to maintain the Kuomintang Communist alliance in the

face of Trotskyist opposition and at the same time to present itself

in a leftist role while casting Trotsky into a "rightist position."

Trotsky, it now appears, wished to abandon the masses to the bour-

geoisie while Stalin wished to gain proletarian hegemony over the

masses— all within the framework of the Kuomintang. —

s

It is substantially this formula which Ch'ii employed against P'eng. /

P'eng, as we have seen, had considered the "national bourgeoisie" /

a cipher and had regarded the Kuomintang as a coalition of "bureau- (

cratic compradores and feudal militarists." This Ch'ii vehemently /

denied. The national bourgeoisie, he maintained, was still a strong \

force and still "capable of participating in the national revolu-^y

tion." 68 While it would, in the course of time, betray the revolution,
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its political power as represented by the "new right wing" (Chiang

Kai-shek) of the Kuomintang was still very great. By underestimat-

ing the power of the national bourgeoisie, by stating that the pro-

letariat is the "national leader of the revolution," P'eng was, in

effect, making it possible for the national bourgeoisie to capture

control of the revolution.69

What is more, ChHicontinyes, P'eng fails to appreciate the revolu-

tionary role of the peasantry in the bourgeois democratic revolution.

(Both P'eng Shu-chih and Ch'en Tu-hsiu ignore the fact that the

peasantry is becoming ever more revolutionary, and that the bour-

geois revolution in China is tending more and more to take on the

character of a peasant revolution. P'eng is thus abandoning the con-

trol of the peasantry to the bourgeoisie.™? P'eng's failure to under-

stand the important political role of the national bourgeoisie and

peasantry has resulted in his false analysis of the class composition

of the Kuomintang. How can a Marxist treat "militarists" as a sepa-

rate social category? "What class do the militarists in question rep-

resent?" he asks. "Unless we can clarify this point, so long as we

treat the military as a sort of armed force independent of all classes,

we may commit grave errors of policy." 71 By placing the northern

warlords and the leaders of the northern expeditionary force under

the identical category of "militarists," P'eng is ignoring the immense

difference between militarists who represent the feudal classes and

militarists who represent the forces of the national revolution. "This

is sheer Trotskyism!" he shouts.72 Finally, P'eng Shu-chih bares his

Trotskyist inclinations by dividing the revolution in China into two

sharply divided stages: the bourgeois democratic stage in which the

proletariat cannot play any substantial role and the proletarian

revolution. This, according to Ch'ii, is a reflection of Trotsky's hated

theory of "the permanent revolution." 73 The Comintern had indi-

cated, on the contrary, that the bourgeois democratic revolution and

the socialist revolution can proceed simultaneously provided that

the proletariat captures "hegemony" within the revolutionary united

front. 74

What is the concrete political meaning hidden behind the radical

phraseology of this analysis? In simple terms, it means that Ch'ii

Ch'iu-pai, acting as the faithful voice of the Comintern, was firmly

opposed to any inclination to withdraw from the Kuomintang. Since
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the Kuomintang was the party of the peasantry, petty bourgeoisie,

proletariat, and national bourgeoisie, and since these classes all still

had a role to play in the revolution, an abandonment of the Kuomin-

tang by the Communist Party should be considered a reactionary

move. In general, one is tempted to suspect that the theory concern-

ing the "class compositions" of the Kuomintang was deduced from

the strategic desirability of cooperating with the Kuomintang rather

than vice versa.

Like the Comintern, of course, Ch'ii calls upon the party leader-

ship to capture the hegemony of the Kuomintang.rNowhere, how-

ever, does he suggest precisely how the party leadership is to proceed

to gain hegemony over Chiang Kai-shekl ( Ch'ii 's pamphlet was writ-

ten before the April coup d'etat.) His constant exhortations that the

Communist Party gain control of the masses within the Kuomintang

framework ignore the fact, already pointed out, that the Communist

Party had already accomplished much along this line. They ignore

the fact that one does not capture an organization organized along

lines of "democratic centialism" and resting on military power sim-

ply by influencing the masses.

It is precisely this glaring omission which lends color to Li Ang's

charge that Ch'u's writings are motivated, to an unusually large

extent, by personal ambitions 75 and by jealousy of the favor enjoyed

by P'eng Shu-chih. It is possible that Bukharin and even Stalin in

far-off Moscow really believed that the Communist Party could

achieve "hegemony" within the Kuomintang— that they seriously

underestimated the shrewdness of the Kuomintang leadership. Ch'ii

Ch'iu-pai, however, was on the scene and presumably was thoroughly

familiar with the difficulties of the situation. Since he was not in a

position of primary responsibility, however, he was able to exploit

to the full the embarrassing position of the party leadership. He
could simultaneously present himself as the faithful interpreter of

Comintern policy and attack the party leadership for becoming

caught on the horns of the dilemma implicit in that policy.

This impression of ulterior motivation is further heightened by

Ch'u's studied effort to identify P'eng— and Ch'en behind him—
with the Trotskyist opposition in Moscow. There could, of course,

be no more effective way of discrediting the Chinese party leadership

in the eyes of Stalin.
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On what does Ch'ii rest his attack? He rests it on the grounds of

presumed resemblance between P'eng Shu-chih's theory and the

Trotsky theory of "permanent revolution."

What exactly is the theory of the "permanent revolution"? Since

we shall meet this term constantly in our further investigation, it is

appropriate that we attempt to define it here. The phrase itself is

taken from Marx, but the theory, devised at the time of the 1905

rpyolution in Russia, was the joint creation of Parvus and Trotsky.76

'rotsky contended that, while the Russian proletariat was still

small, it had come into being in an era in which world capitalism

had already reached a high degree of maturity. In such a period, the

Russian revolution could hardly be expected to follow the old paths

of bourgeois revolution in the West. For, in spite of its small size,

the Russian proletariat had the immense advantage of having access

to the socialist experience of the proletariat in the West, while the

\ Russian bourgeoisie on the other hand had been kept weak by the

\
power of autocracy. It was thus to be expected that when the bour-

\ geois democratic revolution broke out, the proletariat would easily be

\ able to capture the leadership of the revolution and of the nonprole-

\ tarian masses. "Once the revolution is victorious, political power

\ necessarily passes over into the hands of the working class which has

j
played the leading role in the struggle." 77 The working class, more-

/ over, was the class destined by history to achieve socialism. "The

/ political supremacy of the proletariat is incompatible with its eco-

^xnomic slavery." 78 Hence, the victorious proletariat would of necessity

have to break out of the groove of bourgeois democracy and carry the

revolution forward to socialism. Meanwhile, the spark of the success-

ful revolution in Russia might finally ignite the long overdue socialist

/ revolution in the West, thus fusing the socialist revolution in Russia

I with the world-wide socialist revolution.

It has often been pointed out that Lenin's theoretical rationaliza-

tions of his seizure of power in October 191 7 were essentially much

closer to this theory than to this own previous theory of the "demo-

cratic dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry." By 1927, how-

ever, the use of the phrase "permanent revolution" had become

anathema.

Is there then any reality to Ch'ii's charge that P'eng's theory re-

sembles Trotsky's because of his division of the revolution into two
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sharply divided stages? On the contrary, as we have observed, the

very essence of Trotsky's theory is the denial of any such sharp divi-

sion. The whole theory stresses the continuous flowing over of the

bourgeois democratic revolution into the socialist revolution, l^eng's

theory does resemble Trotsky's only in his insistence that the prole-

tariat will be the natural leader of the revolution when its time comes,

and that no other class of Chinese society is capable of real revolu-

tionary initiative/On the other hand, Bukharin's suggestion, echoed

by Ch'ii— tha'fif the proletariat is able to win the hegemony of the

revolution (within the Kuomintang), the bourgeois revolution may
gradually "pass over" into the socialist revolution— comes peri-

lously close to Trotsky's formulation. It is closer to Trotsky's formula

than to Lenin's theory of "democratic dictatorship of the workers

and peasants," which had on the contrary drawn a sharp distinction

between the two stages of the revolution. P'eng is esssentially no

closer to Trotsky than Bukharin himself. From all this confusing

hairsplitting, we can see how tenuous are Ch'ii's efforts to couple the

name of P'eng with that of Trotsky. His motives for doing so, how-

ever, are amply clear.

Ch'ii and his group were, of course, to reap the benefits of their

appearance of superior loyalty to the Kremlin. After the catastrophic

defeat of April 12, 1927, there appeared some tendency in Mos-

cow to shift the blame on to the shoulders of the Ch'en leadership.

This tendency in turn considerably strengthened the hand of the

Ch'ii group at the Fifth Party Congress of April 27. At this congress,

Ch'en was forced to make a confession of past errors and Ch'ii Ch'iu-

pai, Chang Kuo-t'ao, Li Li-san, and Li Wei-han all won positions

on the Politburo.79 However, the full fruits of Ch'ii's zeal on behalf

of the Comintern were finally reaped in August after the final rup-

ture in the Kuomintang-Communist alliance.

Mao Tse-tung— a Side Current

The "Report on an Investigation of the Agrarian Movement in

Hunan" by Mao Tse-tung, published by the Guide Weekly of March

20, 192 7,
80

is a document so unique in content that it justifies us in

treating its author even at this time as the representative of a unique

trend within the Chinese Communist movement.

It would be an error to assume that Mao Tse-tung's insight into
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the potentialities of the peasantry was simply the fruit of his own
peasant background. We know that immediately after his adhesion

to the Communist Party he had followed the obvious course of devot-

ing all his energies to labor-union activities. Since the future lay

with the proletariat, it seemed clear that it was the bounden duty

of every Communist to turn his attention in this directiorfMao him-

self admits that he did not realize the degree of class struggle among
the peasants until the outbreak of the May Thirtieth incident^
There can be little doubt, however, that once the peasantry had be-

gun to display its unexpected revolutionary dynamism, there were^

fe^TTrTthe Communist movement better equipped than he to appre-

ciate its significance or better able to understand the psychology

ot tne Hunanese peasant. Having mice decided 10 devote nis energies

to peasant organization, moreover, he plunged into this activity with

singular devotion. The "Report" is essentially a reflection of his

experiences during 1926— a year in which the peasant associations

had achieved spectacular success. It is the work of a young man,

deeply immersed in an undertaking which he regards of transcendent

importance, and impatient of any external consideration which in-

terferes with that undertaking.

The "Report" is almost completely bare of Marxist trappings. It

may be that the other contemporary writings of Mao mentioned in

his interview with Edgar Snow— the "Analysis of the Different

Classes of Chinese Society" and the "Tasks Before Us" 82— do at-

tempt to fit his experiences into a quasi-Marxist framework. The

"Report," however
T

is simply a blunt and passionate plea that the

peasant associations be given complete freedom of action, tnat tne
'

revolutionary surge in the villages bp allowed to develop without

hindrance.
^The torce of the peasantry," he cries, "is like that of

the raging winds and driving rain. It is rapidly increasing in violence.

No force can stand in its way. The peasantry will tear apart all nets

which bind it and hasten along the road to liberation. They will bury

beneath them all forces of imperialism, militarism, corrupt official-

dom, village bosses and evil gentry. Every revolutionary party, every

revolutionary comrade will be subjected to their scrutiny and be

accepted or rejected by them. Shall we stand in the vanguard and

lead them or stand behind them and oppose them? Every Chinese is

free to pick his answer. However, destiny will force us to pick an
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answer soon . . . The broad masses of the peasantry have arisen to

fulfill their historic destiny. The democratic forces in the village have

arisen to overthrow the feudal forces in the village. The overthrow

of feudal forces is, after all, the aim of the national revolution." 83

The remarkable feature of this passionate utterance is the fact

that it looks to the peasantry itself to accomplish the tasks of "bury-

ing imperialism and militarism"; that it looks to the village as the

key center of revolutionary action; that it judges the worth of any

revolutionary party by its willingness to place itself at the head of

the peasantry. The most remarkable statement in the whole "Re-

port," from a Marxist-Leninist point of view, is the statement in

which Mao compares the relative importance of the city and the

countryside in the revolutionary process: "If we were to compute

the relative accomplishments of various elements in the democratic

revolution on a percentage basis, the urban dwellers and military

would not rate more than thirty percent, while the remaining seventy

percent would have to be alloted to the accomplishments of the

peasants in the countryside." 84

The "Report" is permeated with a Jacobin hatred of the ruling

classes. Only th(i poor peasants can act as the revolutionary van-

guard in the village. Mao vigorously repudiates the objections raised

in certain quarters to the presence of "vagabond and bandit" ele-

ments in the peasant associations. "They are not vagabonds and

bandits," he insists, "but aggressive leaders of the peasant associa-

tions . . . Even if some of them have been vagabonds, most of them

have taken a turn for the better since their assumption of leader-

ship." 85

As for the so-called "excesses" of the peasantry, most of them are

entirely justified. There is, after all, nobody better qualified to dis-

tinguish between "bad gentry" and "good gentry" than the peasant

himself. "The revolution is, after all, no banquet. It's not quite as

dainty an occupation as writing books or painting flowers . . . A^
revolution is a violent action on the part of one class to overthrow

tlie political power of another. The agrarian revolution is a revqlt^oX

The peasantry against fhp paEBaJ BPJfeE of -the feudal landlord class

. . . We must build un jhfi
vast power of the peasantry . ^\Je_must

>

not allow anyone to criticize the peasant associations. We must wipe

out the political nnwrr of tho g?" ftyj fV
irnw {hem to"the ground and
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even trample them underfoot. All the excesses of the peasantry in this

second period have a revolutionary significance." 86

All this is, of course, extremely radical and full of elemental revo-

lutionary spirit. On the whole, however, it might just as well have

been written by a Russian narodnik as by a Marxist-Leninist. No-

where here do we find those strictures on the independent revolution-

ary role of the peasantry which run through all Marxist-Leninist

literature. On the contrary," there is here the constant implication that

the peasantry itself will be the main force of the Chinese revolution.

It is our intention to discuss the question in some detail in a later

chapter. It might be interesting, however, by way of contrast to

cite here one of Lenin's numerous reflections on the question of

the relations of city to countryside. "T>p rity" ]ip tp]] s n Sf "in-

evitably leads the village. The village inevitably follows the city.

The only question is, which of the urban classes will the village^

follow?^*
"

The influence of Lenin's tactical lggSflflS is
r

to he sn re
t
present in

Mao's insistence that the poor peasants be made the "vanguard of

the revolution.
n Nowhere, however, does he add the vital condition.

"
Tinder the hegemony ot the proletariat." The article, written under

the obvious stress of high emotion, simply ignores all such ideological

considerations. It is interested in only one fact: the peasantry has

proved itself, in the author's view, to be the major force of the revo-

lution and any revolutionary party must base itself on this force if

it is to win a leading position in the revolution.

There can be little doubt that Mao thought of himself at this time

as a thoroughgoingMarxigt-LeninisT^^lhat he entirer>Tappreciated

the^Leninist lormula ot a professional revolutionary elIte~*Basing"ir-

^selt on the motive power of the masses. On the other hand, his own

peasant background and experience in the peasant movement had

already convinced him that the peasantry could furnish aXTJfie

motive power necessary, at least for the completion of the "dejno-

^cfatic revolution/ ' W e find no echo of the Leninist insistence on

the necessity of an industrial proletarian base . The "Report" is even

hare of the type of rati^na'izatip" ™^irh wag to be devised dur-

ing the Soviet period to disguisethe movement's lack of such j. base.

Even at this time, Mao demonstrated his readiness to turn his

back on the industnalj>roletariat in the face of all theoretical cun-
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siderations in order to take full advantage of the elemental forces

which he found in the village.

*
It would nevertheless be an exaggeration to claim that Mao had

already found his complete "formula for success." Nowhere in this

"Report" do we find any discussion of the question of military

power . In his enthusiasm, Mao seems to feel that "the raging wind

and driving rain" will somehow sweep away everything in its path.

Awareness of the question of coordinating mass support with mili-

tary power and of the importance of a territorial base is not yet to

be found here.

In his interview with Edgar Snow, Mao Tse-tung stressed Ch'en

Tii-hsiii's "rig,!^. opportunist policy" and declared that Ch'en "dicP

not underhand t^p r"1p^ rhp ppa^Wry in the revolution and

greatly underestimated its possibilities at this time." 88 This is, of

course, an orthodox interpretation which does, nevertheless, contain

a large element of truth. It must be pointed out, however, that

anyone honestly committed to Marxism-Leninism would have had

to object to the general tone of the "Report"— a tone evidently

also reflected in Mao's other writings of this time. How could a con-

sistent Marxist-Leninist accept the proposition that the peasantry

could be the principal creative force of the revolution? All the objec-

tions which Ch'en raises in his writings against primary reliance on

the"peasantry may reflect his own deep prejud^^, hii t thev are also

commonplaces of Marxist-Leninistliterature.
' —

Quite aside from doctrinal considerations, however, Mao_ com-

pletely ignores the fact that Ch'en Tujasju wfi g opasUiag ™n'

fhin t^?

constraints imposed by Comintern policy. It has already been indi-

cated that it was the Comintern wmcn insisted that the Chinese

Communist Party operate only through the organs of the Kuomin-

tang. It has also been indicated that aside from their general phrase-

ology, the specific directives of Moscow were hardly more vigorous

or radical than the program which the Chinese leadership was at-

tempting to implement, and that Stalin's famous letter of June i,

1927, still spoke in terms of "curbing excesses." Finally, we also

note that while Mao openly demands that local national government

officials not be allowed to interfere with the peasant associations,89

StalnT^Jpttpj still insists that all reforms be carried out through the_

officialdom. Mao's "Report," honestly considered, is not merely a

O
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protest against rh^n^opportunism," but is an implicit attack on

the whole rnmintprr) linp *

Superficially, it might appear that in view of the tendencies repre-

sented in the "Report," Mao should be bracketed with the Ch'ii

Ch'iu-pai faction within the party.[DigLCh'u not follow Bukharin's

lead in stressing the importance of the peasantry, in insisting that

the agrarian revolution was the main content of the bourgeois demo-

cratic revolution?jWe know, furthermore, that Mao Tse-tung jojned

forces with Ch'ii in Au£ustiQ2 7 to discredit the Ch'en leadership.

It has been pointed out, however, that to Bukharm and Ch'iLtKe

stress on the peasantry was intimately tied in with the proposition

that the Kuomintang was the party of the peasantry and that all

activities were to be cam££Loft-Uirrmgfi trip apparatus of the Kuo-

mintang. We shall also attempt to demonstrate in a later chapter

that there is a huge abyss between the proposition that the agrarian

revolution is the main content of the revolution a"d Mao^sjiroposj-

tion that the peasantry is the main force of the revolution . Finally,

we shall find that the alliance between Ch'ii and Mao was to prove

mainly an alliance of convenience which would very soon crumble.

It must further be pointed out that ChHLXtiu::
pji

2
_Giang

Kuo-t'ao, Li Li-san
,

ajiH thp nthpr leaders o f the "opposition" were

thoroughly urbanized intellectuals who were just as strongly com-

mitted to the doctrine ot urban proletarian hegemony as Ch'en

Tu-hsiu. In his pamphlet, ChJjLCh'iu-pai accepts without a moment's

hesitation Marx's statement that the peasajitrxJ3£_aj^lass cannot

represent itself.
9 It would, indeed, be ridiculous to suppose that

-

'men like Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai and Li Li-san, who were to cling desperately

to the dogma of the urban proletarian base in the bleak days of the

1 92 8-1 93 1 period, were not faithful to it in 1927 when the move-

ment among city workers showed every promise of success.

There is thus every reason to believe that even at this time Mao

Tse-tung represented a marginal exotic trend within the Chinese

Communis rnnvpm^^.

We have here by no means attempted to give a full account of the

complex crosscurrents and clique relationships within the Communist

movement during the collaboration period, but we have tried to trace

the main outlines of some of its most significant trends.
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When we attempt to appraise the trends described above, as well as

the major strategic tendencies in Moscow, in terms of their ultimate

prospects of success (that is, historic not moral success), it is diffi-

cult to avoid the strange conclusion that they were all equally

doonaexUo failure.

The officiaJ^Slaliftist-line was based throughout on the fixed aim of

controlling directly— or, latpr, nf r^pturinff— the Kuomintang.pThe

"class analyses" of the Kuomintang, first as a bloc of four classes

and after the April coup oVetat as a bloc of three classes, reflect this

basic political aim. /Stalin was probably correct in assuming that if

one could exercise a decisive influence over the Kuomintang, an

organization with indigenous roots, with its own illustrious founding

father, its own symbolism, and led by experienced politicians and

military leaders, a long step would have been taken toward control-

ling the destiny of China. As late as April 5, 1927, we find Stalin

asserting, "at present, we need the Right. It has capable people who

still direct the army and lead it against imperialism." *

It is quite apparent that to Stalin, who had already begun to think

in terms of "socialism in one country," that is, in terms of the Soviet

Union as a Power among Powers, the prospect of a strong China

fuliarly pliant to Moscow's will was a most attractive prospect,

g fact that Sun Yat-sen eagerly complied with Borodin's advice,

fact that men such as Chiang Kai-shek and Hu Han-min did not

hesitate to use Communist phrases and speak in terms of world revo-

lution, must have vastly encouraged Moscow's hopes?
-
) "1

When hopes of controlling the Kuomintang leadership directly /

faded after the incident of March 20, the Stalinist leadership still I

seemed fully confident of its ability to capture the party organization 7

by achieving "proletarian hegemony" within it. Had not the Chinese j

Communist Party made deep inroads into the lower echelon of the
J

Kuomintang? Did it not control its mass organizations? ^^
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Stalin seems to have forgotten, however, that Borodin had re-

organized the Kuomintang along the lines of "democratic central-

ism" and that one does not control an organization of this type

simply by influencing its lower echelons or its mass basis\~He had

further overlooked the fact that at the center of this organization

there was a group of political and military leaders who were quite

determined to maintain their own independent power and were

acutely aware of the Kremlin's plans to achieve "proletarian hegem-

ony" within the Kuomintajjg^Stalin could hardly speak in terms

of squeezing out the "Right" like lemons 2 and then expect the

"Right" in the person of Chiang Kai-shek to act out the role assigned

to him. Instead, of course, Chiang, who was at the peak of his politi-

cal acumen, squeezed out the Comintern and the Chinese Communist

Party like lemons and ruthlessly thrust them aside.

Above all, the "Stalinist leadership overlooked the fact that it did
r.nt at_3ny type control the military jpower^of the_^uomintang . For

this, too, the Ch'en TuTisTli leadership^was later blamed. Actually,

the Kremlin itself had not encouraged Communist activities in the

army. As late as February 1927, the Comintern had asserted that

"the Chinese Communist Party and class-conscious Chinese workers

must not, under any circumstances, pursue a tactic which would dis-

organize the revolutionary armies just because the influence of the

bourgeoisie is, to a certain degree, strong there." 3 Since the Kremlin

had endorsed the northern expedition, it could not carry on vigorous

Communist propaganda programs among the rank and file of the

soldiery, since this might immediately alienate its officers and dis-

rupt the whole campaign. It is axiomatic that when one is interested

in thevictorvj^au aimed fuice. bile dees_not proceed to disrupt it.

TnTssame axiom held true during the Wuhan period whenthe

Kremlin was concerned, above all, to keep intact the forces of the

Wuhan generals. (The spread of Communist influence among certain

elements of Chang Fa-k'uei's troops was not the result of any plans

framed in Moscow. HSince China was still a land in which military

power controlled civilian power, this oversight proved catastrophic?)

( In brief, then, Stalin's error lay in his overweening confidence that

\ from a distance of several thousand miles he could control and

J
manipulate a centralized political machine whose leaders were quite

( as shrewd and strong-willed as he.
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To some extent, the policies of the Stalin leadership (as well as of

the Trotskyist opposition) were based on sheer ignorance of the

locjil situation. Thus, Stalin's letter of June i calling for a trial of

"reactionary generals" by the Wuhan government betrays a down-

right ignorance of the actual relationship of political and military

power in the Wuhan government. The Comintern, it is true, had

hosts of emissaries in China— men such as Borodin, Mif, Mandalian,

Doriot, Browder, Roy, etc. All these men were obliged, however, to

correct their observations to fit the prevailing official line. While a

party line may originally be based on empirical observations, once

it is established it becomes a priori truth as far as the lower echelons

are concerned until such time as the leadership is again obliged by

objective events to shift its grounds.

What of the Trotskyist line on China? Actually it was not until

the conflict between Trotsky and Stalin had begun to assume an

acute form that Trotsky began to develop his own clear-cut views on

China. In the strategic sphere, Trotsky called for "an independent

proletarian party which fights under its own banner ^nd f?
p^r

permits its policies and organizations to be dissolved in the policies

and organizations ot otner classes.
77

* Thus far, his strategic line did

indeed resemble the inclinations of Ch 'en Tu-hsiu and P'eng Shu-

chih_ as charged by Ch'u Ch'iu-pai. After Chiang Kai-shek's April

coup d'etat, however, Trotsky issued a call for Soviets of workers,

peasants, and soldiers. He also frankly called for the subversion of

the rank and file of the Kuomintang armipg
j

ginr^ ftp cfearlv realized

that it would be impossible to establish armed peasants' and workers'

Soviets until soldiers' Soviets under Comm^nkt mntro] were set up

within the national armies . In other words, he frankly called for a

"dual power" of the 191 7 type in Russia. If the Wuhan national

government should oppose the Soviets, all well and good— real

power would lie with the Soviets. 5 At this point, of course, there is

not the slightest resemblance between the bold course recommended

by Trotsky and the cautious "self-protectionism" of Ch'en Tu-hsiu.

The theoretical aspect of the Trotsky line is marked by its insist-

ence that the interests of the bourgeoisie of backward areas are not

diametrically opposed to those of the imperialist bourgeoisie. On
the contrary, its interests are already closely tied in with those of

world imperialism. (imperialism has, indeed, already made "capitalist
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relations" the dominant economic relations in Chinese society even

in the countryside.6 yThe_Kuomintang in Trotsky's view is thus

primarily the party of the Chinese bourgeoisie. Hence, the proletariat

must be allowed to lead the masses unencumbered by ties to this

treacherous partner. The proletariat will still have certain "bour-

geois" tasks to perform but it should do so with its own state power.

In general, then, Trotsky applies to China the basic features of

his own theory of the "permanent revolution" which, he felt, had

been so magnificently vindicated by the October Revolution in

Russia. Trotsky cannot forget the events of October 19 17. With all

the differences in sophistication and brilliance, his image of the world

remains very similar to that of Ch'en Tu-hsiu in the 1920 period.

He is loath to renounce his image of the world as invalid in a single

melodrama to be resolved by a single apocalypse/ With Stalin, on

the other hand, the ardor to realize the world revolution has already

receded before the power interests of the Soviet state. Thus, while

Trotsky tends to draw the "backward areas" into what he regards as

a unitary historic process, while he tends to exaggerate the extent to

which the backward areas are already dominated by "capitalist rela-

tions," Stalin, the "empiric," is quite willing to perceive that the

world process has not yet merged into a single drama. However

clumsy his "theoretical" formulas, they are nevertheless designed to

take account of differences which Trotsky finds it difficult to acceptA

iol<iStalin is thus not entirely wrong in stating that Trotsky's who
strategy in China is based on an unfound ed n nnlofcy ^TThRn<;sia

ol T917 ' (aitnough some of his own analogies are hardly more apt).

In Kassia, the Soviets had existed as a ready-made instrument of

power before Lenin had seized control of them. In China, the Com-

munist Party would have had to take the initiative in creating this

new state power. What would have happened if the Chinese Com-

munist Party had begun to form "soldiers' Soviets" in May 1927?

Would not the generals, who crushed the Communist movement two

months later, simply have crushed the attempt at the outset? Would

the party have been able to win away the national army rank and

file from their generals (a rank and file who had been led to believe

that they were fighting for their own interests within the Kuomin-

tang) before these generals were able to crush this movement?

Furthermore, even if the area under Wuhan control had been
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sovietized, would the "revolutionary wave" necessarily have en-

gulfed the whole of China? In Russia, the revolution had not broken

the ingrained habits created by centuries of centralized government.

Thus, seizing the heights of power in Petrograd and Moscow, Lenin

had taken a long step toward establishing his regime as the govern-

ment of Russia. In a fragmentized China which had long lost the

habits of centralized government, the establishment of Soviets in

areas under the jurisdiction of the Wuhan government would not

necessarily have produced sweeping effects in the areas under the

control of Feng Yu-hsiang or Chang Tso-lin. The future history of

the Chinese Communist movement was to illustrate this fact most

vividly.

In evaluating trends within the Chinese Communist movement

itself, we need not consider at length the views of the Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai

faction since Ch'u's main efforts were devoted to proving his un-

swerving loyalty to the Stalinist line of the post-Seventh-Plenum

period. Like the Kremlin, he called at once for more "radical" poli-

cies and for the implementation of these polices through the organs

of the Kuomintang. Like the Kremlin, he failed to indicate how these

two aims were to be pursued simultaneously.

As for the tendencies represented by Ch'en Tu-hsiu and fi£JJgL

Shu-chih, they could succeed only within a framework of political

democracy. Ch'en , it will be recalled, wanted the Communist Party

to act as an independent party, to expend its energies in thp area, of

mass "education" and mass organization until the time came for the

seizure of power by the "proletariat." Such a program could be

carried forwara only in a state where a multiparty system was sanc-

tioned by law and where civil rights were firmly established. Actu-

ally, Sun Yat-sen's theory of tutelage, reinforced as it had been by

Borodin's reorganization of the Kuomintang, had made that party

quite immune to notions of political democracy or to the notion of a

multiparty system. The fact that the power within this party had

gravitated into the hands of military rrrn *"+ i

'

r '>1y uaflaauafafiEfid by
notions of legality simply reinforced its undemocratic nature . After

Marcn 20, it is true, Chiang kai-shek had himself suggested that the

Communist Party carry on, on a separate basis.8 There is, however,

ample room for doubt whether he ever intended to allow the Com-
munist Party to grow into a strong independent force.
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In brief, then, the Ch'en program could be carried forward only

within the framework of political democracy— even though its ulti-

mate aim was to subvert such political democracy.

The tendency represented by Mao Tse-tung in his "Report"

was, as we have indicated, a marginal tendency within the Com-

munist movement. It is doubtful whether there were any others in

the Chinese Communist Party or in Moscow prepared to stake the

entire future of the Communist movement on the peasantry to the

exclusion of all other considerations. Basic Marxist-Leninist dogma

stood in the way of such an approach and was to continue to stand

in its way as we shall later find. Furthermore, as has already been

pointed out, Mao's "Report" still shows no appreciation of the im-

portance of the role of military power in the Chinese scene. This

was alesson yet to be learned.
_

"^it is possible to speculate on what might have been the fate of

the Chinese Communist Party if it had been allowed to go its own

way from the very outset. We shall not indulge in such speculation

here. We would suggest, however, that given the nature of the

Kuomintang-Communist alliance as it developed during 1925 and

1926, with its peculiar relations of political and military power, al-

most any strategic approach adopted by the Communist Party would

probably have suffered shipwreck.

It remains to inquire, however, whether the 1920-192 7 period

created any of those factors which were to account for the final

victory of the Chinese Communist movement in the late forties.

Superficially, there would appear to be little resemblance between

the Communist Party of the early years and the Communist Party

which finally won national hegemony under the leadership of Mao
Tse-tung. It is possible, nevertheless, to find lines of continuity

which underly all differences.

In the first place, as a result of its intimate contacts with Moscow,

the Chinese Communist Party had had ample opportunity to be-

come fully acquainted with the Leninist concept of party organiza-

tion, as well as with the Stalinist practice of that theory during the

period in which that practice was in the process of crystallization.

QSiite- Ch'en Tu-hsiu's practice of Communist leadership may have

been more in the tradition of Lenin, we shall find the future leaders

of the party— Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai, Li Li-san, and even Mao Tse-tung
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— thoroughly acquainted with the techniques developed by the

Stalin leadership. (

In the seconcTplace, the Chinese Communist Party had during

these years acquired considerable experience in mass leadership.

While its leadership of the labor movement was to prove aDortive, its
-

activities in the countryside were to have permanent results. It was

during these years that Mao Tse-tung first learned to apply the

Leninist formula of a revolutionary elite allied to the motive power

of mass discontent. While the Kuomintang had already failed to

appreciate the potentialities of mass power, the Communist Party

was equipped by its Weltanschauung to take full advantage of this

force. There was much yet to be learned at the cost of considerable

ideological purity, but this formula was to remain as a potential

source of power.

Finally, it was during these years that Marxism-Leninism began

to exert its amazing influence on China's total intellectual life^ in

circles often far removed from the Communist movement.(jThe

groundwork for the later facile acceptance of Marxist-Leninist

premises among the Chinese intelligentsia was laid during these

years?/
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The strategy adopted by ^ Q QfQl,
'nicf 1oadership after the collapse

of the Kuomintang-Communist alliance in July 1027, is a bliiking

example of that technique of maintaining the appearance of infalli-

bility in the midst of failure which has by now become a fixed

feature of Communist technique.

In reading Lenin 's writings, one is struck by the candor with

which he often admits past errors without in the least diminishing

the appearance 5f infallibility whirh hpdgrps him ahmjt His strategy

on such occasions is never to engage in a defense of past actions but

rather to turn on those who still cling to his own past views. His

"charismatic" personality assures the success of this strategy. Stalin.

however, whose leadership is of quite another order, has had to

resort to other methods of maintaining the appearance of infalli-

bility. In the face of Trotsky's constant attacks he felt obliged to

assert not only the correctness of his present policies, but of his past

policies as well. Whatnrrr rrrrrs mighj have been committed must

have stemmed not from the Comintern leadership, but from some

other source.

Thus, immediately after the debacle of Wuhan, Stalin informs us

that his policy throughout the 1 92,^-1927 period had been entirely

correct and that "only people who hpvp nn nnnVrstanHing nf Mg ry-

ism can demand that a correct policy must always lead to immediate

victory over an opponent . The attainment of an immediate victory

over opponents depends not only upon correct policy, but above al l,

OH the relatJVP rfrnnfrth nf tV>*> rU*<z fprrps involved " 1

It is immediately obvious, however, that Marxism-Leninism is

supposed to furnish information concerning the relative strength of

class forces. If a party line cannot furnish information regarding the

relative strength of various classes, it means that there are impor-

tant quantitative unknowns in political situations which are beyond

the scope of the party line; hence, that the party line cannot serve
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as a guide for political action. As a matter of fact, both the Seventh

and Eighth Plenums of the ECCI had devoted long analyses to a dis-

cussion of the relative strength of class forces in China. Furthermore,

Stalin fails to mention the fact that what he was confronting in

China was not merely the absence of an immediate victory but a

defeat of major proportions— and major defeats have always been

criteria of the failure of a line within the Leninist tradition.

We are not surprised to find that Stalin does not rest very long

with this awkward makeshift. Instead, we find him turning more

and more to another expedient, that of shifting jejp^nsiMLty_Jor_

these failures onto_the^houlders of the Chinese leaders. The Comin-

tern line had been entirely correct. It had simply been misinter-

preted and misapplied by the Chinese leadership. This approach is

already foreshadowed in a statement of Bukharin of July 6 to the

effect that "the Chinese Communist Party leadership has in recent

times sabotaged the decisions of the Comintern." 2 Henceforth, the

Comintern line was to consist of two propositions: (i) that the

stage through which they had just passed had been a necessary

historic stage and the party would now move on to a new "higher"

stage; (2) that whatever gross failures had occurred during this

stage had been due to the errors of the Chinese leaders.

This interpretation is supported by quoting general "radi(

phrases from the past resolutions of the Comintern— phrases about

the inevitable defection of the bourgeoisie 3 and the "deepening"

of the agrarian crisis, etc., while scrupulously avoiding mention of

concrete Comintern directives on specific issues. Certain speeches of

Stalin and Bukharin are studiously ignored.

The Stalin leadership could not confine its attention, however,

to a justification of past policy. The disastrous situation in China

demanded a new positive program precisely at a time when the

struggle for leadership in Moscow was at a most critical stage. The

new line on China which was evolved during July and August was

thus a response to various urgencies: the need to do something posi-

tive to salvage the situation, the need to demonstrate that Stalin had

been correct in the past, and the need to prove that Trotsky had

been incorrect. Both the strategic and theoretical elements of the

new line can be understood, I think, only as a response to these

needs.
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In the theoretical sphere, the Kremlin insisted that the revolution

was still a bourgeois, democratic revolution. The bourgeois tasks of

completing the agrarian revolution, of wiping out the remnants of

feudalism, and of overcoming imperialism had hardly begun. Stalin

was determined to defend this theoretical bastion against Trotsky's

claim that the defeats in China represented a consummation of the

bourgeois revolution. The victory of the Kuomintang was, in

Trotsky's view, a victory of the bourgeoisie, a victory which need not

have taken place had it not been for the gross errors of the Stalinist

leadership.

How could the revolution still be considered a bourgeois, demo-

cratic revolution when both the "grande" bourgeoisie (one of the

bloc of four classes before the April coup) and most of the petty

bourgeoisie (one of the bloc of three classes in the Wuhan govern-

ment) had gone over to the feudal classes? Fortunately, Lenin had

provided for this difficulty by making a sharp distinction between the

content of a revolution and its class forces. The tasks of the revolu-

tion were indeed bourgeois tasks, but they would henceforth be met

by what Lenin had called a "democratic dictatorship of peasants and

workers."

Since the formula of the "democratic dictatorship of peasants and

workers" was to remain a basic dogma of the Chinese Communist

movement until the rise of the "New Democracy," it is perhaps

appropriate that we consider its meaning at some length.

Like Trotsky's theory of the "permanent revolution," Lenin's

theory of the "democratic dictatorship" was framed in response to

the problems raised by the 1905 revolution in Russia. As against

Trotsky, Lenin insists that "Marxists are absolutely convinced of the

bourgeois character of the Russian revolution." 4 Russia must pass

through her bourgeois stage. The consummation of this revolution

cannot, however, be entrusted to the hated bourgeoisie itself since

that class will simply seek an opportunity to make a deal with the

autocracy. Only the proletariat in alliance with the peasant masses can

effect a genuine bourgeois democratic revolution. The peasant parties

themselves constitute, as it were, the bourgeois base of the revolution

since the aims of the bulk of the peasantry are bourgeois in nature.

Although there is a constant implication that the proletariat will

inevitably be the senior partner in the alliance, this theory does
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represent a modification, to some extent, of the previous Marxist

notion (one often echoed by Lenin himself both before and after

1905) that the peasantry can exercise no historic initiative whatso-

ever.

The dictatorship will be "democratic" because it will be based not

simply on the proletariat, but on a coalition of classes which repre-

sent the overwhelming majority of the Russian people. 5 It is impor-

tant to note here that Lenin takes it for granted that the collabora-

tion of proletariat and peasantry will necessarily involve the collabo-

ration of proletarian and peasant political parties. "The proletariat,"

he states, "constitutes a minority. It can only command a mighty

overwhelming majority if it unites with the mass of semiproletarians,

the semi-property-owners. Such a composition will naturally reflect

itself in the composition of the revolutionary government." In other

places he assumes that the dictatorship will involve an alliance with

the Narodniks whom he regards as the legitimate representatives of

peasant interests and peasant mentality. He vehemently rejects any

notion that the Social Democratic Party should itself organize the

peasantry as a whole. "In our opinion, there should be no Social

Democratic Peasant Committees. If they are Social Democratic, that

means that they are not purely peasant committees; if they are

peasant committees that means that they are not purely proletarian,

nor Social Democratic committees." 6 "The alliance between prole-

tariat and peasantry must, in no case, be interpreted to mean a

fusion of the different classes or parties of the proletariat and

peasantry." 7 Once the democratic bourgeois objectives have been

achieved, once the peasantry has been divided into various segments

on the basis of property, the proletariat must break its alliance with

the propertied peasants and pursue its own goal— the socialist revo-

lution. Such, in outline, is the theory of the "democratic dictatorship

of workers and peasants." We shall have ample opportunity to see

to what extent this theory corresponded to practice in China.

After July 1927, however, this theory offered the Stalinist leader-

ship certain solid advantages. It made it possible for Stalin to

present the history of lh£ 192 6-1 92 7 period as a sort of smooth con-

tinuous development! At the Seventh and Eighth Plenum of the

ECCI, the Kremlin leadership had toyed with the idea that the

Kuomintang alliance might almost be called a peasants' and work-
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ers' dictatorship.
J
At the Eighth Plenum in May 1927, Stalin had

asked: \^J& the present Hankow government an" ofgarT* of the~r5volu-

tionary dictatorship of the proletariat and peasantry? No, so far it

is not nor will it be very soon, but it has all the chances of developing

into such an organ in the further development of the revolution." sj
Now, he could claim that this prognosis had been fulfilled. In the

course of its development, the revolution had sloughed off the

bourgeoisie and finally "advanced" to a stage where the peasantry

and proletariat alone could carry forward the revolution. The defec-

tion of the Wuhan government had, as it were, cleared the ideological

atmosphere and t^e revolution would now simply pass into "a newer

higher phase." 9 !QQie,catastrophic events of July, the complete break

between the Communist Party and the urban proletariat, were thus

effectively hidden behind an appearance of smooth historic evolution!

Another advantage was the fact that the theory of "democratic

dictatorship" had been Lenin's creation and had been partly directed

against Trotsky. Thus, even though Lenin himself had treated it

most cavalierly in 19 17, the Kremlin leadership, by stressing this

theory, was able to give the impression of solidarity with the dead

spirit of Lenin against Trotsky.

The impression of a continuity of policy is further heightened by

Stalin's insistence that the alliance with the Kuomintang as a party

be maintained. On July 10 Stalin states in Pravda: "Does the de-

parture from the nationalist government imply a break with the

Kuomintang? In my view it does not." 10 The very Comintern in-

structions which call for a "demonstrative withdrawal" from the

Wuhan government add that "the Chinese Communist Party should

not withdraw from the Kuomintang in spite of the campaign of its

leaders for the expulsion of the Communists." n The Nanchang

uprising of August 1 was carried on under a Kuomintang banner

and listed the names of Teng Yen-ta and Chang Fa-k'uei on its

"Revolutionary Committee." It was not until the Politburo meeting

of September 19 12 that the Kuomintang banner was finally furled—
and it was finally decreed that the Kuomintang would no longer

serve as the vehicle for the "democratic dictatorship of workers and

peasants."

It is, of course, possible to explain this insistence "theoretically."

As has been pointed out, the democratic dictatorship presupposes an
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alliance of parties representing the proletariat and parties repre-

senting the peasantry (although not an alliance of the Kuomintang-

Communist type). The Kuomintang could thus be considered as a

party representing the peasantry and certain elements of the petty

bourgeoisie. We shall later find, however, that this theoretical factor

does not prevent the Comintern from dropping its affiliations with

all other parties.

Actually, it seems to me that here, also, the political relationship

between Trotsky and Stalin is a much more vital factor. Trotsky

had in the past made the alliance with the Kuomintang the center

of all his attacks. Hence, any abrupt break with the Kuomintang

would simply have lent color to Trotsky's views. With the departure

of the Wuhan government leaders, all that remained of the Kuomin-

tang to appropriate were a few Left Kuomintang leaders and the

hold of Kuomintang symbols on certain elements of the population.

The real sources of power in the Kuomintang, however, now lay well

outside of Stalin's control. In fact, Stalin had already begun to think

in terms of Trotsky's previous slogan of "Soviets." On July 26 he

already declares: "The Communists must immediately begin to

propagandize the idea of Soviets so that in case they fail in their

fight for the Kuomintang, they may lead the masses to the formation

of Soviets. In case of success in our struggle for the Kuomintang, the

perspectives of a growing over of the Kuomintang into Soviets

should not be excluded." 13 If such a shift were to be made, however,

the Stalin leadership was determined to avoid the impression that

the disasters in China had confirmed the Tightness of Trotsky's poli-

cies. A shift to Soviets must be made to appear as a smooth historic

shift from one stage to another. It must not appear that Stalin had

taken a leaf from Trotsky's book.

In estimating the J-iture direction of the revolution in China,

Stalin adopts a prognosis diametrically opposed to Trotsky's.

Trotsky's view was that the disasters of July had completely shat-

tered the previous rising revolutionary wave. Stalin, on the contrary,

maintained that Trotsky had been premature in postulating a rising

wave in May. Actually, the revolutionary wave was just now climb-

ing toward its crest.

It might be well to pause here for a moment to consider the

imagery of the rising and falling wave (often expressed by other
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terms such as "rising tide" or "falling tide," or simply "rise" and

"fall") in the Communist party line. In general, the party's knowl-

edge of the future upward or downward trend of history is ostensibly

not simply based on a "mechanical" analysis of empirical data.

Throughout the course of human history, great statesmen have often

succeeded in gauging future political trends from the general political

situation in which they operated. The Communist postulation of

rising and falling waves, however, is often applied to far-off places

with which the Kremlin is unfamiliar or even to the whole globe. It

is thus presumably based on some superior insight into the inner

flow of the historic process vouchsafed only to the leaders of the

Communist Party by virtue of their status as vanguards of the pro-

letariat. One suspects, however, that the postulation of rising or fall-

ing waves is often as likely to be determined by some present politi-

cal consideration as by any dialectic insight into the future flow of

history.

Stalin's postulation of a "new rise" in China after July 1927 may
have been partially based on the genuine belief that the workers and

peasants in China were ripe for revolution. It may have been influ-

enced by Trotsky's previous confidence that the masses in China

were ready to sweep all before them. It is difficult to avoid the con-

clusion, however, that it was mainly motivated by political consider-

ations. In the dramatic words of Trotsky, "In trying to insure them-

selves against the sins of the past, the leaders criminally forced the

trend of events." 14 Stalin needed victories in China.

/^The most solid accomplishment of the new line lay not in the

/ theoretical but in the strategic sphere. Since it was no longer possible

I to capture the real centers of power in the Kuomintang, the Comin-

I tern was now ready to sanction the establishment of a separate mili-

/ tary force under Communist control. We have already pointed out

I
that in spite of the Comintern's former policy, Communist influence

/ had strongly infected many sections of the Kuomintang forces. It is

/ not likely that the emergence of "Red Armies" under the leadership

of Ho Lung, Yeh T'ing, Chu Teh, and others was a direct result of

I the Comintern shift, but the new Comintern line did provide them

with official sanction.

The Nanchang uprising of August 1 was the first large-scale at-

tempt to implement the new line. Thus the attempt to capture
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Nanchang was predicated on the assumption that a new revolution-

ary rise was imminent, hence, that any bold act might kindle the

flames of revolution anywhere. In keeping with the party line the

"Revolutionary Committee" set up at Nanchang operated under the

banner of the Kuomintang and included the names of such Kuomin-

tang leaders as Teng Yen-ta
f

Soong Ch'ing-lingj (Madame Sun

Yat-sen), and Chang Fa-k'uei (who later crushed the uprising). The

avowed aim of the Committee was to establish a "workers' and

peasants' republic." 15 The failure of Nanchang did not immediately

draw the censure of Moscow. We shall find, however, that when the

Comintern line was again modified after the Canton Commune, the

leaders of the Nanchang uprising were duly criticized for implement-

ing the Comintern's previous line. -n
The real significance of the Nanchang uprising is the fact that it I

marks the emergence of military power as a factor within the j
Chinese Communist movement.

The August Seventh Emergency Conference

QWe are not surprised to find that the most vigorous protagonists

of tne new Comintern line are such men as Ch'u Ch'iu-pai, Li Li-san,

Chang Kuo-t'ao, and the extremely flexible Chou En-lai— in other

words, the leaders of the "opposition" faction who were now in a

position to reap the fruits of their superior loyaltyA According to

Li Ang, 16 the Emergency Conference of August 7, called to recon-

sider the policies of the Ch'en Tu-hsiu leadership, was planned and

executed by Ch'u himself. Other sources claim that the confer-

ence was called at the instance of the new Comintern delegate,

Lominadze.17 Whatever may be the case, the August Seventh Con-

ference does mark the removal of Ch'en Tu-hsiu from his position

of leadership and the rise of Ch'u Ch'iu-pai to party leadership.

The main accomplishments of the conference, which is often re-

ferred to as a "turning point" in the history of the Chinese Com-

munist movement, were its confirmations of the new Comintern line.

The Manifesto of the August Seventh Conference presents an elab-

orate account of the new orthodox version of Ch'en Tu-hsiu's errors.

The Comintern and the party rank and file, it appears, had always

pursued a correct policy. This correct policy had, however, been

sabotaged by the leaders of the party whose opportunism was a
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"reflection of the influence of the bourgeoisie on certain Communist

Party members." 18

This device of referring wrong policies to the tainted class connec-

tion of the executors of policies is, of course, well within the Leninist

tradition. The party qua party can commit no historic error. It is,

however, rather ironic to observe that the same August Seventh Con-

ference which has suddenly discovered that "the leadership of the

party is generally composed of intelligentsia and bourgeoisie" is

itself made up primarily of intelligentsia and bourgeosie, many of

whom will themselves be subject to similar accusations in the future.

The program of the conference adhered in all respects to the new

Comintern line. The new historic stage of the revolution was still a

bourgeois democratic stage. Its political expression was the "demo-

cratic dictatorship of workers and peasants" and the Kuomintang

still remained the political vehicle of this dictatorship. It still asserted

that "under present conditions, unless the party wins hegemony

within the Kuomintanpr. it can ""( w 1'" tfafl Wp™nnv ovpr thp Chvnpsp

proletariat itself . We must reorganize the Kuomintang into a genuine

organization of the working masses of town and country." 19 It was

stressed, however, that henceforth the Kuomintang apparatus was

to serve as nothing more than a front for the Communist Party

which would maintain its full independence. The door was also left

open for a possible shift to the slogan of Soviets. "The organization

of the revolutionary Kuomintang developing to a higher stage will

enable our political power to advance to the stage of workers', peas-

ants' and soldiers' Soviets in such a manner that the transformation

can be carried out easily and painlessly." 20

A peculiar feature of the Manifesto is the fact that it still leaves a

door open for the "bourgeoisie." Since the Comintern still insisted

on clinging to the Kuomintang, since the Kuomintang had but re-

cently been a three-class bloc, it was not unreasonable to assume

that the Comintern had not yet completely lost hope of recapturing

segments of the "bourgeoisie." "The wavering elements of the

bourgeoisie should be won over by the resolute, revolutionary action

of the proletariat." 21 The bourgeoisie might still play an anti-

imperialist role.

The unique accomplishment of the August Seventh Conference,

according to later orthodox versions of Chinese Communist history,
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was its emphasis on the agrarian question. This emphasis was, of

course, a logical consequence of the theory of "democratic dictator-

ship of workers and peasants." "The agrarian revolution" states the

Manifesto, "is the crux of the bourgeois democratic revolution." 22

Great attention was devoted to this problem, particularly to an indict-

ment of the failures of the Chen Tu-hsiu leadership. The question

of the relationship of the Communist Party to the peasantry will be

discussed in some detail in a later chapter. It should be pointed out

here, however, that this greater emphasis on the peasantry was by no

means meant to imply the abandonment of the party's tasks among

the urban proletariat. On the contrary,^Eile the agrarian problem

might be the crux of the bourgeois revolution, "the basic task of the

Chinese Communist Party is to organize the working class and lead

their struggle." 3» The party past ctrivp "tq nht^in a hegemony of

the working class in order to realize a workers' and peasants'

dictatorship." ^
The conference also dealt in some detail with organizational

matters. After violently upbraiding the Ch'en Tu-hsiu leadership for

its dictatorial control of the party, it proceeded to suggest modifica-

tions in party structure which would tend to make the party less

democratic than ever. Since the party now had to operate within

hostile surroundings, the factor of secrecy had to be stressed. This

provided the justification for an even greater tightening of party

structure. "Our most important duty in the organizational sphere

is to make our party a strong, secret combative organization."

Within the Central Committee a seven-man "Emergency Politburo"

was to be established to act as the kernel of the party. This bureau

was to have its counterpart in each party headquarters and its own

secret communications system.25 The main motive for the reorganiza-

tion was probably the need to separate the reliable from the unreli-

able elements within the party, for in spite of all his "opportunist

errors," Ch'en Tu-hsiu's prestige in party ranks still ran high. It is

not surprising that the party reorganization was soon followed by

a wholesale series of expulsions.

The most important decisions of the party, however, lay in the

tactical sphere. The Comintern, as we have seen, had postulated a

new rising wave in the Chinese revolution. A rising historic wave,

however, by its very nature, demands bold action on the part of the
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party. If the objective situation is ripe, then any "subjective" failure

on the part of the party to take advantage of such a situation is

criminal. We are thus not surprised to find that the August Seventh

Conference calls for armed uprisings on every handV'We must pro-

vide for the arming of the workers and must train themfor~uprisings

and street fighting in order to coordinate these uprisings with

agrarian uprisings in the village and thus directjy prepare the over-

throw of the antirevolutidnary government." 2



(II THE CHU CH'W-PAI

LEADERSHIP

The New Line in Practice

Armed with this new line, the new leadership faced the actualities of

the Chinese situation in the latter months of 1927. If the Comintern

line of the previous period had not led to success and had consider-

ably hampered the movements of the Chinese party, it had neverthe-

less allowed the party to increase its hold on the urban proletariat.

The new line, however, ran directly counter to a harsh, intractable

reality. There now began that long series of attempts on the part of

the party to beat down the iron wall of proletarian indifference

which were finally to end in complete failure.

After Tuly, the Wuhan and Nanking governments had both

turned their iury on tne communist Party and actually succeeded

in breaking its control of labor unions. What is even more impor-

tant, however, in the cities, tne industrial proletariat was itself

turning its face irrevocably against' the Communist leadership. At

the time, it was perhaps not clear how deep an abyss had been

created. We now know that it was not to be bridged until Chinese

Communist troops were to enter the cities as conquerors in the late

forties. At the time of the August Seventh Conference, the process of

alienation had not yet reached that degree of finality which it was

to assume in the early thirties, but it had already begun.

Since this is not a history of the Chinese labor movement, it

would perhaps be inappropriate to consider all of the reasons for this

alienation. Certain factors, I think, should, however, be mentioned.

The first and most obvious factor was, of course, the "white

terror," the factor of sheer repression. The "white terror" initiated

by the Kuomintang in 1927 was a movement of awesome propor-

tions. 1 The government did not stay its hand from eliminating all

those who were Communists or even suspected of being Communists

within the labor movement.
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At the same time, however, it is to be noted that Communist lit-

erature of the 1 92 7-193 1 period does not consider the "white terror"

sufficient to account for its inability to recapture its control of the

workers. This literature pays much unconscious tribute to the effec-

tiveness of the "reformist" policies which the Kuomintang was

carrying on through the medium of the "Yellow Unions." Why then

did the Chinese industrial proletariat prove so amenable to "re-

formism," so deaf to Communist blandishments?

The "Short History" 2 informs us that in 1920 when the Com-
munists had first begun to court the labor movement, the workers

had regarded the radical young students and intellectuals with no

little suspicion. With the passage of time, however, as organized

labor began to achieve unanticipated successes under its Communist

leadership, it is evident that the workers began to take more seriously

the slogans and pronouncements of their leaders regarding the

messianic mission of the industrial proletariat. In the feverish,

apocalyptic atmosphere of the 1925-192 7 period, everything seemed

possible. Their faith was, however, based on a belief in the infalli-

bility of the Comintern and of the Chinese Communist leadership.

They had come to the Communist movement easily and without

struggle. Where Communism had won a hold in the labor movements

of Europe, it had done so only after desperate struggles with social-

democratic and other tendencies. By that very token, however,

where it did win a hold, this hold was much more solid. The young

Chinese labor movement, however, had come to accept the slogans

of the Kremlin solely as a result of the extravagant hopes roused by

the events of these years. The repeated disasters of the early months

of 1927 were thus sufficient to shatter these hopes. Once again that

strain of political cynicism which seems to be such a deep-rooted

Chinese tendency reasserted itself. The Ghinese workers again be-

came immersed in their own private trials and tribulations^piey

were now interested only in improving their own economic position,

precisely in that type of "reformism" and "economism" which the

Comintern now refused to consider/

The August Seventh ConferencTdid, it is true, pay lip service to

the "daily economic struggles" of the masses, to the need for raising

living standards, etc.3 It was made amply clear, however, that all

slogans of a purely economic nature, such as those concerning the
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eight-hour day, wage increases, etc., were merely meant to serve as

stimulants to arouse the workers to political insurrection. In a period

of "revolutionary upsurge," one does not confine one's attention to

economic demands.

We are thus not surprised to find that the latter months of 1 927

are marked by sporadic attempts to force insurrectionary strikes in

Shanghai and elsewhere. While this period is generally known in the

hfonry f>f Chinese Communism as the period of the "autumn harvest

uprisings/' it would be an error to assume that the Ch'ii Cr?n>pai

leadership was inclined to ignore its tasks in the city. Hua Kang in-

forms us that the Kiangsu provincial committee, at this time, armed

red terrorists and attempted to manufacture a general strike by

intimidating the workers in various Shanghai factories.4 Similar

abortive strikes took place in Changsha and elsewhere.

However, while the urban proletariat was turning its face^against

the party, the countryside was still ripe for insurrection.\The peas-

antry of central China, which had been roused to action during the

1 92 5-1 92 7 period, was still ready for action against landlords,

militarists, and officials, whether this action was led by the "Red

Spears," the "Great Knives," or the Communist Party. For the

first time, the Communist Party was confronted by the embar-

rassment oj-the "uneven development of proletarian and peasant

struggles." I

How are we to account for this difference? Here again, the first

and most obvious fact was, of course, that the government's control

of the vast and swamplike countryside was by no means as firm as

its control of the large urban centers. Furthermore, in spite of the

ostensible centralization of power achieved by the Kuomintang, the

hinterlands were still largely controlled by semi-independent local

warlords.

What is more, it would appear unlikely that the peasants had

been greatly affected by the extravagant hopes of the 192 5-192

7

period. The small Chinese proletariat had been subject to a concen-

trated propaganda concerning its transcendental missions, while the

appeal to the peasantry had been on the basis of elemental demands.

It is precisely because the peasantry was not aware of its transcen-

dental mission, precisely because its demands remained what they

had been— "economic" demands for less taxation and for land —
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that sweeping political reverses did not affect its desperate readiness

to rise against its miserable conditions under any leadership.

While the Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai leadership did not intend to abandon

its task of winning back its proletarian base, it was nevertheless

forced to seek evidences of a rising revolutionary upsurge where it

could find them. It was thus entirely prepared to take full advantage

of the continuous restiveness in the countryside which it later hoped

to coordinate with successful strikes in the city.

It was under these conditions that the "autumn harvest uprisings"

took place. The leadership plausibly assumed that the peasantry

would be particularly prone to insurrection during the harvest period

when landlords and tax collectors make their burdensome levies.

C~ According to the account of Mao Tse-tung, he himself was mainly

J responsible for the general developments of the uprisings. The Ch'ii

Ch'iu-pai leadership had indeed sent him to Hunan with the general

I aim of fomenting peasant disturbances, but according to Mao's testi-

mony it did not support him in all his activities. 5

In late August and early September, Mao managed to assemble a

patchwork army consisting mainly of peasants, some Hanyang

miners, and deserters from the Kuomintang forces. This "First Divi-

sion of the First Peasants and Workers Army" was the nucleus of

what was later to become the famous First Army.6 The sporadic up-

risings fomented and led by this force over a large area all ended, of

course, in failure and were to win Mao a dismissal from the Polit-

buro. According to one source, after these events he was even placed

on probation as a member of the Party.

Why did Mao fling himself into these activities with such ardor,

and why was he "repudiated" by the Central Committee? 7 We have

already seen ho^Ldeep had been his faith in the revolutionary poten-

tialities of the peasantry, how impatient he had been of all attempts

to limit the "excesses" of the peasant movement prior to the break

with the national government. It is thus not unlikely that after the

break with Wuhan, he finally felt that the time had come for the

"raging torrents and driving rain" to sweep all before it. He had,

furthermore, during this period come to realize the importance of

the factor of military organization. Since it was now legitimate in

terms of the new Comintern line to engage in military activities, he

probably felt that a judicious coordination of military organization
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with local peasant uprisings would provide the formula for a

country-wide agrarian insurrection. His actions were predicated on

the assumption that isolated uprisings fomented here and there

would provide the sparks for a flame which would enguH the whole

Chinese peasantry. The flame, however, did not spread/tThe frag-

mentized nature of the Chinese countryside did not make foTThe"

spread of political contagion beyond the area immediately affected
"***

Mao had realized at an early date, in the face of Marxist dogma, that

the peasantry could independently provide the mass base for a revo-

lution. During 1927, he had come to realize that in a country where

power tended to gravitate into the hands of the military, mass power

must be coordinated with military power. He had not yet discovered

that in a land as politically and economically fragmentized as China,

the revolution would have to operate from a fixed territorial base.

The "autumn harvest'' uprisings were, of course, a faijuxe and it

is probably in this fact that we must seek the main reason for Mao's

fall into disfavor. Such failures, for which the Central Committee

had to bear responsibility, did not increase its stature in the eyes of

Moscow. According to Mao, however, the Central Committee had

opposed his program even before the failure had become manifest.8

One obvious source of friction was Mao's cavalier adoption of the

slogan of "organizing Soviets." 9 The new Comintern line, as we have

seen, had not yet authorized this slogan, and Mao's adoption of it at

this time was a rather surprising breach of discipline which the

Central Committee could not allow to pass unnoticed. This is the

single occasion in Mao's autobiography in which he blandly admits

that he had deliberately adopted a policy which was "opposed by

the Comintern." 10

Mao also implies, however, that the Central Committee objected

to the whole procedure of organizing a military force. The memory
of the Nanching uprising and of the failure at Swatow (Yeh T'ing

and Ho Lung had occupied the city for a week only to be expelled)

was still too fresh for the Central Committee to regard with en-

thusiasm further activities of a directly military nature. 11 Hua Kang,

in his discussion of the failure of the autumn harvest uprisings, men-

tions as one of the main defects of the whole undertaking its "reli-

ance on military force." 12

Most important of all, however, the autumn uprisings were carried
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out with little refla rrl fr>r demtef <* " fchc<itifis Tn the minds of

the party leadership, thoroughly wedded to the dogma of proletarian

hegemony, any activity carried on in isolation from the city prole-

tariat was bound to fail. Mao, himself, states that one of the main

reasons for his disgrace had been the fact that "from the angle of

the cities the movement appeared doomed to failure." 13 Hua Kang
complains that the "rising peasants did not obtain any aid from the

urban proletariat ... At the time of the Hunan harvest uprising,

Changsha simply had no workers movement whatsoever!" 14

\In spite of harrowing adventures Mao managed to keep a small

force intact and finally took refuge in the winter of 1927 in the

remote recesses of the Chingkanshan mojmtains lying athwart the

border area between Hunan and Kiangsi.
15

j
This concentration of a

small military force on a remote hinterland base may, at the time,

have been nothing more than an expedient of despair. It was, how-

ever, to become the point of departure of a strategy which was to

lead the Chinese Communist movement to ultimate success. It is thus

most interesting to note that this whole development was inaugu-

rated under a cloud of official disfavor, without the blessing of the

party leaJeislllp, and must likely Without the Knowledge of Moscow.

It would, ol course, be an error to suppose that Mao was the only

one within the party at this time groping for a formula of agrarian

revolution. It has already been pointed out that P'eng Pai had real-

ized the p^trnthlitifr ^f peasaflt "rg^nizati£D-at-a much earlier date

than Mao. His organizational accomplishments among the~"FMfeng"*

peasantry during the early twenties had far outshone the accomplish-

ments of Mao.16

After the break with Wuhan, P'eng Pai had served on the "Revo-

lutionary Committee" at Nanchang and had later retreated with the

armies of Yeh T'ing and Ho Lung to the Haifeng and Lufeng area

where he had formerly carried on his work among the peasantry.

Here, in November 1927, he organized a peasant militia and estab-

lished the first Chinese Soviet government. 17 (The Comintern had

authorized the shift to Soviets on September 19.) During the Soviet

period when orthodox histories of Chinese Communism revolved

about the axis of the soviet, the Hailufeng venture was always cited

as the first attempt to establish a Soviet government in China.

Actually, it was a pioneering effort in a much more fundamental
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sense. It established an organized political power on a given terri-

torial base. It won the support of the local peasantry by a policy of

land division and burning of land deeds. Finally, it organized a

peasant militia. In many respects, it thus provided an earlier proto-

type of the strategy later developed by Chu Teh and Mao Tse-tung

at Chingkanshan. It is significant to note, however, that the Hailu-

feng experiment differs most from the strategy developed by Mao
Tse-tung and Chu Teh in its underestimation of the military factor.

The careful choice of a favorable terrain and the development of a

rationalized technique of partisan warfare seem to have been truly

original contributions of the Chu-Mao partnership.

The November Plenum

When the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party

finally met in Enlarged Session_on (November 9 to reassess its accom-

plishments since the August Conference, the view was indeed bleak.

It could contemplate in retrospect only a series of bloody failures in

town and country. The Comintern, however, had not shifted its line

an iota. On the contrary, its endorsement of the Soviet formula in

September was interpreted by Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai as a call for even

bolder action. The Stalin-Bukharin leadership in Moscow could

hardly retract its postulation of a rising revolutionary wave so shortly

after announcing it, particularly in the face of Trotsky's view that

the revolutionary wave had decisively receded.

In fact, Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai and the Comintern delegate, Lominadze,

had staked their future on their reputation for boldness and "true

Bolshevik spirit." It would have been most difficult for them to re-

verse their strategy at a time when Ch'en Tu-hsiu, who still enjoyed

a dangerous prestige in the party ranks, was openly calling for a

policy of retreat.

Thus we find that the Enlarged Plenum stubbornly reiterates the

claim that China is in the midst of a "rising revolutionary wave." 18

In support of its case, it points primarily to "objective factors"—
that is, to the supposed weakness of the enemy and the desperate

condition of the peasants and workers. A great deal of evidence is

offered to prove that there can be no reconciliation of the "contra-

dictions" between the bourgeois and feudal elements within the

Kuomintang or among its various military cliques. "Stabilization"
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of the reactionary forces is thus out of the question.19 How then are

we to account for the failures of the July-November period? In the

Plenum's view they can be traced, in most cases, to the "subjective"

inadequacies of those involved. T'an P'ing-shan is charged with re-

sponsibility for the failure of Nanchang while Mao Tse-tung is made

to bear the brunt of the failure of the autumn harvest uprising.20

The Plenum does, it is true, indulge in a certain amount of

orthodox "self-criticism." While emphasizing that "in spite of new

partial failures the whole experience of the last three months proves

that our tactics, as a whole, have been completely correct," 21
it

admits that the Central Committee may itself bear some responsi-

bility for certain strategic errors. The main error mentioned
?

signifi-

cantly enough, is the lack of coordination between the party in the

cities and the partv in the country . "In some loUllilius uiiu Could

have called the party a 'labor union party' or 'soldiers party' while

in others one could have called it a 'peasants party.' " 22 "The co-

ordination of worker uprisings and peasant uprisings is the most im-

portant problem facing the party ... A purely peasant uprising

without the leadership and help of the working class cannot achieve

conclusive victories." 23

The latter statement, later confirmed, by the Ninth Plenum of

ECCI, throws an abundantly clear light on the reasons for the

"repudiation" of Mao Tse-tung.

In general, the Report of the Plenum adhered scrupulously to the

Comintern line. It did, however, contain one fatal statement which

would provide Bukharin with an excellent handle for attack when

the time came for Ch'ii's fall from power^"The Chinese Revolution,"

states the Report, "is protracted in nature and yet it is uninter-

rupted. It thusbears the nature of what Marx called a permanent

revolution." 24 J
Now there is an excellent reason why Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai dares to use

the expression "permanent revolution" at this point. As has already

been pointed out, in September the Comintern had sanctioned a

complete break with the Kuomintang and had called for the estab-

lishment of a Soviet regime. In his earlier debates with Trotsky on

the nature of the Soviets, however, Stalin had argued that "the history

of the workers' Soviets in Russia shows that such Soviets can exist

and develop further only if favorable premises are given for a direct
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transition from the bourgeois democratic revolution to the prole-

tarian revolution." 25 In other words, Soviets appear only when the

prospects nf proletarian dictatorship are imminent. To Stalin, at the

time (May 1927), this had served as an argument against the estab-

lishment of Soviets in China. Now, however, that the Comintern had

authorized the establishment of Soviets in China, was it not legiti-

mate to assume that the period of transition from the bourgeois

democratic revolution to the period of proletarian revolution had

arrived? Was it not now legitimate to speak in terms of "a perma-

nent revolution" provided that one made it clear that one was refer-

ring to Marx's permanent revolution and not to Trotsky's? It would

have indeed been a glorious destiny for the Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai leader-

ship, if the proletarian revolution could be ushered in under its aegis.

After the failure of the Canton Commune, however, we shall find

that Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai was made to pay the penalty for this logical

indiscretion.

The Canton Commune

In general, the November Plenum laid the "theoretical" ground-

work for the Canton Commune. It had reaffirmed the Comintern's

postulation of a rising wave in China. It had stressed the fact that

insufficient attention had been paid to urban centers. It had stressed

the weakness of the enemy and called upon the party to take advan-

tage of the conflicts among military leaders.

However, while the stage for urban insurrections may have been

set by Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai and Lominadze at the Enlarged Plenum, there

is much evidence that the events of Canton were inspired directly

from Moscow. We know, of course, that the German Communist

leader, Heinz Neumann, was to play a leading role in planning and

executing the Canton uprising. Victor Serge and Souvarine have

charged that the uprising was ordered directly from the Kremlin by

Stalin who urgently needed a victory in China to vindicate his theory

of the rising revolutionary wave in China at the Fifteenth Congress

of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.26 Further strength is

added to this claim by Li Ang, who claims to have been the corre-

sponding secretary of the party at this time. "The Comintern," he

says, "sent telegrams daily urging the Chinese Communist Party to

bring about uprisings in Canton and other large cities. These tele-
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grams were all extremely emphatic in tone and allowed no room for

argument." 27 Li adds that Chang T'ai-lei, the secretary of the

Kwangtung Party branch, vigorously protested that Canton was not

ready for insurrection.28

Whatever may have been the source of the decision, however,

Canton was probably chosen because: (i) it was the scene of a

conflict between the contending forces of Chang Fa-k'uei and Li

Chi-shen, thus providing the necessary "lack of stabilization in the

reactionary camp"; (2) the existence of the Hailufeng Soviet gov-

ernment in the vicinity of Canton promised tc provide the necessary

"coordination of uprisings in the countryside, and uprisings in the

city"; (3) Canton had been an important revolutionary center, and

presumably its population was merely awaiting the signal to rise.

Actually, none of these considerations bore any relation to political

reality. Since the defeats of Ho Lung and Yeh T'ing at Swatow the

military potential of the Communists had become negligible. The

"direct revolutionary situation" postulated by official policy was

nonexistent and the inner contradictions between Li Chi-shen and

Chang Fa-k'uei did not prevent them from uniting to crush the

insurrection.

During the few days in which the Communists controlled the city

(December 11-14), they did, of course, accomplish astounding mili-

tary feats which belied their meager resources. They were not, how-

ever, supported by the urban masses or by any reserve forces of their

own and were inevitably crushed.

During the few days of its existence, the Commune had an oppor-

tunity to establish a "soviet" of handpicked members which issued

proclamations of an extremely radical nature. Trotsky has aptly

pointed out that these slogans were actually much more in harmony

with his own theory of the permanent revolution than with the offi-

cial theory of the democratic dictatorship of peasants and workers.

Its slogans called for workers' control of production, nationalization

of large industries, etc., all under the sole leadership of the Com-

munist party, that is, the party of the proletariat. "If these are the

methods of the bourgeois revolution," he asks, "what will the pro-

letarian revolution be like?" 29

The failure of the Canton Commune was an event of such magni-

tude that it forced the Comintern to reconsider its party line in
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China. It was now utterly impossible to speak in bland terms about a

"revolutionary upsurge" in China. The new situation imperatively

demanded a shift in line— a troublesome shift which was finally

accomplished at the Ninth Plenum of the ECCI in February 1928.

The End of the Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai Leadership

While Ch'ii may not have been the major architect of the uprising

at Canton, he was bound to suffer its consequences. He had, after all,

never enjoyed the "patiiarchal" prestige formerly enjoyed by Ch'en

Tu-hsiu and others in the party. Li Li-san, Chang Kuo-t'ao, Hsiang

Chung- fa, and Chou En-lai felt themselves his peers in every way.

Li Li-san had, after all, been the "hero" of the May Thirtieth

uprisings, while Chou En-lai had already won a reputation as an

authority on military affairs. Hsiang Chung-fa was a man of genuine

proletarian origins.

Ch'ii, who was basically a literary man— a "bookish student," in

his own words 30— had not been a particularly successful politician

and had failed to build himself a personal machine within the party.

In addition to his political weakness and to the necessity of bear-

ing the brunt of the failures of the past few months, the Ch'ii leader-

ship was faced with serious problems of disorganization in the party.

The long series of failures which the party had suffered since the

beginning of the year were giving rise to all sorts of doubts within

the party ranks concerning the very principle of "democratic cen-

tralism." While Ch'ii resorted to the now well-established practice

of blaming failures on the "subjective mistakes" of local leaders, the

local leaders were showing an increasing tendency to blame the

center.

Ch'ii himself informs us in his Chinese Revolution that in Chihli

(Hopei) a tendency had developed "to oppose the principle of cen-

tralism entirely, to advocate a sort of federal autonomy within the

party and simply to follow at the heels of the masses." 31 The Chihli

committee advocated a revision of the party constitution whereby

the workers and peasants would be represented in the party accord-

ing to a ratio of one representative for fifty workers and one repre-

sentative for one hundred peasants.32 This was nothing less than a

call for political democracy! Worker members were quoted as saying

that "the party doesn't seem to care that it has made us lose our
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jobs by its strikes or that it has gotten us thrown into prison. The
party just brings the workers trouble." 33 There were further de-

mands for rigid economic equality in party ranks and attacks on the

"anti-democratic" decrees of the center.34 After the Canton uprising

the new Kwangtung Provincial Committee "placed the responsibility

for the failure squarely on the shoulders of the central organs and said

that they were responsible for the slaughter of several thousand

people." 35

These facts, cited by Ch'ii himself, point to a spirit of disaffection

throughout the party rank and file and to the threat of all sorts of

heresies within the movement.

jp Thus, the cumulative failures of the new line designed by the

| Comintern but implemented by the Ch'ii leadership, the growing

| signs of disintegration within the party, Ch'u's own political inept-

I
ness, and the ambitions of other party leaders were all factors con-

rv I spiring to undermine Ch'u's leadership. Just as Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai had

XA receireceived the mandate of leadership after the failures of the early

J
months of 1927, so now, Li Li-san, Hsiang Chung-fa, and Chou

I En-lai were easily able to unseat Ch'ii.

\J After the Ninth Plenum of the ECCI at which Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai was

duly rebuked for his past errors, he remained in Moscow as Chinese

Communist delegate to the Comintern. While this position was to

win for him a reputation in the international Communist movement,

it effectively removed him from any position of real power in

China.36

In assessing the aagmflUsjmients of this period in terms of the

subsequent history of Chinese Communism, we can point, I think,

to only two factors: the emergence of the Red Army as a distinct

mjlitary force and the discovery of a new strategy of revolution on

Chingkanshan. The first step had indeed won the endorsement ofIfcingl

the Kremlin; yet every attempt which had been made so far to apply

independent military power had failed dismally.

As for the experiment on Chingkanshan, it would appear to have

been the result of Mao Tse-tung's own desperate experiences, rather

than of anything planned in either Shanghai or Moscow. It was born

under a cloud of orthodox disapproval and, at the time, seemed to

hold little hope of further development.
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A New Estimate of the Revolutionary Situation

The situation in China after the Canton Commune confronted the

Kremlin with problems of a most embarrassing nature. After the

failure in Canton— an event which had received world-wide pub-

lici£y— it was no longer possible to continue the previous line

intact. At the same time, Moscow could not radically modify its~

line without giving iWlllUi t tu llle
1

fol'Ces ol the opposition. Further-'

more, this peritifl nlalks^ the" beginning of total reorientation in

Kremlin global policy
?

a reorientation which was substantially in the

spirit of the leftward course adopted in China/ The stabilization

of world capitalism, it was contended, was now drawing to an end

and history was now entering into a new "third period," when capi-

talism would begin to disintegrate, when a revolutionary wave would

engulf the capitalist world. During this period, the proletariat would

become "radicalized" and the Communist Party would succeed in

wresting the leadership of the proletariat from the Social Democrats.

During this revolutionary period, the Comintern would break all

alliances with other political groups since it henceforth would be able

to rely exclusively on its own mass support. All other political groups

were to be considered simply as manifestations of the growing force

of fascism. Thus, the Social Democrats would henceforth simply be

called Social Fascists.

Now while Kremlin global policies are presumably designed to

take into account the peculiarities of local conditions and the differ-

ences between countries of advanced capitalism and the backward

areas, this consideration is counterbalanced by the desire to maintain

a certain uniformity, a certain gleichschaltung in the tone of world-

wide Communist propaganda. The Kremlin is thus not inclined to

take a leftward course in its overall policies and a rightward course

in China, or to speak of a rising revolutionary wave in Europe and a

declining wave in China.
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Considerations of this sort were, I think, what lay behind the new
line on China as formulated at the Ninth Plenum of the ECCI, the

Sixth Comintern Congress, and the Sixth Congress of the Chinese

Communist Party.

In the strategic sphere, the new situation in China obviously de-

manded a new approach. It was no longer possible to maintain that

"a direct revolutionary situation" existed, or that all the abortive

uprisings since the August Seventh Conference had been successes.

On the other hand, any admission that the revolutionary wave had

definitely receded would set policy in China completely out of har-

mony with the general leftward course of Comintern policy and

would further lend comfort to the Trotskyist opposition, which had

announced immediately after the break with Wuhan that "we are

in a period of ebb-tide in China." 2

To meet this difficulty, Bukharin advanced an ingenious formula

based again upon the imagery of waves. ''The first wave of the broad

revolutionary movement of workers and peasants," he declared,

"which developed mainly under the mot d'ordre and, to a consider-

able degree under the direction of the Communist Party has already

passed." 3 This bland assertion is somewhat astonishing when we

consider the fact that every Comintern pronouncement until the

very eve of the Canton insurrection speaks in terms of a revolution-

ary upsurge. We are now finally told that "this wave has ended in

heavy defeats for the workers and peasants in several revolutionary

centers." 4

Having admitted a recession in the first revolutionary wave, how-

ever, Bukharin hastens to add that "numerous symptoms indicate

that the workers' and peasants' revolution is approaching a new

surge." 5 In support of this assertion he points to continued restive-

ness among the peasantry, soldiers' revolts, etc.

CThe image is thus that of two revolutionary waves divided by a

>mentary trough. For the moment— and only for the moment—
"a certain consolidation of the forces of reaction has taken place." 6

The new wave is, however, imminent. This is in clear contrast to the

views of Trotsky, who is inclined at this time to foresee not simply

a trough but a long stretch of calm water, as it were. "There is not

at the present time a revolutionary situation in China," he asserts.

"It is rather a counter-revolutionary situation transforming itself

into an inter-revolutionary period of indefinite duration." 7
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One result of the new formulation is that it enables the Comintern

to censure the Ch'u Ch'iu-pai leadership for its "putschist" tenden-

cies, for its inclination to "play with uprisings." 8 A Putsch, of

course, is an uprising carried on at a time when objective circum-

stances are unfavorable to its success. Since the Comintern had be-

latedly discovered that the latter months of 1927 had been a period

of ebb tide, it was now obvious that the uprisings launched by the

Ch'u leadership had all been "putschist" in nature. (It is nowhere

made clear why the Comintern had not previously informed the

Chinese party that the ebb tide had set in, or why it had continued

to speak in terms of an upsurge.)

An exception is made, however, for the Canton insurrection, thus

lending color to the view that Moscow was directly involved in that

event. In spite of the errors committed by its leaders, we are told

that the Canton uprising was "a heroic attempt on the part of the

proletariat to organize Soviet power in China." According to the
J

formula later adopted at the Sixth Congress of the Chinese Com- /

munist Party, the Canton Commune was a "heroic rearguard action," I /

rather than a Putsch.9 It was a rearguard action in that it brought to 7 «

a close a declining revolutionary wave. It was, however, a beginning I

in that it was the first large-scale attempt to establish a soviet as 1

"the organ of the revolutionary democratic dictatorship of the work- J

ers and peasants." 10

On the other hand, while postulating a new revolutionary surge,

Bukharin nevertheless hedges his posulation about with cautious

reservations. To prepare itself, as it were, against the consequences of

future unsuccessful uprisings, the Comintern now warnsJJiaJ: in the

future, uprisings must be carefully prepared in advance("The Com- p
munist Party will certainly be beaten," state the Resolutions of the <

Ninth Plenum, "if it fails to understand the necessity of winning

over the masses and organizing them?|lf it does not fight against all

attempts to distract its attention from the preparation of the masses

for a new and broad revolutionary surge, preparation is the central

task of the present period." ll

Another reservation is based on a newly won insight into Chinese

conditions. It was now realized that, under Chinese conditions, a

revolutionary situation in a given area does not automatically engulf

the whole nation. "The revolutionary situation is developing un-

equally in the different provinces of China." 12 This observation was
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to become the basis for the new formula of an "initial victory in one

or several provinces." 13

While these reservations served to protect the Comintern against

future contingencies, they merely confronted the new Chinese leader-

ship with new dilemmas. In a period of revolutionary upsurge it

should, after all, be relatively easy to prepare the desperate masses

for uprisings. If overmuch time is spent preparing and organizing

the masses, might not the opportunity for revolutionary insurrection

be missed? Might the party not then expose itself to charges of

"opportunist passivity"? On the other hand, if the party should

foment uprisings which ended in failure might it not be accused of

having ignored the Comintern's warnings concerning the necessity

of adequate preparations?

The formula of the "initial victory in one or several provinces,"

w^shall find, involved similar difficulties.

Having made this revision in its "estimate of the revolutionary

[situation," however, the Comintern was now able to maintain intact

Ithe theoretical aspects of the old line in the face of Trotskyist attack.

While Trotsky continued to maintain that the bourgeois revolution

had already been consummated, that capitalist relations were already

the dominant relations of the Chinese economy, that the next revolu-

tion— the third revolution— could only be a proletarian revolution,

the Ninth Plenum of the ECCI stubbornly reiterated that "the

present period of the Chinese revolution is a period of the bourgeois

democratic revolution which has not been completed either from an

economic point of view (the agrarian revolution and the abolition of

feudal relations) or from the viewpoint of the national struggle for

independence against imperialism (the unification of China and the

establishment of a revolutionary government) or from the point of

view of the class nature of the government (the dictatorship of the

proletariat and peasantry)." 14

As before, the Comintern accused Trotsky of failing to note the

peculiarity which differentiated China from the Russia of 1917 —
namely, the factor of imperialism— but while this argument had

been used in the past to justify the alliance with the "national

bourgeoisie" it was now used to justify the continued use of the

formula of "democratic dictatorship o f workers and peasants." The

peasantry, it waS asserted, was itself the^victim of imperial
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One of the more immediate by-products of this reassertion of the

formula of "democratic dictatorship" was that it allowed the Comin-

tern to censure Lominadze and Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai for having dared to

use the expression "permanent revolution" at the November Plenum

of the Chinese Communist Party. "It would be erroneous," declared

the Resolutions of the Ninth Plenum, "to characterize the revolution

as a 'permanent revolution' (the position of the representative of the

ECCI).15 The tendency to skip over the bourgeois democratic phase

of the revolution is a mistake similar to that which Trotsky made in

1905." 16 The November Plenum in China had drawn a faultless

syllogism based on Stalin's own theory of the nature of Soviets, but

this bit of independent deductive reasoning merely served to call

down the wrath of the Comintern.

The Ninth Plenum nevertheless confirmed the directive of Septem-

ber 19. Henceforth, the soviet would be the political organ of the

democratic dictatorship. Sufficient time had now elapsed to eradicate

the impression that the Stalin leadership was borrowing a leaf from

Trotsky's book in appropriating the notion of Soviets for China. On
the other hand, the fact remained that Stalin had proclaimed that

Soviets could be organized only during the transition toward the pro-

letarian revolution. To meet this difficulty, the Resolutions state

that "the transition to the proletarian dictatorship is possible in

China only after a series of preparatory stages; only as a result of a

whole period of the growing over of the bourgeois democratic revolu-

tion into the socialist revolution." 17 The notion of "transition" was

thus combined with the notion of "stages" in a neat scholastic for-

mula designed to eradicate any suspicious resemblance to Trotsky's

theory of the permanent revolution.

The Resolutions of the Sixth Comintern Congress add another

highly significant amendment to the formula of the "democratic dic-

tatorship of workers and peasants." "The victory by the masses," it

proclaims, "can he won nnlv under the hppp.mnnv nf th* Proletariat"

(italics mine). 18 The phrase "hegemony of the proletariat" also

appears throughout the "Resolution of the Sixth Congress of the

Chinese Communist Party." In concrete political terms, this phrase

means that only the proletariat is to be allowed a separate political

voice within tB affiance «>l ptvtsanrry anH proletariat; that is, that

the""L6rHfnllhist Party alone is to monopolize the heights of political
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power. No political groups claiming to represent the peasantry are to
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When we examine these amendments to the theory of "democratic

dictatorship" as well as Trotsky's reservations on his own theory of

"permanent revolution," it becomes apparent how tenuous and

verbalistic the theoretical distinctions have become. Trotsky clings

fedshistically to the image of the October Revolution. Stalin clings

fetishistically to the phrase "democratic dictatorship of the workers

and peasants." Yet, on the one hand, Trotsky admits that the prole-

tariat still has a long uphill fight in China, that the proletarian revo-

lution is "laid over into an indefinite future." 19 In spite of the domi-

nance of capitalist relations, he admits that the proletariat will still

have to "sweep from its road to socialism all feudal barbarism and

every other type of barbarism." 20 While insisting that only the pro-

letariat can exercise political initiative, he nevertheless admits that

"it will have to conduct an intransigent struggle to win influence

over the peasants, to guide the peasants directly— from a political

point of view." 21

On the other hand, the Stalin leadership, even while clinging to

Lenin's phrase "democratic dictatorship of workers and peasants,"

simply annuls the basic features of that formula as originally con-

ceived. How can one speak of a democratic dictatorship of prole-

tariat and peasantry when the peasantry is not to be allowed any

separate political voice of its own? The formula was, after all, origi-

nally designed to meet a situation in which a weak proletariat (the

Social Democratic Party) would have to collaborate for a time with

other political parties representing the peasantry.

Furthermore, while Lenin's original formula makes a sharp divi-

sion between the bourgeois democratic stage and the socialist stage,

Bukharin is forced to speak in terms of a "growing over" into social-

ism— a phrase which comes perilously close to the notion of perma-

nent revolution.

Is there then any real difference between the "growing over" of

the bourgeois democratic revolution into a socialist revolution under

the "hegemony of the proletariat" in alliance with the peasantry (an

alliance in which the peasantry was to have no separate political

voice of its own) and a proletarian revolution protracted over a long

period of time, still faced with the necessity of accomplishing certain
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bourgeois democratic tasks and "drawing the peasantry behind it"?

The differences which developed between the Trotskyists and the

Stalinists on the question of peasantry and proletariat were real

enough, but were not implicit in the scholastic distinctions of their

theoretical lines.

And yet, these shadowy theoretical differences were combined

with diametrically opposed conceptions of political strategy, which

would suggest that theory and practice are not always bound to-

gether by inner logical necessity. The combination of a given theory

with a given strategy may often be due to political factors which

have little to do with logic (either formal or dialectic) — a fact

which we shall have to bear in mind in considering the rise of

Maoism.

On the one hand, the Comintern leadership called for the over-

throw of the existing regime in China, for the establishment of a new

Soviet regime under the exclusive control of the Chinese Communist

Party. It called for armed uprisings— or preparation for armed up-

risings— both in town and country. Trotsky, on the other hand,

maintained that the party would require some time to heal its

wounds and win back its proletarian base. During this period of

convalescence, it should advance democratic slogans calling for the

convocation of a National Assembly, for drastic agrarian reform,

workers' rights, and national independence.22 This sudden turn to

"formal democracy"— Trotsky took pains to emphasize— was sim-

ply a stratagem. These democratic slogans would rally the nonprole-

tarian masses behind the proletariat. The "Assembly will provide the

Communist Party with a tribunal from which to preach violent revo-

lution and give the party time to regain its proletarian base." As in

Russia, the party might then be able "to switch the revolution onto

the rails of Soviet democracy" 23

The Sixth Congress of the Chinese Communist Party

The Sixth Congress of the Chinese Communist Party, held in

Moscow in July 1928 24 under the close supervision of the Kremlin,

closely reflects the new shift in line. Its resolutions simply add con-

crete detail to the new formulations.

The fact that this Congress was held in Moscow under the very

eye of the Kremlin has peculiar significance in the history of Chinese
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Communism. The decision to hold the Congress in Moscow must
again be understood, I think, in terms of Stalin's conflict with the

opposition. In the Soviet Union itself, Stalin's victory over Trotsky-

was now fairly well consolidated. It now remained to eradicate

heretical elements within the communist parties abroad. The Chinese

party in particular, as we have seen, had shown peculiar tendencies

toward heresies of various types. While China no longer loomed on

the forefront of the Kremlin's horizon, the necessity of maintaining

Stalinist control of the party nevertheless remained.

Li Ang, in his Red Stage, has presented a vivid account of the

manner in which the Congress was used as a sieve to eliminate un-

reliable elements. He himself had been appointed delegate to the

Congress from Hopei. On the way across Siberia, however, he and

the members of his party had been abruptly detrained at Irkutsk and

sent back to China.25 "We later found out," he says, "that the reason

why we could not attend the Congress in Moscow was because some

of us (including myself) were under suspicion of belonging to the

opposition." 26

For this very reason, however, this Congress enjoys a peculiar

odor of sanctity in the orthodox histories of Chinese Communism.

The Japanese Stalinist, Nakanishi, attempts to prove in his nu-

merous writings on the Chinese party that the whole Maoist develop-

ment of Chinese Communism was outlined at this Congress under

the unerring guidance of Stalin. "The mistaken policies of Ch'ii

Ch'iu-pai and Li Li-san," he states, "continued until the Sixth Party

Congress of 1928 when Mao's course was approved as the correct

course." 27 Mao Tse-tung himself takes pains to point out in his

autobiography that "with the new line adopted at that Congress,

Chu Teh and I were in complete agreement." 28

If, by this statement, Mao means that the Sixth Congress was

willing, up to a point, to endorse the type of activity being carried

on by himself and Chu Teh in the hinterlands as one legitimate form

of activity, he is substantially correct. If he means, however, that the

Sixth Congress meant to endorse the whole ulterior development of

Chinese Communism under his leadership— the total isolation of

the movement from its urban bases— then we have here, I think, a

case of orthodox falsification.

Vlt must be pointed out that whatever the nature of his acts, Mao
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Tse-tung is a man committed to the Marxist-Leninist-Stalinist tradi-
)

tion. However anxious he has been in the last few years to prove that

he is a theoretical innovator within that tradition, he is equally eager

to prove that his power is legitimately based in terms of that tradi-

tion, that he is, as it were, in line of apostolic succession. If he can

claim that the course pursued by the movement under his leadership \

is legitimately based on the Resolutions of the Sixth Congress, his /

leadership receives a historical legitimization which it might not I

otherwise possess. «-J
The question remains, however, was the whole Maoist develop-

ment of Chinese Communism contemplated and planned at this Sixth

Party Congress? To answer this question, we must consider the

whole question of the Communist attitude toward the peasantry, in

general, and at this Congress in particular.

Proletariat, Peasantry, and the Communist Party

It is, of course, common knowledge that Marxism in its pre-

Leninist form did not regard the peasantry as an independent, crea-

tive force in human history. Whether this attitude was purely the

result of intellectual analysis or whether the intellectual analysis

itself reflected certain set attitudes, we shall not here inquire. There

can be little doubt, however, that while the peasantry is portrayed

as a victim of feudal society, it is not the real agent of the overthrow

of feudalism. This role is assigned to the urban bourgeoisie which

is destined by the processes of production to play the truly creative

role in smashing feudal relations. In the period of capitalism, the

countryside gradually comes under the control of capitalist relations,

but rural society as a whole remains subordinate tfl
"fhan society and

in the transition from capitalist society to socialist society the crea-

tive role falls to the urban proletariat.29

Witn Lenin, nowever, the question of the role of the peasantry be-

comes somewhat more problematic. A study of his life reveals that

he first came to Marxism in recoil from the Narodniks who tended to

regard the peasantry as a harbinger of human redemption, as a force

which promised to lead Russia to an idyllic rural socialism, by-

passing the horrors of western capitalism. Lenin, who loathed the

"backwardness" of the Russian countryside, may well have been

attracted to Marxism precisely because of its negation of any sep-
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arate creative role for the peasantry. His first great work, The
Development of Capitalism in Russia, greatly magnifies the extent

to which the Russian countryside has already been invaded by capi-

talist relations.30

On the other hand, when peasant uprisings swept across Russia

in the 1905 period, this man, so quick to apprehend political reali-

ties, immediately became intent on harnessing that force to the

revolutionary wagon. The result was the theory of the "demo-

cratic dictatorship of proletariat and peasantry" already discussed.

SThe
peasantry, according to this theory, is capable of a certain

limited historic creativity in Russia. It can help to consummate the

bourgeois revolution, for the Russian bourgeoisie itself is incapable

of realizing its own destiny. Lenin's views on the creativity of the

peasantry continue to fluctuate, however, depending on the political

situation. At the time of the seizure of power in 191 7, when the

Communist Party was able to establish its own dictatorship, he again

tended to minimize its historic role.31

In contrast to his fluctuating views on the historic role of the

peasantry, however, Lenin's views on the class nature of the Social

Democratic Party (later the Communist Party) never waver. Here

we find an iron consistency running through all his works. The

Social Democratic, or Communist, Party is nothing more or less than

the political organ of the industTtaTproletariat. It is only because of

its organic relation to tne proletariat that the Communist Party can

act as the oracle of history. It is true that Lenin often speaks of the

"rural proletariat" as an ally of the urban proletariat in the village

and is even willing to absorb loyal elements of the rural poor into

the party. There is, after all, a common denominator uniting the

two groups: the fact that they have nothing to lose but their chains.

At the same time, he makes it amply clear that the party can afford

to absorb these elements only to the extent that it has its basis in the

city proletariat. "There can be no doubt," he states, "that all

elements of the party must strive toward the cities and industrial

centers for only the industrial proletariat is capable of a resolute

mass fight against absolutism." 32 The industrial proletariat shares

its poverty with other downtrodden classes. Its uniqueness derives

from the fact that modern industry has socialized it and given it a

sense of historic direction. With Lenin, these unique virtues become
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incarnate in the proletariat's political organ, the party. The rural

proletariat can be weaned from its petty bourgeois mentality only

when led by the urban proletariat. In 1909, he attacks the Social

Revolutionary Party on the grounds that "the fundamental idea of

their program was not at all that of an 'alliance of forces' of the prole-

tariat and peasantry is necessary, but that there is no clear abyss

between the former and the latter, and that there is no need to draw

a line of class demarcation between them; that the social democratic

idea of the petty bourgeois nature of the peasantry— that distin-

guishes it from the proletariat— is false." 33 Lenin, on the other

hand, insists on clearly drawn demarcations. Only when the class

bases of the party are secure, can the party proceed to maneuver with

other social classes.

To those who stand outside of the tradition, the organic connec-

tion between a Communist Party as conceived by Lenin and the

proletariat may hardly seem obvious. Since all final authority is con-

centrated in the hands of a few men, as often as not of non-

proletarian origin, who do not feel obliged to consult the actual

proletarians (as opposed to the proletariat) in making important

decisions, the connection may indeed seem most tenuous. To those

within the tradition, however, the a priori belief in the organic con-

nection between the Communist Party and the proletariat lies at the

very heart of the faith. The faith does, however, require certain vis-

ible signs. However little the party may heed the will of the actual

proletarians, the existence of an industrial proletariat, however small,

and the existence of some actual relationship between the proletariat,

or part of the proletariat, and the party are considered essential to

the party's continued existence. The Communist Party can no more
'

survive its proletarian base than the head can survive the body.

Where the party's relations with the proletariat are weak, it is the

party's first and paramount duty to strengthen these relations.

To those who stand outside of the tradition, it may also seem

obvious that insofar as the October Revolution was the work of the

masses at all, the peasantry played quite as important a role as the

industrial proletariat. The point is, however, that factory workers

did play a visible role, and this fact makes all the difference in the

world since it satisfied the demands of doctrine.

Thus, we find that the dogma of the proletarian base is no ad-
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ventitious element within the Marxist-Leninist tradition which can

change with every change in party line.\lt is rather part of the vital

core of faith which cannot be violated without casting doubt on

the party's very bases of authority.(The question of the legitimiza-

tion of authority is one which no political system can ignore, nor is

it a point^on which Trotsky can adopt one point of view and Stalin

another, 3

C During the 1920-192 7 period, the question of the proletarian

I base in China did not assume an acute form. A Chinese proletariat,

I small as it was, did exist and, for the most part, prove amenable to

\ Communist leadership. On the other hand, when the peasant move-

Jment began to develop with unexpected elan after 1925, the Kremlin

V^was prepared by its Leninist background to take advantage of it.

Having a firm basis in the urban proletariat, the party could exert

itself in the countryside within the framework of the Kuomintang.

Such was the background of the famous statement in the Resolutions

of the Seventh Plenum of the ECCI of November 1926, to the effect

that the agrarian problem constituted the central content of the bour-

geois democratic revolution.34 Similar statements were to appear in the

Resolutions of the Eighth Plenum of the ECCI, of the August

Seventh Emergency Conference, and of the Sixth Congress of the

Chinese Communist Party. It is this type of statement which is

adduced as prime proof that the whole Maoist development of

Chinese Communism was planned in advance by Moscow.

This interpretation rests on a complete confusion of two elements

which are kept clearly distinct, in anv Communist party line
;
[namely,

the ^'content'' or ^central problem" of a given revolutionary stage

and the class forces of the revolution/The content of a revolution, as

already pointed out, designates the tasks to be accomplished by a

given revolution. The "class forces" designate the classes which are

destined to accomplish these tasks. It is thus false to leap to the con-

clusion that simply because the agrarian revolution is the central

problem of the revolution, the peasantry can be the central revolu-

tionary class or— what is even more incredible— that the Com-

munist Party can base itself squarely on the peasantry. Actually,

the statement that "the agrarian question is the basis of the

bourgeois democratic revolution" was first used by Lenin himself, at

the time of the 1905 revolution.35 Even though he conceded to the
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peasantry a certain creative function at the time, he never for a

moment meant to imply that the peasantry would play a central

role. On the contrary, it was only by allying itself with the prole-

tariat that the peasantry could hope to realize the agrarian revolu-

tion. Otherwise, it would fall victim to the Russian bourgeoisie

which was not at all interested in bringing about agrarian revolution.

To Lenin, the fact that the agrarian problem was the central prob-
J

lem of the revolution by no means signified that the peasantry wai I

the central class of the revolution. m J

In 1926, when the Seventh Plenum of the ECCI speaks of the

agrarian problem as the central problem of the revolution, it is still

committed to the view that this problem is to be met through the

vehicle of the Kuomintang, a coalition of four classes. All these

classes together would presumably cooperate to liquidate feudalism

in the countryside. Again, in May 1927, Stalin states at the Eighth

Plenum of the ECCI that "the agrarian revolution constitutes the

foundation and content of the bourgeois democratic revolution." He
adds, however, "that the Kuomintang in Hankow and the Hankow
government are the center of the bourgeois revolution." 36 The

presumption is that the agrarian revolution will be carried forward

by the three classes which presumably form the base of the

Kuomintang.

After the break with the Wuhan government, the Emergency

Conference of August 7 again declares the agrarian problem to be

the crux of the bourgeois revolution.37 Now, however, the necessity

of the hegemony of the proletariat is unequivocally stated. The
peasantry and the petty bourgeoisie are in theory still conceded

some limited political role under the banner of the Kuomintang but

it is made quite clear that the ruling role will be played by the

proletariat itself.(After the final abandonment of the Kuomintang

banner, in September 1927, it was assumed, as has been pointed out,

that the proletariat would alone guide and direct the agrarian revolu-

tion in spite of the fact that the new line envisaged a "democratic

dictatorship of the workers and peasants." The peasants would, to

be sure, be allowed a voice in the Soviets, but basic policies were to

be made by the Communist Party, the organ of the proletariat, and

not by the Soviets. The peasantry could furnish revolutionary motive

power, but the direction of this motive power would lie with the L
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' proletariat. The peasantry would have no separate political voice of

its own. \

The Resolutions of the Ninth Plenum of the ECCI, the Sixth

Comintern Congress, and the Sixth Congress of the Chinese Com-
munist Party all devote a great deal of space to a consideration of

the agrarian problem. They all repeat the assertion that the agrarian

problem is the main content of the revolution— and all insist on

the hegemony of the proletariat. Thus, the Resolutions of the Sixth

Comintern Congress state that "the problem of the agrarian revolu-

tion constitutes the axis of the bourgeois democratic revolution in

China." 38 At the same time, it insists that "the peasants can achieve

their emancipation only under the direction of the proletariat just as

the proletariat can lead the bourgeois democratic revolution to vic-

tory only in alliance with the peasantry." 39 Lest we suspect that the

word "proletariat" is simply used as a synonym for the Communist

Party, the "Resolutions" proceed to insist that "communist parties

in colonial and semicolonial countries must become truly communist

in their social composition . . . The party must improve its social

composition by concentrating particular attention on the creation of

party cells in the main branches of production, the main factories

and railroad shops." 40

The Resolution on the Land Problem and the Resolution on the

Peasant Problem of the Sixth Congress of the Chinese Communist

Party have, however, become the main source of evidence that the

whole Maoist development of Chinese Communism was planned in

advance in Moscow. These Resolutions are, it is true, much more

detailed than any previous discussion of the Chinese agrarian prob-

lem. They echo within their pages a weighty discussion which had

arisen among Soviet theoreticians concerning the nature of Chinese

rural society and they endorse the final Stalinist solution of this

theoretical controversy. Ostensibly, they establish a detailed policy

to guide the party in its dealings with various strata of peasant

society. Actually, their directives on this subject are much more

ambiguous than might appear at first glance, and the degree to which

they became guides to action is highly questionable.

In the theoretical sphere, the Resolutions, on the one hand, reject

the Trotskyist claim that capitalist relations have already extended

into the village economy.41 On the other hand, they reject in toto
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the claim of Madyar, Wittfogel, and others that Chinese society is an

example of what Marx referred to as an Asiatic society (a society in

which property is "weak" and in which the bureaucracy is itself

the ruling class).42 Instead, i t insists that "Chinese peasants suffer

a combined feudal and capitalist mode of exploitation.'
1 10 I Ills

analysis was, of course, a corollary ot the new line which proclaimed

that the feudal classes and the bourgeoisie were now in alliance with

each other. The dominant force in the rural areas was, however, the

feudal element. The word "feudal" is nowhere denned and its use

was to give rise within the next few years to volumes of theoretical

controversy. For various reasons, however, the Stalinist leadership

clung to this term almost convulsively and in China it was used to

refer to all those economic and social phenomena which cannot be

understood in terms of a Western system of private property. The

phrase "semifeudal" is used to indicate the fact that private property

relations exist side by side with "feudal relations."

Feudalism is maintained in China by foreign imperialism which

inhibits the emergence of a capitalist type of industrialization in

China. "Imperialism has used these feudal remnants as instruments

for carrying on exploitation . . . This system of exploitation mani-

fests itself in the form of a close alliance between foreign finance

capital and Chinese usurious commercial capital." 44

In the strategic sphere, the Resolutions call for a total expropria-

tion of all landlords as representatives of feudal land relations. The

rich peasantry are the representatives of capitalism in the village,

but also tend to engage in feudal modes of exploitation. Where they

have maintained the revolutionary potentialities, they may become

allies of the revolution. Where they "waver between revolution and

counterrevolution," they should be "neutralized." An alliance should

be maintained with the middle peasants while the poor peasants and

hired hands should form the "main force" of the revolution in the

village as prescribed by Lenin.45 Much of this, it can be seen, is taken

directly from the writings of Lenin on the agrarian problem.

The strongest arguments in favor of the contention that the

Sixth Congress^ contemplated the Maoist development of Chinese

^oTrTrmmTsnT is its position on guerrilla warfare in the countryside.

For the first time, this Congress lent its limited approval to the type

of guerrilla warfare being carried on by Mao Tse-tung on Chingkan-

V
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.shan,46 although it added that such warfare must "begin with the

spontaneous demand of the masses and must be carried on simul-

taneously with propaganda and agitation." One need not seek far to

find the reason for this kindlier attitude toward such activities. The

situation in China at the time of the Sixth Congress was extremely

bleak and the precarious pockets of resistance created by Mao
Tse-tung, Ho Lung, Hsii Hai-tung, and others constituted the only

positive development within the movement. The party was not so

rich in successes at the time that it could afford to repudiate any

encouraging signs in any quarter.

We must again ask, however, does the Sixth Congress's approval

of this type of activity as one legitimate form of activity imply the

prior endorsement of the whole Maoist development of Chinese

Communism? We must reply, I think, in the negative. The Sixth

Congress prescribed proletarian hegemony within the agrarian move-

ment in no uncertain terms and made it amply clear that proletarian

hegemony could be achieved only by recapturing the party's prole-

tarian bases. The very passage of the Resolution on the Peasant

Question which endorses guerrilla activities adds the significant

reservation that "the spontaneous guerrilla warfare of the peasants in

various provinces and districts can be a starting point in the national

victories mass revolt only on the condition that it is carried out in

alliance with a new revolutionary wave among the proletariat in the

,_£ities" 47 (emphasis my own). "The consolidation of working class

leadership among the peasantry," it adds, "is a prerequisite to the

success of the agrarian revolution." 48

When we turn to the Political Resolution of the Sixth Congress

the evidence becomes overwhelming. In seeking reasons for the

" trough" in the development of the revolution, the Resolution points

to the fact that "the number of those participating in the revolution

is still insufficient and the urban proletariat has _not yet been able to

overcome the obstacles to its own victory." 49'

cThe fact that, in gen-

eral, the congress took a most conservative view of the possibilities

of peasant guerrilla activities when considered in the total revolu-

tionary picture is amply proved by the sober phraseology in which

it described those activities.:' "The small worker and peasant armies

which are still in existence promise to become an important factor

in the new revolutionary rise." 50 What is more, the Resolution
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specifically censures tendencies which had appeared in the agrarian

struggle to underestimate the importance of proletarian leadership:

"In certain sectors of the agrarian struggle an inclination has arisen

to treat lightly the leadership of the urban proletariat. All such

deviations within the party must be strictly opposed." 51

In outlining the future tasks of the party, the Political Resolution

lays great stress on the importance of "proletarianizing the party."

"We must restore," it proclaims, "party branches which have been

destroyed and pay particular attention to the formation and develop-

ment of branches in large-scale industrial centers, for it is here that

the masses of the proletariat are concentrated. We must energetically

seek members among the workers and continue to draw the most

active elements among our worker comrades into the leadership

cadres of the party in order to proletarianize these cadres." 52 &XU
is the party's major task to win over the majority of the proletariat,

to win their support of the class vanguard, the Chinese Communist

Party, to have them trust the party and accept its directivesT\We

must pay more attention to the labor union movement, particularly

among the industrial proletariat, for it *'y nnly tfy** that we can

strengthen the hegemony of tl^e bml.p.tnri.at nvpr thp. fip.gsantrv" 53

(emphasis my own). This is still far from the time when the mere

presence of avowed Communist leaders in rural areas is considered

an adequate guarantee of proletarian hegemony.

In discussing the "Major Tasks of the Party in the Peasant

Movement," the Political Resolution repeats the admonition of the

Ninth Plenum of the ECCI that "the peasant movement in the

village be coordinated with the revolutionary labor movement in the

cities." 54 It adds the comment that "a peasant revolt unaccompanied

by a proletarian revolutionary movement is bound to fail . . . The

party must particularly emphasize activities among peasants in areas

close to commercial and industrial centers (Shanghai, Wuhan,

Canton, etc.)." 55

Lest we think that the word "proletariat" (literally, "property-less

class" in Chinese) is used here in a loose etymological sense simply

to imply poor people or "toilers," the ^Resolution on the Labor

Movement" v/arns that "particular attention must be paid to textile

workers, railroad workers, miners, tobacco plant workers, metallurgi-

cal workers, municipal workers, postal workers, etc. Recently a tend-
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ency has arisen among revolutionary workers to believe in the maxim
'the poorer, the easier,' to follow the path of least resistance and

concentrate on artisans, store clerks and other types of non-industrial

workers. The revolutionary unions must concentrate their activities

among whatever Chinese proletariat we have. To concentrate our

activities on workers In" small establishments merely serves the pur-

poses of the reactionary unions." 56
I

The same Resolution makes it "absolutely clear that the relations

between the Communist Party and the urban proletariat are organic

and indivisible. "We must correct," it insists, "all false ideas con-

cerning the relations of party and class; all ideas which tend to

regard the party as if it were a special force standing ahead of the

class and capable of helping and directing the class. Such ideas

completely ignore the fact that the party is simply the most conscious

anp! advanced element of the proletariat itself." 57

f^ Finally, the fact that the Sixth Congress confirmed Li Li-san and

[ Hsiang Chung-fa in the position of leadership is itself conclusive

\ proof that neither the party nor the Kremlin leadership had any

\ intention at this time of abandoning the task of recapturing the

I proletariat. Both of these men had been exclusively associated with

^4he labor movement in the past, and there was every reason to

assume that they would take their proletarian tasks most literally in

the future. Li Li-san had first won fame as a labor leader at the time

of the May Thirtieth incident, while Hsiang Chung- fa— one of

the party's few genuine proletarians— had risen through the ranks

of the All-China Labor Federation. 58 In spite of all the phrases con-

cerning the importance of the agrarian problem, we find no inclina-

tions in Moscow to cast the mantle of leadership over the obscure

shoulders of Mao Tse-tung, Chu Teh, Ho Lung, Hsu Hai-tung, or

other peasant leaders carrying on their precarious experiments in the

hinterlands. The content of the bourgeois revolution was agrarian.

It would, however, be led by the proletariat.
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What then were the mandates with which Li Li-san returned to

China in the latter months of 1928? He had, first of all, received

a mandate to complete the bourgeois democratic revolution— which,

it had been agreed, was basically an agrarian revolution. At the same

time, it had been made clear that the agrarian revolution could be

completed only under "proletarian hegemony" and that such "pro-

letarian hegemony" could be attained only when the Communist

Party recaptured its bases among the urban proletariat. Hence, in a

very real sense, the recapture of the urban proletariat was the first

task of trj,f p^ rfy The Comintern's optimistic torecast of a new revo-^"

lutionary tide seemed to guarantee success in the accomplishment of

this task.

He had also received a mandate to prepare for armed insurrection.

At the same time, he had not been given any clear indication of when

the time would come for passing over from preparation to action.

Since China was presumed to be standing at the beginning of a new

revolutionary wave, it was not unreasonable to construe any sign of

weakness on the part of the enemy— any falling out between the

Kuomintang and other military cliques, any economic crisis, any

unrest in town or country, or any "contradiction" among imperialist

powers— as a symptom of the new wave and a signal to action. If Li

Li-san failed to act when such opportunities arose, he might well be

accused of opportunist passivity. If he acted and failed, he could be

accused of "putschism," of premature judgment in calculating the

arrival of the new wave. ^
He had been given a mandate to prepare for an "initial victory!

in one or several provinces," but had been warned that "unless the\

conditions of a new revolutionary high tide already exist, such a I

victory cannot be realized." * *

If we are to understand the frantic behavior of Li Li-san during

his period of leadership, we must consider it in the light of these 1

4
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slippery directives. He may have indeed been ambitious to be-

^"come the "Stalin of China," he may have indeed been unspeak-

ably ruthless and unscrupulous in his dealings with others as Li

Ang charges, but there can be little doubt that he attempted to

realize his ambitions within the framework of the Comintern

line.

Immediately after his return from Moscow, however, he was con-

fronted with the same hard fact which had shattered the leadership

of Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai: the indifference of the urban proletariat . In spite

of the Comintern's postuianons, tne mood oi the Chinese working

class had not changed. What is more, (the mandate Li Li-san had

received to "prepare for armed uprisings" merely served to aggravate

the isolation of the party from the working classj lt is possible, as

Trotsky and Ch'en Tu-hsiu have suggested, that if the party had

made itself the mouthpiece of the economic needs of the proletariat,

it might have succeeded in weaning away segments of the workers

from the "Yellow Unions." However, while the Sixth Congress

"Resolutions" exhort the party to combine attention to the economic

demands of the workers with preparations for armed uprisings,2

the fact remains that one cannot prepare for armed insurrection

aimed at the overthrow of the state in the same manner in which

one prepares for a purely economic struggle.

Throughout the latter months of 1928 and the early months of

1929, the Li Li-san leadership stubbornly bent its efforts to the task

of recapturing its proletarian base. A "Report on the Sixth Congress"

of October 1928 states that "the Congress recognized that there is a

danger that the bases of our party may shift from the working class

to the peasantry and that we must make every effort to restore the

party's working-class base." 3 A party circular issued in November

adds that "the main object of our activities among the masses must

be the broad laboring masses in the city— particularly the industrial

workers. Without the leadership of the workers, there is little pros-

pect of victory in the village. Thus, the restoration of our urban

activities, particularly within the workers movement, is now the

party's most urgent task. Unfortunately, our union organizations

have been reduced to a minimum^, our party units in the cities have

been pulverized and isolated.\Nowhere in China can we find one

solid, industrial cell . . . Therefore, the Central Committee has
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now decided to concentrate its main strength in such industrial and

political centers as Shanghai, Wuhan, Nanking, T'ientsin, Dairen,

Harbin, etc3ln every province we must concentrate our main

strength in the important political and industrial centers . . . We
must not go to extremes and simply abandon rural activities in order

to carry on exclusively in the cities. Activities in the village should

not be ignored. Relatively speaking, however, greater emphasis must

be placed on urban activities." 4

This theme runs through almost every circular issued by the party

until the Second Plenum of the Central Committee of June 1929.

Yet Chou En-lai, Li Li-san's faithful lieutenant at tfnsjime, is forced

to report in April that ^at tne time of the Sixth Congress/the prole-

tariat still constituted ten percent of the party membership. TvJow

their proportion? Have been reduced to three percent . . . Labor

union activities are tending to revive but w^r have been unable to

gain control of the spontaneous activities of the workers." 5 The re-,

vival mentioned here was indeed a fact. One hundred and twenty

strikes had occurred in Shanghai alone during 1928 and this fact is I

often cited in Communist literature as a symptom of a rising revolu- /

tionary wave. Unfortunately, most of these strikes were carried on \

under the direction of the "Yellow Unions" and five-sixths of them t

were fought for better wages and shorter hours.6 Whatever strength
|

the "Red Unions" still had was rapidly being dissipated by the at-

tempts to force political strikes. And yet, if the leadership had con-

fined its attention to economic strikes, there were any number of

ambitious zealots within the party and in Moscow ready to seize

upon such action as an evidence of "reformism" and "Trotskyism."

In the face of this desperate situation, Li Li-san attempted to

defend his position by pointing to the difficulties inherent in the

objective situation. The workers, he maintained, were not simply

paralyzed with fear of the government's "white terror" but were

being lured away by the false promises of the "reformists," by the

deceptions of the Kuomintang "Yellow Unions," and by such groups

as Wang Ching-wei's "Reorganizationists" and T'an P'ing-shan's

Third Party. "Among the combination of forces now impeding the

revolution," he said, "the most important is the influence of the re-

formist mottos of the bourgeoisie." ? A circular of February 1929

complains that "the recent increase in activities of various bourgeois
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groups, particularly of the Wang Ching-wei-Ch'en Kung-po group

has had considerable influence on the broad masses . . . The influ-

ence of reformist deception has become the most serious problem in

the struggle of the masses." 8

Li even bolstered this defense by placing it within a theoretical

framework. The Comintern line maintained, it will be recalled, that

the feudal classes and the bourgeoisie were now united in a reaction-

ary alliance under the hegemony of world imperialism. At the same

time, it had been pointed out that this alliance was not a stable

alliance and the basic contradictions between these two classes still

existed. Li Li-san took advantage of this "dialectic formula" to stress

the element of contradiction between the bourgeoisie and the feudal

classes. The compradore-landlord class, represented by such groups

as the Kweilin military clique, was tied in with British and Japanese

imperialism. While "a momentary peace has been achieved between

these classes, the basic contradictions between the national bour-

geoisie and compradore-landlord classes remain. The bourgeoisie has

little prospect of gaining the upper hand within the anti-revolution-

ary camp." 9 Hence, "in its war against the feudal militarists, the

bourgeoisie must rely not only on its system of winning over warlords

but also on the support of the masses. This type of reformist propa-

ganda has won a broad influence among the masses since the failure

of the revolution." 10 Furthermore, he went on, American financial

imperialism, which was peculiarly subtle, was quite willing to counte-

nance a program of sham reform in China on the part of its bourgeois

puppets. 11

The Comintern, however, was in no way inclined to accept this

theoretical alibi. A letter from the ECCI to the Chinese Communist

Party dated February 9, 1929, censures this whole line of reasoning.

The world line of the Comintern, at this time, tended to conceive of

"imperialism" as a monolithic abstract force and was little inclined

to regard with favor attempts to draw distinctions between one

"imperialist power" and another. "Circular No. 65 of the Central

Committee of the CCP," it complains, "states that the policies of the

British and Japanese and the policies of the Americans are entirely

opposed. This is incorrect. The American policy toward China, like

that of the British and Japanese
;

is an imperialistic policy. The

difference lies only in the method of application. The American 'open
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door' policyjs not designed to remove China from a colonial status.

It is a liberal hypocrisy meant to prettify imperialist aggression.

America is unable to adopt the same methods as the British and

Japanese only because of present objective conditions." 12 If it was

incorrect to draw overfine distinctions between imperialists, it was,

of course, equally incorrect to overstress the contradictions in the

camp of the Chinese reactionaries. "The Chinese Communist Polit-

buro has incorrectly stated that 'the bourgeoisie is now planning to

administer a death blow to the gentry-landlord class.' This is an

exaggeration. Since 1927, the bourgeoisie has been in the anti-revolu-

tionary camp . . . There can be no talk of China developing along \

aKemalistpath!" 13

The ECCI letter thus refused to allow the Li Li-san leadership to

cover its failures with this excuse. At the same time, the Comintern

was still patient. It was still willing to concede that "the revolution-

ary wave is only at its beginning and we must not exaggerate the

weakness of reaction." It warned, however, that "the high tide is

coming and unless the Chinese Communist Party can strengthen its

own ranks in advance; unless it can strengthen its influence among

the industrial proletariat and guarantee the leadership of the

peasantry by the industrial proletariat, we shall not be able to take

advantage of these objective conditions . . . We must wipe out the

isolation of the party from the masses . . . Unless we have a solid

base in the working class, unless we have a broad organizational

base in various industries and labor unions, the Chinese Com-

munist Party will never win a position of hegemony in the Chinese

revolution." 14

Thus, Li was saddled more firmly than ever with the impossible

tasks imposed by the Sixth Congress and allowed no opportunity for

evasion. What is more, the Comintern's refusal to allow the Chinese

party to differentiate between various forms of "imperialism" made

it difficult for the party leadership to exploit the rising tide of

anti-Japanese resentment. On the contrary, in a confession of errors

which appeared fn a party circular of April 1929, the leadership

is forced to state that "we must encourage the masses to op-

pose imperialism, particularly American imperialism, for while the

masses can rather easily grasp the evils of Japanese and British

imperialism the crafty policy of the United States might easily
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lead the masses astray, particularly since they have been subject

to bourgeois reformist deception. We must therefore stress the ag-

gressive policies of the United States which wishes, as it were, to

suck the marrow of our bones and which is a hundred times worse

than Great Britain or Japan^^yhe Chinese party was thus hope-

lessly caught in the scissors between Comintern policy and Chinese

realities.

Its difficulties were further aggravated by Li Li-san's highhanded

behavior within the party, in his efforts to control directly through

his own machine all party organizations (the Youth Group, Red
Unions, etc.). 16 It must be observed, however, that while such be-

havior may in large measure reflect Li's despotic temperament, it

.was also partly a function of the situation in which he was involved.

The local party cells and union apparatus, closely involved as they

were in concrete activities, were only too acutely aware of the un-

reality of the Comintern estimate of the situation. They were thus

peculiarly inclined to disaffection\Chou En-lai complains in his

report of April 1929 that "the party branch organizations are in-

dulging in all sorts of deviations, sectarianisms and extreme demo-

cratic tendencies." 17jThe heterodox tendencies which had arisen

under the leadersrnpof Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai were now more prevalent than

ever. "Responsible comrades in T'angshan," Chou reports, "have

demanded that the Shunchih provincial committee called a confer-

ence of party members and that representatives be elected in propor-

tion to the number of party members per county ... At times,

comrades demand the right to discuss all questions with superior

organs or demand that the leading cadres be elected by the

masses." 18 The Kiangsu Committee leadership continued in its un-

ruly tradition and frequently took issue with the Li Li-san leader-

ship. 19 Finally, Ch'en Tu-hsiu, who still held his party membership,

was clamoring for the right of free discussion within the party. His

constant contention that the policy of "preparing for armed upris-

ings" was sheer folly 20 must have seemed most plausible to many

party members. In the face of this situation, Li Li-san, who was a

much more energetic and capable politician than his predecessor,

could maintain his power only by a constant and close control of all

party organs. He could not afford the luxury of even a semblance of

local autonomy.
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The Second Plenum of the Central Committee

The Second Plenum of the Central Committee of the Chinese

Communist Party summoned in June 1929 was evidently called for

the express purpose of confirming the Li Li-san leadership in its posi-

tion in the face of this most unpromising situation. Every effort is

made to show the complete identity of the policies pursued by Li

Li-san with the Comintern line. The Resolution of the Second

Plenum "is of the view that the Central Committee has correctly

applied the policies decided upon by the Sixth Congress." 21 The

"Resolutions" do indeed reaffirm all the directives and views of the

Sixth Congress as well as the corrections and amendments of the

February letter of the ECCI. They still announce in a spirit of offi-

cial optimism that "the whole revolutionary movement is on the

upswing." In proof, they point to the revival of the workers' struggle,

to the fact that "certain Soviet areas as well as the Red Army under

the command of Chu and Mao are still in existence," 22 to revolts of

,

troops, etc. At the same time, the Li Li-san leadership attempts to

protect itself against future difficulties by announcing that "it is

equally incorrect to maintain that the surge of the revolutionary

wave is very remote or that it is imminent." 23

The Plenum reasserts its acceptance of the Comintern's mandate

"to consummate the agrarian revolution" but also reaffirms the

necessity of proletarian hegemony. "Unless the party has a solid
^

foundation in the working class, particularly among the workers in

important industries and unless there are unions led by the party, the

party will not obtain the leadership of the revolution." 24

Also, in keeping with Comintern policy as decided at the Sixth

Congress the "Resolutions" state that "we should not limit ourselves

to the slogans of the daily economic struggle but advance resolutely

from minor struggles to large-scale insurrection, from economic

struggle to political struggle." 25 Any concentration on economic

struggles would be a deviation in the direction of the policies advo-

cated by Ch'en Tu-hsiu.

Finally, like the Sixth Congress, the Second Plenum is ready to

take full advantage of the guerrilla activities in the Soviet areas pro-

vided that the party's proletarian bases are assured. "We must lead

the guerrilla warfare, expand the Soviet areas and organize the Red
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Army." 26 It is now hinted, however, that henceforth the central

organs will play a more active role in controlling these activities.

"The Plenum is of the view," states the resolution, "that there has

been a lack of positive direction from the Central Committee con-

cerning these activities." 27

I

— Thus, the Second Plenum reconfirms Li Li-san in his position of

1 leadership and underlines the absolute identity between his policies

J

and the Comintern line. It does not, however, provide him with an

/ escape from his difficulties. The futile attempts to win away the

1 workers from the Yellow Unions or to control these unions by infil-

\ tration and to force street demonstrations and political strikes were

\to continue as in the past with less and less promising results.

^Nor was the Kremlin content to allow Li Li-san to rest in this

unpromising situation. We have no way of knowing whether the

stream of letters which the Chinese party received during this period

from the Executive Committee of the Comintern were inspired in

the highest quarters or whether they were prompted by circles of

Chinese and Russians in Moscow hostile to the Ii Li-san leadership.

Whatever may be the case, the fact remains that^Li Li-san was sub-

\ jected to unremitting pressure during his whole period of leadership,

> in spite of the fact thatChina had receded from the central focus

of the Kremlin's interestJThus, in October 1929, the Central Com-

mittee again received a letter from the ECCI calling for action. "The

Chinese crisis is deepening," it proclaims. "This is proved by new

wars among the militarists, contradictions among the imperialists,

the rise of Wang Ching-wei's 'reorganization' movement, adventurism

against the USSR, the deepening of the agrarian crisis, etc. . .

f
(There is a new tide swell in the labor movement. This marks the

I beginning of the new revolutionary tide." I^?hus, in the view of the

* V Comintern, the trough had finally come to an end and the new wave

^ /had finally begun. "We cannot of course predict at what tempo the

national crisis will assume a revolutionary form, but we must cer-

tainly prepare the masses and take steps to overthrow the landlord-

bourgeois regime and set up a dictatorship of peasants and workers

of the Soviet type. We must energetically promote a revolutionary

class struggle (in the form of political strikes, revolutionary demon-

strations, partisan warfare, etc.)." 29

The letter takes due note of the unexpected dynamism of the

1

A?
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soviet movement in Kiangsi. "The Soviet areas have been able to

maintain themselves and even to extend and consolidate their activi-

ties of late ... All these peasant activities have become an impor-/

tant side-current in the revolutionary wave, which will grow ant

merge into the national revolutionary movement." 30 Having takei

note of this development, however, the letter adds "that the mosj

correct and most important sign of the rising revolutionary wave h

still the rebirth of the labor movement. The labor movement has

finally extricated itself from the depression it entered after the seven

failures of 1927. The economic struggles of the proletariat in the]

form of strikes are now showing signs of passing over into political

struggles . . . Our most vital task at present is to take over the

leadership of the spontaneous economic and political struggles of

the proletariat. This task is still unsolved." 31 The task was unsolved

and was to remain unsolved. It can readily be seen, however, how

letters of this type which proclaimed the arrival of new high tides

and called for visible signs of success goaded the Li Li-san leadership

into frantic quests for new expedients.

Li Li-san and the Rise of the Soviet Areas

The latter months of T020 werp. however, marked by the emer-

gence of two new dynamic factors within the Communist movement:

tne soviet areas and the Red Army. In his history 01 tne Ked Army,

Chou En-lai states that "the descent of the armies of Chu and Mao
from Chingkanshan on the thirteenth of January, 1929, marks the

beginning of a spectacular historic development." 32 It was not until

autumn of the same year, however,33 that the Red Army began to

win striking successes. The forces of Chu and Mao had been rein-

forced bv those of P'eng Teh-huai in the winter of 1928 and later by

the troops of Ho Lung and others. The new strategy had begun to

reap results. While figures regarding the expansion of the Sovief)

areas and the growth of the Red Army and partisan bands are/

notoriously unreliable, there can be little doubt that during the

latter months of 1929 and the early months of 1930, "Soviet China"

began to emerge as a major dynamic force in the Chinese Communist

movement.

In considering the relations of the Comintern and of the Central

Committee to this new dynamic development, I think that we can
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.dismiss at the outset any notion that the succgssof Mao Tse-tung

-and C?nu Teh was the result of directives devised in Moscow or

Shanghai. I t is of course impossible to bring forth documentary

proof that their activities were not guided directly by the Central

Committee, but the nature of the circumstances argues strongly

against such a view. The movement operated in hinterland areas of a

country which enjoys only the poorest means of communication. It

operated in an area surrounded by enemy territory. Furthermore,

the type of partisan warfare which was leading the movement to

ever new successes was a type of warfare which demanded spot deci-

sions based on an intimate knowledge of local conditions and local

terrain. It thus could not be directed from the suburbs of Shanghai

or the offices of the Kremlin. Nor could the " Front Committee"

simply proceed according to the mechanical directives of the Sixth

Congress in implementing its agrarian reforms in local areas with all

their peculiar agrarian conditions.

The remoteness of the Kremlin from the rising Soviet movement

and its amazing lack of information is graphically illustrated by the

fact that an Inprecorr bulletin of March 1930 carries a long obituary

on the death of Mao Tse-tung who is alleged to have died of con-

sumption! 34 A similar amazing bit of ignorance is displayed in

Stalin's report at the Sixteenth Congress of the Communist Party

of the Soviet Union held in June 1930. "It is said," Stalin states,

"that a Soviet government has already been created there! I think

that if this is true, there is nothing surprising in it."
35 Trotsky

seizing upon this statement exclaims: "There is nothing surprising

in the fact that in China a Soviet government was created about

which the Chinese Communist Party knows nothing and about whose

political physiognomy the highest leader of the Chinese revolution

can give no information!" This bit of hearsay which Stalin repeats

may be based on the establishment of the Kiangsi Provincial Soviet

Government in February 1930. Whatever may be the case, however,

one hardly derives from this statement the impression that Stalin

was sagaciously directing the partisan warfare in Hunan and Kiangsi.

We can therefore assume, I think, that the new power arising in

Hunan and Kiangsi owed little to the direction of Shanghai or

Moscow. It is equally important to note that this movement was de-

yplnpinpr inHpppnHpnf pnwpr hs^s nf its pwn As a result of its
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control of an army, the con+ rfl] r f orntnrm fop.sPs. and the control

of a peasant population from whirh it rnnlH lpyy revenues, the powef

of the "Front Committee" Hid not rest solely on the capricious man -

glates of Shanghai and Moscow._It is no wonder that the Chu Ten",

Mao Tse-tnnpf group wpre later to be known within the Communist
party as the "Real Power Faction." 36

~

The very fact, however, that the leaders in the hinterlands enjoyed

independent sources of power could not but produce doubts and

suspicions in Shanghai.Utis safe to assume that the tensions which

were to arise between Front Committee leaders and Shanghai were

based not simply on ideological considerations but also on sheer

power conflict. The two elements were, to be sure, inextricably tied

together, j

In general, Li Li-san 's attitude was predicated on the Comintern

line. Giieiulla activities in the hinterlands were legitimate and "could

merge with the national revolution." 37 The growth of the Red Army
and of the Soviet areas was to be"*welcomed so long as thev were

actively led by the urban proletariat. Until the movement began to

show signs ot unusual dynamism in tRe latter months of 1929, Li

Li-san neither exaggerated nor underestimated its importance. In a

letter of November 1928 to the party he points to the error of ignor-

ing the peasantry but warns that "as a result of the particular

development of the struggle in the countryside during the past year;

and the fact that peasants now constitute seventy to eighty percent

of our party membership, the peasant mentality is now reflected in

our party . . . The Communist Party acknowledges that the peas-

antry is an ally of the revolution. At the same time, it recognizes

that the peasantry is petty bourgeois and cannot have correct ideas

regarding socialism; that its conservatism is particularly strong and]

that it lacks organizational ability. Only a proletarian mentality can!

lead use onto the correct revolutionary road. Unless we proceed to

correct the dangers involved in this peasant mentality, it may lead to
j

a complete destruction of the revolution and of the party." 38̂ H>r^'

Li stands, of course, on the flrnjinHg nf mmpMp orthpdoxv
T |

After the October letter of the ECCI had announced lhe arrival

of the new revolutionary wave, Li Li-san was, of course, forced to

seek signs of its approach. The swelling "side-current" of the Soviet

movement was, however, the only sign to be noted. It was thus his
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problem to take full advantage of this "side-current" and use it for

the purposes of the national revolution without falling prey to

"peasant deviationism" or without subordinating the power of the

Central Committee to the power of the Front Committee.

It is against this background, I think, that we must view the deci-

sion to call the "Conference of Delegates from Soviet Areas" held in

the suburbs of Shanghai on May 30, 1930. Developments had pro-

ceeded so rapidly that on February 7, 1930, a Provincial Soviet gov-

ernment was already established in Kiangsi 39 and similar regimes

were soon established in Fukien and Kwangsi. These developments

could constitute both an opportunity and a danger.[lf Li Li-san could

control them firmly, they could be used to further the establishment

of the type of Soviet regime which both he and the Comintern en-

visaged— namely, a regime with a given territorial base controlled

from urban, proletarian bases within that base or, if necessary, out-

side of it. Uncontrolled by the urban proletariat, however, such a

regime might degenerate into a petty bourgeois regime uncontrolled

by the cities. Such was both the ideological and political dangerTjk

('

Current party literature concerning the question of the Soviet gov-

ernment made this point amply clear. Li Li-san writes in the Red
Flag of March 29 that "simply to rely on the Red Army to take one

or several provinces in order to set up a national revolutionary

regime would be a most serious error. Not only is such an idea pre-

posterous but it might even lead us to neglect our most vital activity

— the organization of the workers' struggle and the organization of

political strikes by armed workers' units. The villages are the limbs

of the ruling class. The cities are their brains and heart. If we cut

out their brains and heart, they cannot escape death; but if we

simply cut off their appendages, it will not necessarily kill them." 40

Li refers bitterly to a growing deviation in the party based on the

feeling that "forces of the peasantry, particularly of the Red Army,

have far outstripped the forces of the workers." Li Li-san firmly

opposes this deviation which he attributes to a "lack of faith in the

strength of the working class." 41

We are somewhat surprised to find that at this time Li even re-

jected the very strategy he was later to sanction in the attack on

Changsha. The thought had already occurred to many that ttte

obvious way of wiping out the "uneven development" between the
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countryside and the city was fag w fV>p pemm »f th o ff od Army tn

capture urban bases. In April 1930, Li still emphatically opposed

such suggestions.
"Unless we have trie industrial cities and industrial

zones," he states, "we shall never gain a victory in one or several

provinces. All talk of 'encircling the city with the country' or of

relying on the Red Army to take the cities is sheer nonsense!" 42

The implication that the proletariat must be rescued by a peasant

army is monstrous derogation of the leading role of the urban

proletariat.

These views were further amplified in a reply to a letter from a

correspondent to the Red Flag printed a few days before the opening

of the Conference of Delegates from the Soviet Areas. The corre-

spondent had naively suggested that "rather than continuing to

expend our strength in the cities we ought to apply it in the country

where we shall certainly be more effective. After we have consoli-

dated our positions in the country we can then surround the cities

and besiege them." Li Li-san replied with great heat. He refused to

consider any assumption that the urban proletaiian movement was

lagging behind the peasant movement on the ground that such an

assumption was "incorrect on principle ... It is not that the revo-

lutionary spirit of the proletariat is more backward than that of the

peasantry but that in the cities the workers have to contend with

more formidable reactionary forces . . . You seem to think that

the struggle of the peasants can be isolated from the struggles of the

city proletariat." He then proceeded to demonstrate that the Soviet

movement in Hupeh could survive only because "the growing acute-

ness of the workers' struggle in Wuhan has not allowed the Wuhan
militarists to divert large sectors of their army from Wuhan ... All

talk of encircling cities is so much hollow bluff." Finally, "the lead-

ing role of the proletariat in the revolutionary struggle is not simply

a basic principle in the line of any proletarian party but is, in fact,

the only guarantee of the success of the revolution. The Proletariat

is the leader of the revolution— the peasantry is its ally. No strate-

gic line can ever depart from this principle." AZ

What then was the attitude in Moscow at this time? An article by

Pavel Mif, Russia's most eminent "China_ expert" and a man
destined to play an important role in unseating Li Li-san, printed in

the Pravda issue of April 28, differs on no essential point from Li
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Li-san's views. Mif lays great stress on the rising wave of strikes in

China and claims without any factual basis that "the role of the red

unions is growing^" He does indeed point to the spread of the parti-

san movement and to the fact that "a certain centralization of lead-

ership" has taken place in the Soviet areas. He hastens to add, how-

ever, that these partisan wars are still inadequate and still display a

"lumpen proletariat basis." "What is most important, the proletarian

hegemony of the growing; partisan movement has still not been ade-

quately assured . . .[it is true that in most cases, Communists

stand at the head of the fighting troops. It is true that in these de-

tachments there are proletarian layers although not in any signifi-

cant number. It is true that the party is sending advanced workers

into the combat areas of the partisan troops in order to help organize

a Soviet structure. We cannot, however, ignore the fact that the

partisan movement is developing in areas far removed from the basic

industrial centers and that the problem of the leadership of the

peasant movement by the workers is still far from solved." 44

j
In a discussion of the forthcoming Conference of Delegates from

the Soviet Areas which appears in Inprecorr on May 22, Ivin states

that that the main problem of the conference will be "to establish

the closest connections between the partisan actions and the activi-

ties of the industrial proletariat . . . Powerful as the partisan

movement already is at present, the counterrevolution which stands

under the protection of the imperialists in the industrial and trading

centers cannot be finally crushed with the partisan forces of the

Chinese village and the small districts alone. Without being burst

from within, without the revolt of the industrial proletariat which

must have the hegemony of the revolutionary movement not only

in the town but also in the village, the main stronghold of the

counterrevolution cannot be captured." 45

f* It is thus evident that among the main objectives of the Confer-

J ence of Delegates from the Soviet Areas were the establishment of

]
a closer coordination between activities in the cities and activities in

/ the Soviet areas and, above all, the achievement of a greater degree

\pf "proletarian hegemony" within the Soviet areas, (it is significant

that the "Joint Call for a Conference of Delegates from the Soviet

Areas" of February 25, 1930, was issued jointly by the Central

Committee and the all-China Labor Federation, thus underlining the
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proletarian origin of the invitation,
j
The conference drew up prelim-

inary plans for the establishment of a Soviet government and en-

acted a series of land laws and labor laws.46 The land laws were par-

ticularly radical in tone and even contemplated the establishment of

collective farms within the Soviet areas.47 The inclusion of this "so-

cialist" measure was later to be part of the bill of accusation against

Li Li-san. At the time, however, it undoubtedly seemed to be one of

the ways of assuring "proletarian hegemony" within the Soviet areas.

Was not Stalin assuring proletarian hegemony in the countryside by

similar methods? Did not all Comintern resolutions on China con-

template a "growing over" into socialism?

The Red Flag, in its account of the accomplishments of the con-

ference, states that "it stressed the importance of proletarian leader-

ship and emphasized the importance of preparing for armed upris-

ings in the cities ... At the same time, it repudiated the incorrect

line of neglecting the leadership of the city and concentrating ex-

clusively on the 'encirclement of the city by the country' through

attacks on the cities by Red Army forces." 48 —7
We shall consider in a later chapter the extent to which Li Li-san /

was actually able to make his will effective within the Soviet areas./

The conference itself, however, did not bring him a whit closer to theV

establishment of a Soviet regime as he conceived of such a regime. V
The urban proletariat simply did not rise.

~~*~'^

The month of June thus found the Li Li-san leadership straining

every nerve to find new expedients in the face of constant Comintern

pressure. The famous Politburo letter of Tnnp tt
j

whirh finally set

the stage for the attack on Changsha, accurately reflects their mood

of desperation. Bearing the title "The New Revolutionary Wave and

the Initial Victory in One or Several Provinces," it marks a decided

shift in Li Li-san's attitude on the question of Red Army attacks on

urban centers. Ostensibly, Li had not changed his previous views re-

garding the relations of citv and coiintrvsir^eTThe letter still ex-

plicitly attacks the notion of "enveloping the city from the country,"

and the idea that the "cities can simply be captured by the Red

Army." 49 It still insists on the necessity and even the priority of

armed uprisings by the proletariat within the cities. Having made all

these concessions to consistency, however, the letter significantly

adds that "in view of China's peculiar political and economic condi-
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tions, a rising wave in the proletarian struggle unaccompanied by

peasant risings, army rebellions, and powerful offensives of the Red
Army [emphasis my own] and lacking a proper disposition of every

type of revolutionary force, cannot lead to a revolutionary vic-

tory." 50LFor the first time we find the Red Army mentioned as a

vital factor in the revolution. It may be true that the revolutionary

wave must begin with armed uprisings in the cities, but is there any

reason why such uprisings should not be supported by Red Army
attacksjj"It must be the Red Army's aim to create a proper coordi-

nation with armed uprisings in important urban centers, capture

them, and establish a national revolutionary government." 51 From

here one can, if necessary, proceed a step further, (tjnay, after all,

not be absolutely necessary for the Red Army attack to follow

insurrections in the cities. Since a revolutionary situation exists, since

the urban proletariat is ripe for insurrection, an assault by the Red

Army may itself provide the spark to ignite an insurrection! It

would thus be not so much a case of capturing the cities wim the

Red Army as using Red Army attacks to set in motion the insurrec-

tionary forces already existing within the cities. The priority of

urban insurrections need not necessarily be a priority in point of

time.

Unfortunately, however, the concepts of strategy which had de-

veloped among the Red Army leaders were an obstacle to the most

effective use of the Red Army forces. "One of the main obstacles

we face," complains the letter, "is the 'guerrilla conception' which

has prevailed in the Red Army— the notion that cities should be

attacked but not taken, and the lack of determination to set up a

Soviet regime in the cities. ^Th^s is a reflection of peasant mentality

which has nothing in common with our present line." 52 \

The full measure of Li Li-san's desperation, his frantic need for

new expedients, can best be observed in the rather novel attempt he

makes to link the destiny of world Communism to the destiny of the

Chinese revolution. "China," states the letter, "is the world's greatest

colony . . . China is the weakest link in the chain of world capital-

ism ... All the contradictions of imperialism are concentrated in

China." 53 It thus follows that any revolution in China is bound to

act as a spur to world revolution. Since by the Cominternj own

postulation, the world revolution had now entered onto its tETnJr
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firm] gtagp
;
{heChinese revolution could play a vital role in bringmg^

ahr^f the fln^j world socialist revolution. L!on^lsblV,"However, since

the imperialists were likely to throw their full forces against any

Chinese revolution which had won a victory in one or several prov-

inces, it would be difficult to maintain this victory without the sup-

port of the world proletariat and of the already victorious proletariat

of the Soviet Union." 54

Basically, of course, this theoretical analysis, which was later to

win Li such thorough condemnation, was designed to justify an

appeal for aid from the Soviet Union and the forces of world Com-

munism: since the Chinese revolution was so vital to the whole world

picture, it deserved the aid of the Soviet Union and of world Com-

munism. What Li probably contemplated here was perhaps some-

thing in the nature of the aid later received by Republican Spain.

While this appeal may not have met with any great enthusiasm in

Moscow at the time, there is little evidence that it was regarded as

the monstrous error which it was later to become when the time came

to remove Li Li-san from power. At most, it may have been regarded

as an empty bit of revolutionary rhetoric such as can be found in the

literature of all communist parties.

Far from condemning the June 1 1 Politburo letter, an ECCI letter

of July 23 actually endorses its basic strategic suggestion. "The new

upsurge in the Chinese revolutionary movement," the Comintern

communication proclaims, "has become an indisputable fact ... In

the initial stages there is a certain weakness, namely the fact that the

fighting masses cannot at the very beginning occupy the industrial

centers." Having pointed out this difficulty, the letter goes on to

suggest that the Red Army he stren gth""*'* gn fliat "i" fhfx future^

according to political and military circumstances, one or several too-

litical or industrial centers can be occupied" (emphasis my own).55 ^
~ The Comintern thus clearly endorses Li Li-san's new conception

of Red Army attacks on cities. All that was now necessary was to

await the most favorable political and military circumstances for

such attacks.
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Changsha

Favorable circumstances soon presented themselves. Chiang Kai-

shek and Feng Yu-hsiang were at this time involved in bitter conflict

and Ho Chien, the Kuomintang chairman of the Hunan provincial

government was forced to send part of his own forces to help Chiang

in his battles. Thus, Changsha, a city located close to the Soviet

areas, where an "initial victory" was most likely, suddenly found its

defenses greatly weakened.

The Fifth Red Army of P'eng Teh-huai attacked Changsha on

July 28 only to be driven out a few days later. Li Li-san did not

realize his ambition to become "Chairman of the Hunan-Kiangsi

Soviet Government" and his subsequent demand for an attack on
ruhan was simply ignored by the Red Army.

The failure of Changsha, like the Canton Commune, received a

[world press and was an event which Moscow could not ignore. It

ras undoubtedly this event above all else which set in motion the

^process which was to lead to Li Li-san 's final disgrace.

Nevertheless, the event did not produce an immediately violent

reaction in Moscow. On the contrary, the first news of the capture of

Changsha by the Red troops was greeted with great enthusiasm.

The August 7 issue of Inprecorr, evidently printed before the news

of Changsha's recapture, carries a rhapsodic article entitled "The

Occupation of Changsha," by Chieh Hua. "With the capture of

Changsha," it triumphantly proclaims, "there has commenced a new

chapter in the history of the Chinese revolution. It is the first time

since the Canton Soviet revolt in December 1927 that a great indus-

trial town is in the hands of the revolutionary workers. In the midst

of the Soviet village and small towns there now stands a big town

as the main point of support of their power. The leadership of the
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city proletariat in the whole revolutionary movement is strengthened

by this victory." * Even though the same Chieh Hua was forced to

announce the fall of Changsha a week later, he still spoke of it as a

"great step forward in the Soviet movement." 2

As late as August 10 an article in the Kommunisticheskii Interna-

tsional still states that "the Soviet movement must by the very logic

of its struggle direct itself to the capture of the industrial administra-

tive urban centers. Only on this condition can we achieve a thorough-

going and organized union between the proletarian and peasant

movement guaranteeing a leadership of the peasant millions by the

party of the proletariat." 3

We find here no awareness that Changsha was a monstrous strate-

gic error resulting from Li Li-san's "semi-Trotskyism." There was

no haste whatsoever in Moscow to condemn a strategy which it had

itself endorsed as late as July 23.

In China, however, Li Li-san's enemies were only too eager to

take advantage of his failures and only too eager to unseat him. His

own despotic personality combined with the costly failures that the

movement was suffering at his hands won him new enemies daily.

The Opposition Factions

3-

Most formidable among Li Li-san's enemies was still the party

elder statesman Ch'en Tu-hsiu. As a result of Ch'en's enormous pres-

tige Li had been forced to tolerate his presence within the party until

the very end of 1929 when he finally found an adequate pretext

for ridding himself of Ch'en's bold and annoying criticisms. •

The occasion was furnished by the attempts by Chang Hsiieh-

liang, the young warlord of Manchuria, to seize the Chinese Eastern

Railroad in the spring of 1929. In line with its general propaganda

policy, the Kremlin chose to regard this act as a sign of approaching

war against the Soviet Union and called upon all world Communist

parties to protect the Soviet Union. The Chinese party under Li

Li-san's leadership adopted the slogan "Protect the Soviet Union"

without the slightest hesitation.4

This slogan, however, provided the Nationalist Government with

an excellent propaganda weapon against the Communists. The

Soviet Union's interest in the Chinese Eastern Railway was, after all,
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a special privilege of the old imperialist type. Chang, whatever his

failings, was, after all, a Chinese leader defending Chinese sov-

ereignty against a foreign power. By calling upon its followers to

protect the Soviet Union, the Communist Party was asking the

Chinese people to protect the special interest of a foreign power.

Bearing all this in mind, on August 3, 1930, Ch'en Tu-hsiu ad-

dressed an open letter to the Central Committee in which he frankly

criticized the slogan. As far as the average Chinese was concerned,

he contended, the slogan "Protect the Soviet Union" was too ab-

stract. It might easily be misunderstood and might eventually

strengthen the hand of reaction. In its place, he suggested that the

party adopt the slogan "Oppose the Kuomintang's Mistaken Policy."

Here, the emphasis would lie on the errors of the Kuomintang rather

than on the notion of protecting a foreign power.5

It is not impossible, of course, that beneath these openly stated

reasons there lurked a growing coolness on Ch'en 's part toward the

Soviet Union itself and perhaps a suspicion that its claims were not

without imperialist taint.

Whatever may have been the case, however, this letter provoked

a furious retort from the Central Committee. This in turn led to

spirited rebuttal on Ch'en's part in which he laid bare all his griev-

ances against the party leadership and the party line.

It was now no longer possible for Ch'en to continue within the

party and Li Li-san was finally provided with the opportunity of

ridding himself of his inveterate enemy. This was to prove a ques-

tionable gain, however, for Ch'en was soon able to gather about him-

self a group of disgruntled oppositionists, more or less committed

to a Trotskyist line (some of them had but recently returned from

the Sun Yat-sen University in Moscow). While many of the more

dogmatic young Trotskyists regarded Ch'en with some suspicion as

the former executor of Moscow's "opportunist" policy, they never-

theless united with him in December 1929 to issue a manifesto which

was to exercise a strong pull on disaffected elements still within the

party.

The manifesto, entitled "A Statement of Our Views" 6
is strongly

influenced by Trotsky's current line on the Chinese situation. The

fact, however, that it is written by Ch'en Tu-hsiu— a man of great

historic stature in the Chinese movement— and that it is written
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with considerable knowledge of the concrete conditions in China,

gives it a relevance which it certainly would not have had if it had

merely been another Trotskyist tract.

(
Like Trotsky, Ch'en insists that Chinese society is now under the

sway of capitalism rather than of feudalisnlA Feudalism, in fact, has

not existed in China for centuries since free alienation of land is in-

compatible with feudalism. The T^uomintang is now simply the party
|

of the bourgeoisie.7

The coming socialist revolution can be consummated only by the

proletariat at the head of the nonproletarian masses and not by any J

"dictatorship of workers and peasants." 8 This revolution, however,^/

still lies well in the future. At the present time China finds itself in

a protracted revolutionary trough. The imminent new revolutionary

wave postulated by the Comintern is a fantastic mirage.9 During this

trough period, the party must bend all its efforts to the recapture of

its proletarian bases. It can do this, however, only by associating

itself with the daily economic struggles of the workers and by de-

manding from the victorious bourgeoisie a greater degree of political

democracy in the form of a democratically elected national assembly.

All talk of uprisings must be eschewed.10

Like all Trotskyist literature of this period, this pamphlet shows a

belated appreciation of the value of "inner party democracy" but

fails to explain how such democracy can be achieved in a party in

which unlimited effective power is concentrated at the center.11

The most effective appeal of the "Statement" undoubtedly lay in

its attack on Li Li-san's policy of political strikes and "preparation

for uprisings." It was this attack which made it immediately relevant

to the situation in which the party was involved. "The worker com-

rades in our party feel more and more," it complains, "that the

party's policies and practices are absolutely unsuited to the present

needs of the masses . . \~The party's ties to the proletarian masses

are nonexistent . . . We must associate ourselves with the economic

struggles of the masses." x
Jj,

The influence of this type of criticism on the party ranks was evi-

dently so great that the Politburo letter of June 1 1 speaks of "right-

ist tendencies" as the most serious obstacle to the "implementation

of the Comintern line." 13 It seems to have evoked a deep response

particularly in those circles of the Communist Party most closely
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associated with labor activities and most familiar with the real prob-

lems of the workers.

It was precisely in these circles that there emerged a distinct fac-

tion during the latter months of 1930.
14 Led by Ho Meng-hsiung,

the chairman of the traditionally rebellious Kiangsu Provincial

Committee, and Lo Chang-lung, a veteran labor leader, this group

was particularly embittered by the effects of the official policy on

the Red Unions, as weir as by Li Li-san's complete elimination of

every vestige of labor-union autonomy. Deeply committed as they

were to the struggle to win the worker away from the Yellow Unions,

how could they help but view with consternation the total disintegra-

tion of Communist influence among the urban workers? Unlike Ch'en

Tu-hsiu, however, this group was not inclined to break with the party

or with its Stalinist loyalties. Since the fault, in its view, lay solely

with the Li Li-san leadership, all would be well once it had managed

to gain control of the party apparatus.

Subsequent events were to show that there was little inner cohe-

siveness among these people and that they were motivated in no

small measure by private ambition. The group never seems to have

developed a distinct "theoretical analysis" of its own, but until Li

Li-san's fall from power it was held together by its opposition to his

suicidal labor policies.

Thgjnost formidable~an4-aggressive-threat to Li Li-san's power
,

however, came from quite another source: the "Returned Student

Clique." 15 This group of young men, known also among the party

veterans by other ironic appellations such as the "Twenty-eight

Bolsheviks," 16 wasUed by Wang Ming (Ch'en Shao-yu) and in-

cluded such men as CITin Pang-hsien (Po Ku), Shen Tze-min, Wang
Chia-hsiang, Ho Tse-shu, and Chang Wen-t'ien (Lo Fu"J7\It had

spent all the years since 1926 in study at the Sun Yat-sen Academy

in Moscow far from the stormy crises in wnicn tne unmese party had

been embroiled. At the academy, the group had distinguished itself,

above all, by the ardor with which it had defended the Stalinist

cause against all signs of heterodoxy among the academy's student

body and by its doglike devotion to the academy's director, Pavel

Mif.17 They were, in effect, Mif's proteges. Since Mif was at this

time the most eminent Stalinist "China expert" his patronage was a

matter of considerable weight.
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Thus we find that when Mif was appointed Comintern Delegate

to China in the spring of 1930, his young proteges accompanied him

back to China. Li Ang's portrayal of the attitude of the experienced

party veterans toward these young "Bolshevik" newcomers has a

genuine ring of psychological authenticity. "These fellows," he says,

"were all young students who, needless to say, had made no con-

tribution whatsoever to the revolution. While we were carrying on

the revolution they were still suckling at their mothers' breasts

. . . These men who were infants in terms of their revolutionary

background were now sent back to be the leaders of the Chinese

Revolution!" 18

In spite of their unpopularity, however, their special connections

with the Comintern Delegate soon won them high positions in party

councils.

In accounting for their hostility to Li Li-san, primary weight must

be attributed, I think, to their youthful ambitions, to their exuber-

ant assurance that, having but recently returned from the center of

world revolution, they could "do things better." Considerable weight

must also be ascribed, I think, to the Comintern Delegate's resent-

ment of Li Li-san's determination to keep the reins of party control

in his own hands.

We have no evidence that any of them had previously represented

any strikingly new points of view in the Communist movement. On
the contrary, the few writings of Wang Ming which we have from

the period before Li Li-san's fall differ in no essential point from

what was later to be known as the "Li Li-san line."

Thus in a pamphlet entitled Armed Uprisings,19 written as early

as May 1928, Wang Ming turns in fury against all those who doubt

the feasibility of armed insurrections in China. In his conception of

the relations of the urban proletariat to the partisan movement in

the countryside, he does not depart by a hair from the later Li Li-san

policies which were, after all, the policies of the Comintern itself.

"Partisan warfare," he insists, "must be tied in with industrially

based uprisings . . . We must closely tie in this type of warfare

(guerrilla warfare) with the highest form of class struggle— the

armed uprising of the proletariat." 20 "In carrying out our task of

arming the masses we must pay greatest attention to the proletariat

of the industrial cities and must certainly not regard armed uprisings
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of the proletariat as simply a reflection of or supplement to partisan

warfare in the village. Whoever fails to realize that only the indus-

trial cities can form the organized centers of revolution, whoever fails

to realize that only the proletariat can provide the directing force

in our uprisings, simply has no understanding of the Marxist

strategy of insurrection." 21 He quotes Lenin to the effect that "the

party of the proletariat must never consider partisan war as its only

or most important tool. This tool must be subordinate to other tools

and must tally with those other tools." 22

Long before Li Li-san, he recommends the strategy of Red Army
attacks on urban centers. One of the main tasks of the Red Army, he

states, is to "occupy cities and unite with the revolutionary forces in

the city." 23

Lest we think that he may have later introduced striking modifica-

tions into his views, we should note that he asserted as late as May
15, 1930, that "the establishment of the Soviet government must,

without a doubt, begin with the capture of Wuhan." 24 In the same

article we find him attacking all "those who harbor doubts regard-

ing the rising tide of revolution on a world scale or in China in

particular." 25

tlf
Wang Ming's writings can be considered indicative of the views

prevalent among the "Twenty-eight Bolsheviks" (he was the undis-

puted leader of the group), we may assume that the general "line"

of this group differed little, if at all, from the views which guided the

actions of Li Li-san.
"" Some sources claim that Wang Ming vigorously opposed the Polit-

buro letter of June n.26 Unfortunately, we have no access to ma-

terials which would throw light on the content of his opposition or

inform us whether it concerned any major points of strategic policy.

If he favored an attack on Wuhan as late as May 15, the presump-

tion is strong that he did not oppose the letter's recommendation of

Red Army assaults on major cities. In general it is safe to assume, I

think, that this faction's opposition did not have its roots in the ideo-

logical sphere.

Some Japanese accounts of the inner party frictions of this period

mention the "Real Power Faction"— that is, the leaders of the

Soviet areas— as yet another faction hostile to the Li Li-san leader-

ship. The relations of the Soviet areas to the Li Li-san leadership will
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be discussed in greater detail in a later chapter. At present it will

suffice to point out that if these leaders represented a faction hostile

to the Central Committee, they were a silent faction quite content to

sabotage the leadership's policies in act rather than in word. We have

no evidence to indicate that the "Front Committee" leaders played

any important role in factional conflicts of the latter months of 1930

or that they made any serious attempt to capture the Central Com-

mittee apparatus.

Such, in brief, were the main forces of the opposition to Li Li-san's

leadership. None of these forces, however, constituted an important

threat until the failure of Changsha and the ignominious failure to

goad the Red Army into an attack on Wuhan had greatly reduced

Li's prestige and occasioned a grievous loss of "face." After July, the

tide of opposition began to mount steadily.

Toward the end of the summer of 1930, Mif, the patron of the

"Returned Student Clique," was finally able to impress the Kremlin

with the fact that all was not well in China. The result was the

despatch to China of Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai, who had managed to recover in

Moscow some of the prestige lost during his period of party leader-

ship. By his unswerving loyalty to Stalin, he had managed to win

for himself something of a reputation as a Stalinist authority on the

colonial question.27

Ch'ii was sent back to China for the express purpose of summon-

ing a meeting of the Central Committee to review the actions and

policies of the Li Li-san leadership. Presumably, this represented

something of a triumph for him. Unlike the young men of the

"Returned Student Clique," he was no callow youth without revo-

lutionary experience; unlike the Ho Meng-hsiung, Lo Chang-lung

faction, he was not without influence in Moscow. Armed as he was

with the mandate of the Kremlin, there was every reason to assume

that he would recapture a position of leadership in the Chinese

party.

Instead, we find to our astonishment that the Third Plenum of

the Central Committee, held in Lushan in late September 1930, actu-

ally reconfirmed the Li Li-san group in its position of leadership,

that Ch'ii's attack on this leadership proved halfhearted and in-

effectual, and that none of the opposing factions were able to make

any headway against the Li Li-san machine.
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The Third Plenum

It is perhaps in the very divided nature of the opposition that

we must seek the main reason for its failure to unseat Li at this time.

Whatever may have been the failures of Li's policies, he had man-

aged to build about himself a tightly knit machine completely loyal

to himself. He had also managed to retain the loyalty of Chou En-lai,

who is said to have had his own following particularly among certain

former Whampoa military elements in the Soviet areas.28 Against

this machine, neither the "Twenty-eight Bolsheviks," aided and

supported as they were by the Comintern delegate, nor the labor-

union faction could hope to prevail. The Soviet area leaders, the

"Real Power Faction," simply held themselves aloof.

Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai's failure to avail himself of the opportunity pro-

vided by Moscow has been explained on many grounds. Li Ang

maintains that Ch'ii was of a somewhat timid nature, easily intimi-

dated by the overpowering personality of Li Li-san and by the

strength of his machine.29 It is also possible that Ch'ii felt little

affinity with either the young men of the "Returned Student Clique"

or the "Labor Union Faction."

I would suggest, however, that more important than all these con-

siderations was the dilemma in which Ch'ii and the opposition fac-

tions found themselveŝ Ch'u , it is true, had been empowered to criti-

cize the Li Li-san leadership, but which elements of Li's policy could

he criticize without criticizing the basic theoretical and strategic

recommendations of the Comintern itself?) The Kremlin had not,

after all, announced any new shift in its line on China and any attack

on Li Li-san 's theoretical pronouncements or even on his overt acts

might easily expose Ch'ii to the charge of "right opportunism,"

Trotskyism, or "Social Fascism."

Li Li-san and Chou En-lai were quite conscious of this dilemma

and determined to exploit it to the full. Li could not, of course, deny

his past failures. Instead, he seized the bull by the horns and[ad-

mitted certain past errors "in the spirit of Bolshevik self-criticism.

At the same time, he staunchly maintained that these errors had all

simply been errors of timing and tactic— and not basic errors of

theory or strategy, f'ls there any disagreement between the Comin-

tern and the Central Committee on basic line?" asks Chou En-lai
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in his report on the Third Plenum. "Absolutely not! There are no

discrepancies in basic line!" 30 Whether such a separation of tactic

and line was legitimate is, of course, open to serious doubt. Yet Li's

formula is extremely shrewd in that it thrusts onto the shoulders of

the opposition responsibility for finding discrepancies between his

policies and the Comintern line. It was probably this awful respon-

sibility coupled with the strength of the Li Li-san machine which

sufficed to frighten Ch'ii into ineffectually.

Chou En-lai's report on the Third Plenum 31 gives a clear account

of the strategy adopted by the Li Li-san leadership at this time. In

dealing with general theoretical questions, Chou defends Li Li-san's

thesis that a world revolution is imminent and that the Chinese revo-

lution will play an important role in it. Had not Stalin proclaimed

the end of capitalist stabilization? Had he not pointed to the De-

pression as a portent of a new world-wide revolutionary upsurge? Had
he not further stated that the world crisis would extend to the back-

ward agrarian countries as well as to the industrial countries of the

West? Hadn't the July letter of the ECCI proclaimed that "the

existence of a revolutionary surge in China was indisputable?" 32

The Central Committee had perhaps underestimated the "uneven-

ness" of the development of the revolutionary situation in China but

its contention that an initial success in one or several provinces could

not be realized without the presence of a general revolutionary situa-

tion throughout the country was entirely in accord with the analysis

of the Sixth Congress.33

As for the attack on Changsha, it might have been ill-timed but

the fact that the Red Army was able to take and hold the city

demonstrated its strength and pointed to better things in the future.34

In its strategy in the labor movement, the Central Committee had

acted in entire accord with the policy of the Comintern which had

called for a transformation of the economic struggle into a political

struggle. "Economic conflicts and political strikes are inseparable." 36

The Central Committee may have been a bit "mechanical" in apply-

ing the policy but "any doubt that this policy can be implemented

must be regarded as a rightist deviation." 36

In the past, the Central Committee had thought, in accordance

with Comintern directives, that a Soviet government could not be

established until the party had occupied large urban centers. Now,
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however, it would proceed with preparations for the formation of a

Soviet government without awaiting the capture of large cities.37

In sum then, Chou En-lai's whole report was designed to prove

that whatever errors the Central Committee might have committed,

"were not due to any disagreement with the Comintern's basic line,

but to errors of tactic and timing." 38

Having proved the complete identity of views between the Central

Committee and the Comintern, Chou was now free to take the offen-

sive against the opposition. Since the Ho Meng-hsiung faction was

the most vociferous at this Plenum, he turned his full fire on them.39

It was precisely these opportunists, clamoring for a greater emphasis

on purely economic struggles, who were at variance with the basic

line of the Comintern. By casting doubts on the imminence of a new
revolutionary tide, by underestimating the role of the Soviet areas

and of the Red Army, and by questioning the wisdom of the policy

of "preparing for uprisings," the opposition had simply succeeded in

inmasking its rightist deviations.40

As a result of the use of the clever strategy outlined in this report

and of the strength of its party machine, the Li Li-san leadership was

able to postpone the day of reckoning. Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai was effectively

silenced and the opposition groups were kept away from the seats of

power. The Red Flag of October 4, 1930, was complacently able to

report the success of the Third Plenum and the defeat of "right

opportunism." 41

There can be little doubt that this unexpected turn in events in-

furiated the Comintern delegate Mif. According to remarks which

appear in the Resolutions of the Fourth Plenum one gathers that

the Third Plenum had been carried on behind his back and that

Chou En-lai's report had been drawn up entirely without his con-

sent.42 We are thus not surprised to find him redoubling his efforts to

unseat Li Li-san after the Third Plenum. To do this was no easy

task. It would be necessary to prove: (1) that Li Li-san 's errors had

not merely been picayune errors of tactic but fundamental errors of

principle; (2) that these errors of principle later to be subsumed

under the phrase "the Li Li-san line" were in direct contradiction

to the principles laid down in the Comintern line.

Luckily for Mif and the "Returned Student Clique," the Kremlin

had at this time actually begun to reconsider its strategic policy in
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China. The contrast between the repeated failures of the Communist

Party in the regions outside the Soviet areas and its successes within

those areas was raising many new questions among the Kremlin

loaders themselves.

On the one hand, Moscow was extremely eager to take full propa-

ganda advantage of the successes in the Soviet areas. On the other

hand, it was by no means anxious to reveal the weakness of the

Chinese party's proletarian base. The existence of an armed force,

a territorial base, and even a state power all operating under a Stalin-

ist banner was at the time a unique phenomenon within the world

communist movement. On the other hand, the Trotskyists and the

"liquidationists" in China had already begun to point to the heretical

implications of a peasant partisan movement operating in complete

isolation from the urban proletariat. As has already been pointed

out the Kremlin could not afford to treat such accusations lightly

since they involved the very bases of authority of the Communist

Party.

By the end of 1930, however, it would appear that the former

consideration was beginning to outweigh the latter. The propaganda

value of the Soviet areas was beginning to outweigh considerations

of orthodoxy (but not to cancel them). It was thus decided that at

least for the immediate future the Soviet areas should be allowed

to develop along the lines which were proving so successful, and that

a state power should be established within the area without awaiting

the capture of large urban centers. At least temporarily, the atti-

tude toward the Soviet areas was to be one of laissez faire.
43

At the same time, as I hope to indicate, there is no evidence what-

soever that this was meant to imply a shift of supreme party power

to the Communist leaders within the Soviet areas. On the contrary,

there is every indication that Moscow intended to keep the reins of

power in the hands of a Central Committee of its own choosing to be

located in urban, proletarian Shanghai. Nor was it meant to imply

that this Central Committee could abandon its main task, the recap-

ture of its urban proletarian bases.

It is, however, this shift in strategy which forms the hard core of

reality in the whole attack on the "Li Li-san line." The previous

strategy, which had been just as much Moscow's as Li Li-san's, had

failed and someone had to bear the responsibility for this failure.
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Actually, Chou En-lai's report demonstrates that the Li Li-san lead-

ership was aware of the new shift in the wind from the Kremlin and

was quite willing to make all the necessary changes in strategic

policy. Moscow, however, needed its scapegoat while Pavel Mif and

the opposition factions in China were only too eager to aid the

Kremlin in converting Li Li-san into such a scapegoat.

It need hardly be added that in carrying on its attack on Li Li-san,

the Kremlin was in an entirely different position from the opposition

factions at the Third Plenum. It could ignore and reinterpret its

own past statements and directives with reckless abandon.

The Attack on the "Li Li-san Line"

The opening shot of the attack on Li Li-san was fired by the

Comintern itself in its letter of November 16.44 The attack was so

devastating and all-inclusive in nature, that Li could not survive in

his position of leadership. His power within the party was completely

undermined. A Politburo meeting of November 25 held under the

auspices of the opposition factions declared its complete solidarity

with the directives of the Comintern letter and forced Li Li-san to

esign after he had made an abject confession of past errors.45

Armed with the Comintern letter, the "Returned Student Clique"

with the support of Mif made an open bid for power. The only

obstacle in their path was the Ho Meng-hsiung, Lo Chang-lung fac-

tion which was equally eager to take advantage of Li's disgrace. It

was, however, an uneven battle. In his capacity as Comintern Dele-

gate, Mif was able to assume the responsibility for interpreting

Moscow's new directives. It was thus comparatively easy for him to

interpret these directives in such a way as to turn them against the

"Labor Union Faction" as well as against Li Li-san. The battle, he

contended, was to be a battle "on two fronts" against the Li Li-san

line and against the "right opportunists." 46

Li Li-san soon left for Moscow where he made his humble recan-

tation. The fact that the Kremlin in its heart of hearts did not regard

him as disloyal to its will was amply proved when he returned to

Manchuria with the Red Army several years later.

The basic features of the "Li Li-san line" can be found in the

November 16 letter and in the later interpretations and elaborations

of this letter by Mif and the "Returned Student Clique."
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The strategic errors of Li Li-san had, it was contended, flowed

inexorably from certain basic theoretical errors. These theoretical

errors were most clearly illustrated in the Politburo letter of June 1

1

previously discussed. It is strange, of course, that Moscow had failed

to perceive the monstrous nature of Li's errors at the time. Ignoring

this difficulty, however, the November 16 letter and the Resolutions

of the Fourth Plenum of the Central Committee direct their fire

primarily at this document.

This Politburo letter, it will be recalled, had emphasized the

organic connection between the Chinese revolution and the world

revolution. It had pointed to the imminence of a rising wave in the

world revolution and asserted that the Chinese revolution could not

be culminated without the support of the world revolution. Con-

versely, it had maintained that, since China was "the world's great-

est colony," a successful consummation of the Chinese revolution

could not help but precipitate the collapse of world capitalism.

We have suggested that the motive underlying this analysis may
have been the desire to enlist the active aid of the Soviet Union

and of the world communist movement in the Chinese party's

struggles.

This analysis now became the main focus of attack. In making it,

Li had "ignored the uneven development of the world revolutionary

crisis." 47 He had thus committed the Trotskyist error of denying

"the possibility of victory in the Chinese revolution independently

of a victory in the world revolution." 48 In this he had displayed his

"opportunist passivity." On the other hand, by stressing the impor-

tance of the Chinese revolution to the world revolution, he had laid

bare his "petty bourgeois chauvinism," his "velikokitaism" (literally,

greater China-ism).49

Now, in the first place, with the spread of the world-wide Depres-

sion in 1930, there had arisen in Moscow itself a growing tendency

to stress the perspectives of a "world-wide revolutionary upsurge"

rather than the perspective of the "uneven development of the revo-

lutionary wave." As Chou En-lai points out in his report on the

Third Plenum, the speeches of both Molotov and Stalin at the Six-

teenth Congress of the Soviet Communist Party had been rather san-

guine about the possibility of a world-wide revolutionary upsurge. 50

Furthermore, "unevenness" did not imply disconnectedness, as is
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clearly illustrated by the Comintern's attack on certain elements in

the American Party who preached the doctrine of American

"exceptionalism." 51

In the second place, the emphasis on China as an important focal

point of world imperialism can be found throughout Comintern lit-

erature. Long after the disgrace of Li Li-san, Manuilsky was to pro-

claim at the Seventeenth Congress of the Soviet Communist Party

that "the struggle around China is one of the principal elements of

imperialist antagonism." 52

/ Yet, even if it were granted that Li Li-san had here committed a

'grave theoretical error, even if his comparison of China's role to the

role of Russia in the October Revolution was displeasing in Moscow's

eyes, how had this "theoretical" error affected his concrete behavior?

How could he be charged with passively waiting for the revolution

when hardly a day passed without some attempt on his part to

foment revolutionary insurrections in China? On the other hand,

how had his "chauvinism" affected his behavior? Had he not gone as

far as any Communist leader in disassociating himself from Chinese

nationalism at the time of China's Eastern Railway affair?

A parallel charge against him is that in his domestic policy he

had "subordinated the perspectives of an initial victory in one or

several provinces to the perspectives of the nation-wide, revolution-

ary wave." 53 It is, of course, true that in his pronouncements on this

subject, Li had constantly stressed the fact that no regional victory

was possible without the presence of a nation-wide revolutionary

situation. It may be that, in part, his motive in stressing this point

had been the desire to counterweigh the growing power of the Soviet

area leaders by stressing the necessity of activities in the non-Soviet

areas. Whatever may have been his motive, however, his position

was in entire harmony with the Resolutions of the Sixth Congress,

which explicitly state that "under the conditions of a new revolution-

ary high tide, the revolution may well win an initial victory in one

or several provinces. Unless such a revolutionary upsurge does exist,

however, such a victory cannot be realized ... In this connection,

the cities and the upsurge of the proletarian masses will play a deci-

Vsive role in determining victory or defeat." 54

Furthermore, how had this supposed "theoretical" error influenced

Li Li-san 's behavior? Had the attack on Changsha been a proof of
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his failure to appreciate the uneven development of the revolution?

The exact reverse is true. The choice of such places as OhangsnaT*

Kian, and Wuhanas points of attack was based squarely on the fact

that these urban centers were in close proximity to the Soviet areas

— that is, precisely in those areas where an "initial victory" was

most likely.

"" Another accusation, more to the point, was that Li had failed "to

appreciate the uneven development of the workers' and peasants'

struggle." 55 Here, of course, we are closer to the core of reality in

the Comintern's attack on Li, for this attack reflects the actual shift

in the Comintern's views on strategy already described above. It

must be emphasized, however, that Li's unwillingness to recognize

this "uneven development" had been in entire harmony with Comin-

tern policy. The Ninth Plenum of the ECCI had already noted this

uneven development but had deplored it as an obstacle to be over-

come rather than as a situation to be accepted. How could a prole-

tarian party acquiesce in such a situation? Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai had been [

condemned for failing to coordinate uprisings in the countryside \

with uprisings in the city while the Sixth Congress of the Chinese I

Communist Party had insisted time and time again that the peasant J

struggle must be led by the workers' struggle.
""^^

Addressing himself precisely to this problem, Losovsky had stated

in July 1928 that "the present moment is characterized by a separa-

tion between the workers' and peasants' movement. The workers'

movement lags behind that of the peasants and this is fraught with

tremendous dangers to the further development of the Chinese

revolution. Therefore, the question of organizing the Chinese trade

unions and of attracting the industrial and artisan proletariat to ac-

tivity acquires exceptional importance to the Chinese revolution be-

cause it offers the only way for the straightening out of the difficul-

ties which may arise in the future if the peasant movement will be

far ahead of that of the proletariat." 56 We shall find that in spite of

their attack on Li Li-san's error, neither Mif nor Wang Ming were

later able to abandon the attempt to bring the labor movement

abreast of the peasant movement.

One of the main points of attack, however, is Li Li-san's policy of

"adventurism" or "putschism." 5 7 As has already been pointed out,

an adventurist or "putschist" pnlirv is a pnliry wfych encourages acts
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\ of organized violence at a time when objective conditions preclude

sE 1 the success of such acts.

Now there can be little doubt that T.i'g pnliry wag adyfinJHPStic

There can also be little doubt however, that his actions were predi-

cated on a description oi Lfllhege o bjective conditions which had

hppn marjp in Mn^(|w Thp "Ninth PlpnnW /if Tnp M \ I tnr >ivrrr

Congress of the Chinese Communist Party, and the Sixth Comintern

Congress had all announced that the "Chinese revolution was at the

beginning of a new revolutionary upsurge" while the ECCI letters

of February and July 1930 had actually announced the arrival of the

new wave.58 In a period of revolutionary upsurge it can always be

assumed that the strength of the reactionary forces is declining and

that the masses are ready to rise in desperation. As Li Li-san had

himself stated, "When a revolutionary wave begins to rise, a mass

organization can grow with lightning speed from an organization of

small groups to an organization of several millions." 59 If Li Li-san

had in a time of revolutionary upsurge turned aside to engage in

humdrum efforts to win a large party membership or to engage in

purely economic struggles, he might easily have exposed himself to

the charge of "right opportunism."

Li Li-san 's accusers could not deny, of course, that the Comintern

had clearly announced a new revolutionary upsurge. Instead, they

resorted to an ingenious linguistic quibble. Li, it seems, had mis-

interpreted the Russian word podem (upsurge). "A revolutionary

podem" states Wang Ming, "is not the same thing as a 'direct revolu-

tionary situation.' A 'direct revolutionary situation' is the highest

point of development of the revolutionary pod'em, but the revolu-

tionary pod'em is the whole process of the development of the revo-

lution . . . What must the party do during the period of podem}

It must do everything in its power to strengthen and broaden our

party organization, union organization, young Communist League,

etc." 60 Ingenious as this distinction is, however, we finjijno such

clear-cut distinction in previous Comintern literature. (jPavel Mif

himself, the moving spirit of the anti-Li Li-san movement, had

written in September 1929 that "with the present upsurge [pod'em]

of the strike movement it should be easier to capture the masses of

the Yellow Unions than it is to capture the workers of the reformist

unions of the capitalist countries." He adds that, in view of the
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rising wave, "the economic struggle of the Chinese proletariat can

rapidly be converted into a political struggle." 61 We find no evidence

here of any clear distinction between a pooVem and a "direct revolu-

tionary situation." It is easy enough to create spatialized images of

this type but somewhat difficult to see how they can be applied to

concrete political situations. J
Having made this new ad hoc distinction, however, Li's enemies

were able to a ttack him frpplv on the basis of a definition of which

he could not havp heen a
^

ware in advance. They could now condemn'

him for failing to emphasize the economic struggles of the masses and

the day-to-day tasks of mass organization.

At the same time they could not proceed too far in this direction

for fear of lending comfort to Trotsky, to the "liquidationists"

(Ch'en Tu-hsiu), and to the "Labor Union Faction." Even while

emphasizing the importance of the daily economic struggles of the

masses, the Comintern letter of November 16 warns that "we must

tie in these day-to-day demands with the demands of the proletariat

as a whole." 62 The demands of the proletariat as a whole, however,

are nothing less than the destruction of the whole prevailing regime!

Thus, the Chinese Communist Party finds itself once more in the

exac±jaosiiien in which it had found itself immediately atter tne

^ivfh rnnpry^gg n f t o« — at the beginning of a revolutionary wave.

The time has not yet come for uprisings and insurrections but the

party must still prepare for such uprisings. There must be no con-

cessions to the "right opportunists"!

In order to demonstrate the "semi-Trotskyist" nature of Li

Li-san's errors, certain phrases of his concerning the "growing order

of the revolution into socialism" were fully exploited. In Li's own

words in his well-rehearsed recantation, "I maintained that the vic-

tory of the bourgeois democratic revolution directly passes over into

a socialist revolution. This point of view is semi-Trotskyist." 63

Actually, Comintern literature is itself replete with phrases which

could easily have led Li to this error. Alongside of emphatic state-

ments concerning the bourgeois democratic nature of the Chinese

revolution we constantly find phrases concerning the possibility of

a "noncapitalist" development in China. It was constantly being

pointed out that, since the Chinese revolution was taking place after

the great October Revolution in the epoch of the world socialist revo-
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nation, it would not necessarily follow previous paths in its march

toward socialism, (in 1931, after Li Li-san's disgrace, Mif was to

write an article entitled "The Chinese Revolution and the Noncapi-

talist Path of Development" ^Jin which he stressed the possibilities

of such a development in China. At the Seventeenth Congress of the

Soviet Communist Party, two years after Li Li-san's disgrace, at a

time when the Chinese Communist Party had completely abandoned

its urban bases, Manuilsky proudly announced that "the Soviet

government (in China) is carrying the bourgeois democratic revolu-

tion to its completion and carrying out a number of measures of a

socialist character in the process. All this, taken together, ensures

the rapid growing over of this revolution into a socialist revolution

provided that the power of the Soviets is extended to the industrial

centers." 65

Li's accusers are, however, able to point to one concrete instance

of the manner in which this premature expectation of socialism had

affected Li Li-san's strategy. At the Conference of Delegates from

the Soviet Areas of May 1930, he had suggested that large land

holdings be collectivized rather than divided among the peasants.66

On the face of it, as we have just seen, there was no reason why

"measures of a socialist character" might not be inaugurated even

in a period of bourgeois democratic revolution. It is, however, true

that this particular measure had not been authorized by the Comin-

tern or the Sixth Congress.

rWe are somewhat struck to find that Li was accused simul-

taneously of exactly the opposite error— that of an overgenerous atti-

tude to rich peasants.67 No attempt was made to show how Li Li-san

came to commit both these errors at once, except for reference to

Stalin's cliche about rightist acts lurking behind leftist phrases. It is

not impossible, of course, that Li is here being held responsible for

policies actually pursued by the leaders inside the Soviet areas .

It is cumcult to see, however, how this particular "Trotskyist"

error affected any of Li Li-san's other acts. What relation did it have,

for instance, to his attack on Changsha? How could that attack be

considered "Trotskyist" when the basic strategy underlying it was

endorsed by the ECCI letter of July 23?

It has already been pointed out that the theoretical distinctions

between Trotsky's "permanent revolution" and the Comintern's
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"democratic dictatorship" had become utterly nebulous in their ap-

plication to China. On the other hand, the strategic policy pursued

by Li Li-san during his period of leadership had been diametrically

opposed in almost every respect to the strategy currently advocated

by Trotsky.

Such, nevertheless, were the main lines of the attack directed

against Li Li-san. It was by means of such arguments that the

Comintern and the "Returned Student Clique" attempted to prove

that the "Li Li-san line" had "had nothing in common with the Com-

intern line or the teachings of Marxism-Leninism." Because of his

dependence on the prospects of world revolution he had been guilty

of "opportunist passivity." Because of his exaggeration of the role

of the Chinese revolution, he had been guilty of "petty bourgeois

chauvinism." Because he had taken literally the Comintern's postu-

lation of a new revolutionary upsurge, he had been guilty on the

one hand, of "adventurism" and on the other hand of "opportunist

passivity" in the field of organizational activities and of economic

struggle. He had furthermore not understood the peculiar meaning

of the word "upsurge" (pod'em) as used by the Comintern. His use

of phrases about the imminent transformation of the revolution into

a socialist revolution and his attempts to force a premature collectivi-

zation had proved his Trotskyist proclivities. This had not pre-

vented him, however, from harboring rightist inclinations toward the

rich peasantry. He had underestimated the importance of the in-

junction to seek an "initial victory in one or several provinces" even

though his attack on Changsha had been directly based on this in-

junction. Because of his failure to take into account the uneven

development of the revolution in the country and in the city— a

failure he had shared with the Comintern— he had incorrectly in-

sisted on the possession of urban bases as a prelude to the establish-

ment of a Soviet government.



XI THE WANG MING LEADERSHIP

While Li Li-san had been decisively defeated, the victory of Mif and

his young proteges was not easily won. The followers of Ho Meng-

hsiung and Lo Chang-lung determined to prevent these "callow

Bolsheviks" * from gaining control of the party. Insofar as their hos-

tility was not simply based on personal resentment and political

ambition, it probably reflected their fear that the "Returned Student

Clique" would never effect the changes in policy desired by them.

Unfortunately, most of the literature produced by this faction is

simply not available. We do, however, have one small pamphlet

written by Ho Meng-hsiung after the Third Plenum. The pamphlet,

entitled A Statement of the Views of Ho Meng-hsiung, is essentially

an attempt on the part of Ho to defend his position against the then

victorious Li Li-san leadership. It also serves to illuminate certain

basic features of Ho's own thought. He takes pains to demonstrate

that he is a loyal follower of the Comintern line, that he accepts the

perspective of armed uprisings and all the other directives of the

Comintern.2 Having paid his respects to orthodoxy, however, Ho
goes on to lay bare his real grievances. "We must admit," he states,

"that the relations between the party and the masses are extremely

weak . . . The party is not leading the strike movement. The Cen-

tral Committee claims ( i ) that it has already won over the working

class, and (2) that even in the advanced countries of the west it is

difficult to win over the working masses." 3 Such views, in Ho's

opinion, represent a denial of the leading role of the proletariat. The

first and paramount duty of the Communist Party is to win back

its proletariat base. To do thisjimore emphasis must be placed on

strikes of an economic nature/We must not simply confine ourselves

to political strikes . . . Our Red Unions have failed but our cure has

been worse than the disease. We have not allowed unions to maintain

separate organizations but have governed by edict through party

delegates. This has widened the rift between the party and the
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masses." 4
) In such complaints, I think, we can find the authentic

voice TJf"whatever labor union elements still remained within the

party.

It is quite evident that this faction expected little improvement

under the leadership of young amateurs from the Sun Yat-sen Acad-

emy who had little concrete knowledge of conditions in China and

who were quite as eager as Li Li-san to condemn this faction's views

as "right opportunism" and to accuse it of compromising with Ch'en

Tu-hsiu's "liquidationists."

The Ho Meng-hsiung faction was not the only stumbling block,

however. Now that Li Li-san had been removed from the seat of

authority, Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai was once more prepared to make a bid for

leadership. At the beginning of December 1930 he wrote a Letter to

Our Party Comrades in which he gave his own account of the errors

of Li Li-san. 5 Since this document is not available we cannot com-

pare his version of those errors with the Mif, Wang Ming version.

Later, however, when Wang Ming's victory was assured, Ch'ii's

letter was severely condemned for its "compromising" nature and

its failure to consider Ch'ii's own ignominious role at the Third

Plenum.6

Finally, the lower echelons of Li Li-san's machine regarded the

upstarts from Moscow with sullen resentment.7

Mif's authority as Comintern delegate, however, proved sufficient

to overcome all these obstacles. The fact that at the Fourth Plenum

of the Central Committee held on January 7, T931, Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai,

Chou En-lai, and others were forced to make abject confessions of

error would indicate that Mif had managed to secure the active

support of the Kremlin itself, for neither Chou nor Ch'ii had particu-

larly respected his own authority in the past. Ch'ii was forced to

speak of his own "cowardly rotten opportunism" while Chou En-lai

was forced to condemn in toto his own report on the Third Plenum.8

However, while Ch'ii was sent off to the Soviet areas, Chou En-lai

was able to rehabilitate himself to such an extent that he won a high

post on the new Central Committee. The Ho Meng-hsiung, Lo

Chang-lung group was thoroughly routed. Mif was able to use the

November ECCI letter as a double-edged sword against them. How-

ever weU grounded their opinions may have been, Mif was easily

able to impugn their orthodoxy. Simply by pointing to their lack of
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enthusiasm for political strikes, he was able to insinuate a tendency

to compromise with "liquidationism." 9

Wang Ming and the "Twenty-eight Bolsheviks" were thus com-

pletely victorious. Yet the same Fourth Plenum which marks their

accession to power carries a step further the process of disintegra-

tion in the Communist Party outside of the Soviet areas. The con-

stant shift in Comintern line, the enormous "scissors" between the

Comintern line and the Chinese realities, and finally the imposition

of the "Twenty-eight Bolsheviks" as leaders of the party had simply

undermined the faith of party members. Thus we find that the Ho
Meng-hsiung, Lo Chang-lung faction simply refused to accept the

decisions of the Fourth Plenum or the authority of the new Central

Committee even though this leadership was directly imposed by

Moscow itself. Instead of bowing to party discipline, Ho Meng-

hsiung, Lo Chang-lung, Wang K'o-ch'uan, Hsu Hsi-ken, and others

formed an "Emergency Committee" to consider further steps.10 As

a result, they were all expelled from the party.

On January 17 a meeting of the committee was discovered by the

British police. The members of the committee present were all

arrested and on February 7, Ho Meng-hsiung and twenty-four others

were executed by the Kuomintang. Hostile sources have strongly in-

timated that Wang Ming was implicated in this event; that the

Emergency Committee represented such a danger to the authority

of the new Central Committee, that its existence could not be

tolerated. 11

After this event, the Emergency Committee, which was itself riven

by personal animosities, rapidly disintegrated. Some of its members

broke with the party entirely and sought refuge among the followers

of Ch'en Tu-hsiu. Others drifted back into the party. 12

To judge from references in Communist literature of the period it

would appear that "Lo Chang-lungism" in the ranks of the labor

unions continued to exist for some time to come. This is particularly

significant in view of the fact that Lo had been a leader of the mari-

time union, one of the last strongholds of Communist influence

among the urban proletariat. As late as December 1931, a Red Flag

article is forced to complain that most of the leaders of the maritime

union "are still deeply influenced by Lo Chang-lung . . . They have

only paid lip service to the new line." 13 The article goes on to com-
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plain of the indifference of both the leadership and the rank and file

to the directives of the party. The party, it seems, was calling for

the maritime union to concentrate its activities among the boatmen

on the Yangtze since "it is only by means of such a shift that we

can carry on our central task at present— namely, to support the

activities of the Red Army and the Soviet areas." 14 The maritime

union leaders, it seems, continued to look down their noses at the

river boatmen. Furthermore, they strongly resented the notion that

in a communist party the proletariat should act as auxiliary force to

peasant partisans.

With the alienation of these union leaders, the Communist Party

can be said to have lost its last concrete link of any consequence

with the urban proletariat.

The demoralization in Communist ranks outside the Soviet areas

was to continue throughout Wang Ming's period of leadership. A
contemporary Japanese account sums up the general situation as

follows: "What we do know is that in every province and every

county the struggle between the Mif faction, the Li Li-san faction,

and the Compromise faction (Ho Meng-hsiung, Lo Chang-lung

faction), taken together with the pressure of the Kuomintang, has

greatly reduced the party's ability to act." 15

The Fourth Plenum Line

The Fourth Plenum did not confine its attention to the elimination

of thp opposition. It also set the line for the future.
Y

The main features of the Comintern's theoretical line remained

unchanged. The Kremlin was not inclined to change any of its basic

analyses until the shift to the " United Front" policy at the Seventh

Comintern Congress finally forced a change. The Kuomintang was

still a coalition of feudal classes and bourgeosie. The revolution was

still a bourgeois democratic revolution and the main "content" of

that revolution was still the agrarian problem. The "democratic

dictatorship of workers and peasants" remained the political form

of the revolution and the Soviets were still the vehicle for the realiza-

tion of the dictatorship. The proletariat would continue to exercise

hegemony within the dictatorship, and the peasantry was to remain

unrepresented by a party of its own. There was to be no coalition

with other political groups and the party's unchanging aim was the
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overthrow of the national government. In accordance with the new
definition of the word pod'em the Chinese revolution was now in a

period of revolutionary upsurge but had not yet reached a "direct

revolutionary situation." 16 Or, to use the older terminology, the

revolutionary wave was still at its beginning and had not yet reached

a crest. We thus find that in the field of theory nothing new had

been added. 17

In the field of strategy, however, it had now become possible to

recognize ihe "uneven development of the workers' and peasants'

^ struggle." \Henceforth, the spectacular developments in the Soviet

i areas woulaoeallowed to continue without interference. Thus, the

y Comintern letter of November 16 calls for: (i) the organization and

j training of a consolidated Red Army of Peasants and Workers;

\ (2) the immediate establishment of a solid Soviet regime capable of

jaction; (3) the organization of the masses in the Soviet areas under

/the banner of Bolshevism; (4) the organization of the economic and

/political struggles of the masses in non-Soviet areas; (5) the organ-

/ ization of the anti-imperialist struggle. 18

I The Comintern was now willing to contemplate the establishment

\tf a Soviet government without the possession of urban proletariat

bases. We must therefore once more raise a question which has been

raised before. Does this mean that the Comintern and the Fourth

Plenum had sanctioned the total shift of power to the Soviet areas—
that they had underwritten Maoism?

I would suggest that even at this late date the Kremlin antici-

pated no such development, that it did not— and could not— take

the initiative in divorcing the Chinese Communist Party from its

supposed urban proletarian bases, and that it did not thrust the

mantle of leadership onto the shoulders of the Front Committee

leaders in Hunan and Kiangsi. We have every reason to believe, in

terms of the experience of the Soviet Union, that the Kremlin natu-

rally assumed that any Soviet government which might arise would

be controlled by the party. The party, however, would continue to

have its central organs in the city and would continue with its task

ofr recapturing its proletarian bases.

f Thus, while the ECCI letter of November 16 placed considerable

\ weight on activities in the Soviet areas, it by no means neglected the

\ urban proletariat. The uneven development between town and
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country was henceforth not to be remedied by using the Red Army
to capture urban bases, but a remedy was still to be sought. Hence-

forth, this situation was to be remedied by bringing the workers'

movement abreast of the peasants' movement rather than by will-

fully wrecking the Red Army. As a matter of fact, the November 16

letter evinces considerable optimism on this subject. "At the present

time," it states, "the organization of activities among the workers in

the Yellow Unions, the increase of membership in the Red Unions,

and the increase in party membership can proceed more rapidly than

in the past because the victories in the Soviet areas as well as general

political and economic conditions have all served to intensify the

struggles of the workers." 19 It goes on to assert that once the

workers have been won over "we shall be able to prepare uprisings in

large urban industrial centers, and by coordinating the uprisings of

the workers in the cities with the action of the Red Army we shall

be able to take those cities."
20 This is simply a return to the position

of Li Li-san before the Politburo letter of June n. It hardly fore-

casts the circumstances under which the Communists were actually

to occupy the cities several years later.

The Resolutions of the Fourth Plenum call for an improvement of

tactics in mass activities "particularly in labor unions . . . We must

pay particular attention to our work in factories." 21

The November letter and the Resolutions of the Fourth Plenum

both pay considerable attention to the "leadership of the anti-

imperialist struggle in the cities."
22 With the growing penetration

of Japanese power in China there was novv less inclination in Moscow

to insist that all "imperialists" be opposed equally. Moscow was

now much more ready to take advantage of the anti-Japanese senti-

ments current among the urban masses of China. We can, in fact,

detect a considerable note of urgency behind the injunction to "in-

crease the struggle against imperialism tenfold." 23 The struggle

against imperialism at this time, however, was primarily an urban

struggle. The urban masses were the ones most directly exposed to

the humiliations of the imperialists and so most responsive to anti-

imperialist propaganda.

The fact that the Kremlin anticipated no abandonment of the

cities is conclusively proved by an article of Mif in BoVshevik for

July 15, 193 1. Mif, the main architect of the anti-Li Li-san line, had
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been the moving spirit of the Fourth Plenum. He was thus eminently

qualified to interpret the results of that assembly as well as the will

of the Kremlin.

Mif points to frequent complaints in the Soviet press concerning

"the huge scissors between the workers' movement and the peasants'

movement" in China.24 He deplores such statements on the ground

that they lend comfort to "right and left opportunism." At the same

time, he adds that "all this is said not in order to excuse theoretically

the present level of the labor movement in the main centers of China

. . . Without a further development of the labor movement on the

basis of day-to-day struggles particularly in areas where the working

class is concentrated; without a rise in the movement to a higher

stage we shall not be able to win a victory in the Chinese revolution.

A maximum of the efforts of the Chinese Communist Party must be

applied to the task of overcoming the relative weakness of its organ-

ization in the main industrial centers of the country [emphasis my
own]. The party must disassociate itself from the tendency among

certain Communists to underestimate the importance of the problem

of organizing the strike struggle, to underestimate labor union activi-

ties as a whole and activities in the Yellow Unions in particular. It

is indisputable that the problem of carrying forward the struggle of

the working class in the industrial centers is a problem of paramount

importance." He goes on to claim that under its new leadership

(which he had himself imposed on the party) "the party has already

achieved certain successes, albeit elementary ones, in the matter of

organizing and leading the strike struggle of the workers in basic

industrial centers." 25

Nor was Mif alone in expressing such views. In an article entitled

"The Struggle for the Bolshevization of the Communist Party of

China" printed in a Communist Internationale issue of March 1031,

Kuchumov discusses the errors of the Li Li-san line. "On the basis of

such an anti-Leninist line," he states, "the party could not liquidate

the backwardness of the workers' movement as compared with the

peasant war which exists at present— a backwardness which has to

be liquidated at all costs so as to assure a really victorious advance

of the revolution." 2G

On November 4, 1931, on the eve of the formation of the provi-

sional Soviet government, Yolk states in Pravda that "the founding
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of a central Soviet government and a permanent territorial base re-

quire the reinforcement of the proletarian nucleus in the Soviet

movement, but this, in turn, presupposes a further development of

the proletarian struggle in the strong industrial centers of China." 27

The most concrete and incontrovertible proof of the Kremlin's

intentions is, first, the fact that the Central Committee— the highest

organ of the Communist Party— continued to maintain its head-

quarters in proletarian Shanghai long after the Fourth Plenum and

abandoned these headquarters only under pressure; and, second, the

fact that the control of the party was entrusted not to the experi-

enced leaders of the Soviet areas but to a group of urbanized students

fresh from their lessons in Marxist-Leninist dogma at the Sun Yat-

sen Academy. —

\

In addition to the ideological factor— the inability of Moscow /

to overlook the basic dogm? that a communist party must have /

urban proletarian connections— there were also, I think, considera- /

tions of a power nature which militated against the bestowal of I

leadership on the leaders of the Soviet areas. There was a growing \

tendency in Moscow at this time to eliminate from the leadership of /

Communist parties everywhere all those in the Communist world

who had derived their prestige from sources other than the authority I

of Stalin himself.28 The imposition of the "Twenty-eight Bolsheviks" \

on the Chinese party must be viewed, in part, in the light of this j

tendency. y
Unlike Li Li-san, who had achieved a reputation of his own in

the May Thirtieth period, or Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai, who had played a role

of his own at the August Seventh Conference, and unlike the leaders

in the Soviet areas who had built their power on the basis of a

strategy of their own making, the "Twenty-eight Bolsheviks" had

no history in the Chinese Communist Party and represented nothing.

They had, in fact, been directly imposed on the party by the Comin-

tern delegate Mif and could be expected to be more dependent on

the Kremlin than any other group within the party.

How, then, are we to account for the eclipse of the Communist

movement in the cities after 1931, for the total shift of power to the

Soviet areas, and the emergence of Mao Tse-tung as the leader of

the movement?



XII THE TRIUMPH OF

MAO TSE-TUNG

Victory Within the Soviet Areas

In treating the history of the Chinese Communist Party thus far, we
have focused our attention on the Central Committee in Shanghai

and treated the Soviet areas from the point of view of their impact

on the party leadership. Most available histories of the movement

have, of course, focused their attention on the Soviet areas and

treated the activities in Shanghai as peripheral. Inasmuch as the

Soviet movement was to emerge as the unique dynamic force in

Chinese Communism, this is only natural. Unfortunately, however,

the very fact that most histories have been written from the point

of view of its most successful protagonists tends to cast a mist over

many of its aspects, particularly in the earlier period. There is much

in the early history of the Soviet areas and in the history of the rela-

tions of the Soviet areas to the Central Committee that remains

particularly obscure in such accounts as Mao Tse-tung's auto-

biography (as related to Edgar Snow).

We do, of course, have nonofficial Chinese and Japanese sources.

Some of these, however, are written from a distinctly hostile point

of view and hence are also open to suspicion of tendentiousness.

Nevertheless, it is only by comparing such sources with each other

and against the official accounts that we can hope to arrive at even a

tentative judgment.

Thus Mao Tse-tung's own account sheds little light on the circum-

stances of his own rise to undisputed leadership within the Soviet

areas unless we are willing to accept the easy assumption that lead-

ership naturally and painlessly gravitated into his hands. That Mao
is a man of great leadership ability, a man of "charismatic" person-

ality, is a matter beyond dispute. At the same time, there is room for

doubt whether he was able to establish his leadership by the sheer

force of his personality.
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While Mao may have been the chief exponent of what we have

chosen to call the "Maoist strategy." he was by no means the Wily*

exponent. We know, of course, that partisan groups had sprung up

in various separate areas— in western Fukien, northeastern Kiangsi,

Anhwei, etc. 1 Mao's own ability to maintain his position in Ching-

kanshan was itself due in no small measure to the reinforcements he

had received from Chu Teh and later from P'eng Teh-huai.2 While

many of these partisan-military leaders, Chu Teh in particular, may
have been willing to subordinate their own ambitions out of loyalty

to the cause, there is ground for suspecting that others were by no

means willing to subordinate their own ambitions to the authority of

Mao Tse-tung.

The tension hptwepn military and civilian power seems to have

been a particularly serious source of conflict in tne early days of the

Soviet movement. Mao Tse-tung had early shown keen awareness

of this problem. In part, this awareness may have been due to his

own realization that he was not essentially a great military leader.

Essentially, however, it was probably due to his awareness that the

conception of a communist party demanded a disciplined subordina-

tion Ot the military to the civilian, as well as to his determination to

preventive boviet movement irom becoming the plaything of ambi-

tious generals as had happened in the case of so many movements in

China. As early as the period of the Autumn Harvest uprisings we

find him identifying himself with the civilian party authority and

resigning the leadership of the armed forces to Yii Sha-t'ou.3 When
Mao Tse-tung and Chu Teh combined forces in May 1928, it was defi-

nitely decided that Mao Tse-tung would remain the civilian leader

of the movement. 4 Thus, in fighting to maintain his power position,

he was at the same time fighting to maintain the subordination of

the military to the civilian, of the army to the party.

The Soviet areas depended for their very existence, however, on

the skill of the military leaders and the latter were not unaware of

their own importance. Japanese sources speak quite definitely of the

existence of a "military faction" and a "party faction" within the

Soviet areas. 5 While this division may oversimplify the complexity of

the power relations within these areas, the writings of Mao Tse-tung

prove beyond a doubt that such a conflict did exist. In his report on

the Resolutions of the Ninth Conference of the Fourth Army held at
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Chiht'ien in Fukien in February 1929, Mao speaks at some length

of the "purely military point of view" within the Fourth Army, the

army in which Mao himself held the position of commissar. Mao
notes a tendency "to see a conflict between military affairs and polit-

ical affairs, a failure to understand that military power is merely one

tool designed to fulfill certain political tasks." 6 He complains of the

tendency to say that "if military developments go well, political de-

velopments follow suit. If military developments do not go well,

political developments do not go well . . . From this, it is just a step

to saying that military affairs have priority over political affairs." 7

He further complains that "some comrades responsible for military

affairs forget that they must accept party directives and report to the

party ... In the organizational sphere, they subordinate political

organs to military organs." 8

In the Edgar Snow account, Mao adds that the tendencies de-

scribed above "were very serious and were utilized by a Trotskyist

faction in the party and the military leadership to undermine the

strength of the army." 9 Now, inasmuch as whatever Trotskyists

existed in China at this time repudiated in toto the Soviet movement

and all its works, it is difficult to see what particular stake they

could have had in this conflict. It is thus probably safe to assume

that we are dealing here with a conflict of power intertwined with

a conflict of strategic policy rather than a conflict between Trotsky-

ism and Stalinism.

Li Ang and other hostile sources enumerate long lists of military

commanders eliminated by the Mao machine during the course of

1930 and 193 1,
10 while both he and other sources speak of definite

rivalries between Mao Tse-tung and certain top military leaders

(P'eng Teh-huai in particular). 11

£Both official and nonofficial sources agree that as the Soviet move-

nt grew in strength during the 1 930-1 931 period, all sorts of

tsions developed within the Soviet areas. In the official sources we

find constant references to such factions as the Trotskyists, the Anti-

Bolshevik (A.B.) faction, Social Democrats, Li Li-sanists, etc. To

what extent do these ideological labels represent realities? E^-Ju^
of course aware that it is part of standard procedure in the Com-

munist tradition to attribute all opposition in the first instance to

ideological errors and ultimately to the tainted class background of
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those involved in these errors. If a sheer conflict of power exists, the

official account is not likely to mention it. It is not probable that all

the conflicts within the Soviet areas were simply naked conflicts for

power, but it is just as unlikely that they were all conflicts of an

ideological nature fomented by landlords and rich peasants. The

hostility of expropriated landlords and mistrustful peasants and the

presence of Kuomintang agents undoubtedly played a role. We must

also consider the tensions between Mao and his rivals for power, the

tensions between the military and party authorities, and the tensions

between the Central Committee and the Front Committee leaders/}

Thus, if we consider the famous Fut'ien incident of December

1930 in the light of all the available sources, I think that we can

discern the presence of a whole complex of elements. The Fut'ien

incident was an affair of such gravity that, in the words of Mao, "to

many it must have seemed that the fate of the revolution depended

on the outcome of this struggle." 12

According to Mao's account, the
"
Fut'ien incident was a mani-^

festation of the LirTT^riv linp jn thf S"^'e± areas : "The 'iwentieth

Arrny led Dy Liu li-ts'ao rose in open revolt, arrested the chairman

of the Kiangsu Soviet, arrested many officers and officials, and at;

tacked us politically on the basis of the Li Li-san line." 13

We have, however, other more detailed versions of this incident.

According to Hatano, certain Communist officials in south Kiangsi

deeply resented Mao's imposition of members of his own personal

machine as leaders of the Kiangsi Soviet government. 14 Tseng Shan,

who according to Li Ang was the actual manager of Mao Tse-tung's

machine within the party, had been selected chairman of the Kiangsi

Soviet. Embittered by this imposition, a group of Kiangsi leaders

including T'uan Liang-pi
?

Chin Wan-panpr. and Li Po-fang formed

a small anti-Mao faction. In opposing Mao they also opposed his

policiesyThu's, their opposition soon assumed an ideological colora-

tion. According to Hatano's account, they raised these slogans:

"Oppose the practice of dividing land on the basis of the possession

of tools and labor power!" "Oppose the rich peasants!" "Divide the

land equally!" "Oppose the capture of the government by landlords

and rich peasants!" 15 To judge from the general tenor of these, it

would appear that Mao's own agrarian policies were extremely

moderate in nature. I (It may well be, as has been suggested, that
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when Li Li-san was accused of undue moderation in his attitude to

rich peasants he was actually being held responsible for the policies

of Mao Tse-tung.)

-Mnn flpfnrl gwift|y in mppt thjs~ch«l]finfrp On December 7, 1930,

he had some seventv^jiuinbn'i nf Ite-Kiangsi Soviet arrested . It

would appear, However, that the anti-Maoist faction had sympa-

thizers within P'eng Teh-huai's Third Army. Liu Ti-ts'ao, the Com-

mander of the Twentieth Corps, was so incensed by this mass arrest

that he led his unit of four hundred men in an attack on Fut'ien

prison and managed to liberate Li Po-fang and some twenty other

men. Li Po-fang immediately summoned a "people's conference"

which called for the overthrow of Mao Tse-tung.16 Some one hun-

dred of Mao's supporters were killed. Mao soon managed, however,

to dislodge Li and his followers from Fut'ien and forced them to flee

to Yungyang in Kian county. Li Po-fang thereupon set up a rival

provincial soviet in Kian. The revolt was finally quelled, however, at

the cost of considerable bloodshed. Its leaders were arrested and

liquidated.17

Ch'eng Sheng-ch'ang, in his "Fut'ien Incident and Internal Divi-

sions in the Red Party," quotes the following version of the incident

from a letter written by Wen Tse-tung, one of Li Po-fang's ardent

supporters: "The Fut'ien incident was entirely a plot on the part of

Mao Tse-tung to kill off the southwest Kiangsi leadership and to

bring about his own personal counterrevolution." 18

When we consider these various versions of the incident, I think

it becomes possible to discern various crosscurrents of conflict. First

of all, it becomes impossible, I think, to deny the presence of a hard

core of naked political rivalry between the Mao machine and the

southwest Kiangsi leadership. Secondly, the participation of a unit

of P'eng Teh-huai's army in this incident suggests that the rivalry

between the military and party leadership may also have been in-

volved. In the Edgar Snow account, Mao specifically absolves P'eng

of all implication in the incident. 19 Other sources have strongly

suggested, however, that the relations between Mao and P'eng were

not happy. 20 Wen Tse-tung's letter, cited above, implies that rela-

tions between Mao Tse-tung and the Central Committee were also

involved. The Central Committee, according to this version, favored

the southwest leadership. This might seem to lend color to Mao's own
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assertion that Fut'ien was essentially a conflict with Li Li-sanism.

Actually, however, we know that, by December 1930, Li Li-san was

no longer in control of the Central Committee. Finally, the slogans

of the anti-Mao faction would suggest that a genuine difference of

opinion on questions of agrarian policy was also involved. The anti-

Mao faction seems to have adopted a much more radical approach on

agrarian issues than the Mao leadership. Was this a manifestation

of the "Li Li-san line"? As we have seen, the charges against Li

Li-san had stressed both his leniency toward the rich peasants and

his call for collectivization. The slogans mentioned above make no

mention of collectivization and call for a severe policy toward the

rich peasantry. It is interesting to note that the Fourth Plenum,

which is supposed to have liquidated the errors of the Li Li-san line

condemns Li for favoring the rich peasants and calls for a more

vigorous policy against them. 21 Can we then assume that the Fut'ien

incident was a manifestation of the Mif, Wang Ming line?

It is interesting to note that a document included in the official

Stalinist publication Soviety v Kitae attributes the Fut'ien incident

not to the Li Li-sanists but to the Anti-Bolshevik faction.22

The complexity of the elements involved in the Fut'ien incident

lead one to suspect that the other sanguine conflicts mentioned in

Soviet documents of this period were equally complex. The phrase

"Anti-Bolshevik League" is used time and time again to describe the

source of opposition to the Maoist leadership within the Soviet

areas. While Li Ang's contention that no such organization existed

may be an exaggeration,23 it was certainly easy enough for the GPU
within the Soviet areas to use this label to cover the most diverse

sources of opposition.

Soviet documents also devote a great deal of attention to the

activities of the "Third Party" and to Teng Yen-ta's "Social Demo-

crats" in the Fukien Soviet area during 1930 and 1931.
24 We need

not doubt that these non-Communist political groups did make some

headway within the Soviet areas. At the same time, the glib asser-

tions that these groups merely represented rich peasants or landlords

should be treated with considerable skepticism. It is not at all un-

likely that political rivalry and even regional jealousies played a

larger role than the ideology of the Second International.

/ It isjfrus cle?r even from official sources that Mao Tse-tung did
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not achieve his position of preeminence in the Soviet areas without

harsh and bloody conflict. We would also suggest that all attempts

to view these conflicts as simple conflicts of ideology or "class con-

flicts" should be regarded with suspicion, that sheer political rivalry

intertwined with conflicts on major questions of strategy played a

decisive role, and that Mao Tse-tung was not able to impose his

leadership without the aid of a party machine loyal to himsel^J^
This view of Mao's rise to unchallenged preeminence within these

areas may contrast with the general image of him as a man of com-

promise and conciliation. Mao's inclination to compromise with

rather than destroy possible rivals for power has often been noted

by foreign correspondents and others. Such has indeed been his

general inclination since the establishment of the Provisional Soviet

J Government at the end of 1931. This may be due in no small meas-

I
ure, however, to the fact that Mao's major struggle to achieve a posi-

tion of relative superiority within the Soviet areas took place before

i the end of 1931, and before foreign correspondents had begun to

observe the movement. Haying achieved a position of leadership,

precarious though it might be, he chose to absorb potential rivals'*

into the Soviet structure rather than to destroy them.

.By the end of 1931, Mao's position of leadership within the

Soviet areas was sufficiently strong to win him the position of chair-

S)

man of the newly established Soviet Provisional t Tovernment.25

Victory Within the Communist Movement

It is not easy to find documentation dealing with the question of

the relations of Mao Tse-tung and the other Soviet area leaders

to the highest organs of party authority in Shanghai.

In attempting to ascertain their attitude, we must first of all bear

in mind the fact that they-O^arded themselves as sincere Com-

munists. As such, they could nottaT^ligliflj^'tfie^syn

ajiihorityand^J^afB^hierarchy. iMao could not openly flout the

authority of the Central Committee without further ado or openly

contradict its directives. At the same time, his deep conviction that

the peasantry could by itself provide the necessary driving force to

effect a complete revolution in China, a conviction which he had ex-

pressed so crassly in his "Report on the Peasant Movement in

Hunan" 26 and which he later learned to express with all the neces-
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sary Marxist-Leninist rationalizations, was not easily moved by

shifts in Comintern line concerning this point. He himself informs

us that after the Autumn Harvest uprising "I was dismissed from

the Politburo and also from the party front committee. The Hunan

committee also attacked us, calling us the 'rifle movement.' We
nevertheless held our army together at Chingkanshan, feeling certain

that we were following the correct line." 27 In other words, Mao was ")

willing, at this point, to carry forward his movement in the very face /
of the Central Committee's disapproval. At the same time, he was V^

probably much more comfortable when the Sixth Congress of the (
Comintern granted his movement a legitimate, albeit modest, place J)
in the total Communist program.28

Whatever may have been his desire to see his activities "legiti-

mized," however, evidence would indicate that from the very begin-

ning of the experiment on Chingkanshan, he resented attempts on

the part of the Central Committee to direct the Soviet movement

from Shanghai or to sacrifice the movement for other ends.

As early as November 1928, in a Report from the Chingkanshan

Front Committee, we find Mao lecturing the Central Committee in

the following vein: "Henceforth, in issuing directives, we earnestly

request that you study our reports and not simply rely on the one-

sided reports of your inspectors. The report of inspector Tu Hsiu-

ch'ing was completely erroneous in its point of view [e.g., in its im-

plication that the Red militia could hold its border area base with

two hundred more guns, its charges concerning the "conservatism"

of the Red Army, etc.]. The Provincial Committee based its actions

on this report and suffered failure. In issuing directives concerning

military actions we beg you, by all means, not to be too dogmatic.

The letters of the Central Committee must consider the conditions in

which we are operating. It must leave us some room to maneuver." 29

The same report points again and again to conflicts between the

Front Committee and the special representatives of the Central

Committee. This document, couched as it is in the restrained lan-

guage befitting a report to a higher organ, undoubtedly points to

conflicts deeper than the official language suggests. \

At the heart of the relations between the Soviet areas and the
J

Central Committee, it seems to me, there lay a question of power I /
closely related to a question of strategy. To what extent would the -\J
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Front Committee be master within its own domain? To what extent

would the Soviet movement be allowed to develop along the lines of

the strategy adopted by Mao and others and to what extent would it

v_ be used for ends lying outside itself? In discussing the policies of

the Li Li-san leadership, we have already suggested that that leader-

ship was determined to assert its power within the Soviet areas and

to dominate any "Soviet government" which might emerge. It has

also been pointed out that neither the Comintern line nor the policies

of the Central Committee which were based on that line contem-

plated an autonomous and isolated development of the Soviet move-

ment in the countryside. The Comintern line insisted on the contrary,

that this movement be "coordinated" witn the movement in tne

cities.*

Low did Mao Tse-tung and the "Real Power Faction" react to

this pressure? The evidence of his own writings would indicate that

he resisted it with every means possible.

It is true that in the Edgar Snow account Mao states that, after

the Sixth Congress, all disharmonies disappeared. "From that time

on," he says, "differences between the leaders of the party and the

leaders of the Soviet agrarian districts disappeared. Party harmony

was reestablished." 31 This is, of course, entirely in keeping with the

orthodox school of history writing with its emphasis on harmonious

continuous development. This statement does not prevent Mao, how-

ever, from attacking Li Li-san a few pages later even though Li

Li-san was the leader of the party after the Sixth Congress.32 It also

does not prevent him from making the astonishing statement that

"the Li Li-san line dominated the party then outside the Soviet

areas and was sufficiently influential to force acceptance, to some

extent, in the Red Army against the judgment of its field command"

(emphasis my own).33 Thus we learn that, at a time when the "Li

Li-san line" was the line of the Central Committee, some time before

Li had been driven from powerfLi Li-san 's policies were dominant

only outside the Soviet areas, were accepted only to some extent in

the Red Army, and were furthermore contrary to the judgment of

the Army's field command! 1 MaQ_js_informing us here
?

in essence,

that the policies of the Central Committee were largely being sab^.
taged withjn^thc Soviel^reas.

le Politburo letter of June n, it will be recalled, complains
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about the guerrilla concept of warfare prevalent within the Soviet

areas, and calls upon the Soviet armies to consolidate all its military

forces into a well-organized Red Army.34 Mao Tse-tung informs us,

however, that "the Red Army refused to immobilize its partisan

groups and open up its rear to the enemy during these adventures"

(the attack on Changsha).35

It would be an error, of course, to assume that the Central Com-

mittee was completely powerless within the Soviet areas. As has al-

ready been pointed out, it was difficult for the Front Committee

openly to flout its directives. Furthermore, the Central Committee

was able to take advantage of the factionalism existing within the

areas themselves. We thus know that Chou En-lai, at this time Li

Li-san's close ally and head of the department of military affairs,

had connections within the Red Army with generals whom he had

known since the early days at the Whampoa academy. Ch'en Tu-hsiu,

in his "Statement of Our Views," refers to "Chou En-lai's Whampoa
clique in the Soviet Areas," 36 while Hatano refers to Hsu Hsi-ch'en,

Commander of the First Army, Chou I-chun, and others as close

adherents of Chou En-lai within the Soviet areas.37

( \y7iilfi factionalism in the Soviet areas may have had local causes

it is not surprising that it soon came to involve the relations between

the Soviet areas and the Central Committee. It would appear that

disaffected elements within the Soviet areas attempted to strengthen

their positions by leaning on the authority of the Central Committee

and that the "delegates" of the Central Committee were particularly

influential among such groups^ Thus a Report on the Struggle for

Soviets in Southern Kiangsi states that "under the banner of Li

Li-sanist slogans" attempts were actually made in Kiangsi to found

collectives on the basis of the Resolutions of the May Conference of

Delegates from the Soviet Areas.38 Another account states that in

southwest Kiangsi, the "A.B. League" attempted to embarrass the

Mao leadership by implementing Li Li-san's agrarian policies,

opposing the redivision of land, and calling for the establishment of

collectives.39 Here again, whatever may have been the nature of the

opposition group involved, the implication is clear that Mao Tse-

tung himself was consciously flouting the agrarian policies adopted

at the Conference of Delegates from the Soviet Areas.

The attack on Changsha is of course the most direct evidence of
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L i Li-san's ability to carrv o^t v»jg win in th* q^^;^ nrpis Yet even

nere we are confronted with puzzling circumstances. It is known

that Li Li-san's plans envisaged the attack on Changsha as one in a

long series of attacks which would include assaults on Nanchang,

Wuhan, and even Nanking. According to the document just men-

tioned, the "A.B. League ... led the agitation for an attack on

Nanchang" on the basis of Li Li-san's policy, thus again implying

that the Mao leadership did not favor such an attack.40 The order

for an attack oil Wuhan Was simply Ignored. According to Li Ang,

Mao Tse-tung openly refused to commit the Red Army to an attack

on Wuhan after the failure of Changsha.41 Mao himself tells us that

"this failure [Changsha] helped to destroy the Li Li-san line and

saved the Red Army from what would have been a catastrophic

attack on Wuhan which Li was demanding." 42 Since over a month

elapsed between the attack on Changsha and the abandonment at

the Third Plenum of the policy of attacks on large cities, it would

appear that, in the intervening period, the Red Army simply ignored

the Central Committee's directive to attack Wuhan.
* The fact that the "Red Army refused to immobilize its partisan

groups and open up its rear to the enemy during these adventures" 43

proves quite conclusively that the Front Committee refused to stake

its existence on Li Li-san's policy in spite of Li Li-san's call for a

total mobilization of forces in an all-out effort to capture the cities.

All this leads to the suspicion that the attack on Changsha may
itself have involved considerations other than the directive of Li

Li-san. It may well be that P'eng Teh-huai, who had once before

undertaken an attack on Changsha,44 was more favorably disposed

toward Li Li-san's views on attacking cities than Mao Tse-tung.

One hostile source hints that Mao Tse-tung was only too willing to

have P'eng Teh-huai 's forces engaged in this huge undertaking.45 At

least one Comintern source does indeed state that P'eng Teh-huai

had not been adequately reinforced by other Red Army units. In an

article entitled \The Red Army of the Chinese Revolution," Sinani

states that "at the moment when P'eng Teh-huai was making his

attack, the Fourth Corps was inactive although it could have rend-

ered effective assistance at this juncture/^* All sources agree that

one positive result of the attack on Changsha was the capture of

large stores of arms, ammunition, and supplies and the recruitment
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of "three thousand workers" for the Red Army.47 Thus, from the

point of view of the Soviet areas, the attack represented a net gain.

It is therefore not inconceivable that the capture of these much

needed supplies was itself a consideration in leading the Soviet area

leaders to comply with Li Li-san's directives. Ouerjjll^ attacks on

-mjjljjJjrT for thr rnpturr pf supply and recruitment of men were

not unknown phenomena in the Soviet areas. Thus, in a report on

the attack against the town of Kian carried out in October 1930,

Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai complains that the attacking army confined itself to

the "recruitment of new soldiers." 48

Whatever may have been the case, however, Mao's own account

as well as other sources all suggest that his general relations to the

Li Li-san leadership are probably most succinctly described in

thlTChinese phrase used by Li Ang: "™i^garri nheHf**"^ inner

disobedience" (Yang feng yin wei)*9 He did not openly disobey

the directives of the Central Committee, but he did everything

possible to prevent the Committee from deflecting the Soviet move-

ment from the main lines of the strategy which had been adopted on

Chingkanshan.

The November 16 letter of the ECCI and the Resolutions of the

Fourth Plenum mark, as has been pointed out, a victory for this

strategy. As a result of the spectacular expansion of the Soviet areas

during the course of 1930, the Kremlin had now adopted a policy of

nnmntprfprpnrp in tbp military affairs of the Soviet areas. The Tm-

even development of the workers' and peasants' struggle was hence-

forth to be overcome by bringing the proletarian struggle abreast of

the peasant struggle.

It has also been pointed out, however, that wJiil£_jhe_Soviet areas

may have won_a__yictoryj3n^the question of strategy, the question"~oT

poWeT~still_ remained. JThere is no ground for believing that the

Kremlinintended to surrender supreme power in the Chinese Com-
munist movement to Mao Tse-tung and the leaders of the Red
Army. The new Central Committee, controlled by the loyal

"Twenty-eight Bolsheviks," was to remain in Shanghai and to exei

cise supreme authority from there. While a Soviet government waS

to be established as soon as possible, there was every reason to)

assume that the relation of government organs to party organs would]

be based on the model of the Soviet Union.
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The realities of the Chinese situation were, however, pointing in

quite another direction. The contrast between the growing solidity of

the actual power of the leaders in the Soviet areas and the growing

hollowness of the titular power of the Central Committee in Shanghai

was becoming so obvious that it was soon bound to affect the course

of events.

While Li Li-san had been able to exert pressure within the Soviet

areas, the young men of the new Central Committee had few connec-

tions within the area. Mao Tse-tung had little reason to respect the

authority of these callow Bolsheviks. A fact of even greater impor-

tance, however, was the growing financial dependence of the Central

Committee on the Soviet areas.Cfe a result of the drastic decline in

party memoersnip and the loss of its urban mass basis, the party's

sources of revenue had been greatly reducecLyfcdgar Snow reports

that at the trial of the Noulens in 1932 it was revealed that the

Soviet Union, at the time so deeply involved in domestic concerns,

was allotting a total of some fifteen thousand dollars for all its activi-

ties in the Orient. 50 Li Ang adds that most of the funds supplied to

China were earmarked for labor-union activities. The only other re-

maining source of funds was from the revenues of the Soviet areas.

According to Li Ang, "most of the party's operating funds were

supplied by the Soviet areas." 51

Another debilitating factor was the recrudescence in io.u of an

active "white terror" ™™pQign ^n pie p^ nfthe national govern-

ment. The growing strength of the Soviet movement had thoroughly

aroused the fears of the national government, caning iorin the nrst

nnsiirrpssfiii "pYterrninaHnn campaign" in .Novemper iQ3o and the

second in April iq.^i. On the assumption that the root of Communist
authority lay in Shanghai, the government |

" ')hr l>*p"" al^ctjve'

campaign in 1931 to ferret out Communists in Shanghai.

"*~ln the spring oi 1931 Ku Shun-chang, the chief of Li Li-san 's

dreaded "special affairs unit" (GPU) who had managed to retain his

position under the new leadership, had gone to Wuhan on a special

mission (according to Li Ang he had gone for the purpose of obtain-

ing funds from the Soviet areas) 52 and had been arrested there by

the Kuomintang police. After his arrest he had voluntarily turned

traitor and had been able to furnish the police with the addresses of

1 most of the prominent Central Committee leaders. While most of

\u
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them were warned in time, Hsiang Chung-fa, the "puppet" chairrm

of the Central Committee, was seized in his home and shot on June o ^
21, 193 1.

53 (After his death, Wang Ming, the real head of the CenV ^ £
tral Committee, also became titular head of the Committee.) 54 After\ o *

this event, however, the Central Committee operated in an atmos-

phere of growing insecurity.

The First All-China Conference of the Soviets, finally called in the

new Soviet area capital, Juichin, on November 7, 1931, for the

purpose of establishing a "Provisional Central Government of the

Chinese Soviet Republic," 55 cast a glaring light on the abyss which Jfa
lay between the actual power of the government leaders in Juichin

and the titular power of the Central Committee leaders. While all

the Central Committee leaders won positions as members of the

Central Executive Committee of the new government, they shared

this honor with hosts of obscure party members. Real power re-

mained concentrated in the hands of the Soviet area leaders.

The complete victory of the Mao-Chu leadership within the"
r"

Chinese Communist movement can be said to have been achieved / \
during the 193 2-1 933 period when tfr fl

Ppntral rnmmjtfee was I

finally forced to move its headquarters from Shanghai to Juichin. 56
I

According to the rather detailed account of Li Ang, this move was

the direct result of pressure from within the Soviet areas. After the

establishment of the Provisional Government, according to Li Ang,

Mao felt himself in a position to assume control of the Chinese Com-

munist movement as a whole. He accordingly decided to adopt the

strategy of Ts'ao Ts'ao in his favorite Chinese novel, The Romance

of the Three Kingdoms, the strategy "of capturing the Emperor in

order to control the lords." 57 He sent a series of telegrams to the

Central Committee urging it to transfer its headquarters to Juichin

because of the danger of the "white terror" in Shanghai, because of

the necessity of calling a Fifth Plenum of the Central Committee in

which the Front Committee might participate, and because the Soviet

government suffered from a lack of capable leading cadres. 58 Li Ang

adds that the Central Committee showed little inclination to comply

with these suggestions. [After these polite suggestions had failed, Ma<3 >
<

sent a telegram in which he implied that it might henceforth be in£"~ (

possible to supply funds from the Soviet areas because of the difficul- s *

ties of communication.5^his threat, Li Ang claims, combined with
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the growing insecurity of its position in Shanghai, finally forced the

Central Committee to move to Juichin.60 Other hostile sources support

this account.61 It is, of course, also possible that the "white terror"

and the Central Committee's own sense of futility were themselves

sufficient to force this move without the aid of pressure from within

the Soviet areas. However, the fact that the Central Committee did

not leave Shanghai until several months after the murder of Hsiang

Chung- fa would suggest that some factor other than sheer terror

was involved.

f Whatever may have been the case, with its removal to Juichin the

1 Central Committee became totally subordinated to the Soviet gov-

ernment leadershipfSome of the "Twenty-eight Bolsheviks"— Shen

Tse-min, Ch'in Pang^TTSten, Chang Wen-t'ien, Yang Shang-k'un, and

others— were, it is true, to win for themselves honorable positions

within the Soviet government structure,62 while Chou En-lai, who
had had previous connections within the Soviet areas, again dis-

played his amazing powers of adjustment by becoming Commissar of

Military Affairs.63 All this was, of course, in entire keeping with Mao

Tse-tung's tendency to absorb rather than eliminate rivals. lit is sig-^

nificant, however, that Wang Ming, the erstwhile Lnairman of the

Central Committee, won no position for himself in the new govern-

ment. Instead, he was sent back to Moscow as delegate to the

Comintern.64

There are those who have maintained that Wang Ming continued

to be a leading force in the Chinese Communist movement after his

return to Moscow in 1932.
65 He had, after all, held what was presum-

ably the highest post within the Communist hierarchy and his de-

parture from that post had evidently not resulted from any loss of

favor in Moscow. We find no evidence of laborious attempts to con-

struct an "anti-Wang Ming line." Furthermore, after his return to

Moscow he was to achieve a world-wide reputation in the interna-

tional Communist movement as an interpreter of Chinese affairs and

as one of the much publicized architects of the "United Front"

policy at the Seventh Comintern Congress.66

;
Nevertheless, while Wang may never have lost the favor of

Moscow, I would suggest that his return to Moscow was more in

the nature of an exile from the sources of power in the Chinese

Communist movement than a climb to new heights of power. Had
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not Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai also become a delegate to the Comintern after
J

his loss of power in the Chinese Communist movement and had he

not won fame in the Communist world as a Chinese "theorist"? It \

must again be emphasized that the power of the Chinese Communist \

leaders after 1931 did not derive solely from the mandate of \

Moscow, but was solidly based on the control of a military force, a

territorial base, and a governmental apparatus. Wang had no access

to this "real power" at the Hotel Lux in Moscow.

It would go beyond the scope of this book to consider the role

actually played by Wang Ming in the formation of the "United

Front" after 1935. I think that it is sufficient to point out, however,

that since his return to China in 1938 he has held no position of

consequence in the Chinese Communist movement. He is not even

mentioned in the various speculations concerning Moscow's candi-

date for strong man behind the throne. On the contrary, his erstwhile

bitter enemy, Li Li-san has figured most prominently in such specu-

lation. There is thus every reason to assume that his return to

Moscow in 1932 marked a real and lasting loss by him of power in

the Chinese Communist movement.

What role, then, did Moscow play in establishing the Mao Tse-

tung leadership? One cannot here speak in tones of dogmatic finality.

Secret documents may exist in the archives of the Kremlin which

prove conclusively that Moscow directly bestowed upon him the

mantle of leadership.67 On the basis of the documentation available

to us, however, we cannot but conclude that Mao established his

leadership within the Chinese Communist movement by dint of the

real military, financial, and mass power which had been created by

his own successful strategy; that the gravitation of power into the

harms ni Man K^-tnny a.nri Chu Teh was the result of circumstances

and power relations existing within the Chinese Communist move-

ment rather than of any decision made in Moscow. We have, indeed,

attempted to demonstrate that it would have been most difficult for

Moscow to take the jnit
1Qth7A in gtatttlBg *ho lea dership of the move-

ment to men who were quite satisfied to see Chinese Communism
completely isolated from its supposed urban proletarian bases. .We^

must therefore conr)nf|e that Mnsrow ;
<; remgrmtion ot the Mao Tse-

tung leadership was essentially in the nature of an acquiescence to a

fait accompli.
™" "*—
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In the apt phrase of Li Ang, "Moscow itself had to buy 'face'

through Mao Tse-tung." 68 The existence of a dynamic Soviet regime

operating under a Stalinist banner was a propaganda asset which

Moscow could not relinquish no matter what the ideological price.

Bythe time of the Fifth Plenum of the Central Committee, held in

Juichin in i£3^, the Maois^_s^raie^yJiad^beeome the strategy of the

Chinese Communist movement.



xni ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF

THE MAOIST STRATEGY

It is not the purpose of this book to treat the history of the Soviet

period or of the New Democracy period which followed it. If I never-

theless presume to discuss the essential features of Maoism at this

point it is because of my conviction that these features lie notJrjLlhe

^srjiere of theory but in the sphere of strategy and that the basic ele-

ments of this atralfigy^were already formed by the time Mao Tse-

tun^Jind nrhipved a por tion of leadershuTwilhln the Chinese Com-

munist movement . While this strategy does indeed nave proiouriCT

implications for Marxist-Leninist doctrine, they are implications

which are never made explicit in theory. On the contrary, every effort

is made in the theoretical sphere to conceal these implications.

The Maoist Strategy

Essentially, the Maoist strategy involves the imposition of a politi-

cal party organized in accordance with Leninist principles and ani-

mated by faith in certain basic tenets of Marxism-Leninism onto a

purely peasant mass base.

While this is the heart of the strategy, more specific features were

evolved in the course of the experiences in Hunan during the 1926-

1927 period and the experiences of the autumn harvest uprising. It

can, however, be stated that the basic features are already present in

a report written by Mao as early as 1928. In his Report of the

Chingkanshan Front Committee to the Central Committee,1 Mao
enumerates the conditions necessary for the maintenance and devel-

opjnent of "separate armed Soviet bases." The first condition is tfie

existence oi
ua strong mass base." Although it is not specified, the

mass base is, of course, to be a peasant mass base. These peasant

masses are to be won by a program of land retorTTTdesigned to satisfy

the basic grievances of the bulk of the peasantry within the areas

under Communist control. The second condition is the existence of a
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strong party, that is, of a party leadership organized along the lines

prescribed by Lenin. The third is the existence of a strong K.e<T~

Army tor^ In ah environment in Avhich military power was" UeuslVfc,

a^Soviet base could survive only by possessing its own military

force. The fourth condition is the control of a strategically lo-

cated territorial base, and the fifth condition is that the area in

question be self-sufficient enough to maintain its population . Re-

membering his experiences in the autumn harvest uprising, Mao
lays particular stress on the possession of a "central, solid base"

and repudiates charges of the Central Committee that fhp insist-

ence on the maintenance of such a base is an expression of "con-

servatism." 2

- 1 Allolhei peculiar feature of the Maoist strategy already mentioned

in the report is the preference for "horder arffl" bases - that is, bases

from which it would be possible "to influence both provinces. " 3 "The

Red Army must resolve to carry on its battles in border areas where it

must have sufficient fortitude to carry on sustained warfare ... If

the Red Army is able to sustain itself in these border areas its repu-

tation will spread throughout the surrounding countryside and even

among the troops of the enemy. This will create a favorable atmos-

phere for its advance into the surrounding areas." 4

r~ Thus we see that the Maoist strategy was based not only on an in-

l sight into the revolutionary potentialities of the peasantry but also

) on the realization that in a country where centralized authority had

I been destroyed and only precariously reestablished, state power was

/ weakest in the vast swamplike countryside, in those areas furthest

I removed from centers of administrative and military power.

^ The main tasks of the Red Army within the context of this

strategy were succinctly summarized by Mao in his interview with

Edgar Snow. "The main tasks of the Red Army/' he said, "were the

recruiting of ne™ frOfT c
, * nr finrHriti™ ^ f BflB riiral a^is, or

)f*

above all, the consolidation nnr]er thorough Soyipt pnwpr nf snrh

areas as already had fallen to the Red Armv." 5

Such, I think, are the main lines of the strategy which, in conjunc-

tion with favorable external circumstances, was finally to lead the

Chinese Communist movement to victory.

C"*

What, then, are the implications of this strategy for Marxist-

Leninist dogma?
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The Maoist Strategy and Marxist-Leninist Dogma

Officially, of course, there was no break whatsoever between the

Comintern line, as fixed in the November 16 letter ot the \LCCi and

in the Resolutions ot the Fourtn nenum, and the theoretical Hne"oT

the Chinese LomnlUIllSl IliUVtmienl duiing the whole Soviet period.

Actually, however, the gravitation of power into the Soviet areas

marked almost the totalseverance 01 me ininese communist party

from its supposed urban proletarian base. It was the beginning of a

heresy in act never made explicit in theory. Chinese Communism in

its Maoist development demonstrates in fact that a communist party

organized along Leninist lines and imbued with a sincere taitn

certain basic Marxist-Leninist tenets can exist quite apart trom any

organic connection with the proletariat. The experience of Chinese

Communism thus casts a doubt on the whole organic conception of

the relation of party to class.

This is, however, a doubt which neither the Chinese Communist

movement nor the Kremlin can tolerate, for it is a doubt which

strikes at the very heart of the legitimization of power within the

Leninist framework. The extraordinary and total power which the

Communist Party arrogates to itself and the infallibility which it

ascribes to itself are justified entirely on the ground that it is the

head of a social organism the body of which is the proletariat, the

class destined by history to inherit the earth as well as to grasp ulti-

mate absolute truth. In the words of the Hungarian Communist

theoretician, Lukacs, the activity of the Communist Party "is not an

activity representing the class but the focalization of the activity of

the class itself." 6 Elsewhere, he states that the Communists are "the

class consciousness of the proletariat which has taken on visible

form." 7 It has, however, always been considered a minimum guar-

antee of th"e identity ot a communist party that, it stand in sorne^

concrete relationship to a ykihle proletariat Otherwise, it might

ea"sily lose its iden tify ac a rnmm^n ist party. Most Communist lit-

erature suggests in fact, that the Communist Party is a peculiarly

sensitive organ highly susceptible to infection from nonproletarian

classes, even when its base is secure. The implication is clear that

in isolation from the proletariat the Communist Party must lose its

very identity.

in

hit
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/" If the ties between the Communist Party and its proletarian base

V are weak then it is the first and paramount duty of the party to

\ strengthen these bonds lest the party lose its basis of existence. No-

\ where in the whole body of Lenin's writings do we find a hint that

J the Communist Party can exist as an entity apart from its prole-

/ tarian base.

V*_ We thus find {fot nftf""
T
93

T ; + bacaBtf ™Q "* fV>^ Koc
pC, rnnrprn^

of the Kremlin as well as of the Chinese Communist Party to con-

ceal by every device possible the actual severance 01 the uninese

~party from its proletarian base.

The process of devising such concealment devices had actually

begun before Mao Tse-tung's final victory. While the Comintern and

the Chinese leadership were straining every nerve to win back the

urban proletariat, the "scissors" between the movement in the city

and the movement in the country had of course become a fact long

before the final victory of Mao. In his Report on the Third Plenum,

Chou En-lai is forced to admit that the party has no more than'two

thousand proletarian members 8 ""(probably an exaggerated^ figure ) .

Seizing upon this fact— and ignoring the intentions of the Comin-

tern— Trotsky had as early as 1928 begun to flay the Comintern

for the anomaly of supposedly Communist elements operating in a

completely peasant environment in isolation from the urban prole-

tariat.9 In China, Ch'en Tu-hsiu had taken up the refrain. We have

already seen how unhappy the Comintern and the Chinese leader-

ship themselves had been about this state of affairs. They could not,

however, allow Trotsky's accusation to go unanswered. Thus we

find Manuilsky stating at the Sixteenth Congress of the Soviet Com-

munist Party that "the third peculiarity [of the Chinese revolution] is

that the Chinese revolution even before the final victory of the

workers has at its disposal a Red Army. It is in possession of a con-

siderable territory/ At this very moment it is creating in this terri-

tory a Soviet systeHft-of' workers' and peasants' power in whose gov-

ernment the Communists are in a majority. And this condition per-

mits the proletariat to realize not only an ideological but also a state

hegemony over the peasantry" (emphasis my own). 10 This phrase

was to be repeated over and over again in subsequent Chinese Com-

munist literature as a defense against the charge that the movement

lacked a proletarian base!/
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What does this phrase mean in essence? It can only mean that

since the leaders of the Soviet areas are convinced Communists, since

the Soviet areas are under the control of the Communist Party, that

is in itself a guarantee of proletarian hegemony. Trotsky answers

this claim most incisively from the solid ground of orthodoxy. "In

what way," he asks, "can the proletariat realize state hegemony over

the peasantry when state power is not in its hands? It is absolutely

impossible to understand this. The leading role of isolated Com-

munist groups in the peasant war does not decide the question of

power. Classes decide and not parties" (emphasis my own).11 This

is the very crux of the matter. Manuilsky's phrase assumes that a

political group held together by common convictions and organized

as a communist party can initiate fundamental historic changes.

Such a proposition strikes at the heart of even the most "sophisti-

cated
77
versions of Marxism-Leninism. Was this not one of the issues

which had divided Marx irom the Utopian socialists? It was not

simply that the Utopian socialists thought that socialism could be

implemented when objective conditions were not ripe for socialism,

but also their belief that small groups of men with benevolent ideas

could realize these ideas when actually only economic classes could

act as the instruments of history. Neither Marx nor Lenin could in

the nature of things deny that well-intentioned men of nonprole-

tarian origin could become identified with the proletariat but both

would have strenuously denied that they could become identified

simply by an act of faith in the absence of any actual ties to the

proletariat. To believe that the "vanguard of the proletariat" can

exist without a main force in the rear is to grant political power a

role in human history which Marxism-Leninism cannot allow.

Discussing this problem in her book Inside Red China Nym Wales

remarks that "the Chinese Communists seem to consider their party

itself equivalent to direct participation by the proletariat." 12 This,

of course, is another version of the Manuilsky formula. Is the sub-

jective conviction of the Chinese Communist leaders that they are

the bona fide representatives of the proletariat sufficient proof in

terms of Marxist-Leninist doctrine of the validity of their claim?

How then are Communist subjective convictions to be weighed

against those of Social Democrats or Syndicalists? To those standing

outside the tradition, it may well seem that it is nothing more than

1
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such a subjective conviction (or pretense) which lies at the heart of

the Communist faith everywhere. A Marxist-Lenmist. however,

cannot admit this.rTheoretically, he must be able to show at least a

minimum relationship between the Communist Party and the urban

proletariat and must at all times make every effort to strengthen

such relationsA

Manuilsk}rVphrase is, however, not the only concealment device

used to disguise the true state of affairs. Another common device is

the equation of the "rural proletariat" with the proletariat proper.

iT'lias alieady been pulllled out that while Lenin and Trotsky Had

advocated the absorption of the "rural poor" into the Communist

Party, they had advocated it only on the condition that the "rural

poor" be tied to a strong urban-based party. "Only the industrial

proletariat," Lenin insisted, "led by the Communist Party, can lib-

erate the toiling masses of the countryside from the yoke of capi-

tal." 13 The "rural proletariat" in isolation from the urban prole-

tariat is essentially "petty bourgeois" in mentality, bitter against

those with land but consumed by the desire to win for itself a foot-

hold in landed property.

The constitution of the Soviet government drawn up at the All-

China Soviet Conference in November 1931 contains an imposing

series of labor laws, including ordinances regarding working hours,

child and female labor, etc.
14 Many of these laws were obviously de-

signed for the industrial proletariat. Under the conditions of the

Soviet areas, they could only have a propaganda Value by helping to

create the impression of a proletarian base where none existed.

The Soviet government did indeed make strenuous efforts to

establish labor unions based squarely on the "rural proletariat." In

fact, most of the references to labor unions in the Soviet period refer

to such unions. The peculiar difficulties which these unions con-

fronted are graphically illustrated in a "Circular of the Standing

Committee of the General Labor Federation" which appears in Red

Flag of November 15, 1932.
15 The circular is essentially an attack

on local union organizers who tend to set overstringent qualification

requirements for union membership. Many of these organizers had

formerly been organizers of industrial labor and were finding it most

difficult in terms of their Marxist-Leninist precepts to classify large

groups of the "rural poor" as bona fide proletarians. For one thing,
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many of these rural poor possessed their own tools, while one of the

prime marks of the proletarian in the Marxist definition is his alien-

ation from his means of production. 16 Furthermore, most of the

rural proletarians worked on an individual basis now with one em-

ployer and now with another; in the view of the organizer, "inde-

pendent laborers who sell their labor from house to house are not

qualified to enter a labor union." 17 What was even more serious, the /

very land reforms effected by the Soviet government had served to V
"deproletarianize" many of the rural poor. The circular itself admits (

that 90 per cent of the workers in Hunan and Hupeh were landhold- \
ing peasants who worked in their spare time. 18 '
The Standing Committee of the General Labor Federation is not

inclined, however, to lose its raison d'etre without further ado. "To

set such requirements for entry into labor unions," it complains, "is

simply to liquidate labor unions in the Soviet areas." 19 The mere

possession of tools should not disqualify a candidate since the tools

are not being used by these men for their own enterprise but in

order to perform work for others. (In the view of Marx, the posses-

sion of tools by a producer whose labor is exploited by others is

actually characteristic of precapitalist modes of production.) While

their work may be independent and allotted among several employ-

ers, it is still exploited by others. (In the view of Marx, all pre-

socialist systems— except of course primitive Communism— are

characterized by exploitation.) Finally, workers should not be de-

barred simply because they own a plot of land. The land will merely

serve to measure their loyalty to the revolution! 20

Now, while the labor-union form has been adopted throughout

the world by occupations which are not strictly proletarian in the"

MaiAist sense, 111 Chinese Cuniinwilsl literature the existence of

laoor unions in the Soviet areas' is" often cited as
1

proot oi the exist-

ence ot a genuine proletariat 111 Lliese aie^s. The fdUiul LULU adduced"

In this "Circular" prove quite clearly that the rural workers with

their fluid and nondescript economic status possessed few of those

attributes which account for the revolutionary potentialities of the

proletariat in the Marxist scheme.

Another device of concealment frequently used during the Soviet

period was the constant emphasis on the "soviet" as a genuine pro-

letarian political institution. After the abandonment of the soviet
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form in the "New Democracy" period, this earlier fetishism of the

soviet was to prove a source of embarrassment. At the time, however,

it was used as yeJL^nother proof of "proletarian hegemony" within

( the Soviet areas/The very fact, it was argued, that the Soviet gov-

^ j ernment operated within the framework of the soviet was a visible

'
]
sign of proletarian hegemony since the role played by that institu-

I tion in the Soviet Union, the land of proletarian dictatorship, proved

I its fundamentally proletarian nature'JvThe very form of the soviet is

a conquest of the Chinese proletariat" 21 states the introduction to

the book Soviets in China. By focusing the history of the Chinese

Communist movement on the institution of the soviet, it is possible

to begin with the Canton Commune, an eminently proletarian phe-

nomenon, and to pass imperceptibly as it were to the purely peasant

Soviets of the 1 931-193 5 period, thus casting a mist over the actual

shift which has taken place. Thus we read in the introduction to

Soviets in China that "the Soviet power in Canton in the December

days of 1927, the Soviet republic in Hailufeng, the Soviets in Liling,

and the victorious wave of the Soviet movement occupying the im-

portant provinces of south and central China were all organized and

led by the Communists." 22

Actually, of course, Lejnn had not always thought of the Soviets

as an eminently proletarian lnslitullUIl . DUhng the July days of

1 91 7 he had even thought of abandoning tne Soviets. ' The power

can be Sfifipd hpnrpfnrth
r

" he declared,
aonly by armed insurrec-

tion. We must obviously rely in this operation not on Soviets de-

moralized by comprom js,fr g h,,t nn fQ ^tr"y rOTP™'™^" it wag nniy"

after the Bolsheviks had won control of the Soviets that they took on

their sacred "proletarian" character. (We know, however, that even

after the revolution, Lenin had speculated on the possibility of apply-

ing the form of Soviets to "backward" lands of Asia where the pro-

letariat was presumed not to exist at all.
23 The soviet was a form, he

felt, which could be adapted to the psychology of a backward

peasant society. Ill is somewhat curious to note that, in his polemics

against Trotsky at the Eighth Plenum of the ECCI, Stalin had

used this passage from Lenin in a rather sophistical attempt to

prove that China did not need Soviets. "Lenin," he said, "did not

have in mind countries like China and India where a certain minimum

of industrial proletariat exists ... He rather had in mind other
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backward countries like Persia." 24 It is thus clear that there is no

warrant in Communist tradition for considering the soviet form itself

a proof of "proletarian hegemony." After the abandonment of the

soviet form, of course, the Chinese Communists themselves were to

bend every effort to prove that the soviet form was not a necessary

vehicle of proletarian hegemony.

One of the most effective devices of all, from the point of view of

its appeal to the emotions, is the use of Lenin's own polemical tactic

of offense rather than defense. The Trotskyists, Social Democrats,

and others who were raising embarrassing questions concerning the

Chinese Communist Party's lack of a proletarian base did this, it

was maintained, only in order to deliver China over to the bourgeoi-

sie "because they wish to create a rift between the world prole-

tariat and the Chinese proletariat. They wish to hide from the

European proletarian the heroic history of the struggle of the

Chinese proletariat for hegemony in the national movement of

liberation." 25

^
Now, however sinister the motives of the Trotskyists and Social

J

Democrats might be, the question they raised still remained unan-/

swered. The fact that the Chinese Communist Party carried on a\

truly heroic struggle against overwhelming odds in the hinterlands/

of Hunan and Kiangsi, and later in the northwest areas, might prove\
its heroic qualities of leadership. It does not, however, prove that)

the party had an urban proletarian base.

We thus find that the hard fact of the isolation of the Chinese'^N

Communist Party from the urban proletariat during all the years 1

of its rise to power emerges, naked and irreducible, from behind all J

the devices of concealment used to hide it.

At present, of course, the Chinese Communist Party can once more

claim a proletarian base. It is once more in contact with the urban

industrial proletariat. Yet, the very circumstances under which the

Communists finally achieved power throw a glaring light on the lack
~

of relationship between the urban proletariat and the Chinese Com-

munist Party. The Chinese urban proletariat— whatever its sym-

pathies mav have been— waited inertly and passively tor the

PeQCQn t troops to orrnpv lhe HflgS '* rerfainlv plaved a mnrh less

active role than the students/

The fact that the Chinese Communist Party has existed for some
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twenty years without any significant connections with the industrial

proletariat, and the fact that the industrial proletariat played no

actual role in the consummation of the revolution, are circumstances

which cannot be erased by the belated reunion of head and body. It

has already been demonstrated that a communist party can exist

quite apart from any real connection with the urban proletariat.

If the concealment devices used by the Kremlin and the Chinese

Communists cannot bear scrutiny, what can be said of the Trotskyist

interpretation of the development of Chinese Communism? There

can be no doubt that from the point of view of Marxist-Leninist

orthodoxy the Trotskyist position is unimpeachable. By severing

itself from its urban proletarian base and tying itself to the peas-

antry , the Chinese Communist Party has ceased to he a party of the

proletariat, for a political party can have no autonomous life of its

own, in the words of Isaacs, "the Communist Party tried to substi-

tute itself fo,r tVlp pmipfaria t as a class. In the process, however, it

was transfr^™^ ;" f" 8 pPfl'ipnt par^v." 26

To what extent, however, does this allegation correspond to fact?

Did the Chinese Communist Party indeed become a party of the

peasants in the sense in which that word is used by Trotsky, Isaacs,

and Ch'en Tu-hsiu? Such a view, I thmk, falsifies realities no less

than the camouflage of the official line/There is no evidence that the

aspirations and ambitions of the Communist Party leaders were at

any time circumscribed by what Marxist-Leninists consider to be

the peasant mentality or that they at any time aspired to achieve

the "peasant socialism" advocated by the Russian narodniki who

were considered the very archetype of the peasant party J

I would suggest that Chinese Communism in its Maoist develop-

ment can simply not be understood within the narrow framewoTfr"pfi

Marxist-Leninist premjses; that both the official and the 'l rotskyisr

interpretations obscure rather than illuminate the nature of the

movement since 1931. The Chinese Communist Party under the

leadership of Mao Tin tunc

'

hA<k ""+ ko^ f^e pa rty of the industrial

^W^nTjtfr bay i
f Ko°" fhp party of the peasantry in the Marxist-

T.eninkt_senŝe Tt has rather been an elite corps of politically articu-

lateleaders organized along Leninist lines but drawn on its top levels

from various strata of Chinese society. In her study of the back-

ground of seventy Chinese Communist ^leaders in the New Democ-
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racy period, Nym Wales finds that only seventeen per cent are

proletarians. This percentage is probably obtained by stretching the

meaning of the word "proletarian" well beyond its legitimate Marxist

limits. She finds, however, that seventy per cent are hsiieh-sheng or

"students from families of small farmers, professionals, merchants,

and even aristocratic official families." 27 Under the leadership of

Mao Tse-tung this elite group had come to realize in the face of

Marxist-Leninist dogma that the peasantry could itself provide the

mass basis and the motive power for a revolutionary transformation.

This realization may owe much to the peasant background of such

leaders as Mao Tse-tung. It would, however, be a grave error to

assume that once having achieved power, the aspirations or inten-

tions of the Communist leaders would necessarily be determined by

their peasant background or by the interests of the peasantry. On
the contrary, we have every reason to believe that these men had

thoroughly absorbed the Leninist abhorrence of "backwardness" as

well as the extravagant Marxist-Leninist belief in the potentialities

of industrialization even when circumstances forced them to lurk in

the hinterlands. Chinese Communism in its Maoist development can

only be understood when— to modify Trotsky's phrase— we realize

that parties as well as classes decide. The Chinese Communist Party'?

under the leadership of Mao Tse-tung has been, I would suggest, / (

neither "the vanguard of the proletariat" in the Marxist-Leninist j
*

sense, nor a "peasant party" in the Marxist-Leninist sense, but an I

elite of professional revolutionaries which has risen to power by \ L-^

basing itself on the dynamic of peasant discontent. * )

The Maoist Strategy and the Party Line

We have chosen to draw a distinction between vital core pre-

suppositions of Marxism-Leninism and the transient superficial ele-

ments of the shifting party lines. It has been suggested that the

^Maoist strategy represents a heresy in act toward one such vital pre-

suppositionJWe should now like to consider briefly the relations of

this strategy to the shifting party lines after 1931. v.-

The shift of the center of power from Shanghai to Juichin was not

accompanied by any change in party line on the part of the Kremlin.

On the contrary, the Kremlin was most concerned to obscure the

change which had taken place. Everything was done to maintain.

9
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V

the appearance of a smooth continuity. On the other hand, the Mao
leadership seemed quite content to pursue its strategy within the

framework of the theoretical line formulated at the Fourth Plenum.

We find little evidence at this time of any ambition on the part of

Mao to create theoretical innovations within the Marxist-Leninist

tradition,

/ The result was, of course, an utter lack of relation between theory

and practice. Presumably, the political form of the bourgeois demo-

cratic revolution during the whole Soviet period was still the "demo-

cratic dictatorship of workers and peasants." We have already noted

/ that this formula had already lost a great deal of its relevance as

early as 1928 when it was decided that the proletariat— that is, the

Communist Party— would exercise exclusive political hegemony

within the dictatorship and that the peasantry would not be repre-

sented by a political party of its own.28 With the establishment of

the Soviet Provisional Government, the formula became completely

meaningless. We have in the Soviet Republic a "democratic dictator-

ship of workers and peasants" in which the peasantry is allowed no

political expression of its own and in which the party of the prole-

tariat has no mass basis of its own.

r^vVhile it would go beyond the scope of this book to consider the

I party line of the New Democracy period, it should nevertheless be

(
pointed out that the shift to the New Democracy line involved no

]
change in the basic Maoist strategy outlined above. I would suggest

; that the actual strategic shifts made in 1935 were more in the nature

J

of shifts in "foreign policy" than shifts in basic strategy. At no time

\
during the New Democracy period do we find any inclination on

the part of the Yenan leadership to renounce its territorial base, its

actual control of its own armed forces, or its tendency to infiltrate

"border areas." The changes in agrarian policy do not contradict this

contention for it has nowhere been implied that a fixed agrarian

policy was a basic feature of the Maoist strategy. The change from

the "soviet" to the "assembly" with its allotment of representation

to other parties is overridden by the basic fact that fundamental de-

cisions of policy were made by neither the "soviets" nor the "assem-

blies" but by the Communist Party itself. The fact that the New
Democracy period is marked by a statesmanlike regard for local

initiative and by a marked decline in the use of force as an instru-
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ment of policy represents a refinement in strategy rather than a

basic modification of it. —^

While the New Democracy period marks no change in the basic

Maoist strategy, it does, however, add many new and significant »

features. As a result of its role in the war against Japan, the Chinese

Communist Party was "finally able to harness nationalist sentiment

to its own cause. The period also marks a profound change in the

psychology of the Communist leadership which may itself spring in

no small measure from nationalist sentiment. Having taken the ini-

tiative in the field of strategy in the early thirties, having exercised

actual state power during the Soviet period, and having led the

movement through the vicissitudes of the Long March, Mao was now

sufficiently self-confident to take the initiative in the field of theo-

retical formulation. He was no longer content to explain his strategy

in terms of the general theory of the "United Front" as promulgated

in Moscow, but was intent on proving that developments in China

represented a unique and original development in the course of

human history and that he himself was a theoretical innovator in

the line of Marx, Lenin, and Stalin. It is here, I think, that we must

seek the unique significance of the whole "New Democracy" theory.

For a time, at least, Mao Tse-tung has received Moscow's acqui-

escence in this also.

Abiding Elements of Marxism-Leninism

How far can a historic movement, based on certain beliefs, drift

from basic original premises and still maintain its identity? This is,

of course, one of the most perplexing questions in the history of

human thought. To some extent this may be a question of semantics,

for our ultimate judgment may depend in no small measure on our

evaluation of the relative importance of various premises of the

movement at its beginnings. What, for instance, are the essential

premises of early Marxism? To what extent is Lenin still a true

Marxist? To what extent is Stalin a good Marxist-Leninist? To what

extent has Mao Tse-tung been a faithful Stalinist? Our answers to

each of these questions will depend, of course, on where we seek the

crucial elements of Marxism-Leninism-Stalinism respectively. The

general view underlying this study is that the general trend of

Marxism in its Leninist form has been toward disintegration and
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not toward "enrichment" and "deepening" as its orthodox adherents

would have us believe. Thus we would maintain that the Maoist

heresy in action on the matter of the relations of party to class rep-

resents yet another major step in this process of disintegration. In

spite of this movement toward disintegration, however, we would

nevertheless maintain that other core elements of Marxism-Leninism

still remain integral living elements of Chinese Communism.
In the first place, we must not overlook the abiding conviction of

the Chinese Communists themselves that they are unswerving

Marxist-Leninists. Just as Lenin had thought of himself as a mono-

lithic Marxist, so are the Chinese Communists convinced that they

are monolithic Marxist-Leninists. Such a subjective conviction is no

guarantee against heresy in action, but is a historic force which must

be considered in its own right, for the feeling of solidarity of belief

is a force which must not be underestimated. At the same time, how-

ever, whether such solidarity of belief is as important in the long

run as certain factors working in an opposite direction, is open to

doubt.

Second, all evidence would indicate that the basic Hegelian faith

which underlies and animates Marxism-Leninism, has been thor-

oughly assimilated by the Chinese Communists— the Hegelian-

Marxist faith in a redemptive historic process and the Leninist faith

that the Communist Party is itself the sole agent of historic redemp-

tion. Chinese Communist literature is genuinely imbued with this

faith, however doubtful may be the party's credentials as the party

of the proletariat. However immersed they may have been in a peas-

ant environment, the leaders of the party never for a moment

doubtea that they were the chosen instruments of History, destined

to lead China on the road to an industrialized socialism. While the

concept "socialism" has undergone strange transformations since

Stalin chose to proclaim its existence in the Soviet Union, and while

it may yet undergo even stranger metamorphoses in China, this faith

has definitely precluded the possibility of the party becoming "a

peasant party" and wedded it— for good or ill— to the ideal of

the industrialized power state. It also undoubtedly sustained the

party's spirits during its darker days.

Third, as has been stated, the party is the agent of historic re-

demption; thus, the Leninist theory and practice of party crganiza-
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tion has remained a hard unchanging core in the midst of change.

The basic Leninist formula of a tightly organized elite which strives

toward power by identifying itself with the dynamism engendered

by the immediate needs and discontents of the masses 29 has, without

a doubt, played a large role in accounting for the success of Chinese

Communism. The experience of China has simply demonstrated that

a mass basis can be provided by the peasantry and other strata of

society, and that the industrial proletariat need play no role in this

formula.

Fourth, totalitarianism is a tendency inherent in the Leninist con-

ception of the party. As the sole agent of a unified historic process,

the party must be the ultimate arbiter in every sphere of human life.

This tendency inherent in Marxism-Leninism has, of course, been

reinforced to the ultimate degree by the concrete example of the

Soviet Union itself. A reading of the writings of Mao Tse-tung and

of "The Documents on the Correction of Tendencies
,, would sug-

gest, I think, that this totalitarian tendency is part of the vital core

of Chinese Communism inhibited only by the force of external cir-

cumstances and softened until recently by the party's sparing use

of force. This is true in spite of the fact that the Chinese Communist

Party has not yet claimed to have attained socialism. By stressing

"the hegemony of the proletariat" even in this presocialist era, it is

able to preserve for itself the right of ultimate decision in every

sphere of human experience. Thus, Mao Tse-tung's own writings on

literature demonstrate the extent to which he has arrogated to him-

self the position of arbiter in that sphere. Totalitarianism will, I

think, be inhibited in a Communist China only by limits imposed by

external circumstances.

Finally, the Leninist doctrine of imperialism, which so strongly

attracted the founders of the Chinese Communist Party in the days

of the May Fourth movement, still plays a vital role in Chinese

Communism. It has been suggested at the beginning of this study

that it was this element above all which first seemed to give Marxism-

Leninism its burning relevance to the situation in which the Chinese

intelligentsia found itself involved. Quite apart from the truth or

falsehood of Lenin's interpretation of imperialism, the fact that he

had a theory of imperialism (derived largely, to be sure, from

others), and the fact that he turned his attention to the hatreds and
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resentments aroused by nineteenth- and twentieth-century western

imperialism, and had included them as a factor in his calculations,

differentiated him sharply from both the liberals and the Marxists

of the West who continued in their complacent belief that all

the central problems of mankind would be solved in the West and

by the West. This political insight may itself have been more a func-

tion of his Russian background than of his Marxism; it may itself

have reflected his own ambiguous relationship to what he regarded

as the smug self-centered West. Whatever the case, however, this

political insight made it possible for him to establish a rapport with

the politically articulate intelligentsia of Asia. The Leninist theory

of imperialism thus became the binding link between Marxism-

Leninism and Asiatic resentments. So widespread has been the

acceptance of the Leninist theory of imperialism in China, for in-

stance, even in circles far removed from the Communist Party, that

wherever imperialism was discussed the Leninist interpretation came

to be taken for granted.

Whether living experience will ever teach the Chinese Communists

to doubt the Leninist theory that imperialism is a phenomenon pe-

culiar to a certain stage of "capitalism" is a question which only the

future and their own interests can decide.

In sum, then, while Chinese Communism did conclusively demon-

strate in fact the utter lack of any necessary, organic relation be-

tween Communist parties and the industrial proletariat, the move-

ment still retains certain fundamental elements of Marxist-Leninist

tradition.



A CHRONOLOGY OF KEY EVENTS, 1918-1933

The following is based on the chronology compiled by Mr. K. C. Chao

for the forthcoming volume, A Documentary History of Chinese Com-

munism, by Brandt, Fairbank, and Schwartz.

191

8

Spring: Marxist study groups formed in Peking University under

the leadership of Professor Li Ta-chao.

1 91

9

March 2-6: Communist International organized and First World

Congress held in Moscow.

May 4: May Fourth Movement begins.

1920 Spring: Voitinsky arrives in China. A Chinese Communist Youth

Corps branch formed in France.

July 19-August 7: Second World Congress of the Communist
International held in Moscow and Petrograd.

1921 June 22-July 12: Third Congress of the Communist International,

Moscow.

July 1 : First National Congress of the Chinese Communist Party

held at Shanghai and Chiasing (Kashing)
;

party formally

established.

1922 January 12: Hong Kong seamen's strike begins; successfully con-

cluded March 5.

May 1-6: First Congress of the All-China Labor Federation at

Canton, attended by some 170 delegates from more than 100

unions.

May-July: Second Congress, CCP, convenes at Canton.

August: Special Plenum of the Central Committee meets at

Hangchow.

November 5-December 5: Fourth World Congress of the Com-
munist International calls for a Kuomintang-Communist alli-

ance.

i9 2 3 January 26: Sun Yat-sen and A. Joffe issue Joint Manifesto in

Shanghai.

February 7: Peking-Hankow Railway workers' strike, partly led

by the CCP; scores of workers killed by soldiers of Wu P'ei-fu.

June: Third Congress, CCP, at Canton with about twenty dele-

gates; manifesto issued resolving to cooperate with the Kuo-
mintang.
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September: Michael Borodin arrives at Canton on invitation of

Sun Yat-sen.

1924 January 20: First Congress of the Kuomintang held at Canton.

May : Whampoa Military Academy founded with Chiang Kai-shek

as President.

1925 January: Fourth Congress of the CCP held at Canton (some

sources say Shanghai).

May 30: May 30 Movement begins when concession police at

Shanghai under command of a British sergeant fire on demon-

strators, killing thirteen.

Summer: Mao Tse-tung and others begin to organize peasant

movement in Hunan.

Sun Yat-sen University founded in Moscow with Radek as presi-

dent and Pavel Mif as vice president; a number of young

Communists are sent from China as students.

1926 March 20: Chiang Kai-shek's coup against the CCP at Canton.

A resolution of the Executive Committee of the Kuomintang

of May 15, 1926, bars Communists from top posts in Kuo-
mintang organizations.

July: The Northern Expedition begins.

November: National Government moves from Canton to Wuhan.

November 29-December 16: Seventh Enlarged Plenum of the

Executive Committee of the Communist International, Moscow,
discusses new strategy in China.

1927 April 5: Ch'en Tu-hsiu and Wang Ching-wei issue a joint declara-

tion at Shanghai favoring continued Kuomintang-Communist
collaboration.

April 12: Anti-Communist coup launched by Chiang Kai-shek.

Leftist organizations are disbanded in Shanghai and Nanking

and thousands of Communists and leftists are executed.

April 27-early May: Fifth National Congress of the CCP,
Hankow.

April 28: Li Ta-chao and other CCP leaders executed in Peking

by Chang Tso-lin. USSR Embassy in Peking raided.

May 20-26: Eighth Plenum of the Executive Committee of the

Communist International held at Moscow. Stalin defends his

line on China against Trotsky's attacks.

July 13: CCP orders members to withdraw from Wuhan Govern-

ment (but not from the Kuomintang).
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August i : Nanchang Uprising led by Yeh T'ing and Ho Lung (who

joins the CCP after the insurrection) ; Chu Teh and Chou
En-lai also participate.

August 7: Emergency Conference of the CCP. Ch'en Tu-hsiu,

whose policy is condemned as opportunistic, is replaced by

Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai as Secretary-General of the CCP.

September 5-18: Autumn Harvest Insurrection in Hunan. After

its failure Mao is reprimanded by the Central Committee but

continues to organize the peasant movement.

September 25: Yeh T'ing and Ho Lung, joined by Chou En-lai

and T'an P'ing Shan, occupy Swatow for a week.

October 4: First Chinese Soviets organized by P'eng Pai at

Hai-lu-feng, Kwangtung. Last until February 28, 1928.

November 10-14: The "November Plenum" held at Hankow.

December 11-14: Insurrection in Canton, commonly known as

the Canton Commune.

1928 February 9-25: Ninth Plenum of the Executive Committee of

the Communist International, held at Moscow, announces a

new line on China.

May: Mao Tse-tung and Chu Teh join forces at Chingkanshan.

July-September: Sixth National Congress of the CCP held in

Moscow.

The Sixth World Congress of the Communist International con-

venes during the same period.

1929 June: The Second Plenum of the Central Committee of the CCP
meets in Shanghai.

November 15: Ch'en Tu-hsiu and other oppositionists dismissed

from the CCP.

1930 May: Conference of Delegates from the Soviet Areas meets in

or near Shanghai.

May: Ch'en Shao-yu (alias Wang Ming) and the "Returned Stu-

dents" return from Moscow to China; Mif also comes to China

as Comintern representative.

August-September: Third Plenum of the Central Committee of

the CCP convenes in Lushan.

November 16: Letter from the Comintern to the CCP condemns

the Li Li-san line.

November 25: Li Li-san resigns from the Political Bureau.

December: The Fu-t'ien Incident.
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January 8: Fourth Plenum of the Central Committee of the CCP
convenes in Shanghai and formally abandons the Li Li-san line.

February 7 : Ho Meng-hsiung and twenty-two others executed by

the Kuomintang in Shanghai.

June 21: Hsiang Chung-fa, Secretary-General of the CCP, is

arrested and executed by the Kuomintang in Shanghai.

June: Ch'en Shao-yii (Wang Ming) elected acting Secretary-

General.

November 7: First All-China Congress of the Soviets convenes

at Juichin.

The Chinese Soviet Republic is established with Mao Tse-tung

as Chairman.

1932 February: Chinese Soviet Republic declares war on Japan and

calls on all groups and classes in China to resist Japanese

aggression.

October 15: Ch'en Tu-hsiu, P'eng Shu-chih, and other Communist
oppositionists are arrested by the Kuomintang in Shanghai and

sentenced to imprisonment.

Autumn: Ch'en Shao-yii (Wang Ming), Chang Wen-t'ien, Ch'in

Pang-hsien, Liu Shao-ch'i, and other members of the Central

Committee proceed to Juichin, Kiangsi. Ch'in Pang-hsien suc-

ceeds Ch'en Shao-yii as Secretary-General of the CCP and

Ch'en leaves for the Soviet Union as Chinese delegate to the

Comintern.
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I. The Origins of Marxism-Leninism in China

i. Names such as Bliintschli and Samuel Smiles appear almost as fre-

quently as those of greater figures. The Japanese who were responsible for

introducing the Chinese intelligentsia to many of the thinkers of the West
were, in the beginning, quite undiscriminating in their choice of works to

be translated.

2. Karl Marx is already mentioned in Ch'en Tu-hsiu's article, "Fa-lan-

hsi yu chin-tai wen-ming" (France and Modern Civilization), Hsin chHng-

nien, vol. I, no. 4 (191 5), p. 2. His name occurs in the following passage:

"In the nineteenth century this doctrine [socialism] was revived by Saint-

Simon and Fourier. They advocated that the state or society be the sole

proprietor. Several years later the Germans, Lassalle and Marx, developed

and expanded their doctrine . . . although the system of private property

has not been abolished, the wealthy classes and those in political power

have begun to doubt whether excessive contrasts of wealth and poverty

are in the interests of society, and are now attempting to bring about har-

mony between capital and labor to protect labor and limit monopoly." In

other words, the merit of Marx and the other socialists lay in the fact

that they had helped to make the leaders of industry more socially

conscious.

3. Ch'en Tu-hsiu specifically states in reply to a correspondent who
advocates socialism that socialism is not at all applicable to an unindus-

trialized country like China. See T'ung-hsin (Correspondence), Hsin

ch'ing-nien, vol. II, no. 5 (December 191 6).

4. Even Plekhanov, who stood well to the left within the Maixist

movement, states in his Fundamental Problems of Marxism (New York,

1928), p. 106, "that at the present moment history is preparing in the

most advanced countries a revolutionary change of altogether exceptional

importance and one which, we may presume, will be achieved by force

. . . That is how the historic movement is proceeding, not here in Russia

but in the West."

5. Karl Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy
(Chicago, 1904), preface, p. 12.

6. Among Marx's scattered references to this question is the follow-

ing passage concerning the effects of the discovery of gold in California,

which occurs in an article in the Neue Rheinische Revue: "Californian

gold is pouring in streams over America and over the Asiatic coast of the

Pacific, sweeping the unwilling barbarian peoples into the orbit of world

trade, into the province of civilization."

7. See Benjamin Schwartz, "Biographical Sketch, Ch'en Tu-hsiu, Pre-
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Communist Phase," Papers on Chitia (Harvard University, 1948), II,

168.

8. See ibid., p. 193, n. 5.

9. Ibid., p. 195, n. 12.

10. Ibid., p. 196, n. 16.

11. Born in Hopei Province in 1888, he studied political economy at

the Peiyang School of Legal Administration. He later studied at Waseda
University in Japan, specializing in political economy. Upon his return to

China he became librarian at the Peking University library. (In 191 8 Mao
Tse-tung was one of his library employees.) In 1920 he became Professor

of History at Peking University. During these years he helped Ch'en

Tu-hsiu and Hu-Shih to edit the Hsin ch'ing-nien, and also helped the

student body to edit the Hsin Ch'ao (Renaissance) review. In the late

months of 1920 he collaborated with Ch'en Tu-hsiu in founding the

Chinese Communist Party and was later considered the virtual leader of

the Communist Party in the northern provinces. In April 1927 he was

arrested in the Soviet Embassy at Peking by Chang Tso-lin's troops and

summarily executed. He has been venerated ever since as one of the out-

standing martyrs of the Chinese Communist movement.

12. Ch'ii Yuan. A minister of the King of Ch'ii (332-295 B.C.), he

was the very prototype of the loyal minister. However, as a result of

intrigues at court he was impeached and exiled. In a long elegy entitled

Li Sao, he pours forth his disenchanted views on human destiny and the

nature of the cosmos.

13. Hsin ch'ing-nien, vol. II, no. 1 (September 1916).

14. Hsin ch'ing-nien, vol. IV, no. 4 (April 19 18).

15. "Ch'ing-ch'un" (Youth), Hsin ch'ing-nien, vol. II, no. 1.

16. Ibid., p. 3.

17. "Ch'ing-ch'un," p. 3.

18. Idem.

19. "Chin" (Now), Hsin ch'ing-nien, vol. IV, no. 4, p. 307.

20. Ibid., p. 308.

21. Emerson is specifically quoted in many places.

22. "Ch'ing-ch'un" (Youth), Hsin ch'ing-nien, vol. IV, no. 4, p. 6.

23. "Shih-hsing min-chih ti chi-ch'u" (Basis for the Realization of

Democracy), Hsin ch'ing-nien, vol. I, p. 14.

24. See the article, "Tui-te wai-chiao" (Our Policy Toward Germany),

Hsin ch'ing-nien, vol. Ill, no. 1 (191 7).

25. "Bolshevism ti sheng-li" (Victory of Bolshevism), Hsin ch'ing-

nien, vol. V, no. 5 (191 8). The same issue also carries an article by him

entitled "Shu-min ti sheng-li" (Victory of the Masses), which is on the

same theme.

26. "Bolshevism ti-sheng-li," p. 443.

27. Ibid., p. 447.

28. "Shu-min ti sheng-li."
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29. "K'o-lin-te p'ai" (The Von Ketteler Monument), Hsin ch'ing-nien,

vol. V, no. 5.

30. Ibid., p. 458.

31. Chinese interest in Russia had manifested itself at a rather early

date. Lin Shu, the famous nineteenth-century translator, had already

translated Tolstoy into classical Chinese, while the great reformer K'ang

Vu-wei had been fascinated by the personality of Peter the Great.

Tretiakov, in his Tan Shih-hua, a Chinese Testament, gives a vivid

account of the hold of Russian literature on many young Chinese of the

early years of the twentieth century, while the pages of the Hsin cKing-

nien abound in translations from Turgenev, Tolstoy, and others. This

particular fascination was undoubtedly due to certain similarities in the

situation of China and Russia. The Chinese intelligentsia, like the Russian

intelligentsia, was alienated from the peasant masses and their traditional

patterns of life so that many of the psychological conflicts portrayed in

Russian literature had for them a most overwhelming immediacy. More-

over, both countries suffered from a multitude of similar political ills. It

was thus inevitable that any major political transformation in Russia,

whatever its nature, would be studied with intense interest by the in-

tellectually and politically articulate in China.

32. Ch'en Tuan-chih in his Wu-ssu yun-tung-shih ti p'ing-chia (An

Evaluation of the May Fourth Movement), relates that after the Russian

Revolution the archconservative Progressive Party (Chinputang) began

to speak in terms of socialism in its attacks on the warlords.

S3- Sun Yat-sen had developed an elitist view of government in his

theory of political tutelage some time before the Russian Revolution.

"The Chinese," he asserted, "having been under tyrannical rule for cen-

turies, are deeply afflicted with a servile mentality which does not admit of

an immediate cure. The period of political tutelage is to purge their

minds of such antiquated degenerate thoughts." In this period of tutelage

the counterparts of Lenin's "professional revolutionaries" are those whom
Sun calls the "foreknowers" who initiate and invent. He cites as examples

of these the mythical Emperor Yu who dredged the nine rivers, and Shih

Huang-ti who built the Great Wall. In the light of these views, there can

be no doubt that he watched Lenin's political techniques with rapt atten-

tion even before his meeting with the Russian representatives in 1923.

Lenin's conceptions of party discipline and his formula of an elitist revolu-

tion brought about on a basis of mass support seemed to supply the very

elements lacking in his own conception. It would, therefore, not be wrong
to assert that he understood Leninism as a method of political organiza-

tion before either Ch'en Tu-hsiu or Li Ta-chao did. According to Wang
Ching-wei, Sun Yat-sen had sent Lenin a message of congratulations

immediately following the success of the October Revolution. See

Yasushi Okubo, Chukyo Sanjunen (Thirty Years of Chinese Communism)
(Tokyo, 1949), p. 31.
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34. Hatano Kanichi, Saikin Shina Nenkan (New China Yearbook)

(Tokyo, 1935), p. 1597.

35. "Wo ti Ma-k'o-ssii-chu-i kuan" (My Views on Marxism), Hsin

ch'ing-nien, vol. VI, no. 5, p. 521.

36. In his "Hsiieh-sheng-chieh ying-kai p'ai-su ti Jih-huo" (Japanese

Goods Which Our Student Circles Ought to Boycott), Hsin ch'ing-nien,

vol. VII, no. 2 (January 1920). Ch'en Tu-hsiu specifically rebukes the

nationalistic students for their excessive chauvinism. "Chinese scholars in

ancient times and our old-fashioned peasants only knew of the world and

the universe and did not understand what a nation was. Now, however, we
have a group of half-baked people who preen themselves on their modern
learning and who are constantly prating about the 'nation' and 'patriotism.'

Some of our students who are returning from Japan are also bringing

back this shallow, selfish type of nationalism. At the present time when
the cry is being raised in student circles to boycott Japanese goods, ought

not our students to boycott this spiritual importation from Japan as well

... an importation which is even more harmful?"

37. For an account of Bertrand Russell's impressions of China see his

Problems of China. Many of the advance-guard intelligentsia in China were

exasperated by what they regarded as his perverse tendency to find values

in traditional Chinese civilization.

38. An impressionistic account of John Dewey's stay in Peking can be

found in his Letters from China and Japan (New York, 1921). While at

Peking he delivered the following lectures: (1) Social Philosophy and

Political Philosophy; (2) Philosophy of Education; (3) Ways of

Thought; (4) Three Philosophers of Our Times (Bergson, Russell,

James)
; (5) On Ethics.

39. "Shih-hsing min-chih ti chi-ch'u" (The Basis For the Realization

of Democracy), Hsin chHng-nien, vol. VII, no. 1, p. 15.

40. Ibid., p. 17.

41. Ibid., p. 17.

42. Quoted by David Shub, Lenin, A Biography (New York, 1948),

p. 144-

43. See his Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism (New York,

1939)-

44. It would be impossible to overestimate the impression produced

in China by Karakhan's proposal. The Hsin cWing-nien issue of May 1920

(vol. VII, no. 6) carries a translation of the proposal, as well as a large

collection of expressions of approval received from various organized

groups throughout China; see "Tui-yu Ngo-lo-ssii Lao-nung cheng-fu

t'ung-kao ti yii-lun (Expressions of Public Opinion on the Proclamation

of the Russian Government of Workers and Peasants). Among the or-

ganizations represented are: "The All-China Journalists Union," "The

All-China Student Federation," "Deputies of the National Assembly,"

"The Commercial National Salvation Association," etc. In this proclama-
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tion Karakhan states, "We shall not merely aid the workers, but also

wish to aid the people of China . . . Every nation whether large or small

should have complete autonomy. We proclaim that all secret treaties made
before the revolution with China, Japan, or the allies are hereby abro-

gated." He then specifically enumerates the treaties to be abrogated, all

of which are prejudicial to Chinese sovereignty. "We hereby renounce all

territory obtained through aggressive means by the former Russian im-

perial government in China, Manchuria, and elsewhere ... In short, we
hereby renounce all special privileges formerly obtained by Russia in

China ... If the Chinese people as a result of our proposals wish to

become a free people and escape the evil fate of becoming a second India

and Korea as has been planned for her at the Paris Peace Conference,

we fervently hope that the Chinese people will make common cause

with the peasants, workers, and Red soldiers of the Soviet Union and

fight for their freedom!" The statements from the various organizations

are replete with the most fervid expressions of gratitude and all of them,

regardless of political coloration, profess to see in this act of the Soviet

Union the beginning of a new era.

45. "Sui-kan-lu" (Random Thoughts), "Ko-ming yii tso-luan" (Revo-

lution and Rebellion), Hsin chHng-nien, vol. VIII, no. 4 (December

1920), p. 3.

46. "Sui-kan-lu" (Random Thoughts), "Kuo-chi-p'ai yii shih-chieh

ho-p'ing" (The Extremists and World Peace), Hsin ch'ing-nien, vol. VII,

no. 1, pp. 115-116.

47. "Wu-chih pien-tung yii tao-te pien-tung" (Material Change and

Ethical Change), Hsin ch'ao (Renaissance), vol. II, no. 2 (December

1919). The Hsin ch'ao review was a short-lived but extremely influential

periodical published by a group of students at Peking University. (Its

editor at the height of the May Fourth movement was Fu Ssu-nien.)

48. Ibid., p. 207.

49. "Wei-wu shih-kuan tsai-hsien tai li-shih-hsiieh-sheng ti-chia-chih"

(The Value of the Theory of Historic Materialism in Modern Historical

Science), Hsin ch'ing-nien, vol. VIII, no. 4.

50. The Hsin ch'ing-nien issue of May 1920 is devoted almost exclu-

sively to a symposium on labor. It carries an article by Li Ta-chao on the

history of the May First celebration ("Wu-i yun-tung-shih") and a speech

by Ch'en Tu-hsiu entitled "Lao-tung-che ti chueh-wu" (The Awakening
of the Laborer), in which he calls upon labor to realize its own impor-

tance in society and to prepare itself to take control of society. The in-

fluence of Leninism is thus quite apparent.

51. See Chieh-fang yii kai-tsao (The Emancipation and Reconstruc-

tion Semimonthly), vol. V, no. 2 (March 1920).

52. See his aiticle, "Wu-chih sheng-huo-shang kai-tsao ti fang-chen"

(Program for Reconstructing Our Material Life), Chieh-fang yii kai-tsao,

vol. II, no. 1 (January 1920). Also "Ching-shen sheng-huo ti kai-tsao"

(Reconstruction of Our Spiritual Life), ibid., no. 7 (April 1920).
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53. See Edgar Snow's Red Star Over China (New York, 1938), p. 151.

It would also appear that Mao Tse-tung was at this time very much in-

fluenced by the widespread movement for provincial federalism. The
"Hsin-min Hsiieh-hui" (New People's Study Society) of Hunan, which

he had been active in organizing and leading, had as one of its program-

matic aims the "independence" of Hunan. Li Ang in his Hung-se Wu-fai
(Red Stage) states that even as late as 1921, Mao was still a fervent

Hunanese patriot and was fond of comparing Hunan's role in China to

Prussia's role in Germany.

54. Mao himself acknowledges the decisive influence of Li Ta-chao and

Ch'en Tu-hsiu on p. 157 of Edgar Snow's Red Star Over China where he

states, "Under Li Ta-chao as assistant librarian at Peking National Uni-

versity I had rapidly developed towards Marxism and Ch'en Tu-hsiu had

been instrumental in my interests in that direction too . . . Ch'en's own
assertions of belief had deeply impressed me at what was probably a criti-

cal period of my life."

55. Mao Tse-tung states in his official biography as related to Edgar

Snow, "From this time [1920] on I became more and more convinced

that only mass political power, secured through mass action, could guar-

antee the realization of dynamic reforms." Mao omits to mention here

only one vital element in the Leninist formula for political action,

namely, that the mass action be led by a highly disciplined party elite.

II. The Founding of the Party

1. "Tui-yii shih-chu ti wo-kuan" (My Views on the Current Situation),

Hsin cWing-nien, vol. VIII, no. 1 (September 1920), p. 2.

2. "Kuan-yii she-hui chu-i ti t'ao lun" (A Discussion Concerning So-

cialism), Hsin ch'ing-nien, vol. VIII, no. 4 (December 1920), p. 1.

3. Ibid., p. 8.

4. Ibid., p. 4.

5. "Kuo-ch'ing chi-nien ti chia-chih" (The Value of Celebrating the

Founding of the Republic), Hsin chHng-nien, vol. VIII, no. 3 (November

1920).

6. "Tui-yii shih-chii ti wo-kuan," p. 3.

7. Lenin, W. "Demokratie und Narodniktum in China," Ausgewdhlte

Werke (Berlin, 1937), IV, 321.

8. Lenine, V. "Theses sur les questions nationales et coloniales,"

Oeuvres completes (Paris, 1935), XXV, 342.

9. Ibid., "Rapport de la commission nationale et coloniale," p. 421.

10. Ibid., "Theses sur les questions nationales et coloniales," p. 342.

11. Fang Lu, "Ch'ing-suan Ch'en Tu-hsiu" ("Liquidating" Ch'en Tu-

hsiu), from Ch'en Tu-hsiu Fing-lun (Discussions Concerning Ch'en Tu-

hsiu) (Peiping, 1933), p. 66.

12. "She-hui ti kung-yeh chi yii liang-hsin ti hsiieh-che" (Society's In-
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dustry and Learned Men with a Conscience), "Sui-kuan-lu" (Random
Thoughts), Hsin cKing-nien, vol. VIII, no. 3 (November 1920), p. 1.

13. Fang Lu, op. cit., p. 66.

14. "Chung-kuo Kung-ch'an-tang chien-ming-shih" (A Short History

of the Chinese Communist Party), from the Su-lien Yin-mou Wen-cheng

Hui-pien (A Collection of Documents on the Soviet Conspiracy), vol. II,

fasc. 1, p. 4. These are the documents confiscated by Chang Tso-lin in his

raid on the Soviet Embassy in 1927. While it has often been charged that

all these documents are forgeries, a close examination of some of them

does not confirm this impression. Where it has been possible to check the

account of the "Short History" with other accounts, it has proven accurate

in every instance.

15. Hatano Kanichi, Saikin Shina Nenkan (New China Yearbook), p.

I598-

16. The issues of Reconstruction of the years 1919-1920 contain a

number of essays on Marxism by both Tai Chi-t'ao and Hu Han-min. We
have here the origins of that unique phenomenon of conservative Marxism
which is one of the peculiar features of modern Chinese and Japanese

thought. Hu Han-min's "Criticism of Criticisms of the Materialist View

of History" of November 19 19 is a more thorough treatment of the sub-

ject than anything we can find in the writings of either Li Ta-chao or

Ch'en Tu-hsiu, while his "Study of Chinese History from the Materialist

Point of View" of October 19 19 is a pioneer attempt to find precedents

for Marxism-Leninism in Chinese traditional thought.

17. "Tao Ch'en Ching-ts'un lun-ko-ming ti hsin" (Letter to Ch'en

Ching-ts'un on the Question of Revolution), Chien-she, vol. II, no. 1 (Feb-

ruary 1920), p. 179.

18. See Tai Chi-t'ao, "Tsung ching-chi-shang kuan-ch'a Chung-kuo ti

luan-yuan" (The Causes of China's Disorder Viewed from an Economic
Point of View), Chien-she, vol. I, no. 2 (September 1919), p. 355.

19. Hatano, p. 1598.

20. "T'an cheng-chih" (Speaking of Politics), Hsin cKing-nien, vol.

VIII, no. 1 (September 1920), p. 1.

21. "Chung-kuo-shih ti wu-cheng-fu-chu-i" (A Chinese Brand of

Anarchism), Tu-hsiu Wen-ts'un (The Works of Ch'en Tu-hsiu) (Shang-

hai, 1922), II, 118.

22. Snow, Red Star Over China, p. 155.

23. Hatano Kanichi, Ajia Mondai Koza (Lectures on Problems of

Asia) (Tokyo, 1935), II, 23-24.

24. Ibid., p. 24. Hatano lists the names of Ch'en Kung-po, Pao Hui-

seng, Li Han-chun, Li Ta, Chang Kuo-t'ao, Liu Jen-ching, Tung Pi-wu,

Ch'en T'an-chiu, Mao Tse-tung, Ho Shu-heng, Chou Fu-hai, Wang Chin-

wei, and Teng Yen-ming. In France a party branch was being formed al-

most simultaneously by Chou En-lai, Ts'ai Ho-shen, and Li Li-san.
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25. "Chung-kuo Kung-ch'an-tung chien-ming-shih" (A Short History

of the Chinese Communist Party), p. 6.

26. Hatano, Saikin Shina Nenkan (New China Yearbook), p. 1598.

27. Teng Chung-hsia, Chung-kuo Chih-kung Yun-tung Chien-shih (A
Short History of the Chinese Labor Movement) (Yenan, 1943), p. 19.

28. Ibid., p. 46.

III. Prelude to Collaboration

1. Hatano, Saikin Shina Nenkan, p. 1600.

2. The Fourth Congress of the Communist Internationale (London,

1922), p. 221.

3. Ibid., p. 222.

4. See article of Vilensky in Izvestiya of October 9, 1920; quoted in

Pasvolsky's Russia in the Far East (New York, 1922), p. 87.

5. On the interview between Marin and Sun see Okubo Yasushi,

Chukyo Sanjunen (Thirty Years of Chinese Communism), p. 31.

6. Fang Lu, "Ch'ing-suan Ch'en Tu-hsiu," Ch'en Tu-hsiu PHng-lun

(Discussions Concerning Ch'en Tu-hsiu), p. 68.

7. "Ti erh-tz'ii ch'uan-kuo tai-piao ta-hui hsuan-yen" (Manifesto of

the Second Congress), quoted in Chu Hsin-fan, Chung-kuo Ko-ming yii

Chung-kuo She-hui Ko Chieh-chi (The Chinese Revolution and China's

Social Classes) (Shanghai, 1930), p. 260.

8. Declaration of the Chinese Communist Party on the Political Situa-

tion in China, translated by Steiner from Novyi Vostok, no. 2 (1922),

P. 6.

9. Ibid., p. 6.

10. Chu Hsin-fan, p. 278.

11. Ch'en Tu-hsiu, Kao CWuan-tang Tung-chih-shu (A Letter to Our
Party Comrades), Hoover Library, Chinese Collection, p. 4.

12. Ibid., p. 3.

13. Ibid., p. 4.

14. Hatano, in the compilation by Obikawa Tsunetada, Shina Seiji

Soshiki no Kenkyu (Tokyo, 1933), p. 88.

15. Since the beginning of the New Democracy period of Chinese Com-
munism there has been an amazing lack of literature on the history of the

party's early years.

16. Hua Kang, Chung-kuo Ta Ko-ming-skih (History of the Great

Chinese Revolution) (Shanghai, 1932), p. 447.

17. "Ch'en Tu-hsiu ti sheng-p'ing chi cheng-chih chu-chang" (Ch'en

Tu-hsiu's Life and Political Views), Ch'en Tu-hsiu P'ing-lun (Discussions

Concerning Ch'en Tu-hsiu), p. 175.

18. "Chin-jih Chung-kuo chih cheng-chih wen-t'i'
: (China's Present

Political Problems), Hsin ch'ing-nien, vol. V, no. 2 (July 1918), p. 3.
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19. "Shih-hsing min-chih ti chi-ch'ii" (The Basis for the Realization

of Democracy), Hsin ch'ing-nien, vol. VII, no. 1, p. 15.

20. "Hsin-hai ko-ming yu kuo-min-tang" (The Revolution of 191 1 and

the Kuomintang), from Chung-kuo Ko-ming Wen-fi Lun-wen-chi (A

Collection of Articles on the Problems of the Chinese Revolution) (Shang-

hai, 1927), p. 271.

21. Declaration of the Chinese Communist Party on the Political Situa-

tion in China, p. 4.

22. Very few of the major classics of Marxism-Leninism had as yet

been translated into Chinese.

23. Lenine, "Discours sur l'adhesion des Communistes au Labour

Party," Oeuvres Completes, XXV, 432.

24. Leon Trotsky, Problems of the Chinese Revolution (New York,

1932), p. 52.

25. Ibid., p. 52.

26. Ch'en Tu-hsiu, Kao Ch'uan-tang Tung-chih-shu (Letter to Our

Comrades), p. 3.

27. To one who does not accept Marxist-Leninist premises, it must

seem doubtful whether the Kuomintang was ever simply the super-

structure of an economic class or group of economic classes. During the

course of its history, Communists have glibly identified the Kuomintang

as: (1) a coalition of bourgeoisie, petty bourgeoisie, peasantry and work-

ers; (2) a coalition of petty bourgeoisie, peasants, and workers; (3) the

party of the bourgeoisie (Trotsky, Ch'en Tu-hsiu)
; (4) a coalition of

petty bourgeoisie and feudal classes; (5) again a coalition of bourgeoisie,

peasantry, petty bourgeoisie, and workers (New Democracy) : (6) a coali-

tion of bureaucrat capitalists and feudal elements. During all these shifts

of "class analysis" the personnel of the leading circles of the party have

remained remarkably stable. There have been, of course, complex and
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leader of Kuomintang, 70, 71, 79,

80; position on Chinese Communist
party, 83 ; conflict with Feng Yu-
hsiang, 144

Chieh Hua, on attack on Changsha,
144-145

Chihli, opposition to centralism, 107-
108

Chin Chia-feng, association with
Ch'en Tu-hsiu, 31

Ch'in Pang-hsien (Po Ku), member
of Returned Student Clique, 148,

186
Chin Wan-pang, opposes Mao, 175
China Labor Union Secretariat, es-

tablishment of, 35-36. See also

General Labor Federation; Labor
movement

Chinese Eastern Railroad, attempted
seizure of, 145-146

Chinese Soviet Republic, Provincial

Central Government established,

185-186. See also Soviet areas

Chingkrnshan, Mao at, 102-103, 108,

123-124, 173, 179; descent of arm-
ies from, 135

Chinputang, Chinese Progressive Party,

42
Chou En-lai, rise of, in party, 93

;

authority on military affairs, 107;
in fall of Ch'ii, 108; on proletariat

in Communist Party, 129; on heter-

odox tendencies in party, 132; on
emergence of Red Army, 135; fol-

lowing of, 152 ; report on Third
Plenum, 152-154, 155, 157; con-
fession of error, 165; connections in

Red Army, 181 ; Commissar of

Military Affairs, 186; on prole-

tarian members in party, 192
Chou Fu-hai, conversion to Marxism-

Leninism, 25-26; at First Party
Congress, 34

Chou I-chun, 181

Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai, 61, 62, 81, 84, 159,

171; conversion to Marxism-Lenin-
ism, 25 ; conflict with P'eng Shu-
chih, 61, 68, 69-70, 71-73; on
Communist program, 64; faction

of, in Communist Party, 68-73 5 on
Politburo, 73; position on peas-

antry, 78; aims in Chinese Com-
munist movement, 83 ; rise to

party leadership, 93 ; leadership of

Communist Party, 99, 100, 103,

104, 105, 165; fall from power, 104,

107-108; "Putschist" tendencies,

in; censured by Comintern, 113;
attack on Li Li-san leadership, 151,

152, 154
Chu Teh, 126; Kuomintang army

leader, 92 ; at Chingkanshan, 103,

116; in emergence of Red Army,
i35- x36; relations with Mao, 173

Ch'ii Yuan, in Li's philosophy, 10, n
"Circular of the Standing Commit-

tee of the General Labor Federa-
tion, A," 194

Class forces, described, 58; in Kuo-
mintang, 59 ; strength of, 86-87

Comintern, Fourth Congress (1922),

37-38, 47; forces Kuomintang-
Communist alliance, 41, 46, 50, 77;
and northern expedition, 57; Sev-
enth Plenum of Executive Commit-
tee (1926), 58, 59-60, 64, 66, 69,

87, 89-90, 120-121; agrarian pro-

gram, 66; position on Chinese revo-

lutionary armies, 80; strategy of

Chinese Party leadership, 86-93;
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Eighth Plenum (1927), 87, 89-90,

121; endorsement of Soviet for-

mula in China, 103, 104-105; Ninth
Plenum (1928), 104, 107, no, in,
112-113, 122, 125, 159, 160; break

with Kuomintang, 104 ; reorientation

of global policy, 109; Sixth Congress,

no, 113, 122, 160; in Li Li-san's

attempt to recapture proletariat,

130-131; July letter, 153, 160; at-

tack on Li Li-san, 156; attack on
American exceptionalism, 158; Feb-
ruary letter, 160; Fourth Plenum
sets future line, 167-171, 177, 183;

letter of November 16, 168-169,

183. See also Communist Party,

Chinese; Communist Party, Soviet

Communist Party, British, 43
Communist Party, Chinese, founding

of, 32, 33-34 5 First Party Congress

(1921), 34-35; early influence of,

36; early attitude of Kremlin, 37-

38; early factions in, 38-39; First

Manifesto, 39, 40, 42-43 ; Manifesto

of Second Congress, 39, 40; alliance

with Kuomintang, 39-45, 46, 49-

52, 54-56, 67-69, 84; Third Con-
gress (1923), 47, 48-49> 5o; Mani-
festo of Third Congress, 49; right-

wing activities, 50, 54, 60-61 ; con-
trol of mass movement, 52, 53-54;
Enlarged Executive Plenum (1926),

53 ; Enlarged Plenum of Central

Committee (1925), 54, 56, Hsu K'e-

hsiang's coup against, 60; right-

wing position on national revolu-

tion, 63-65 ; agrarian program, 65-
68; Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai faction, 68-73;
Fifth Party Congress (1927), 73;
rupture with Kuomintang, 73, 86,

90-91 ; evaluation of early trends,

83-85 ; strategy of Stalinist leader-

ship, 86-88; Emergency Conference
of August Seventh, 93-96; new line

in practice, 97-103; Canton Com-
mune, 105-107, in; revolutionary

situation after Canton Commune,
109-115; Sixth Congress, no, 113,

115-117, 120, 122-126, 128-129,

159, 160; attitude toward prole-

tariat and peasantry, 11 7-1 26; Sec-

ond Plenum of Central Committee,
133-135; Third Plenum, 152-156;
Fourth Plenum, 157, 165, 166; lack

of proletarian base, 192-199. See
also Central Committee; Comintern

Communist Party, Soviet, Sixteenth

Congress, 157; Seventeenth Con-
gress, 162

Conference of Delegates from Soviet
Areas (1930), 138, 140-141, 162

Confucianism, influence of, 9, 33 ; in

Boxer Rebellion, 15; concept of

morality, 24
Confucius, 37
Controversial Questions of the Chi-

nese Revolution (Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai),

68-69

Dairen, Central Committee activities

in, 129
Dalin, discussions with Sun Yat-sen,

40
Darwin, Charles Robert, 7

Darwinism, Social, 23, 24
Democracy, Ch'en's conception of, 9,

12, 19-20
Democratic dictatorship, Lenin's the-

ory of, 69, 72, 73, 88-89, 90-91,

114, 118, 163
Depression of 1930, 157
Development of Capitalism in Russia,

The (Lenin), 118

Dewey, John, at Peking University,

19-20, 21, 22-23, 26

Doriot, 81

Education, Ch'en's views on develop-
ment of, 28-29

ECCI. See Comintern
Emergency Committee, Ho Meng-

hsiung's, 166
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, in Li's phil-

osophy, 10, 11

England. See Great Britain

Exceptionalism, American, 158

February Seventh incident, 47-48
Feng Tzu-yu, attacks Kuomintang-
Communist alliance, 51

Feng Yii-hsiang, 83 ; conflict with
Chiang Kai-shek, 144

Fifth Army, in attack on Changsha,

144
First Army, nucleus of, 100
"First Manifesto of the Chinese Com-

munist Party on the Current Situa-

tion," 39
Fourth Army, Ninth Conference of,

173-174
Front Committee, power of, 137
Fukien, Provincial Soviet government

in, 138; partisan groups in, 173
Fut'ien incident, 175-177
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"Fut'ien Incident and Internal Divi-
sions in the Red Party, The"
(Ch'eng Sheng-ch'ang), 176

Galen, in organization of Whampoa
academy, 51

General Labor Federation, 36; unions
of rural proletariat, 194-195

Great Britain, policy toward China,
130-132

Great Knives, 99
Guide Weekly, 55, 57, 73

Hailufeng experiment, 102-103, 106
Hangchow Special Plenum (1922), 47
Hanyehp'ing foundry, Communist-led

union at, 36
Hatano, on First Party Congress, 35;
on Fut'ien incident, 175; on Chou's
connections in Red Army, 181

History, Marxist concept of, 24
Hegel, G. W. F., in Li's philosophy,

10, 12, 14
Ho Chien, aids Chiang Kai-shek, 144
Ho Lung, 124, 126; Kuomintang army

leader, 92; in Swatow uprising, 101,

102, 106; in emergence of Red
Army, 135

Ho Meng-hsiung, in Li's Peking
group, 34; in early Communist
party, 38; opposition to Li Li-san,

148, 151 ; faction of, at Third
Plenum, 154; in bid for power, 156;
opposition to Returned Student
Clique, 164-165; execution of, 166

Ho Tse-shu, member of Returned
Student Clique, 148

Hong Kong strike, 37
Hong Kong strike committee, disso-

lution of, 54
Hsiang Chung-fa, 108; in fall of

Ch'ii, 108; leadership confirmed,

126; execution of, 185
Hsieh Ch'ih, attacks Kuomintang-
Communist alliance, 51

Hsin Ch'ing-nien review, organ of ad-

vanced intelligentsia, 7, 8; issue on
Marxism, 16-17

Hsu Hai-tung, 124, 126

Hsu Hsi-ch'en, Commander of First

Army, 181

Hsu Hsi-ken, expulsion from party,

166

Hsu K'e-hsiang, military coup against

Communists, 60
Hu Han-min, 79; approach to Marx-

ism-Leninism, 32

Hua Kang, on Kuomintang-Commu-
nist alliance, 41 ; on abortive gen-
eral strike in Shanghai, 99; on
autumn harvest uprisings, 101, 102

Hunan province, Mao Tse-tung's ac-
tivities in, 34, 35; partisan warfare
in, 136

Hupeh, Soviet movement in, 139
Huxley, Thomas Henry, 7, 23

Imperialism, Lenin's theory of, 21;
Chinese, 39, 112, 123; Comintern
concept of, 130-132

India, industrialization of, 30
Individualism, Ch'en's espousal of, 9;

in Li's philosophy, 10, 11

Industrialization, of China, 28
Inprecorr, 136, 140, 144
Inside Red China (Wales), 193
Isaacs, Harold, cited, 53
Ivin, on Conference of Delegates from

Soviet Areas, 140

Japan, policy toward China, 130-132.;

penetration in China, 169
Joint Sun-Joffe Declaration (1923),

45, 60
Juichin, removal of Central Commit-

tee to, 185

Kao Yii-han, opposition to Kuomin-
tang-Communist alliance, 41

Karakhan proposal, 21

Kian, 159
Kiangsi, soviet movement in, 135

;

Provincial Soviet government in,

136, 138; partisan groups in, 173
Kiangsu Provincial Committee, 132,

148
Kropotkin, Petr Alekseevich, 7

Ku Shun-chang, arrest of, 184
Kuchumov, on Li Li-san line, 170
Kuei Ken-chin, association with

Ch'en Tu-hsiu, 31
Kuomintang, 38, 167; Sun Yat-sen's,

disintegration of, 13 ; alliance with
Chinese Communist Party, 39-45,

46, 49-52, 54-56, 67-69, 84; organi-

zation of, 50, 79, 80, 81, 83; First

National Congress (1924), 51; as

political apparatus, 58-59; attitude

toward agrarian question, 66 ; rup-

ture with Communist Party, 73, 86,

90-91, 104; as peasants' party, 78;

policies of Stalin leadership, 79-81

;

Trotsky's position on, 81-82; un-

democratic nature of, 83; position
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of, in new Communist Party line,

92, 94; emergence of Red Armies,

92 ; in Nanchang uprising, 92-93

;

white terror, 97-98; Yellow Unions,

98; extermination campaigns, 184
Kwangsi, Provincial Soviet govern-
ment in, 138

Kwangtung faction, 68; and Kuomin-
tang-Communist alliance, 56

Kwangtung province, Ch'en Tu-hsiu's

activities in, 34
Kwangtung Provincial Committee,

106, 108; on Kuomintang-Commu-
nist alliance, 55, 56; Kweilin mili-

tary clique, 130

Labor movement, Chinese, rise of, 25;
decline of, after February Seventh
incident, 47-48; All-China Labor
Federation, 53, 126; alienation from
Communist leadership, 97-99; un-
evenness with peasant movement,
159. See also Red Unions; Yellow
Unions

Labor Party, British, 43
Labor Secretariat. See China Labor
Union Secretariat

Labor Union Faction, 152, 156, 161

Labor unions, Communist influence in,

36; control of, broken in Wuhan
and Nanking, 97; Lo Chang-lung-
ism in, 166-167; of rural proletariat,

194-195
Labriola, 24
Lenin, Nikolai, 19, 41 ; and backward

areas, 7-8, 28, 30, 37; seizes power
in Russia, 13-14; theory of imperi-
alism, 21; fluctuations in views of,

30-31; attitude toward bourgeoisie,

38; theory of democratic dictator-

ship, 69, 72, 73, 88-89, 90-91, 114,

118, 163; on city and countryside,

76; formula of revolutionary elite,

85; appearance of infallibility, 86;
attitude toward peasantry and pro-
letariat, 117-121; on industrial pro-
letariat, 194; position on Soviets,

196-197. See also Marxism-Leninism
"Letter to Chiang Kai-shek" (Ch'en

Tu-hsiu), ss, 56
"Letter to Our Comrades" (Ch'en

Tu-hsiu), 47
Li Ang, 61, 175, 177, 183; on Ch'ii

Ch'iu-pai, 71 ; on Emergency Con-
ference of August Seventh, 93; on
Canton uprising, 105-106; on Sixth

Congress of Chinese Communist

Party, 116; on Li Li-san, 128; on
Returned Student Clique, 149; on
Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai, 152; on Mao Tse-
tung, 174, 188; on Communist
funds in China, 184; on move of

Central Committee to Juichin, 185-
186

Li Chi-shen, conflict with Chang
Fa-k'uei, 106

Li Han-chun, conversion to Marxism-
Leninism, 25; at First Party Con-
gress, 34

Li Li-san, 36, 41, 84, 171; on Ch'en
at Third Congress, 49; and March
Twentieth incident, 55, 56; on
Kwangtung faction, 56, 68; on
Politburo, 73; position on urban
proletariat, 78; rise of, in party,

93 ; hero of May Thirtieth upris-

ings, 107; in fall of Ch'ii, 108; lead-

ership confirmed, 126, 133-135; di-

rectives from Comintern, 127-128;
attempts recapture of proletariat,

128-132; in rise of Red Army and
soviet areas, 137-143; and attack

on Changsha, 144-145 ; opposition
to, 145-151; leadership upheld at

Third Plenum, 152-156; disgrace

and resignation, 156-163; Mao's re-

lations to leadership of, 181-183
Li Li-sanists, in Soviet areas, 174
Li Po-fang, opposes Mao, 175, 176
Li Ta-chao, 32, 35; intellectual devel-

opment of, 8, 10-13, 17, 21; "The
Victory of Bolshevism," 13-14, 15

16, 24; forms Society for the Study
of Marxism, 16; in May Fourth
Movement, 17-18; conversion to

Marxism-Leninism, 23-24, 25-26;
impact of labor movement on, 25;
founder of Chinese Communist
Party, 26-27; organizes labor

group, 31; forms Peking group, 34;
leader of moderate faction in Com-
munist Party, 38; opposition to

Kuomintang-Communist alliance,

41 ;
joins Kuomintang, 44-45, 51

;

on Kuomintang Reorganization
Committee, 50

Li Wei-han, on Politburo, 73
Lin Yen-chin (Liu Yen-ching?), at

Fourth Congress of Comintern, 37
Liquidationists, 161, 165, 166
Liu Ti-ts'ao, in Fut'ien incident, 175
Lo Chang-lung, in Li's Peking group,

34; in early Communist Party, 38;
opposition to Li Li-san, 148, 151;
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in bid for power, 156; opposition to

Returned Student Clique, 164-166;
expulsion from party, 166; influence

in labor unions, 166-167
Lo I-nung, 60
Lominadze, Comintern delegate to

Chinese Party, 93, 103, 105, 113

Losovsky, on workers' and peasants'

movements, 159
Lukacs, George, on activity of Com-

munist Party, 191

Madyar, on Chinese society, 123
Manchester liberalism, 9
Mandalian, 81 ; on Kuomintang-Com-

munist alliance, 53, 54, 60-61 ; on
Chinese Communist Party, 64

Manuilsky, D., on struggle around
China, 158; on Chinese revolution,

162, 192, 193, 194
Manifesto of the August Seventh Con-

ference, 93-95
Mao Tse-tung, 84; in Society for the

Study of Marxism, 16; conversion

to Marxism-Leninism, 25, 26; ac-

tivities in Hunan province, 34, 35

;

appreciation of Leninism, 35; or-

ganizational activities, 65 ; report on
agrarian movement in Hunan, 73-

78, 84; and formula of revolution-

ary elite, 85 ; in autumn harvest up-
risings, 100-102, 104; takes refuge

in Chingkanshan mountains, 102-

103, 108; adherence to Marxist-

Leninist-Stalinist tradition, 116-

117; Moscow background of Com-
munist development, 122, 123-124,

126, 136; in emergence of Red
Army, 135; autobiography, 172;
rise to preeminence, 172-178; rela-

tions to organs of party authority,

1 78-1 81; relations to Li Li-san

leadership, 181-183; assumes con-
trol of Chinese Communist Move-
ment, 185; role of Moscow in lead-

ership of, 187-188; strategy of,

189-191; and Marxist-Leninist
dogma, 191-199; and party line,

199-201 ; as faithful Stalinist, 201-

204
March Twentieth incident, Chiang's

coup d'dtat, 54-56
Maring, 31; interview with Sun Yat-

sen, 38; and Kuomintang-Commu-
nist alliance, 39, 40-41, 43, 44

Maritime union, 166-167
Marx, Karl, 37

Marxism, neglect of, in China prior to

1919, 7-8; concept of morality, 23;
attitude toward peasantry, 117. See
also Society for the Study of Marx-
ism

Marxism-Leninism, philosophies of Li

Ta-chao and Ch'en Tu-hsiu, 8-13

;

influence of October Revolution, 12,

13-16; appeal of, to Chinese in-

telligentsia, 22, 85; problems of, 28;

concept of political parties, 43

;

Maoist strategy and, 191-199;
abiding elements of, 201-204

Mass movement, Chinese Communist
control of, 52, 53-54

"Material Change and Ethical

Change" (Li Ta-chao), 23

May Fourth Movement, 8; rise of

nationalism, 17-18; influence of

Russell and Dewey, 19; in rise of

Chinese proletariat, 25; in Shang-
hai, 31

May Thirtieth incident (1925). 52-

53, 107

Mensheviks, 43
Mif, Pavel, 61, 81, 164; on Ch'en Tu-

hsiu, 64; on Fifth Party Congress

(1927), 68; on Soviet movement in

China, 139-140; appointed Comin-
tern Delegate to China, 148-149,

151; seeks to unseat Li Li-san, 154,

155, 156, 159; on economic struggle

of Chinese proletariat, 160-161 ; and
Wang Ming leadership, 165-166; in

Fourth Plenum, 169-170

Militarists, Chinese, 56-57

Mill, John Stuart, 7

Molotov, V. M., 157

Montesquieu, Charles de, 7

Morality, Marxian and Confucian, 23-

24

"My Views on Marxism," (Li Ta-
chao), 16-17

Nakanishi, on Maoist development of

Chinese Communism, 116

Nanchang, 182 ; uprising at, 90, 92-

93, 104

Nanking, 182; breaks control of labor

unions, 97; Central Committee ac-

tivities in, 129

Narodniks, 76, 89, 117

Nationalism, of student generation of

1919, 17-18; bourgeois, Soviet em-
phasis on, in Asia, 3S; Sun's and

Ch'en's views of, 42 ; effect of north-
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em expedition, 59. See also May
Fourth Movement

Neumann, Heinz, in Canton uprising,

105
New Democracy period, 200-201

"New Revolutionary Wave and the

Initial Victory in One or Several

Provinces, The," 141-142
Niehpu lake, 34
Nietzsche, Friedrich, 7

Nihilists, Russian, conception of sci-

ence, 9
Northern expedition, 56-58, 62-63;

endorsed by Kremlin, 80
Noulens, trial of, 184
"Now" (Li Ta-chao), 10

"Occupation of Changsha, The," 144
October Revolution, 30, 82-83, 119;

acceptance by Li Ta-chao, 12, 13-

14, 18; Chinese interest in, 15

"Open door" policy, 130-131
Opportunist passivity, 112

Parties, political, Marxist-Leninist

concept of, 43 ; relations of, 58
Party line, denned, 58; Maoist strat-

egy and, 199-201
Parvus, theory of permanent revolu-

tion, 72

Peasant Associations, 53
Peasantry, Ch'en Tu-hsiu on, 65

;

agrarian question, 65-68; autumn
harvest uprisings, 99-102; Trotsky-
ist and Stalinist views of, 114-115;
attitude of Communist Party to-

ward, 1 1 7-1 26; unevenness of move-
ment of, with labor movement, 159.

See also Agrarian movement
Peiyang militarists, 57
Peking, Li Ta-chao forms group in,

34
Peking University, Li Ta-chao and

Ch'en Tu-hsiu at, 8, 10

Peking-Hankow Railway Workers
Union, strike of, 47-48

P'eng Pai, organizational activities,

65 ; establishes first Chinese Soviet

government, 102-103
P'eng Shu-chih, 47, 54, 60, 81 ; rela-

tions with Ch'en Tu-hsiu, 61 ; con-
flict with Ch'ii Ch'iu-pai, 61, 68,

69-70, 71-73; on Chinese national

revolution, 61-63; plots postpone-
ment of Fifth Party Congress, 68;
aims in Chinese Communist move-
ment, 83

P'eng Teh-huai, in emergence of Red
Army, 135; in attack on Changsha,

144, 182; relations with Mao, 173-

174, 176
Permanent revolution, Trotsky's the-

ory of, 70, 72, 73, 162-163. See also

Revolution, Chinese
Pod'em, definition of, 160, 163, 168

Politburo, Emergency, in Central

Committee, 95 ; Mao dismissed

from, 100; in attack on Changsha,
141-142. 143; forces Li's resigna-

tion, 156; letter of June 11, 150,

157, 180
Problems of the Chinese Revolution

(Shih Ts'un-t'ung), 53
Proletariat, hegemony of, defined,

113-114; Trotskyist and Stalinist

views of, 114-115; attitude of Com-
munist Party toward, 11 7-1 26; Li

Li-san attempts recapture of, 128-

132; unevenness of labor and
peasant movements, 159; in Chi-
nese Communist Party, 192-195.
See also Labor movement

"Proposal for the Impeachment of the

Communist Party, A," 51
"Putschism," in, 159-160

Radek, Karl, on task of Chinese Com-
munist Party, 37-38, 47> 49

Railroad workers union, Communist
influence in, 36

Real Power Faction, Chu Teh, Mao
Tse-tung group, 137, 150-151, 152,

180
Reality, Li's concept of, 10-11

Reconstruction, Kuomintang organ, 32
Red Army, 133, 169, 181, 182; emer-
gence of, 108, 135-143 ; Wang Ming
on, 150; refuses to attack Wuhan,
150, 151; in attack on Changsha,

144, 153 ; in Maoist strategy, 190
"Red Army of the Chinese Revolu-

tion, The" (Sinani), 182

Red Flag, 138, 139, 141, 154
Red Spears, 99
Red Stage (Li Ang), 116

Red Unions, 148, 169; in Shanghai,

129; Li Li-san attempts control of,

132
Religion of rites, 10
Reorganization Committee, of Kuo-

mintang, 50
Reorganizationists, Wang Ching-wei's,

129-130, 134
"Report on an Investigation of the
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Agrarian Movement in Hunan, A"
(Mao Tse-tung), 73-78, 84, 178

"Resolutions of the Socialist Youth
Corps," 51

"Resolution on the Peasant Question,"

S3
Returned Student Clique. See Twenty-

eight Bolsheviks

Revolution, Chinese, P'eng's theory

of, 61-63; right-wing position on,

63-65; compared with Russian, of

1905, 69; Mao's position on, 75-77;
as permanent revolution, 104-105

;

after Canton Commune, 1 09-1 15;
nature of, 161-163; Comintern an-

nounces new upsurge, 160-161. See

also Permanent revolution

Revolution of 1905, 69, 7c, 88
Revolution of 1911, failure of, 13

Right opportunism, 160, 165

Romance of the Three Kingdoms,
The, 185

Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, 7
Roy, Indian Communist, 30, 81

Russell, Bertrand, 33; at Peking Uni-
versity, 19; on China's misery, 28

Russia. See Soviet Union

Science, Ch'en's conception of role of,

9-1 1, 12

Serge, Victor, on Canton uprising, 105

Shanghai, May Fourth Movement in,

31; textile mill strike in, 52-53;
abortive strikes in, 99; strikes

(1928), 129; white terror in, 184,

185-186

Shaohsing, First Party Congress at,

34-35
Shen Tze-min, 148, 186

Shih Ts'un-t'ung, on Kuomintang-
Communist alliance, 53

Short History of the Chinese Labor
Movement (Teng Chung-hsia), 36,

98
Shunchih provincial committee, 132

Smith, Adam, 7

Snow, Edgar, interview with Mao
Tse-tung, 74, 77, 172, 176, 180, 184^

Social Democrats, 114, 118; as Social

Fascists, 109; in Soviet areas, 174;
in Fukien Soviet area, 177; ques-

tion lack of proletarian base in Chi-

nese party, 197

Social Fascists, 109

Social Revolutionary Party, attacked

by Lenin, 119

Socialism, as factor in Chinese Com-
munist Party, 38-39

Socialist Youth Corps, organization
of> 3 1

* 32, 33; in Kuomintang-
Communist alliance, 51

Society for the Study of Marxism,
16, 26

Soong, Ch'ing-ling, in Nanchang up-
rising, 93

Souvarine, Boris, on Canton uprising,

105
Soviet areas, Communist successes in,

*55J workers' and peasants' strug-

gle, 159; conflicts in, 173-178; rela-

tions with Central Committee, 179-

183; growing strength of, 184-185
Soviet Union, need for allies in Asia,

38; pressure for Kuomintang-Com-
munist alliance, 40, 44. See also

Stalin

Soviets, question of, in Russia and
China, 81, 82-83; in Stalin's strat-

egy of Chinese Party leadership,

91 ; in new Chinese Party line, 94;
Mao's policy of organizing, 101

;

first Chinese government estab-

lished, 102-103; Comintern en-

dorsement of, in China, 103, 104-

105 ; organization of, in China,

113; movement in Kiangsi, 135;
rise of, in China, 135-143; as pro-

letarian political institution, 195-

196
Soviets in China, 196
Soviety v Kitae, 177
Spencer, Herbert, 7

Stalin, Joseph, 114, 157; attitude

toward Kuomintang, 43-44; calls

for bold action in China, 66, 67-68;
and Kuomintang-Communist alli-

ance, 56, 69, 71, 79-81, 82; letter of

June 1, 1927, 77; strategy of, in
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Benjamin I.Schwartz

Chinese
Communism
and the
Rise of Mao
"In Dr. Schwartz' book we now have a solid study of the early

history of the Chinese Communist party down to about 1933. It is a

pioneer work which uses skillfully the basic sources available in

Chinese, with attention to supplementary materials in Japanese

and Russian. . . . Within the framework of his important line of

investigation, Dr. Schwartz has explored a great many previously

unused Chinese sources."—c. martin wilbur, The American His-

torical Review

"This is a detailed and specialized study of the development of the

Chinese Communist Party 'in terms of its doctrinal frame of ref-

erence and its internal political relations' from its inception to the

end of 1933, when Mao's leading position in the Party apparently

was assured. . . . An excellent book: a solid pioneer study, and the

most useful and reliable guide we have in a difficult and much

neglected field. Without doubt it will enrich and leave its mark

on studies of Chinese Communism for years to come."—JOHN H. M.

lindbeck, American Sociological Review

"The author has throughout the entire book succeeded admirably

in describing the kaleidoscopic power shifts which elevated one

leader after another to a position of temporary dominance. . . . The

contribution which Mr. Schwartz has already made to an under-

standing of Chinese Communism is so substantial that Far Eastern

scholars must acknowledge a debt of gratitude to him."—wilfrid

j. smith, The Russian Review

"[Mr. Schwartz] has brought together systematically what had been

known before only sketchily and added much that was new. He

uses his material with a sound critical sense and against a knowl-

edge of Russian communist thought."—The Political Science

Quarterly
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